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PREFACE

This report is prepared for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) by tile
Environmental Protection Department at the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL). lt presents the results of LLNUs environmental monitoring and
compliance effort and provides an assessment of tile impact of LLNL operations on
the environment.

The report has been divided into two major sections: one for the Livermore site,
which is tile main site of LLNL operations, and tile other for Site 300, where high-
explosives tests are conducted. Both of the major sections has been further divided
into chapters. The primary focus of most of the chapters is a particular environmental
media, e.g., air, water, or soil, that is being monitored. All of the information about
tllat type of monitoring effort is presented in that chapter. The m,mitoring chapters
are followed by sun'mlaries of environmental compliance and quality assurance activ-
ities for each site.

In addition, some background information about radiation dosimetry and risk
assessment has been provided in this document. This information, which is provided
for the general reader, is presented at the beginning of the chapters on these subjects.
Also, the monitoring data is summarized following tile DOg suggested format in the
synopsis at the end of this document.

This report is tile responsibility of the Regulatory Affairs Division of the
Environmental Protection Department. Within this division, tile Environmental
Monitoring Group samples the environment, interprets the results, performs the
impact analysis of radiological ernissions from LLNL, and compiles the information
presented here.

Monitoring data are obtained through the combined efforts of the EMG, the
Nuclear Chemistry Division, and the Hazards Control Department of LLNL. The fol-
lowing people made significant contributions to this report:

Environmental Monitoring Group Duane I?.ueppel
Richard Yamauchi

Paris Althouse*
Brian K. Balke Other EPD Ccmtribut_rs
David D. Brekke
Barbara Fields Tina M. Carlsen
Colleen R. Frost Charlene H. Grandfield
David L. Graves* Joy M. Hirabavashi
Rebecca J. Herrma nn* Fred ric Hoffm an
Sue Koopman C. Susi Jackson
John C. Kleiber, Jr. Carol M. Klelusiak*
Michelle C. Laurie* Karen Kraftick
Fred S. Miller Albert I.,. l,amarre
Leslie Peeters* William A. McCcmachie
Donald G. Ramsev* t tarcHd E. Pfeifer
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Preface

Michael J. Taffet Robert C. Holland,Nuclear Chemistry
Judith C. Steenhoven Janet C. Garrison, Nucl,_ar Chemistry
Stephen D. Steiner Mary A. Lee, Hazards Control
Charlotte van Warmerdam* Susan C. MacLean, Nuclear Chemistry

Kenneth V. Marsh, Nuclear Chemistry
Contributors from Other Departments David S. Myers, Hazards Control

Marcel W. Nathans, Hazards Control

Kevin K. Anderson, Computations Gary L. Seibel, Hazards Control
Joan Beiriger, Nuclear Chemistry Rohit K. Shah, Hazards Control
Henry Bell, Jr., Magnetic Fusion Robert Silva, Nuclear Chemistry

Engineering Carl W. Sundbeck, Hazards Control
Neil B. Crow, Environmental Sciences Joane M. Westermark, Hazards Control

Division Kai M. Wong, Environmental Sciences
Rebecca A. Failor, Che'mistry Department Division
Mark J. Durst, Computations
Frank J. Gouveia, Environmental

Sciences Division * Contract employees
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ABSTRACT

This report documents the results of the Environmental Monitoring Program at
the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and presents summary infor-
mation about environmental compliance efforts for 1989. To enable evaluation of
the effect of LLNL operations oll the local environment, measurements were made
at both the Livermore site and nearby Site 300 of direct radiation and a variety of
radionuclides and chemical pollutants in ambient air, soil, sewage effluent, surface
water, groundwater, vegetation, and foodstuff. This report was prepared to meet
the requirements of Department of Energy Orders 5484.1 and 5400.1. Evaluations
were made of LLNUs compliance with all applicable guides, standards, and limits
for radiological and nonradiological emissions to the environment. The monitoring
data demonstrate that LLNL was in compliance with environmental laws and reg-
ulations concerning emission aI_d discharge of materials to the environment. In
addition, the monitoring data demonstrate that the environmental impacts of
LLNL are minimal and pose ilo threat to the public or the environment.
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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION
LLNL has a substantial continuing cornmitnlei_t to environmental compliance

and accountability. Each year, the Environmental Protection Department makes a

significant effort toward monitoring the environment near the Livermore site and
Site 300. In 1989, over 30 000 analyses of environmental samples were performed.
This effort, which is conducted in accordance with DOE Orders 5400.1 and 5484.1,

h,_s three purposes: (1) to assess the effectiveness of effluent control programs,

(2) to assess compliance with applicable environmental laws and regulations, and

(3) to estimate the impact of operations on the environment. Data are produced

from sampling of air, sewage effluent, groundwater and surface water, soil, vegeta-

tion and foodstuff, and environrnental radiation; the type of samples collected at a

specific location depends on the site and the potential pollutants to be monitored.

Both monitoring and compliance activities are summarized in this document to

provide a complete picture of the environmental program at LLNL.

LLNL--LIVERMORESITE locations or samples were noted, and the
overall levels determined were essentially

Air Monitoring the same as those reported in 1988. The
Surveillance and effluent monitoring measured concentrations of 23_U are 'less

are conducted at the Livermore site and in than 0.03% the DCG, and for 235U, the

the surrounding areas to determine if air- concentrations are 0.001% of the DCG.
borne radionuclides or hazardous materi- The highest concentration of tritium
als are being released by operations. In measured was 9.6 x l0 11 IdCi/mL (0.1% of
1989, all measurements of airborne the DCG). The highest annual mean con-
radioactive pollutants at the Livermore- centration of tritium at the Livermore-site
site perimeter and Livermore Valley sam- perimeter was 3.2 x 10-11/aCi/mL, or
pling locations were well below the 0.03% of the DCG. The highest annual
Derived Concentration Guides (DCGs) mean concentration of tritium for the

established by the DOE. DCGs are concen- Livermore Valley was 1.4 x 10'11 gtCi/mL
trations of radionuclides in air that could or 0.01% of the DCG. These values were

be continuously inhaled 365 days of the generally lower than those reported for
year and not exceed the DOE primary 1988. In 1989, a total of 2951.8 Ci of tritium
radiatkm protection standard to the public were released to the atmosphere from
of 10() mrem/y effective dose equivalent, operations at IA_NL. Of the 2951.8 Ci,
(DCGs are also calculated for concentra- approximately 1554.4 Ci were released as
tions of radionuclides in water. The tritiated water (HTO); the remaining tri-

: Radiolc_gical Dose Assessment chapter tium was elemental tritium gas (HT).
provides an explanation of this and other Releases of the short-lived radionuclides
units of d(_se.) 13N and isO from Building 194 (the

The highest c_mcentration _f plutonium electron-positron linear accelerator)
detected was 4.14 × 1()-17 _Ci/mL, which totalled 42 Ci.
represents (I.21 '.'/,;of the DCG. No ()ther The highest monthly average concen-
statistically significant differences between trati(m of beryllium measured was

/./.NI. t:.Jr_,iroumelz/alRel_orl1989 3
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<26 x 10.5 _g/m 3. This is the level of (SNI,L); SNLL records account for 0.298 Ci
detection of tile analysis method and rep- of this amount. This amount is well within
resents <2.6% of the regulatory limit the environmental protection standard of
established by the Bay Area Air Quality 5 Ci maximum yearly release established
Management District. These concentra- by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
tions can be attributed to suspension of (NI{C) and adopted by DOE, and it is
surface soil containing naturally occurring als() within the range reported over the
beryllium, past 9 years.

Gross radioactivity measurements (.total The annual average 137Cs concentration
alpha-emitting or beta-emitting radionu- in sewer effluent of 4.9 x 10-11 btCi/mL is
clides) are made for the purpose of screen- only 0.0003% of the DOE discharge limit.
ing and trending airborne radioactivity The concentrations of tritium and 137Cs

values. The gross alpha and gross beta val- remain generally consistent with those
ues showed no significant trends in 1989. observed during 1988. The annual aw.rage
No gamma-en_itting radionuclides were 239pu concentration was 9.7 x 10-12 "
detected from air filter samples above btCi/mL, which was 0.0001% of the DOE
background levels, discharge limit for the application of BAT.

Accordingly, there were no airborne The combined total release of 137Cs and
emissions from LLNL operations in 1989 239pu was 0.0029% of the I Ci/y NRC
that caused any significant impact on pub- lirnit.
lic health or the environment. The Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)

and ptt limits were the only parameters
Sewage Monitoring exceeded in the LLNL sanitary sewer

On a daily basis, LLNL discharges effluent in 1989. The pH excursions were
approximately 358 000 gallons of waste- identified by the continuous on-line moni-
water containing sanitary sewage and toring system, and the BOD value over the
industrial effluent to the sewer system for limit was noted during a routil_e 24-hour
eventual treatment at the Livermore Water monitoring sample collected d .ring the
Reclamation Plant (LWRP). Administrative first quarter of the year. None of these
and engineering controls prevent poten- releases resulted in any adverse impact on
tially contaminated wastewater from the operation of the LWRP.
being directly discharged to the sewer. In
addition, the outflow is continuously Routine Water Monitoring
monitored and analyzed for compliance Surface water, drinking water, and
with permits and to assess the effective- stormwaters from the Livermore site and
ness of the control systems, surrounding areas are monitored for the

The concentrations of tritium (as triti- presence of radioactive constituents and
ated water), 137Cs, and 239pu were mea- nonradiological pollutants, including sol-
sured in the sanitary sewer effluent from vents, metals, and pesticides.
LLNL and LWRP. During 1989, there were In 1989, the runoff from two rain storrns
no inadvertent releases of radioactive was sampled. All measurements of alpha
materials to the sanitary sewer system that and beta i'adiation levels were low and
exceeded any discharge lirnits. The annual were a small fraction of the maximum
average concentration of tritium in LLNL contaminant level (MCL) for water. For
sanitary sewer effluent was 3.5 x 10-6 the first time, higher than usual tritium
BCi/mL, about 0.04% of the DOE annual- levels were observed at four of six moni-
ized discharge limit for application of best toring locations during one of the rain
available technology (BAT) to a public storms. The highest value was
sewer system. During 1989, a maximum of 57.4 x 10-¢_blCi/ml,. If this water were
1.6 Ci of tritiated water was discharged to drinking water, it would have exceeded
the sanitary sewer. This is the combined the limit established by the State of
release from the Livermore site and from California of 20 x 1()-('BCi/ml.. Other
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore samples taken during the same storm had
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tritiurn levels at or below the State Livermore site at 140 j.tg/L. No other
drinking water limit. These observations organic compounds were detected. Metals
are presently under investigation, were not detected above ntn'mal back-

The highest concentration of tritium ground levels expected for water that has
measured ill surface water, 19.3 x 10-7 been in contact with soil.

gCi/mL, occurred in the onsite swimming Oyerall, the impact of LLNL operations
pool. If this water were drinking water, this on water in 1989 was minimal.
concentration would represent 9.65% of the
permissible Concentration specified by the Soil Monitoring
State of California. Soil sediments are integrating media

Tritium data were also collected for that can account for contaminants released

wells in the vicinity of LWRP and for pro-. to the atmosphere or through liquid efflu-
ductien wells used by local water-supply I ents. Soil and arroyo sediments samples
agencies. The wells in the vicinity of LWRP are analyzed annually to doculnent any
are used to monitor groundwater quality changer in environmental levels of both
in that area; they are not used as drinking radioactive and nonradioactive contan-d-
water sources. The highest tritium values nants that may have been the result of
appear in wells downgradient of LWRP. LLNL operations. '
Tritium activities in other monitoring wells Elevated levels of 239pu, first observed
were at normal background levels, and all in soils near the Livermore Water
samples were well below the limits for Reclamation Plant (LWRP) during the
water adopted by the State of California. early 1970s, were again detected in 1989,
The tritium levels in these wells are similar although levels were well below those
to those observed in the 1988 sarnples, reported in 1988. The highest value of

An estimate of the annual (effective) 59.9 x 10-9 gCi/g represents 0.5% of the
dose that may be delivered to an adult proposed EPA soil standard for unrestrict-
who consumes water containing these tri- ed use of 0.2 gCi/m 2 (or 13 x 10-6 _.tCi/g
tium concentrations can be made. These based on average Livermore Valley soil
doses, which are all less than 6 x 10.2 mrem densities). In addition, 241Am was de-

(the value estirnated for the onsite swim- tected at LWRP in the same sampling
ruing pool), are based on a water consump- areas exhibiting elevated plutoniurn lev-

• 241 ) • )tion of 2 L/day and DOE dose-conversion els; the Am is pr_ bably duc t( natural
factors. The actual dose (if any) from the decay of the trace 241Pu that is present.
swimming pool and surface water sources The other radionuclides that were detect-
would be considerably less because they ed reflect worldwide fallout and naturally
are not used as drinking water sources, occurring concentrations of nuclides.
Methods used to calculate doses are pre- During 1989, sediment samples from
sented in Appendix A. the arroyos near the Livermore site were

Gross alpha and beta activities in the als() collected. This was the second year
surface and domestic water samples col- that samples of this type were collected.
lected in 1989 were below EPA and DHS The level of lead (Pb) in one sample
MCLs. All gross alpha concentrations in (79 rag/L) was above _;TI.,Climits
storrnwater runoff were below the detec- (5 rag/L). Tw() samples showed detectable
tion limit. Gross beta concentrations in levels of the I'CB Arocl(w 1260 (0.07

stormwater runoff did not differ signifi- mg/kg and 0.05 mg/kg). However, the
cantly between the LLNL influent and levels detected were close to detection lira-
effluent, its (0.03 rng/kg) and were below regula-

Data for physical and chemical parame- tory guidelines (50 pprn; 40 Code of
ters in stormwater are also collected. Most Federal Re%ulations 761 ). None of the levels
potential pollutants in the storm run(frf detected for other organic compounds
were not present at detectable levels. For were above regulatory standards. Many _f
the first time, acetone was detected in one these compounds are typical of fuel c(m-
sample at the northwest corner of the stituents and are expected in l(_cations that .
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concentrate stormwater runoff. Others are Valley concentration is sometinles higher
typical laboratory solvents that may indi- and sometimes lower than that of other
cate contamination of samples. Bay Area honeys. There are no safety
Investigations have been.initiated to deter- standards for radionuclides in honey.
mine the origin of these contaminants. However, none of the tritium levels

In general, the impact of LLNL opera- observed would be of health concern even
tions on soils and arroyo sediments has if the honey was consumed in the same
not changed from previous years. Most quantities as drinking water, where safety
analytes were detected at background con- standards do exist.
centrations, in trace amounts, or could not Samples of retail wines produced from
be measured above detection limits. Those grapes grown in the Livermore Valley,
compounds that have been detected are from grapes grown in other areas of
not at concentrations that warrant concern. California, and from grapes grown in

Europe were analyzed. The mean
Vegetation and Foodstuff Monitoring Livermore Valley wine tritium content

Smnpling of vegetation can provide was greater than both the European and
information about the buildup of radionu- California means, but the means from ali
clides in the environment. In addition, the areas were unchanged since 1988. in fact,
foodstuff pathway can be an important whether analyzed by sampling year or by
contributor to total dose. Therefore, vege- vintage year, the Livermore Valley and
tation and foodstuff analyses are per- California wines have each maintained
formed throughout the year in the essentially constant levels of tritiunl con-
proximity of the Livermore site and also centration since monitoring began. The
for areas beyond the influence of LLNL. European wines, which used to contain

In general, LLNL impacts on vegetation higher concentrations of tritium, have
and foodstuffs in the Livermore Valley in decreased to approximately the same
1989 were minimal. Tritium levels found levels as Livermore wines over the past
in the Livermore Valley vegetation were 10 years.
generally comparable to those observed in There are no safety standards for
previous years. Based on the conservative radionuclides in wine. Iqowever, the high-
assumption that an adult's diet includes est tritium value for wine produced from
vegetables with the highest observed aver- grapes grown in the Livermore Valley and
age tritium concentration, and meat and purchased in 1989 is 3% of the California
milk derived from livestock fed on grasses drinking water standard. The most con-
with the same concentration, the maxi- servative dose calculation, based on the

mum ._otential dose is approximately highest tritium value and the very conser-
6 x 10---mrem/y, va tive assumption that wine is consumed

The highest concentration of tritium in in the same volume as drinking water
goat milk was 4.9 x 10-7 _.lCi/mL. (2 L/day) resulted in an annual dose of
Although there is no standard for the con- 0.025 torero. More realistic consumption
cenfration of tritium in milk, this value is models resulted in far lower doses. The
2.5% of the California drinking water stan- potential dose from consuming wine from
dard. The calculated annual radiation any region is, theref()re, minute.
doses that could be rect'ived from con-

suming this milk, based on a milk intake Environmental Radiation Monitoring
of 310 L/y is 4.5 x 1@3 mrc,m/y. Penetrating radiati(m monitoring

The concentrations of tritium in honey around the Livermore site and the sur-
produced in the Livermore Valley were rounding Valley is performed using ther-
slightly l!igher than thc_se found in honey moluminescent dosimeters (Tldgs). Both
from neighboring areas, but within the background and man-made radiation are
range normally seen. Historically, the tri- measured. The average annual dose
tium c{mtent fluctuates significantly from equivalent from external exposure to
year to year, and the average l.,ivermt}re gamma radiation at the I_LNI, site
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boundary (61 torch0 was statistically the because of tile differences in model
same as the background external dose assurnptior_s and calculations,
measured in the Livermore Valley (63 Small amounts of radioacti_, e materials
nwem). The dose is almost identical to that from operations at the Livermore site were
in 1987 (64 mrern) and 198_q(63 rnrerr,), discharged to the environment in air and
This demonstrates that th, .re was no mea- sewer effluents. (The release of radioactiv-

surable dose due to direct radiation from ity to the sanitary sewer by LLN I_,and
LLNL operations at any point beyond the SN LL are discussed in the Sewage
Livermore-site boundary. Monitoring section of this summary.) The

, The annual average neutron radiation total amount of tritium released to the
dose at the Livermore-site perimeter in atmosphere by LLNI_ in 1989 was
1989 was 5.3 torero, similar to the 1987 2951.8 Ci, approximately 1_54.4 Ci in the
(5.0 torero) and 1988 (4.2 mrern) values, form of tritiated water. An additional

The neutron doses were statistically the 834 Ci of tritium was released by SNLL,
sarne at all perimeter monitoring loca- with approximately 656 Ci in the form of
tions. The neutron doses measured at the tritiated water. The total quantity of 13N
site boundary were consistent with that (half-life of 10 minutes) and 150 (half-life
expected from natural background. These of 2 minutes) released in 1989 was 42 Ci at
data indicate that no detectable contribu- the Livermore site. The amount of radioac-

tion to external dose by direct penetrating tivity released from LLNL during 1989
radiation was made by LLNl, operations, was lower than 1988 and well within the

range of previous years.
Potential Radiological Dose from the The CAAC was used to calculate the
Livermore Site estimated dose at the site perimeter, dose

The primary DOE radiation standards to the nearest resident, and dose at the
for protection of the public are 100 mrern/y maximun_ hypothetical offsite exposure
effective dose equivalent for prolonged location for each ernission source. The CPS
exposure and 500 mrem/y effective dose Code was used to calculate the estimated
equivalent for occasional exposure. The,se dose at the site perimeter, dose to the near-
limits are based on the dose to the maxi- est resident, and maximum hypothetical
really exposed individual in an uncon- offsite dose, as well as collective person-
trolled area. The definition of "effective rem dose to the population residing
dose equivalent" is the sum of the effec- within 80 km of the Livermore site. Both
rive dose equivalent frorn external radia- of these methods are based on conserva-
tion and the cornmitted (50-y) effective tive assumptions, and any actual dose
dose equivalent from ingestion and received by an individual would be
inhalation during the calendar year. much less.

DOE and LLNL also comply with EPA AIRDOS-EPA Clean Air Act Code
standards for radiation protectk_n. These (CAAC). The air pathway doses calculated
EPA radiation dose standards are using the CAAC included exposures from
25 mrem/y dose equivalent for whole- inhalation, air submersion, ingestion, and
body exposures from the air pathway and ground surface irradiation. The CAAC
75 mrem/y dose equivah:nt tor exposure was run using specific meteorology for the
_f any organ from the air pathway. (On Livermore site. The EPA limit for airborne
I)ecember 15, 1989, this limit was changed emissions is 25 nwem/y wh,_le body dose
to 10 mrem/y effective dose equivalent.) equivalent. The total fence-line dose from

The EF'A standard is based on the air emissions from Livermore-site opera-
AIRDOS-EPA Clean Air Act Code (CAAC) tions in 1989 was 0.53 torero; the dose to

model code, while LLNI_ historically has the nearest resident: was 0.33 torero; and
used the Continuous-Point-Source Code the dose at the point of maximum hypo-
(CPS Code) to determine compliance with thetical offsite exposure was ().53 torero.
DOE standards; this results in s()rnewhat These doses represent only 2% or less c)f
different calculated individual doses the 25-mrem/y EI_A limit. Doses for

ld.N/, l-lm,ir_nmelztalRep_./ 1989 7
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emissions from specific facilities were also 6 million within 80 krn t LLNL. Tile col-
calculated, lective population dose fvorn natural

Continuous-Point-Source Code (CPS sources of radiation, using 318 mrem/y as
Code). Air pathway doses were also calcu- a typical average from natural sources,
lated for each facility conSidered to have a during the same period of time was esti-
measurable airborne discharge to the mated to be 1.9 x l06 person-rem.
atmosphere using CPS Code. The maxi- Overall, all measured and calculated
mum combined inhalatJ.on dose(i.e., the radiation doses were negligible: they were
total from all facility discharges) from air- well below the applicable standards for
borne emissions at the Livermore-site radiation protection of the public and sub-
perimeter was 0.31 mren't. The maximum stantially less than the dose normally
hypothetical combined inhalation dose received from natural sources of back-
from airborne emissions to the nearest res- ground radiation.
ident was 0.21 mrem. The dose from tritium

was entirely due to tritiated water (HTO). Public Health Risk Assessments
Elemental tritium (HT) did not present a LLNL conducted two public health risk

, measurable contribution to the dose. assessrnents in 1989: one for emissions

The current DOE radiation protection from the Building 624 incinerator and the
limit for the public is 100 mrem during a other for volatile organic compounds
one-year period. Prior to 1986, this limit (VOCs) in the groundwater near the
was 500 mrem per year. The total offsite Livermore site. For the incinerator, the
dose has decreased significantly over past assessment of chrordc, noncarcinogenic
years. Fluctuation in dose from year to effects indicated that daily exposure esti-
year is due to changes in operations, oper- mates for each compound ernitted from
ating schedules, and site meteorology, the incinerator were below levels belie,,ed
Since 1984, the offsite doses have to produce any adverse effects, even for
remained very low, ali less than 0.4% of sensitive individuals such as the elderly or
the DOE limit, asthmatics. Similarly, the acute effects

The CPS Code was also used to calcu-, assessment indicated that maximum one-

late the dose to the: maximally exposed hour concentrations of emissions were
individual, a hypothetical person who also below levels that would cause
lives at a location and has a life style that adverse effects. In addition, the assess-
results in receiving the maximunl possible ment of the increased risk of cancer from
calculated radiation dose from Livermore- incinerator operations to the hypothetical
site operations. The calculated committed maximally exposed individual was
(50-y) effective dose equivalent to the 9.1 x 10-7, i.e., a nine-in-ten-million chance
hypothetical maximally exposed member above that risk incurred by everyday living.
of the public from all sources and path- For groundwater contaminants, the
ways during 1989 was 0.43 torero. For highest predicted cancer risk associated
comparison, the average resident of the with a 70-year-lifetime maximum expo-
Livermore Valley received a dose of sure is 2 x 10-3 for exposure to contami-
approximately 318 mrem from natural nants in water from a potential monitoring
background radiation (including radon) well drilled 250 ft west of the Livermore
during this same perio'3, site. Because no wells are likely tc) be

Finally, the CPS Code was used to cal- drilled within this area, the risk based on

culate the collective population dose. The the downtown-Livermore receptor sites
collective population dose is the sum of was also calculated, resulting in a predict-
the doses to all individuals residing within ed risk of 1 x 10-3. Moreover, these analy-
an 80-km radius of LLNL. The estimated ses of risk are based on the premise that
collective effective dose equivalent to the no remediation of ground water contami-
total population within 80 km (50 miles) of nation will occur. In fact, LLNl_, will reme-
LLN I_,was 0.64 person-rem during 1989. diate these contaminants, and actual risks
This dose is based on a population of will be much lower. In addition, no

8 ................................................................................................. l,/.NI, l:!m,ironmelltalReport 1989
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members of the public are currently Compre/wnsive Environmental
exposed to VOCs derived from the use of Response, Compensation, and Liability
wells near the LLNL sit.e. Act (CERCLA)/Superfund Amendments

amt Reauthorizatio, Act (SARA)_Title 1.

Summary of Environmental The efforts of the Environmental
Compliance Activities Res a_ration Program are directed mainly

The activities undertaken at the toward the Ground Water Project, which
Livermore site in response to legal adclresses contamination at and n_ ar the
requirements are described in the body of Livermore site resulting from past celeases
this report in the cllapter "Summary of of hazardous substances. Currently, efforts
Environmental Compliance Activities." are ongoing to monitor the extent of 'v'()Cs

Resource Conservation and Recovery and gasoline in soil and groundwater.
Act (RCRA)_Hazardous W,:ste. In Pilot remediation lxas been initiated in two
February 1989, LLNL submitted a refor- areas. In addition, LLNL is working on
matted RCRA Part B permit application various groundwatercomputer models as
for the storage, treatment, and incinera- part of the EPA Remedial Investigation/
tion of ha:,ardous waste and performed Feasibility Study process.
the second liquid waste trial burn. In In November 1989, a draft of the
Selc_t_mber,, the EPA proposed to deny the Remedial Investigation Report for the
Part B permit for the Livermore site. In Livermore site was prepared for agency
response to this notice, LLNL announced review. The objectives of the report were
that the permit application would be with- to characterize the site and lay a founda-

, drawn. In addition, LLNL completed tion for the development of remediation
physical upgrades to several hazardous strategies. Screening of groundwater, sur-
and mixed waste management units, and face water, soil, sediments, and air for
completed the incinerator risk assessment, toxic materials has led to the conclusion

The Part A and Part B permit applica- that the primary medium of concern is
tions were then significantly revised to groundwater and that the princip,_l com..
describe more specifically the individual pounds found to be of potential concern
waste management units, to reflect physi- are VOCs and fuel hydrocarbons.
cal or operational changes, to add mixed Superfund Amendments Reauthor-
waste management units, and to address ization Act (SARA)_Title IH. A physical
documentation issues. The revised permit inventory of ali chemicals, subject to
application was submitted to the regula- reporting under SARA Title III, was con-

• " 8tory agencies in December 1989. ducted in 198 . In early 1989, the data
Resource Conservation and Recovery were entered into a computerized

Act (RCRA) and Other Federal and State database system, and were used to gener-
Regulation of Storage Tanks. Personnel in ate reports for local emergency planning
the Tank Integrity Testing Program con- agencies. The inventory continues to be
ducted tests of 30 underground diesel fuel updated to reflect changes in chemicals
and gasoline systems in 1989; all but one handled on site.
was leak tight, and it was removed from Toxic Substances Control Act. In 1989,
service. In addition, 33 underground I,I,NL removed and disposed of a large
wastewater retention systems were tested; number of capacitors containing polychlo-
10 systems were identified that could not rinated biphenyls (PCBs). These capacitors
meet the minimum leak-rate criterion, were associatedwith the lhndem Mirror

Leak sites for two of these were idelLtified Experiment (TMX). Until lv_, DOE had
and repaired. A program for necessary required I.LN 1. to keep TMX in a moth-
repairs or closure of the remaining eight balled state so that it could be used again,
systems is under way. if necessary. In 1989, l)OE relaxed this

reqtlirement.

I..LNI. t-;Jr_,ironmeJrtalR.,.'t_',rt1989 9
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National Environmental Policy Act quality assurance standard, ANS1/ASME

(NEPA). In 1989, over forty projects were NAQ-1. Furthernu_re, all monitoring took
evaluated under tile applicable policies piace according to written, quality-
and procedures for DOE compliance with assurance-approved procedures. Contract
NEPA. Two of these were determined by and onsite laboratories must comply with
DOE to require an Environmental EMG quality assurance procedures and
Assessment; four were the subjects ef audits, and must participate in national
Action Description Memoranda. cross-check programs.

National Pollutant Discharge Duplicate, blank, and spiked samples
Elimination System (NPDES)/Waste were analyzed as part of the Quality
Discharge Requirements. LLNL holds per- Assurance Program. h', 1989, all laborato-
mits for wastewater discharges to ground- ries participated in cross-check programs;
water and surface water and to the sewer, duplicate sample data were comparab!e;
and was the subject of cornpliance inspec- and blank samples were, for the most part,
tions in 1989. adec ut_'e.

Air Quality Management Activities. In 1989, over 95% of all expected data
In 1989, the Bay Area Air Quality was captured.
Managernent District issued 192 permits
to LLNL for the Livermore site. No defi-

ciencies were noted as a result of the LLNL--SITE300
annual inspection of permitted sources. .

Pollutio.n Abatement Projects. LLNL is Air Monitoring
involved in several projects to improve Surveillance monitoring is conducted at
effluent monitoring and control systems. Site 300 to determine if airborne radionu-
A system for control of tritium releases clides or hazardous materials released by
from the Tritium Facility is in the final operations have an impact on the environ-
construction phase, an additional monitor- ment or public health. In 1989, all measure-
ing system has been added to the ments of airborne radioactive pollutants at
Plutonium Facility, and improved moni, Site 300 were well below the DCGs estab-
toring and retention systems are being lished by DOE. The highest concentrations
added tc) the sanitary sewer system, of plutonium detected were ().088 x 10-17

Environmental Protection Department _dCi/mL, which is abou'_ 0.()05% of the
Internal Compliance Activities. The DCG. The highest concentration of 238U

Environmental Operations Group is detected was obserw.'d in the February
responsible for working closely with composite sample at a level of 18.9 x 10-5
LLNL prograrns and departments in _g/m 3 (6.3 x 10 17 _Ci/ml_), or 0.06% of
implementing environmental require- the DCG. The highest concentration of 235U

ments so planned and current operations detected was also observed in the February
and experiments function in compliance composite sample at a level of 12.5 x 10.7
with Federal, State, and localenvironmen- Bg/m 3 (2.66 x 10-18 p.Ci/mL), 0.003% of tlle
tal regulations. In 1989, the group con- DCG. No other significant differences
ducted 93 formal building inspections, between locations or samples were noted,
responded to 6 spills, and conducted site and tl,e overall levels were essentially the
evaluations for 27 construction projects, same as those reported in previous years.

The highest monthly average concentra-
Quality Assurance Activities tion of beryllium detected was a detection-

The Environmental Monitoring Group limit value of <26 x 1()-5 _.tg/m 3. This value
(EMG) conducted quality assurance activi- is less than 3% of the regulatory limit estab-
ties tocomply with DOE Order 5700.6B. A lished by the San Joaquin County Air
separate document prepared by EMG l_ollution Control District. These concentra-
details ali quality assurance activities in tions can be attributed to suspension c_f
compliance with this order and with the surface soil containing naturally occurring

beryllium.
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Summary
Routine Water Monitoring Some groundwater monitoring wells

Surface water, domestic water, and rain near landfills at Site 300 continued to

water at Site 300 and in nearby locations show sharply elevated concentrations of
are mc,nitored for the presence of radionu- tritiated water, These elevated levels have
clides and other nonradioactive pollu- been observed in this area since 1984. The
rants, such as metals, solvents, and highest value measured was 4.0 x 10-4
pesticides. The only constituent of concern _.LCi/mL. This value exceeds the MCL;
observed in the active water supply wells however, it was ft'und in an aquifer that is
was a small amount of TCE sporadically not used for onsite water supplies. Water
detected in Well 19, which averaged moven'_ent analysis has shown that the tri-
approximately 3.3 t-tg/L (below the tiurn will decay to levels below drinking
California Departrnent of Health Services water limits before it reaches the site
maximum contaminant level (MCL) of boundary. Traces of halogenated hydro-
5 _tg/L). Well 19 was only used as a back- carbons were detected in wells downgra-
up water supply and was taken out of ser- dient of this area and in groundwater
vice in the fourth quarter of 11989. downgradient from another landfill at

The highest concentration of tritium Site. 300. As in 1988, the highest trichloro-
was 1.83 x 10-7 _,tCi/'mL. This represents ethylene value observed during routine
0.2% of the DCG and 1% of the permissi- rnonitoring in 1989 was from a well in the
ble concentration specified by the State of Building 817 area; this year the value was
California for drinking water. An estimate 81 I.tg/mL, in 1988 it was 98 _.Lg/mL. This
of theannual effective dose that may be contamination is most likely due to past
delivered to an adult who consumes water operations at Building 815. Nitrate levels
containing this tritium concentration is in a number of monitoring wells were
less than 0.003 rnrem, based on a water above the MCL. These levels are consid-

consumption of 2 L/day and the dose- ered to be naturally occurring.
conversion factors provided by DOE. The
actual dose (if any) from these water Soiil Monitoring
sources would be considerably less Soil is an integrating medium that can
because rnany of these sources are not account for contaminants released to the
used as drinking water sources, atmosphere or through liquid effluents.

The results from analyses of 10 ground- Soil samples are taken annually at Site 300
water sampling locations in the vicinity of to document any changes in environmen-
Site 300 indicated no concentrations above tal radioactivity levels and to evaluate any
background, with the exception of nitrate increases that may have been the result of
in one well that was above the MCL. This LLNL operations.
well, however, is not used for drinking The soil samples show that greater-
water supplies, than-background concentrations of 238U,

including that from the new sampling
Compliance Groundwater Monitoring location near Bunker 801, are limited to

LLNL also routinely rnonitored the isolated regions near the firing tables. The
groundwater around landfills and waste- highest value of 98.2 _.tg/"g (about 25 times
water surface impoundment units at Site greater than background) was observed in
300. In 1989, very low concentrations of the vicinity of a now inactive firing table.
Freon-113 (1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-trifluoro- In 1988; a value of 57(1gg/g was observed
ethane) continued to be observed in two in this area. However, in 1988, the gravel
wells at a maximum concentration of from this firing table was removed to an
5.8 btg/L and 9.7 t.tg/L, respectively, onsite landfill after the sample yielding
Fretm 113 was also detected in another the 570 Idg/g value was taken. The 1989
well during the second quarter at a con- , value is probably an indication of residual
centration of 0.9 gg/L. These levels are far material in this area. With the exceptkm of
below the State action level of 1200 }.Lg/L. the elevated 238U observed near the

bunker, the activities of ali other samples

LI_NI,l!)tvin_llmen/al Rep_rt 1989 11
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Summary
were representative of background or nat- In general, LLNL impacts on vegetation
urally occurring radionuclides, at and near Site 300 were minimal in 1989.

The levels detected at known sites of tri-

Vegetation Monitoring ' tium contamination are not of concern
Vegetation monitoring can provide because the contamination is localized and

information about the buildup or release the affected vegetation is neither directly
of radionuclides in the environment. DOE ingested by people nor consu reed by
orders require both sampling and path- livestock. '
way analysis for vegetation at and near
DOE facilities. Quarterly vegetation sam- Environmental Radiation Monitoring
ples were collected at and around Site 300 The average annual dose equivalent
in 1989. from external exposure to gamma

The levels of tritium detected in vegeta- radiation at the Site 300 boundary was
tion samples were mostly at detection lira- 77 mrem (ranging from 69 to 89 mrem).

, )._ _its, with the exception of samples from The offsite measured dc ses are 76 mrem
two locations, and were very similar to just west of Site 300 and 68 and 56 in the
those reported in 1988. As was the case in City of Tracy. The region around Site 300
1988, vegetation samples from a landfill has elevated levels of naturally occurring
area contained the highest tritium values uranium and may be different than the San
detected (up to 1.6 x 10-3 _tCi/mL in Joaquin Valley region. The differences
recovered water). The 1989 maximum lev- observed between the two locations may
els from these sampling locations are account for the different measured external
greater than those reported in previous radiation doses. We are investigating these
years. Tritium has been observed in the differences and will increase the offsite
vegetation of these areas since 1971, monitoring east of Site 300.
although tritium is not presently used at
the site, These sarnpling locations are adja- Potential Radiological Dose from
cent to landfills that include tritium- Site 300

containing debris from firing tables. As a The primary DOE radiation standarcls
result of seasonal rains spreading tritium for protection of the public are
from this debris, the tritium is present in 100 mrem/y effective dose equivalent for
the soil and groundwater in the area prolonged exposure and 500 mrem/y
where these samples are routinely col- effective dose equivalent for occasional
lected. The landfill areas continue to be exposure. These limits are based on the
under investigation for soil and ground- dose to the maximally exposed individual
water tritium contamination, as described in an uncontrolled area. The definition of

in reports published by the Environmental "effective dose equivalent" is the sum of
Restoration Division of LLNL's the effective dose equivalent from external
EnVironmental Protection Department. l'adiation and the committed (50-y) effec-

The calculated annual average dose tive dose equivalent from ingestion and
from vegetation at the location with the inhalation during the calendar year.
highest detected tritium values is 7 DOE and LLNL also comply with EPA
mrem/y, using conservative pathway standards for radiation protection. These
modeling assumptions (i.e., an adult's EPA radiation dose standards are
diet includes vegetables with the highest 25 mrem/y dose equivalent for whole-
average tritium concentration, and body exposures from the _ir pathway and
includes meat and milk derived from 75 mrem/y dose equivalent for exposure
livestock fed on grasses with the same of any organ from the air pathway. (On
concentration). In actuality, this dose December 15, 1989, this limit was changed

: would never be received because vegeta- to 10 mrem/y effective dose equivalent.)
tion at Site 300 is neither consumed by The EPA standard is based on the
people nor used for grazing livestock. AIRDOS-EPA Clean Air Act Code (CAAC)

model code, while LLNL historically has

12 .................................................................................................................................. I,I_NI.EnviromneJttal Report 19.q9
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Summary
used tile Contintious-Point-Source Code The CPS Code was also used to calcu-

. (CPS Code) to determine compliance with late tile dose to the maximally exposed
DOE standards; this results in somewhat individual, a laypothctical person who
different calculated individual doses lives at a location and has a life style that

because of tile differences in model results in receiving the maximuna'possible
assumptions and calculations, calculated radiation dose from Sitl._300

The total airborne discharge from the operations. The calculated conamitted
Advanced Test Accelerator in 1989 was (50-v) effective dose equivalent to the
0.57 Ci of 13N and 0.57 Ci of 150. These hyp_._thetical maximally exposed member
nuclides are air activation procluc,s gener- of the public from all sources and path-
ated during the interaction of the accelera- ways during 1989 was 6.3 x 10-4 torero.
tor beam with air. Nitrogen-13 has a For comparison, tile average resident of
halt-life of about 10 minutes, and 1_O has the Livermore Valley received a dose of
a half-life of about 2 minutes, approximately 318 mrem from natural

The CAAC was used to calculate the background radiation (including radon)
estimated dose at the site perime{er, dose during this same period.

• 1 tto the nearest resident, and dose at the Fmad_, the CPS Code was used to cal-

nlaximum hypothetical offsite exposure culate tile collective population dose. The
location for each emisskm source. Tile CPS collective population dose is the sum of
Code was used to calculate the estimated tile doses to ali individuals residing within
dose at the site perimeter, dose to tile near- an 80-km radius of LI.NL. The estimated
est reside,at, and maxinmm hypothetical collective effective dose equivalent to the
offsite dose as well as collective person- total population within 80 km (50 miles} of
rem dose to tile population residing with- LLNL was 1.3 x 10.3 person-rem during
in 80 km of LI_N k. Both of these methods 1989. This dose is based on a population of
are based on conservatl\ c a-sumptions, 6 million within 80 km of LLNL. The col-
and any actual dose received by an indi- lecti\'e population dose from natural
vidual \vould be much less• sources of radiation, using 318 mrem/v as

EPA Clean Air Act Code (CAAC). The a typical average from natural sources,
air pathway doses calculated using the during tile same period of time was esti-
CAAC included exposures from inhala- :'" _ted to be 1.9 x lt!_ person-rem.
tion, air submersion, ingestion, and
ground surface irradiation.The CAAC was Noise Monitoring
run using specific meteorology for I.LNI. conducted 55 high explosives
Site 2 __t0. TI_,: EPA limit for airborne emis- tests at Site 3{1{/during 1_89. Micro-
sions is 25 mrem/v whole body dose barograph measurements in tile \'icinity of
equivalent. l-he total fence-linedose from '_ite 300 and the City of Tracy demon-
air emissions from Site 300 L,.perations in strated that the noise limit o'f 400 _tbar
1989 was 1.5 x 10 -4 torero; the dose to the was not exceeded, nor were there any

nearest resident was 3.7 x lt}-:" torero; and complaints of noise or overpressure from

the dose ,at the point of_naxim:m_ hvpo- residents in the \'icinitv of the test site.
theticat offsitc expo:mrc was 1.5 × 1(i-4 Furthermore, none of {he 55 tests pro-
torero. These doses represent (;hiv 0.0()(_¢; duced sound levels, at any. of the _ micro-
or less of tile EPA limit, barograph stations, above 65 btbar.

Continuous-Point-Source Code (CPS

Code>. Air pathwa.v do.,es were also calcu- Summary of Environmental
lated using CPS Code. The maximum Compliance Activities
inhalation dose from airborne emissi_ms at lhc activities t, ndertaken ,at Site 300 in

the Site 3011perimeter was _.3 ..: lt! -4 response to legal requirements are
torero. The maxinaum inhalatitm dose described in the body t_f this report in the
from airbt_rne emissions to the nearest res- chapter "Sumnaarv t;f l:_nvironmental
ident was 1._ _ 1{I-4 torero. C_m_pliance Acti\"ities."
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Summary Resource Conservation and Recovera d Site 300. Subsequen t installation of moni-
Act (RCRA)--Hazardous Waste. Landfill toring wells allowed identification of a
Pits 1 and 7 were operated at Site 300 plume of TCE (concentrations up to
under provisions of the Interim Status 58 ppb) in shallow groundwater extending
Document CA 2890090002 and WDR about 4000 ft from the site boundary
Order 80-184 until November 1988 when beneath private and State of California
their use ceased. They had been used for property. A groundwater treatment sys-
disposal of firing table gravel and debris, tem has been designed to begin remedia-
Plans for final closure of Pits 1 and 7 were tion of these low concentrations of TCE.

subnaitted to DHS, EPA, and the Regional By year end, the treatment unit was being
Water Quality Control Board. The RCRA constructed and applicable permits had
Part A permit application was revised to been sought.
show the change in landfill status. A The investigation of tritium in ground-
RCI;'A Part B permit application was sub- water at Landfill Pit 7 showed tho_.
mitted to EPA and DHS in January 1989 grou.r_dwater in that area is moving at a
for the hazardous waste container storage maximum of about 15 na/}, toward the
facility. The final Part B permits were northern site boundary. Given this flow
issued by EPA and DHS in November rate and the radioactive decay half-life for
1989 for hazardous waste container tritium of 12.3 years, by the time the
storage, groundwater reaches the site boundary, its

Resource Conservation and Recoveray tritium concentratiorl will be only slightly
Act (RCRA) and Other Federal and State above background levels.
Regulation of Storage Tanks. Personnel in In 1989, LLNL continued its investiga-
the Tank Integrity Testing Program con- tion of the extent of HE compounds and
ducted tests of two underground haz- TCE in grou-:twater beneath the HE
ardous product retention systems; one Process Area. Both plumes are small, with
system was identified that could not meet concentrations of HE compounds at
tl'aeminimum leak-rate criterion. The leak 350 ppb or less and TCE at 280 ppb or less.
site :,,as identified and repaired. As part of LLNL's environrnental reme-

Comprehensive Environmental diation efforts, six inactive water-st_pply
Response, Compensation, and Liability wells at Site 300 were sealed and aban-

Act (CERCLA)/Superfund Amendments doned. These older wells posed a potential
and Reauthorization Act (SARA)_Title I. threat of cross-contamination of water-

At Site 300, ongoing remedial investiga- bearing zones because of their long well
tions, feasibility studies, and remedial screens or sand packs.
actions are being performed. Until re- In addition during 1989, the Regional
cently, these investigations were being Water Quality Control Board approved
conducted under the California Clean LLNL's plan to close tlae nine decommis-
Water Act, using CERCLA guidelines and sioned HE rinsewater lagoons in the HE
procedures. In March 1989, LLNL received Process Area. By October 1989, LLNL had
a proposed RCIC4 cleanup order from filled the lagoons to grade level with
EPA. The terms of the cleanup order have native soils, placed a clay cover on each
not vet been negotiated with EPA. lagoon, and seeded them with native

Remedial Investigati,)ns/Feasibility grasses. The lagoons have now been for-
Studies of TCE, tritium, and HE com- mally closed.
pounds in soil and groundwater contin- National Pollutant Discharge Elimi-
ued during 1989. TCE contamination was nation System (NPDES)/Waste Discharge
investigated at the Building 834 complex, Requirements. LLNL holds permits for
at Building 833, the General Services area, cooling tower discharges, landfill sites,
Landfill Pit 6, and the HE Process Area. A sewer lagoons, septic tanks, leachfields,
soil-vapor survey in the General Services and a high explosives rinsewater impound-
area resulted in (he detection of TCE in ment system. These permits were the sub-
offsite soils east of the southeast corner of ject of compliance inspections in 1989.
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Summary
Air Quality Management Activities. re,_ponsible for working closely with

The San Joaquin Air Pollution Control LLNL programs and departments in
District issued nine permits to LLN 1_,for implementing environmental require'
Site 300 operations in 1989. No deficien- ments such that planned and current oper-
cies were noted as a result of the annual ations and experiments function in
inspection of permitted sources, compliance with Federal, State, and local

Endangered Species Act Activities. Staff environmental "'egulations. In 1989, the
from the California Department of Fish group conducted 40 formal building
and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife inspections at Site 300.
Service performed their annual inspection
of the endangered wild flower, AmsiJtckia Conclusion
graml(flora, on March 30, 1989. A newly In sum, the results of the Environmental
discovered second population located on Monitoring Program for 1989 demonstrate
Site 300 was also inspected, that the environmental impacts of LLNL

Environmental Protection Department are minimal and pose no threat to the
lntenml Compliance Activities. The public or the environment.
Environmental Operations Group is

l.i+NI. l+_itvir<,imclllall@p,,,,+lI 9_'9 ] :_/_
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INTRODUCTION

LLNL is operated by tile University of California for tile UMted States Department

of Energy (DOE). "File Laboratory was established in 1952 to conduct research on

nuclear weapons and magnetic fusion energy. Since then, other major programs have
been added; these include laser fusion and laser isotope separation, biomedical and

environmental sciences, and applied energy technology. These programs require

research in such basic scientific disciplines as chemistry and materials science, com-

puter science and technology, biological sciences, engineering, and physics. LLNL also

carries out a variety of projects for other Federal agencies.

LLNL's Livermore site is located about control measures; (2) to assess compliance
64 km (39 miles) east of San Francisco, with applicable standards; and (3) to esti-
California, in the Livermore Valley of east- mate the impact of these operations on the
ern Alameda County, adjacent to the City environment. A list of the potential envi-
of Livermore. Nearly 6 million people live ronmental pollutants for which analyses
within 80 km (5(.)miles) of the Livermore are conducted is presented in Table 1. The
site (see Figure 1); of these, approximately monitoring program includes many differ-
54 000 live in Livermore. ent sampling and analytical techniques;

Much of LLNI2s materials testing and
high-explosives (HE) diagnostic work is
conducted at Site 300, which is located in _ Population
the sparsely populated hills of the Diablo in thousands (_ Sacramento
Range, 24 km (i 5 miles) southeast of Scale:Miles
Livermore. Figure 1shows the location of [- ] ] I ] i
the Livermore site with respect to its sur- 0 5 10 15 20
rounding areas, including Site 300. In Sector 1 Sector 2
198% I.LNL employed approximately 8200
_eo ')le
F I: ' _ StocktonOperations at LLNL are subject to strict t

Federal, State, regional, and local environ- , Oakland LLNLLivermore Site
mental requirements, and a substantial _ 300
commitment is made to meet these

requirements. Strict effluent-control pro- Livermore

grams that emphasize controlling effluents [at the source are in effect; these programs I
constrain potential hazardous emissions San Jose
such as tritium, uranium, plutonium, met-

als, solvents, and common laboratory _ Sector 3 Sector 4
chemicals. The Environmental Monitoring _ _1

Group (EMG) of the Regulatory Affairs "NDy
Division of the Environmental Protection PacificOcean _._
l)c,partment conducts ali environmental
monitoring program for three purposes:
(1) to assess the effectiveness of these Figure1. Estimated population distribution (in thousands)

within 80 km of Livermore, by sectors.

, , ,,, ,.." .......... ,._ _.. , s,_,_n 1_
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Introduction
these teclmiques permit detection of

tritiu-- I/ 338 radioactive and nonradioactive pollutantsAir
Livermoresite at environmental background levels. The

Air particleF 4628 mm Site300 prograrn includes the collection and analy-
sis of air, soil, water, sewage effluent, vege-

Soil/sedimentsl_SO 2402 tation, and foodstuffs. In addition, gamma

Sewe_ 2470 and neutron dosimeters are used to mea-
Surface and 180 Sure environmental radiation levels at

domesticWater 2436 numerous locations in the vicinity of

Stormwater runoff _ 1524 LLNL. In 1989, over 154 000 analyses were
- performed (see Figures 2 and 3).

Groundwater 15
___ 13120 This report is one of the documents

36 written to comply with environmentalVegetation 28
-- regulations and to inform the public

Wine 44 about emissions and impact of LLNL

Honey 8 operations, lt is prepared by EMG, with
- 150 the assistance of other LLNL employees,

Milk ill compliance with DOE Orders 5400.1
TLD/neutron 338 General Environmental Protection

- 88 Program (U.S. Department of Energy
Offsitewater I 880 1988a) and 5484.1, Environmental

Total 1 19302 Protection, Safety, and Health Protection
Information Reporting Requirements

0 5o0o 1oo0o 15ooo 2oooo (U.S. Department of Energy 1981).
Numberof analyses This report has been divided into two

Figure2. In 1989 the Environmental Monitoring Group parts: Livermore site and Site 300. This' was done toemphasize the difference in
conducted 31 485 routine monitoring analyses, location and operation of the two sites, but

has resulted in some duplication in infor-
ms tion about m(mitoring method s. The

Aliroutine 12183 _ Livermoresite topics in the major sections are organized
monitoring 19302 / Site 300 by the aspect of the environment being

monitored, e.g., air, water, or soil, rather
than by the type of work performed by

I EMG. (All overview of this document is

Soil 51098 I

investigation i presented in the DOE suggested format in
I the synopsis at the end of this docurnent.)monitoring 12919 i

!! Environmental monitoring samples are
Groundwater 40022 I analyzed by LI,NL or commercial Inborn-
investigation tories. When applicable, Environnlental

monitoring 19150 Protection Agency (EPA) standard meth-
ods are used to collect and analyze the
samples. If EPA standard rnethods are not

103303 available, LLNL develops its own proce-
Total dures, using radiochemical procedures

51371__1_1_ deri ved from published techniques and
0 20000 40000 60000 80000 100000 120000 modified to meet the specific analytical

Numberof analyses requirements of EMG.
While it is relatively easy to report the

Figure3. In 1989, the total number of monitoring data that comprise the annual environ-
analyses conducted by the Environmental mental report, it is much more difficult to
Monitonng Group and the Environmental piace these data in context. In this report,
Restoration Division was 154 647.
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' Introduction
we present not only the data for environ- trains program personnel on regulatory
mental monitoring in 19891 but also infor- compliance, waste minimization, and pol-
mation about what the data mean, lution abatement. These consultations

including comparisons with data from help identify and mitigate potential envi-
past years, comparisons of these data with ronmental contamination and compliance
regulatory standards, and, for radiation,, problems in the early stages of project
comparisons with natural sources. The planning. The Division staff conducts
assessment of potential impact to the pub- audits for compliance implementation.
lic from emissions of materials is based on The Division staff also responds to emer-
effluent discharges and measurements of gencies and other urgent problems to
environmental media. Radiation doses are advise on environmental cleanup stan-
calculated at the points of hypothetical dards, sampling, and possible regulatory
maximum public exposure and to the total reporting; implements regulatory require-
population residing within an 80-km ments for tanks and wastewater systems,
(50-mile) radius of the Livermore site. This including record keeping and regulatory
report does not contain detailed or hisb_ri- interface; and pr,?pares risk assessments,
cal information about compliance or reports, and documents, such as
cleanup activities; these activities are the Environmental Impact Reports and
subjects of many specific reports (see e.g., Statements (EIRs and EISs), for cornpli-
Thorpe et al. 199(1;Taffet et al. 1989b). ance with the National Environmental .
However, this report does present sum- Policy Act and the California
mary information about compliance activ- Environrnental Quality Act ....
ities conducted at LLNL in 1989.

Before progressing to the monitoring
data, we present summary information Environmental Restoration Division
about the organization and functions of The Environrnental Restoration Division
the Environmental Protection Department. was established in response to past han-

dling and disposal practices for hazardous
materials, as well as leaks and spills, which

ENVIRONMENTALPROTECTION resulted irl environmental contamination at
levels unacceptable by current standards.

DEPARTMENT The staff of this Division plans, directs, and
The Environmental Protection conducts assessments to determine the

Department ensures that LLNL can meet impact of such releases on the environ-
its environmental responsibilities as stipu- ment; the staff also conducts restorations to
lated in environmental legislation, regula- reduce contamination to levels acceptak le
tions, and DOE orders and collaborates to protect human health and the environ-
with I]_NL programs to maintain ade- ment. Particularly, the Environlnental
quate protection of the environment. In Restoration Division staff investigates field
1989, the Department was reorganized sites to determine the existence and extent
in to four divisions: En vironmen ta l of conta reina tion, manages corrections
Guidance I)ivision, ErLvironrnental such as soil removal and groundwater and
Restoration Division, Hazardous Waste surface water treatment, and closes inactive

Management Division, and Regulatory facilities in a manner designed to prevent
Affairs Division. environmental contamirlation.

Environmental Guidance Division Hazardous Waste Management
The Environmental Guidance Division Division

helps LI_NL programs and organizations The Hazardous Waste Management
1 operate in an environmentally sound Division manages and processes ali LI_NL-

manner and meet compliance require- generated hazardous wastes, _'adioactive
ments. The Division staff advises and wastes, and mixed wastes for the purp{_se

IZNI. 151vinJnnleutalRet){_rt1989 19
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introduction
of storage, treatment, and transportation matters as hazardous waste handling, air
for recycling or offsite disposal. Tlie emissions sources, and water discharges.
Division staff also manages the Waste The Division also has the responsibility for
Minimization Prograrn. Specifically, the monitoring the environmerlt and prepar-
Hazardous Waste Management staff pro- ing the nul'tilerous reports required by var-
cesses, stores, packages, solidifies, treats, ious environmental regulations and DOE
and prepares waste for shipm.ellt and dis- Orders, including tl_is report. Notably, the
posal or recycling; tracks and documents Regulatory Affairs Division staff monitors
the movement of hazardous, mixed, and environmental media to verify compliance
radioactive waste from waste accumula- with establisl_ed limits and to ensure there

tion areas to final disposal both on and off is no environmental degradation due to
site; responds to emergencies; and partici- LLNL activities; works with regulatory
pates in the cleanup of spills, agencies in the preparation of reports,

permit applications, and other documents
required to demonstrate compliance with

Regulatory Affairs Division environmental regulations; maintains
The Regulatory Affairs Division ensures knowledge of legislation as it may impact

thatLLNL complies with environmental LLNL activities; and interacts with the
regulations through the regulatory permit- community on environmental issues and
ting process for such environmental the impact of LLNL operations.

Table1. Potential environmental pollutants for which analyses are conducted.

Metals Radioactivity Organic compounds

Antimony Gross alpha Acrolein Ethylbenzene
Arsenic Gross beta Acrylonitrile Freons

Beryllium Gamma isotopes Benzene H MX

Cadnlium Plutoniun_ isotopes Bl-lC, gamma isomer Methoxychlor

Cl,trornium l._otassium-40 (Lindane) Met!lylene chloride

Cobalt Radium isotopes Bromodichloromethane Polychlorinated

Copper Tllorium-232 Bromofornl biphenyls
Lead Tritium Bromomethane RDX

Mercury Uranium isotopes Carbon tetrachloride 1,1,2,2,-Tetrachloroethane

Molybdenum Chlorobenzene "l_'trachloroet hylene
Nickel Chloroethane TNT

Selenium 2-Chloroethylvinylether 'liHuene

Silver Chloroform Toxaphene
Thallium 2,4-D 2,4,5-TP (Silvex)

Vanadium Dibromochloromethane trans-1,2-Dichloroethylene

Zinc 1,1 -l)ichloroetha ne tta ns- 1,3-l)ichloropropene
1,1 -Dichloroet hylene 1,1 ,1-Trichloroethane

Dichlorop ropa nes 1,1,2-Trichhm_etha ne

1,2-1)ichloropropene Trichlcmffluoromethane

1,3-DichhiroprOpene Vinyl chloride

Endrin Xylene
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SETTING

Introduction

The environmental effects of Livermore-site operations are governed by location,

climate, and geology. For example, the dispersal of airborne emissions from the site
are controlled by wind patterns and rainfall. Data on wind and rainfall are used to

calculate the effects of emissions on nearby populations. Similarly, the dispersal of

any groundwater contaminants are constrained by the particular geology of the
site. This chapter is abrief overview of facts about Livermore-site surroundings

that are used in determining environmental effects of various emissions.

Location site. Farther to the south, property is pri-

In 1952, when weapons research and marily open space or rural ranchettes, with
development first took place at the some agricultural use.
Livermore site, the site was approximately The property to the east of the site is
one mile away from the city limits of the agricultural land with low-density residen-
City of Livermore. However, during the tial development. Farther east, foothills of
last 30 },ears, the City has grown to the the intercoastal range define the eastern
point where residential, industrial, and margin of the Livermore Valley.
commercial development are occurring on A business park is located directly
parcels adjacent to the Livermore site. north of the Livermore site, and a 287-acre
Recently, a vacant parcel located about parcel of open space and agricultural land
244 m (800 ft) west of the Livermore-site northeast of the site has recently been
western boundary was annexed by the City rezoned to allow development of a center
of Livermore and rezoned to allow for low- for heavy industry.

density (3 units per acre), single-family The developed portion of the Livermore
residential development. Construction of site now occupies an area of 3.28 km 2
residences on this property began in 1989. (1.3 miles2). Recently, DOE obtained addi-

Sandia National Laboratories, tional land around the Livermore site to
Livermore (SNLL) is located immediately serve as a buffer zone. Additional land has
to the south of the Livermore site. Operated also been acquired for security buffer zones
by AT&T Technologies, Inc., SNLL is on the east and west sides of the SNLL site.
under DOE contract to provide research
and development associated with nuclear Climate
weapons systems engineering and related The climate of the Livermore Valley is
national security tasks. Although their pri- characterized by mild, rainy winters and
mary missions are similar, LLNL and warm, dry sumrners. The mean annual
SNLL are separate facilities, each having temperature is 12.5°C (59°F); the normal
its own local management, and each seasonal temperature range is defined by
reporting to a different DOE operations nighttime winter lows in the vicinity of
office. 0°C (32°F) and summer daytime highs

Other property south of the site includes around 38°C (100°F). Annual wind data
agricultural areas and low-density residen- are given in Fig. L-1 and Table L-1.
tial areas. Grazing is the primary activity, Prevailing winds for approximately 45% of
although orchards and vineyards may be the year are from the west and southwest.
found to the south; there is also a business During the remainder of the year, it is calm

. park to the southwest of the Livermore

LLNL Environmental Report 1989 .........................................................................................................................................................................23
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Setting (approximately one-third of the year) or Range Province. The Livermore Valley

wind directions are variable, forms ali irregularly shaped lowland area
Both rairffall and wind exhibit a strong approximately 26 km (! 6 miles) long, east

seasonal pattern. Most of the precipitation fo west; the valley averages 11 km (7 miles)
occurs between October and April, with in width, north to south. The floor of the
very little rainfall during the warmer valley slopes to the west from an elevation
months. The highest and lowest annual of approximately 200 rn (660 ft) at the east-
rainfalls on record are 7" "_mrn (30.8 in.) and ern end to approximately 90 m (295 ft) at
138 mm (5.4 in.). Rainfall at the Livermore its drainage outlet, which is located near

• site for 1989 was 236 mm (9.29 in.). the southwestern corner.

Surface drainage is by westward-

Geology flowing intermittent streams (arroyos) that
merge in the west end of the valley to form

Topography. The Livermore site is the southward-flowing Arroyo de la
located in the southeastern portion of the

Laguna, a tributary to the Alameda Creek
Livermore Valley, a topographic and struc- drainage system. Winter flows that are not
rural depression oriented east-west within captured as groundwater recharge flow
the Diablo Range of the California Coast 6ut the southwestern corner of the valley

' and 'eventually enter San Francisco Bay by
N ' way of Alameda Creek. Surface-water

NNW NNE bodies near the I, ivermore site include the

, South Bay Aqueduct, which runs from
NW NE northeast to southwest, 0.2 km (().1 miles)

to the southeast of the Livermore site; the
treatment tanks and reserw_ir of the

Patterson Pass water treatment facility,
about 1.2 km (0.7 miles) east of the
Livermore site; Frick Lake, an area of

enclosed drainage 4 km (2.4 miles) north
of the Livermore site, where winter storm

flows accumulate in an intermittent pond;
and the Springtown pond, an artificial dec-
orative pond maintained in a community
recreation area 2.6 km (1.6 miles) north-
west of the Livermore site. Lake Del Valle,

a water storage reservoir 8 km (4.9 miles)
south of the Livermore site, provides

sw SE aquatic recreation (swimming, boa ting,
and fishing), as does the Shadow Cliffs

ssw s SSE Regional Park, 11 km (6.7 miles) to thewest. Lake Isabel, 9 km (4.9 miles)to the
southwest, is a fee-for-fishing area. San

LLNL 1989 10-m level Antonio Reservoir, 13 km (8 mi) to the
Wind speed(m/s) , southwest, is used for water storage. Both

_------_ F---7---1 ii Lake Isabel and the Shadow Cliffs facility
1.0.2.9 3.0-4.9 5.0-6.9 .>:7 are excavations produced by gravel quarry

Calm: 0.6.0.9 m/s 29.6% operations, which continue to develop
addi,tional pits in the same general area.
The Livermore site normally receives its

FigureL-I. Wind rose showing the average annual wind treated water supply from the Hetch
speed frequency of occurrence and direction Hetchy Aqueduct (which supplies San
at the Livermore site for 1989. Francisco), located 11 km (6.7 miles) south-

west of Livermc)re,
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Table L-1. Average annual percent frequency of wind direction versus wind speed (m/s) Setting
for the Livermore site, 1989. Winds are based on one hour averages. (Row and column
totals do not add up due to rounding of numbers.)
',,,,Lm i i i -- i

Direction 0.0-0.9 1,0-2,9 3.0-4,9 5.0-6,9 _>7,0 Total
cahn

I:

N 1.8 {},3 0,2 0,1 {},{} 2,5
NNE 1,8 1,8 2,4 0,9 {),2 7.2
NE 1,8 2.2 3, I (),LI (},1 7.6
ENE 1.8 1.2 {},1 0,(} (),(} 3,2
E 1,8 0,5 0.C) 0,0 0,0 2.3
ESE 1,8 0.5 0,0 0.0 0,() 2.4
SE 1.8 0,3 (),0 0,0 (),0 2,2
SSE l,b 0.4 0,() 0,() (),0 2,3
S 1,8 3,6 0,5 0,4 0,2 6.5
SSW 1.8 4.4 1,3 0.5 0,3 8.3

SW 1.8 4.5 5.2 3,3 1.3 16,1
WSW 1,8 5,2 4,8 2,5 0.6 15.0
W 1,8 3.7 5,6 3,8 0,6 15.6
WNW 1,8 1,0 0,5 0,3 (),1 3,8
NW 1.8 0,7 0,1 (),() (),0 2,5
NNW 1,8 0.5 0,1 0,0 (),0 2.5
To taI 29.6 30.9 23,9 12.2 3.4 100.0

Hydrogeology. Tile hydrogeology and hills south of tile Liverrnore Valley. This for-
groundwater occurrence and movement in rnation is encountered beneath the
the vicinity of the Livermore site have Livermore site at depths ranging frorn 7 m
been the subjects of several recent and con- (23 ft) in the east to 119 m (389 ft) in the
tinuing investigations. Detailed discus- west. Above the Lower Livermore
sions of these investigations can be found Fornlation are the heterogeneous, unconsol-
in Stone and Ruggieri (1983); Carpenter idated alluvial sediments of the Pleistocene-
et al. (1984); Webster-Scholten and Hall age Upper Livermore Formation, wllich
(1988); Dresen et al. (1989a-f, 1990); and consist of complexly interbedded layers of
Thorpe et al. (1990). This subsection has poorly sorted clay, silt, sand, and gravel.
been summarized from the reports of these The late Pleistocene and Holocene-age allu-
investigations and frown data supplied by vial deposits tllat form the uppermost
Zone 7 of the Alanleda County Flood sequence of valley sediments are virtually
Control and Water Conservation District, identical to tile Upper I_,ivermore
the agency responsible for groundwater Formation.
management in the Livermore Valley The Livermore Formation (and over-
basin, lying alluvial deposits) contain tile aquifers

The Livermore Valley is bordered in the of the Livermore Valley groundwater
east by the Altamont Hills, where basin. This is an important water-bearing
Mioceneage Neroly and Cierbo Formations formation. Natural recharge occurs _ri-
and rocks of the Late Cretaceous Great marily along the fringes of the basil{ and
Valley sequence are exposed. Within the through tile arroyos during periods of
valley, lacustrine and fluvial valley fill winter flow. Zone7 conducts artificial
deposits occur to depths in excess of I km. recharge as needed to maintain ground-
The oldest of these is tile Lower Livermore water levels. This is done by releasing
Formatk_n of late Tertiary age---a hard, water from Lake Del Valle or the S_uth
locally lithified, predominantly fine-grained Bay Aqueduct into arroyo channels in the
sedimentary sequence that is exposed in the eastern p_)rtion of tile valley. Grot..,,d water

/,l.NI. Eiroironmelltal Report .,,_,_,qqo 25
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Setting flow in the valley generally moves toward under most of the site and farther to the

the central east-west axis of the valley and west, the contours flatten out to a gradient
then westward tl!rough the central basin, of approximately 0.003. Groundwater flow
Groundwater flow in the basin is generally under the northern and western portions
assumed to be primarily horizontal, of the site is generally westward. Under
although a significant vertical component the southeast corner of the site, there is an
probably exists in fringeareas and under apparent groundwater depression, a phe-
localized sources of recharge, nomenon that has been further investi-

Beneath the Livermore site, the depth to gated; a detailed description of findings tc)
water table varies from about 43 m (140 ft) date is provided in Dresen and Nichols
to 8 m (25 ft). Figure L-2 shows a contour (1986). Aquifer tests on monitoring wells
map of water table elevations (feet above in the vicinity of the Livermore site indi-
mean sea level) for September 1989. cate that the hydraulic conductivity of the
Although water-table elevations vary with permeable sediments ranges from 1 to
seasonal and year-to-year variations in 16 m/day (Weiss Associates 1985). This, in
both natural and artificial recharge, the combination w_th the observed water-table
qualitative patterns shown in Figure L-2 gradients, yields groundwater velocity
are generally rnaintained. At the eastern estimates of 5 to 90 m/y. The range in
edge of the Livermore site, groundwater these values reflects the heterogeneity typ-
gradients (change in elevation per unit of ical of the more permeable of the alluvial
horizontal distance) are quite steep, but sediments that underlie the area.

_,,f"" Ground water contour u_ _ Patterson Pass _ to u_ Lo Lo to _ _

(feetabovemsl) _ Road i
.............Groundelevationcontour _=B_ ¢=

|1Bir(feetabovemsl) _ u_
--- LLNLsiteboundary

Scale:Feet

I
0 500 1000 1500 _._

/
.

,/

_ -,-.. ,,,

"'.,5q 6

,/

"_'543

East Avenue

o 6.o......... %
_ u'3

Figure L-2. Approximate groundwater surface elevations (feet above mean sea level, msl),
Livermore site and vicinity.
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I AIRMONITORING

Introduction "

LLNL carries out surveillance and effluent air monitoring to determine if air-

borne radionuclides or hazardous rnaterials are being released by operations. Air

monitoring involves measurement of particles; collected on filters or of vapor

chemically trapped in air samplers. Concentrations of various airborne radionu-

clides, including particulates and tritium water vapor, and beryllium, are measured

at the Livermore-site perimeter and at offsite locations near the Livermore site.

Penetrating radiation, which cannot be measured by collection of material on

filters, is measured using dosimeters, and is discussed in a following chapter.

These chemicals are also measured to comply with the Cleae Air Act National
Emissions Standards for Hazardous Pollutants.

Methods

LLNL maintains 6 continuously operat- l "_ ...... .................... _ ....................................... i
r _"/ PattersonPassing high-volume air-particulate (HIVOL) 1 ..,_

samplers on the Livermore-site perimeter, F '_ Road
shown in Figure L-3, and 13 Livermore (1_

Valley HIVOL samplers, shown in [/"'""""""'"'" ..........'......."....................""'-.,, ,I
Figure L-4. The samplers are positioned (_ i ".

to reasonably ensure that any significant ' t _
concentration of particulate effluents from _,_ ..................r..,., # I]!i....................................................................,d'%......................../ ..... ]
LLNL operations will be detected, regard- 'w i X _ Ii
less of local meteorology. {! I i \ ' i Ii

The 6 H IVOL samplers on the n: ...... i ).., i
Livermore-site perimeter and 7 of the off- !i { _ i:;,.. { li

site Livermore Valley ,samplers are > ' " _ ."; _0,,,__
equipped with 5.2 x 10 2 ni 2 Whatman 41 _} _'" ,
cellulose filters. These samplers are oper- P" _ , i
ated at average flow rates of 40(.)to 1000 ) ' . _. :_............ i .. / _t" ' ', >,"< # li
L/rain These flow rates are verified at !I i _ I _'"' ' ._1_
montlqy intervals with a portable field- } _ i, }11
calibration unit. If a sampler fails, it is ii i ! I '
repaired and then calibrated with a ii i i _!
spirometer that was itself calibrated using t V _ '
an immersion unit traceable to the ,iu.... -_ ........... (_) ,_ ................ i!

i EastAvenue !
National Institute for Standards and

Technology (NIST), formerly known as the _ ii Air sampling" locations
National Bureau of Standards. An easily

: dissolvable filter and a low trace-metal LLNLperimeter
background are required for airborne- Scale:Feet
L,erylliuln analyses. Whatman 41 filters • __-_T-i---]---]
provide a balance between such require- 0 50o 1000 1500
ments and particulate-collection efficiency
(lJndeken el al. 1963). The remaining off- FigureL-3. Air sarnplinglocations,Livermore-site
site samplers us,' 8.11 x 10-3m2glass - perimeter, 1989.
fiber filters (Flanders F700) and are

J
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AirMonitoring operated at a flow rate of 8,5 l./min; tile each set of filters counted, and a back-
flow-rate indicators are generally cali- ground count is taken at the beginning of
brated annually, each run and between each set of 10 sam-

Ali air filters are changed weekly. Each ples. Records arc t,cpt of background and
filter is identified by its location, date on, counting-efficiency variations that ¢_ccur
date off, elapsed sampling time, and flow in the counting equipment. Filters from
rate. Filters are placed in glassine Locations 5, 6, 7, 9, and 11 are ahalyzed for
envelopes and transported to the gross alpha and gross beta activities oMy.
Livermore site, wb.ere this information is Filters from ali other locations are Rna-

transferred to log sheets and each filter lyzed for additional constituents, as
sample is given a serial number that described below.
accompanies it throu ghou t the analysis. Monthly composites of Livermore-site-
After a 4-day delay for decay of the radon- perimeter samples (Locations 1, 2, 12, 13,
thoron daughters, gross alpha and beta 14,and 15) are sealed in a 214-cm 3 alu-
activities on the filters are determined minum can and are counted for gamma-
with an automatic gas-flow proportional emitting radionuclides using
counter using 20-rain counting periods, low-background Ge(Li) detectors.
Normally, this counter is used only for Following gamma counting, the site-
environmental samples to avoid possible perimeter filters from individual locations
contamirmtiori. Separate 239pu arid 90Sr are analyzed for the presence of 239pu,
standards are used to deterrnine alpha and 235U, and 238U, Selected offsite samples "
beta counting efficiencies, respectively, from the Livermore Valley (l.,ocations 3, 4,
These standards are traceable to NIST or 8, 10, 16, and 1.7)are analyzed for 239ptl,
equivalent certification sources. Counting- These filters are ashed and then dissolved
efficiency measurements are rnade with in a mixture of nitric acid (HNO 3) and

hydrochloric acid (HC1) and/or hydroflu-
()ric acid (HF). Plutonium and uraniurn .

#_ are then separated by an ion-exchange
_I Altamont_I

' PassRoad, process. Plutonium is further purified by

:LivermoreVasco ion exchange, electroplated onto aDougherty, , i

._R°ad............ _Teaam;°jra _avenueo..........' @atler_0nR°ad..............[.................olL"_ ............. alphaStainlesSspectrometry.Steeldisk, and.urmliumSUbmittedisfurtherf°rpurified by ion exchange and submitted
".,__ "ii;:'*g......................_ ..........._ .......................t......................7J PassRoad5i_ for analysis by mass spectrometry.
j _ g ! E -o _l_ Livermore _i7:.7.3 ' _ -

o_ , _ ,, , ..... , ..... Replicate samples are taken to confirm

, ,...m \_a: stan_e_.Bivd:...........( .!.as : the results obtained from the sam,_lers. An
".. } .......... .. I ", .... b.Td[_ NiP additi.mal air sampler is operated'in paral-

k,,,_ "}:5."'ShadowCliffs I I .....:.....:re;la_ : lel wi h the permanent sampler at one of
_. /Pleasanton ,b .] ] Road __ the six Livermore-site-perimeter locations.

\ / qg,-'." t. _ rr"

... _, - This parallel operation is continued for one
_. '_/"" " .... _ ' month; the filters are exchanged weekly,
_l ,a_ and both filters are submitted for analysis

_ " LakeDelValle" ¢I_ &. in the usual manner. Monthly rotation of
...........•" _ _ '_ ooS/?oa,, the extra sampler amor_g the six locations.A '_........"' _ Airsampling _'

'W ........!). I locations ensures that ali perimeter samplers are
,} .... LLNLperimeter checked anntmlly. The replicate samples are

...... then com pared with res,pect_to g,ross,,al pha
......'_""" San Scale:Miles and beta activities and to 23)pu cor_tent.

Antonio Concentrations of airborne tritium are
Reservoir determined for each of the Mvermore-site-

0 2 4 perirneter air-sampling locations, offsite
Locations Sl and $2, and four additional

FigureL-4. Air sampling locations, Livermore Valley, 1989. Livermore Valley locations (Locations 4, 7,
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% and 17_. Water vapor i,s trapped on previously. (]ross alpl'La and gross beta AirMonitoring
silica-gel samplers operated at a flow rate x'alues show no significant differences
of about 0.7 L/rain for a two-week period, between samples taken at the Livermore-
-l_heaverage flow rate is calculated from site perimeter and Livermore \,'alley. Most
the initial and final flow rates, which are of the gross alpha determinations were at
measured with a rotometer that is call- or near the detection limit of the method;

brated annualh', and columns are typical gross alpha activity is <1 x 10-1"_
exchanged biweekly. Each sample is iden- ftCi/mL, and typical betaactivity is
tiffed by its locatiol_, date on, date off, 1 x l0 -14taCi/mL. Most of the observed
elapsed sampling time, and flow rate. This alpha and beta activity results from the
information is transferred to log sheets at naturally occurring radioisotopes of urani-
the loivermore site, and each sample is um andthorium and their decay products.
given a serial number that accompanies Table L-3 lists the activities oi selected
it throtlghout the analysis. A naralM air- gamma-emitting radionuclides that nor-
tritium sampler is rotated among the really contribute to the gross beta activity
perimeter location,; at one-month intervals, in th_.'I ivermore-site- _erimeter sam _les- - . - I: _ _,_.
a_ is done for the particulate parallel sam- Of the nuchdes tabulated,' Be, 4_K, ---(Ra,
pier. The collected water is recovered by "-SRa, and --' Th are naturally occurnng.
freeze-drying, and the tritiated water is The primary source of the z3"Cs and 22Na
measured by liquid-scintillation counting, is long-term global fallout and fallout

For beryllium measurements, every resuspension. Other fission products are
month, h,{lf of the weekly air filters from normally detectable only after such events

the Live,more-site-perin:leter samplers are as atmospheric nuclear iests by other
composited by sampling location. Two nations or releases such as th__Chernobvl
paper filters at a time are wet-asl',ed with a accident. In addition to providing baseli]le
mixture of 80'; HNO 3 and 20c', perchloric data on global fallout, analysis of these Sis-
acid (HC104). The :;olutions are then evap- sion products enables LI..NL to monitor the
orated _o a few milliliters, and care is taken containment of the small inventories of

to prevent the samples trom baking dr,,', mixed fission products and radiochemical
After the samples are diluted with water, tracers used at the I_LNL. The Derived
they are filtered, any residues are discard- Concentration Guides (DCGs) for these

ed,and the filtrates are diluted to 100 rnL radionuclides are also presented in 'Fable
with deionized water. Quantification is L-3. DCGs are concentrations of radkmu-

done by atomic absorption spectrophotom- clides in air (or water) that could be contin-
etrr with electrothermal atomization, tlouslv inhaled (or consumed)

Qt_ality control includes a reagent blank 3{_5days of the year and not exceed the
with blank tilters, a blank spiked with DOE primary radiation protection stan-
200 ng of beryllium, and several sample,_; dard to the public of 100 mrem/v effective
spiked with _'ssentiallv carrier-free ' Be. dose equivalent (U.S. Departmex{t of
Standards of 1, 2, and5 g/L are prepared Energy 1'490). (The Radiological Dose
by diluting an intern'lediate l-ppm stock Assessment chapter provides an explana-
s_}lution obtained from an N IST-traceable tion of this and other units of dose.)

1000-ppm stock dilution. The diluent Finall\; the percentage of the DCGs are
in all cases is 1_{ HNO 3 in water, presented; these values demonstrate the

low levels of gamIna activity present at the
Results l.iverrnore-site perimeter.

Airborne Radioactivity. LLN k analyzes Table L-4 shows the concentration of
air filters for gross alpha and gross be(a plutonium on air filter samples collected
act;vitv to ensure that releases of radionu- in the Livermore Valley. Table L-5 shows

clides _,_ther than those specifically ana- thc concentrations of airborne 23_Ptl, 235U,

lvzed for will be detected, and to identify and 23SU (depleted uranium) in the
trends in the LLNL environs. The values Livermore-site perimeter. The Derived
reported a re si milar to those observed Concen tra tion G uide (I._G) is based on

l.l,Nl, t"_n_'irontuctztal Rcl_,rt 19S9 29
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AirMonitoring tile typical environmental oxide chemical BCl/mL or 0.03'/,., of tile I)OE Derived

form. Location 13 at the northwest Concentration Guide. Table L-7 shows tile

perimeter of the Livernlore site showed average biweekly tritiated water-vapor
the highest concentrations of plutonium in concentrations for the l,ivermore Valley
air of the sampling locations. This sample sampling locations. The highest armua]
was collected in June, when extensive air- average concentrations were observed at
borne dust mass-loaded the high-Volun'm Locations 4 and S,2 (1.4 x 10-11MCi/mL);
air sampler filter. Thedust was caused by these concentrations are 0.01'7,_of the
dust3; earth-moving construction that DCG. The highest biweekly concentration
occurred both in the immediate onsite area was observed in August at location S-2.
and also directly across the street and This concentration, 3.1 x 10-ll pCi/mL, is
upwind in a housing tract construction 0.02'7,,,of the DCG. These values are gener-
area. The concentration measured for this ally lower than those reported last year.
sample, 4.14 x l0 -17 _Ci/mL, represents Beryllium in Air. Table L-8 shows aver-
0.21% of the DCG. No other statistically age monthly concentrations of airborne
significant differences between locations beryllium for the Livermore-site-perimeter
or samples were noted, and the overall sampling locations. The concentraticms,
levels determined were essentially the which are less than " _'2.6 7,,of the monthly
same as those reported in 1988. Tile mea- ambient concentration guide established
sured concentratiorls of 238U are less than by the Bay Area Air Quality Management
().06_;_the derived concentration guides District, can be attributed to suspension of
(U.S. Departrnent of Energy 199{)). surface soil containing naturally occurring

Table L-6 shows the average biweekty bervlliurn. Local soils contain approxi-
tritiated water-vapor concentratiorls rnaiely 1 ppm of beryllium, and
observed at the Livermore-site-perimeter Liverrnore's air typically contains 10 to
sampling locations. The highest annual 100 lag of particulates per cubic meter. By
mean concentrations were observed at using a value of 51)Mg/m 3 for an average
l,ocations 1, 12, and 14; these concentra- dust load and 1 ppm for berylliurn content
tions were approximately 3.2 x 10-11 of this dust, an airborne bervlliurn concen-

tration of 5.0 x 10.5 Mg/m3"can be calcu.

Monthtyconcentration lated. In view of the range of natural
----- BAAQMDambient variation to be expected in these back-

concentrationguide ground values, this value is in excellent
10-_ -- _ Representslimit of detections, agreement with the data in Table L-8.

samplesmostlikelycontained _ The monthly airborne beryllium con-
lessBe thanindicated _., centrations for the Livermore site are plot-

10.2 1 (.9 ted in Figure L-5. Values plotted for
e, c_ Septernber tlm)ugh December represent.5 ;_
c 0 tile limit of detectk)n for the contract labo-
.-. <
._ore103 .... 1/10 < ratorv, which modified its analytical pro-
E _6 cedures during those months. This

g 0 4 __ g procedure modification, which was insti-

o 1 "_'____"4_w _ 1/100 ._ tuted bv the contract laboratory, raised the

o

l rf_ detection limit; consequently, very low

105 - 1/1000 values could not be determined. ,;klthough
tile detection limit tfr the new metlaod still

allows adequate analysis of data with

10 6 ! i 1 i 1 i 1 I l I respect tc) regulatory )guidelines, we have
Jan Mar May July Sept Nov reque,4ed that the previous analysis tech-

Month nique be reinstated. (The previous analysis
technique was a graphite furnace beryllium

Figurek-5. Monthly mean co),cer)tration of beryllium analvsis technique that has a lower limit of
on air filters, Livermore-sit_ perimeter, 1989. dete_:tion.)
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Effluent Releases capture any accidental release involving Air Monitoring
Radioactive Effluents. In 1980, a total of large quaniities of tritium.

2951.8 Ci of tritium were released to the Nonradioactive Effluents. l)urilag 108c,_
atmosphere from operations fat M_NI_. Of tat the IJvermore site, the total cunauhative
the 2051.8 Ci, approximately 1554.4 Ci emissions from permitted equipmetat that
were released as tritiated water (IqTO); the evaporate organic nonprecursor com-
remainilag tritium was elernental tritium p_)unds (chlort)flut)rocarbons, 1,1,1-
gas (HT). Once released to the elwiron- trichloroethane, methylene chloride), were
merit, the potential dose from elemental approximately 135 pounds per day. The
ti"ititllaa gas is on the order of 25 00(} times estimated cumulative emissions from
lower than a dose from tacomparable organic precursor compt)unds (fall Solvents
release of tritiated water. Therefore, the tri- except those listed above) were 35 pounds
tiated hydrogen gas did not contribute per day. Organic precursors are materials
significantly, in calculatitms of the overall that change compositiola after being emit-
dose. Releases of the short-lived radionu- ted into air and can contribute to the for-

elides 13N and 150 from Building 104 (the mation of smog. Abatement devices,
electron-positron linear accelerator) which minilaaize air pollutants, are now
totalled 42 Ci. C0nlparative releases of installed on ali units first operating in 1988
radioactive efflue1_ts at IA_NL during the or later that emit nonprecursor solvents.
q-year period from 1081 througla 1989 are These abaternent devices meet Bay Area
shown in Table L-9. The radioactive emis- Ai)" Quality Management l)istrict criteria
si(ms from I.,LN 1_operations during 1980 for best available control technol_)gy.
were within the range of previotls years. Table L-2 lists the estimated release for

Of the 2951.8 Ci of tritiulaa discharged organic precursor and nt)l'lprecurst)r ct)na-
to the atmosplaere bv Ij_NL in 1989, 2040.4 pot)lads and other airbt)rne emissions. The
Ci came fIOln the Tr'itium Facility release of air pollutants tat the l_ivermo1"e
(Building 331). The higl'test single weekly site can be contrasted to the 1988 estirnat-
emissiola from the facility was 320 Ci (>f ed daily release of ai)" pollutants for the
tritium gas during the week of August 22, entire Bay Area. For example, the total
1u80. Resulting do_es frt)m t1"itiuna were organic precursor release of per-
significantly beh)w I)OE guidelines, chloroethylene froln dry cleaning opera-
Nonetheless, because of IoI.NL and D©E tions is estimated at 11 20()pounds pe)"
policies tr) keep emissions as low as )'eta- day versus I_IoNl_'s 35 pounds (().3'_) per
st)nablv achievable (ALAI_A), the Tritium day, which includes perchh)roetlaylene.
Facility received two major effltwnt-control The evaporation of organic nonprecursor
upgrades in !080. The \&ctlum Effluent solvents (used in degreasers) is 8200
Recovery System (\'F.I_,S)is designed to pounds, versus 135 pounds (1 .(_7,.)daily
recover up to 00'.:_of the present stack tri- for I.LNI_. A sunl-lnary of nonradioactive
tium emission. The Secondarily. Contained emissions in the San Francisct) Bay Area is
Tritium S\,stem (SCOTS) is designed to provided in Table L-10.

Table L-2. Nonradioactive airborne emissions, Livermore site.
i i i

Estimated release Percent of total

Pollutant (tons/day) Bay Area emissions a
..................................................................................

Pa rticu Iares 0,0014 0.0002

O rga n ic co m pou nd s 0.0852 0.0070
Oxides of su lfu r 0.00033 0.0003

Oxides of nitrogen 0,0549 0.0118
Carbon monoxide 0.0110 0.0005
Chh)rofluorocarbons 0.0705 0.()136

aSee BAAQMI) 1989.
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TableL-3, Gamma activity on air filtersmLivermore-site perimeter, 1989. a
iii ii

7Be 40K 137Cs 22Na 226Ra 228Ra 228Th 125Sb lO_q_u 144Ce OOCo

Month [10-13 _tCi/ml Y 2o ('7,)1 110-lt_ _lCi/ml, :! 2a (%)1

• - ()'-- <(I,I)34Jan, 0,r_7_ 2 <(),t;4 <0,03 <0,03 (1,144.q8 <(1,40 <.0.08 <0, lC) <0,2, c )'_

Feb, 1,17.4.2 3.46__.7 (),0!)4-:70 <.0,04 ....I, b <(),1{) <0.12 <0,29 <()'2_; <0,018

Mar, 0,78 4-...." 2,q2 4-75 0,()74- (_8 <(I,03 0.20 +74 0,72± 3(_ <0,08 <().t)u .:0,24 -t)....."_o <().t)3()

Apr. 1.1(_.4-2 5.54 _:47 <0,04 0.11 .4_(_6 ._1' 0._7 4.:47 <:(),11 <0.13 <0.36 <().31 <0,043
4.8.... 47 <(I.04 <0.10 t,May 0,8(_± o "_+ _. 0.73 _4__48 <0.10 <0,12 <().33 <().28 <().0,15

June 0.84 ± 2 5,72 .+.3.1 0,12 +_(_3 0,1(_± .lq 0.23 :!-53 0.72 4-_37 <0,()u <0,10 <0.27 <0,24 <(),()37

July 0,70 +-2 (_,784: 2(_ <0.03 <.0,03 (),284 42 (I.58 _t 37 <0])8 <0.0u <0,2{, <(),Iq (L0t)l± 5.q

Aug, 0,70 4:2 7.50 ± 25 <0,(/4 <(),(14 0,42 4 48 {},7(_4_37 <0,0q <0.I I <0,2q <0,22 {),I 51 ± 44

Sept, 1.03_-+:2 5.02 ± 51 (].16 ± 53 <0,04 0,28 4=4q 0,63 4:.45 <C),ll <0,12 <(I,32 <0.31) <0,(84

Oct. 130 4-:2 &68 :!: 53 <0.05 0,13 4: (_t_ 0,70± 38 0,82 L 58 <:0,17 <0,1, <0.3q <1.07 <(L041

Nov, 1.21 _:2 (_,58± 36 (!, II 4:62 <0.04 __b 0,43 4-64 4,31 .4_:4(_ <0,11 <(I,29 <0,29 <(L()37

Dec. 0.73 ± (_ <11,81 <1),03 <0.04 ......b b 2,71 ± 15 <0,12 ,<().2t._ <0.27 <0.()33
Mean 0,94 4.74 0.05 c 0,04c 0,28c 0.64 (1.10c 0.11c 0,29c 0.27 c 0,039 c

SDM (%) 29 48 33d 14 d 30 d 21 18d 11d 10 d 12d 14d

DCG (_.tCi/mL) 4x 10.8 9x10 10 4x 1010 1 x 10-9 l x 10-12 3x 1012 4x 1014 6x10 0 3x 10-11 3x 1011 8x10 "11
Percent of DCG 2 "."10 -4. 5 x 10"5 1 x 10 -(_ 4 x 107 3 x l0 "3 2 x 10.3 3 x 10-2 2 x I0 -7 1 x 10-4 9 x 10 .5 5 x 10.6

a Ali Livermore-site perimeter samples composited.
b No data reported by testing laboratory.
c Median. See Quality Assurance chapter.
d Median absolute deviation. See Quality Assurance chapter.

Table/.4. Plutonium-239 on air filters_Livermore Valley, 1989.
i_---- ii i ii

Sampling location a

3 4 8 10 10 17 6

Month I10 -17 _tCi/mL _4-2a ('Z,,)]

Jan, 0.011 ± q8 0,030 _+5(1 <0,011 0.010 +_98 0,146 ± 28 <(1.005 0.033 4-:74
Feb. (),025 .4_68 (/,08q _: 3_: (L011_+.98 0,016 :t 68 (),049 ± 58 ().021 4:78 0,02t) 4-:84

Mar, 0.024 4=70 0.023 4:72 0.()13 ± 76 0,046 _4:54 0,(]30 4=66 (),040 4_:58 ().020 ± 74

Apr. 0.027 ± 80 ().()40± 58 0,032 ± 60 (),012 ± 88 0.029 4=70 0.043 ± 54 ().021 4_q0

May <(Lt)10 (),058 4:46 <0,()17 0.022 Y 76 0,039 __:60 0,(139:t- 52 0.025 ± 70

June <0,0005 _b 0,()13 ± 82 1).024± 72 (),038 ± 6(1 0,03q 4_:57 <0.[)12

July <0,026 0,041 t 55 0,021 ± 8U 0,014 4--87 0,058 4=70 0,02bl 4-:70 (I,(117_+82

Aug. <0,1)09 0.021 -! 76 (I,021 4-84 0,023 4:66 0.047 4-52 (),039.4..60 (I.019 _4:76

Sept. 0.028 ± 68 0,434 ± 52 0.040 4-:70 (),()164:q2 0,02() _+.74 0.046 4:57 0,022 4:88
Oct. 0,0l 9 _+.q4 (1,(]60± 50 0,029 ± 64 0,031 4=68 0.100 ± 38 0.036 4-:48 0,023 .4.82

Nov, 0.063 _4:62 (I.(1294:66 0,054 4.:70 (1.033± _2 0,051 ± 60 <0,009 <(1.()04

Dec. <0,013 0.018 4:84 0.019 .+.84 ().C)l7 ± 90 (1,()334:66 0.()32 4_6(1 (}.030 ± e,0

Mean 0.0215 d 0.077 0.023 0.022 0.053 0.031 0.021

SDM (%) 35 e 156 57 47 67 43 37

Percent of DCG c 0.001 0.004 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.001

a See Fig. !:4 for sampling locations. Location 6 is in the City of Tracy.
b No data available for this sample, see Quality Assurance chapter.
c DCG for plutonium in air equals 4 × 10 -14 laCi/mL or 4 x 10-2 pCi/m 3.
d Median, see Quality Assurance chapter.
e Median absolute deviation, see Quality Assurance chapter.
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Table L-5. Plutonitun and uranium on air filters--Livermore-site perimeter, 1989.
i i i

23t}pub ' 238 U 235 U 235U/238 U

Month Location a [10 -17 liCi/mLI I1(I-5 [lg/m 3] [10-7 _lg/1113] IlO -31

Jan. i o.0{_8!: 38 2.10 1.48 7.{15
2 (}.{P,7:t:57 I.t}8 1.40 7.07
! 2 01}57 !: 4,1 3.08 2.15 6.98
13 1}.025!: 1_7 1.51 1.{)5 6.q5
14 0,04,1! 47 1.50 I .{}7 7,13
15 {}.{}11 :Lq_ 2.7tj 13}7 7.06

Feb. 1 {}.105 !: 31 4.03 3.26 8.OtJ
' 2 0.011 _L99 7.tJO 3.03 3.84

12 (},Or}5:l 39 l 3.9 5.9f_ 4.2 t)
13 0.{131± 73 13.5 4,63 3.,13
14 {}.05{1:!:57 (_.33 2,3q 3.7t}
15 ().015 4-:77 10.2 4.97 4.87

Mar. 1 0.{}45 1:43 1.77 1.24 7.01
2 0.024 :! 61 I .tj7 138 7.1}I
12 11,ll6g-4:38 4.8(_ 3.,15 7. I0
13 {}.{}1{',.+_78, 2.11 1,49 ZOe,
14 {I.021 -!-_:71 1.50 1.01 6,73
15 0.043 4- ,19 5/} I 4.27 7,24

Apr. I {1,121A:37 2.tj(} Zt} t} 7.(}6
2 0.{}28 4 t}(} 3.03 2.14 7.1)_
12 {1.{}78! 51 I_.()l 4.28 7.12
13 0.06{} -i_6{_ 7.4,1 5,3(} 7,20
14 (}.{i23 J- 95 2.5q 1.86 7,18
15 0.{}20 4:{.J8 5.q0 ,l.21 7.14

May 1 0,274.4.723 4.77 3.3t_ 7.04
2 {}.04{_! 58 3.(}8 2,t}{) 7.()7
I 2 ().(){},.}-tc42 554 3.84 6,93
13 (1.()43! 5t} (_.{_8 ,1.77 7,14
14 (},{}3tJ:!: 75 2.94 2,{}7 7.0,1
15 {1.{}42-! 55 _ 4,356. __ {:},tjtj

June I {}.334 :__2tj 7.83 5.43 O.q3
2 {}.(}f}{_i2 61 5.81 4.11 7.07
12 (}.{}51_- 5t} 7.52 5.26 6,tJtJ
13 4.14 ! 8 11.5 8.21 7,14
14 {).{}6{___-53 4.117 2,87 7.05

15 {},{}384-:{}3 7,34 5,17 7.{}4

July 1 ().121 4:35 7.73 5.50 7,12
2 {},,I13 ! 21 637 4,54 7,13
12 0,083 :!:42 8.7tJ {},24 7. I{}
'13 (}.{i51 4 52 13.7 9,7{j 7.15
14 {1,{}691:52 5.23 3,72 7, I I
15 1}.{}362!61 B.tJ1 ,t311 7. I I

Aug. 1 (i, 137 .t 4.q 9.{_6 6,73 {},97
2 0.2{11:! 38 7,63 5,37 7.0,1
12 {}.{}t}{_:t 48 I{}.4 7.23 6,C_5
13 ( .{ q4 4:63 17.I 12.I 7.()5
14 (}.(ic}24 80 ,1.77 3,35 7.02
15 (}.{)644 hl 8.7 {j 5,h8 6.4f}

...contim.'d
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TableL-5. Phltonium and uranium Oll air fJltersmLJvermore-site perimeter, 1989
(concluded).

t,ttt t, t l Itr

239pub 238U 235U 235U/238 U

Month Location a 110-17 ldCt/m(,] 110-5 _lg/m 3] 110-7 _lg/m 3] [10-3l

Sept, 1 0.414 +- 25 9,48 6,67 7,()4
2 0.140 :k42 7,29 5,21 7.15

12 {}.{}81 + 52 7,47 5.26 7,{},1

13 {}.039 __:71 I 1.2 8.{}3 7.17

14 0.()55 :tc54 4.7(I 3,36 7.15

15 0.026:5 63 (_.25 4,34 I_.9,1

Oct. I ().25I ± 26 6.35 4,46 7.02

2 (1.277:t 33 12.2 8,71 7.14

12 0, I (13-{_:45 7.27 5.08 6,99

13 ().()49+ 71 I().I 7.23 7.16

14 0,036 _. 90 4,69 3,33 7,10

15 ().030 + 71 5,97 4.27 7, i 5

Nov, 1 1.35 :!. 12 q,74 6.93 7.12

2 (1,164 :__36 7,43 5,27 7.09

12 0,()4,1:!:76 8.25 5.79 7.(12

13 ().()77 __:57 c3.13 ,1.38 7,15

14 (),061 -J:70 3.50 2,53 7,23

15 0.()e,8:I-49 _x49 4.63 7.13

Dec, I 0.457 :!-17 5,98 4.21 7.04

2 (),()04 _.:200 3.89 2.76 7,10

12 0.()68 :_}:41 3,79 2.70 7.12

13 (),()34 -k 4_) 4.I ,I 2.9(_ 7.15

14 0.()58 __50 3.5(I 2.46 7,()3

15 (1.1)40_ 54 5.92 4,23 7,15

Annual mean

239pu 238U 235U

Location 10 -17 SDM % of 10 -5 SDM % of 10 -7 SDM % of

gCi/mL (_A) DCG c tag/m 3 (%) DCG d ].lg/tri 3 (%) DCG e

1 0,306 116 0.015 6.03 48 0,020 4.28 47 0,001

2 0.125 108 0.006 5.77 52 0,019 3.88 54 0,001

, 12 0,074 25 0.004 7.24 41 0,024 4.77 32 0,001

13 0,385 307 0,019 8.76 56 0.029 5.83 57 0.001

14 0,051 40 0,003 3.77 39 0.013 2.5(I 35 0.001

15 0,036 49 0,002 6.56 27 0,022 4.42 20 0.(}01

a See Fig. L-3.
b Irl all tables, activity listed as 239pu includes activity due to 2401:'U.
c I)CG = 2 >:10 -14 j:tCt/ml. for 239pu activity in air.
d I)CG = 0.3 _.Jg/m._for 238U activity in air (1 ." 10-13 _lCi/ml.).
e DCG = 0.(147 l.ig/m 3 for 235U activity in air (1 .**10 -13 _lCi/ml.).

_A I I Ikll L',,,,;,,,_,,_,,,,_,I,,I 13,,_,_,,I 11)_1]

_.jl,..--j[,. ........ l,l.i _/i_ l,fl_-lilptlllll tl|lll i_i tl,l_l i i ,.,i.;.,
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TableL-6. Tritium in airmLivermore-site perimeter, 1989.
i i

: Sampling location a
t

1 2 12 13 '14 15

Month 110-'11 IJ Ci/mL -± 2a (%)1

Jan. 2,4 ± 4 1,4-J= 7 3,3 :t.:4 (1.9-j_: 12 2, I+ 5 1,2 :is 9

1,4 ± 6 1,3 -t: 7 3.4 -±3 0,7 -J: 12 1.3 + 6 1,0 :_-8

(1,6 + 12

1.0 ± 8

Feb, 2,8 ± 4 2,7 ± 4 3.3 -±3 0,8 :k 7 2,2 -I-4 1,6:1:6

1.5 ± 5 1.2 ± 8 1.8 + 5 1.1 ± 7 1.3 t: 7 1.4 + 7

0.3 :t: 14

0,4 -± 16

Mar, 4.I :r 3 2.{1± 6 3.5 !- "4 b 2,3 ± 5 2.7 ± 5

3.(_ ±_5 2,I-I- 8 _.L4± 3 (1,7-± 16 5.0 :!: 4 4,0 :l: 6

2.7 ± 5 1.4 ± I 0 2.9 "± 5 1.7 t: 8 3.5 -± 4 2.5 :tc5

__b 2,3 ± 6

b

Apr. 3,3 ± 5 5,3 ± 3 4,8 ± 3 (},9 ± 12 2,1 4_-6 1,8 -!.7

2.3 ± 6 {),q 4- 15 1,7 ± 8 (1,2 + 35 3.6 ± 4 1,5 + 7

1,1 -± 1 {}

1,1 -± I {}

May 2.6 ± 5 2,5-± 6 2,3-1 6 0.6 :J:19 2,6 ± 5 1,6 ± 8

2,5 :!: 5 (}.8 -± 14 I .(} :f: II {1,7 ± 15 2,6 _±5 1.5 Z- 8

2.3±6

1,7 :}: 6

June 2,5 ± 5 1.2 ± I{} 2.3 ± 5 0.5 ± 17 2.9 ± 4 1.6 ± 7

2.6 2!:.I 1,5 :!: 7 2.2 2 5 0.6 ± 16 3,3 ± 4 1,3 ± 8

1,4 ± 8

1,2 :t: 8

July 2.7 !,1 b 1.9:_ 6 {}.6J 16 3.{}! 4 I.I !.1{}

,I. I J: ,I (}.3 ± 30 1.4 :!: 8 0.2 ± 64 2.q :! 4 2.3 !: 6

5,8 4:3

6.0 _3

Aug. 4.{}:t. 4 I.I ! I1 1.3! {) 0.5 !.23 5.3!.3 2.7:! 5

9.6 :!: 2 1.8 -!: 5 2.6 ± 5 0,6 ± 14 5.6 !: 3 2,2 ±

,1,3 ± 4 1,3 ± I{} IZ}.t 7 0.5 ! 25 ,I,4 ! 3 2,4 :! 6

4.7 ! 4 4.1! 3

3,4 :! ,1

...con tinued
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TableL-6. Tritium in air--Livermore-site perimeter, 1989 (concluded).
ii i li, ii iii

Sampling location a

l 2 12 13 14 15

Month I10-11 _[Ci/mL __2c_ (%)1

Sept, 5,1 _-+:3 2,7 :]:5 4.0-± 3 0,5 :_:16 3,8 _+3 2,2-± 5

5.6 _--k3 2.8 :t:6 ,1.0 ± 4 1.4 -t li 3.3 +_5 2.5 i 6

2.{_+ 5

3.6 -±5

Oct. 3.3 i 4 6,8 i 3 7,7 -)z2 1_,7± 9 ' 3,6 k 4 1,8 :k 7

3,5 + 4 4,0 "±4 3.7 _q:4 I ,_ !-10 3,8 q..:4 1,9 :k 8

3,2 + 5 4,0 q_:4

Nov. 2,0 -±5 4.3 :k 3 4,0 ± 3 1.1 + 7 1,7 +_6 1.3 _ 7

1.()-± t_ 2,4 + 5 4,2 ± 3 1,3 +_8 1,0 _+.9 1.2 + 8

2.0-k 5

2.0 _._5

Dec. 1.4 :_-7 1.8 :{_:5 3.2 -__:3 1,4 -±9 1.8 -__7 1,1 + 12

2.0 -± 4 1.6 :k 5 2,3 _+.5 1.4 -! 6 1,8 :k 5 1.5 .__:(;,

2,2 ± 7 __b

Mean c 3.2 2.2 3.2 0.8 3.2 1.8

SDM (%) 51 67 57 50 43 37

Percent of DCG d 0.032 0.022 0°032 0.008 0.032 , 0.018

Dose (mrem) e 2.6 x 10 -2 1.8 x 10 -2 2.5 x 10 -2 0.6 x 10 -2, 2.5 x 10 -2 1.4 x 10 =2

........ i

a See Fig, L-3 for sampling locations.
b No data. See Quality Assurance chapter.
c Livermore-site:,perimeter overall average is 2.4 x 10 -11 _tCi/mL.
d DCG = 1 x 10-_ _tCi/mL.
e This dose is the effective dose equivalent, lt was calculated from the annual average.
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Table L-7. Tritium in air--Livermore Valley, 1989.
,lm i ., i

Sampling location a

04 07 09 17 S-I S-2

Month [10-1! BCl/mL ± 2o (%)]

Jan, 0.9 _+9 0,9 i I1 0,2 ± 31 0,6 i 15 0,9 ± II 1,6 -}:6
0,7 ± 11 0,4 ± 19 0,3 ± 23 0,6 :f: 13 0,5 :_.15 1,3 !: 7

Feb, 1,2±7 0,5± 14 (1,8±11 1,1:_9 1.2±8 2,3±5

0,8i9 0,5! 15 0,4±20 0,6!15 0,4± 17 2,0±5

Mar. 1,5 + 8 0,8 ± 14 0,4 ± 24 0,6 .q:16 0,8 ± 13 1.7 ± 7

1.9 ± 8 1,3 + 13 1.{}± 1'3 1,4 _+11 1,9 ± 8 2,(}± 7

1.6 + 7 0,6 ± 18 0.6 ± 17 0,5 ± 21 0.9 ± 12 1,3 ± lO

Apr. 0,8 i I1 0,4 ± 21 0,4 i 21 1.3 ± 8 0,4 i 21 2.3 ± 5

b 0,4 + 29 O. I + 90 {1,2± 67 0,5 ± 25 0,4 ± 31

May 1,1 +_10 {1,7i 17 {1,2± 55 0,5 ± 21 0,5 ± 19 ' 1.2 ± 10

0.8±11 0,6 i 15 0,5 ± 20 0,4 ± 24 0.6 i 16 0,6 ± 19

June 1,0 _+10 0.3 i 33 0,1 ± 100 0,5 ± 22 0,4 i 19 0.9 ± 13

1.4 m 7 03 ± 26 0,2 ± 33 0.2 ± 30 0,7 ± 13 0,8 ± 10

July 1,1 + 1{} 0.4 ± 26 0,2 ± 47 0,5 !2 16 0.7 ± 15 {},9± 12

2.7 + 5 0,3 + 3{} {}.1+ I {}{} {},1± I {}{} 0.5 ± 17 0.3 ± 2{}

Aug. 2,3 ± 5 (},7 ± 17 (},1± 10(} {},1± I{}{} {}.6± 17 0,4 ± 29

3.{) .4-4 0.5 4. 14 0,3 ± 26 0.4 ± 14 2.7 ± 5 1.5 ± 7

1,9! 6 0,5± 19 0,2± 66 (},3± 26 0,7+_ 14 0,9± 13

Sept. 1.7 ± 7 0,6 +_14 0.4 ± 24 0,8 !: 12 (},9 ± 11 1.9± 7

1.9 ± S (}.6 ± 21 0,4 ± 36 (1,8 ± 20 (}.9 ± 15 1,6 ± I{}

Oct. 1,3 ± 9 (},6 ± 17 {},9± 11 1,7 i 7 0.6 ± 8 3.1 4- 4

1.8±8 0.5±26 0,5!22 1,0± 15 0,7±17 1,5±9

Nov. 0.9 ± 10 0,4 ± 19 0,5 i 13 1,4 + 7 0.4 ± 17 2.5 ± 4

0.7+ 12 {},2± 27 (},5 ± 17 1.2 ± 12 0,4 ± 19 1,6 ± 7

: Dec. 1 ,{)+ 12 {},5+_19 0.8 +_13 0.9 ± 14 (}.8 ± 13 1.3 ± 8

0,9 ± 8 {},_ !2 12 0.5 4:14 {},9± 9 1, i ± 6 1,8 i 5

Mean c 1.4 0.5 0.4 0.7 0.8 1.4

SDM (%) 45 41 62 61 6# 48

Percent of DCG d 1 x 10 -2 5 x 10 -3 4 x 10- 3 7 x 10- 3 8 × 10- 3 1 × 10 -2

Dose (mrem) e 1.1 x 10 .-2 0.4 × 10-2 0.3 x 10 -2 0.6 × 10 -2 0.6 x 10- 2 1.2x10 -2

a See Fig. L-4 for sampling locations.
b No data. See Quality Assurance chapter.
c Livermore Valley overall average = 0.9 × 10 -11 _lCi/mL.
d DCG = 1 x 10 -7 _Ci/mL.
e This dose is the effective dose equivalent, lt was calculated from the annual average.

1
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TableL.8. Beryllium on air filters--Livermore-site periineter, 1989,
ii l lu t i t i i ii i

Beryllium concentration Percent of BAAQMD Berylliunl concentration Percent of BAAQMI)

Month Location a 10 -5 J.tg/m3 monthly standard b Month Location a 10 -5 _tg/m 3 monthly standard b

Jan, 1 2,6 0,3 Aug, 1 2,3 (1.2
2 2,5 {},2 2 6,(1 (1,6
12 3, I 0,3 12 ' 7,5 (},7
13 1,8 0,2 13 13,2 1.3
14 1,3 0,1 14 3.8 0,4
15 .1,5 0,,1 15 5.6 (1,6

Feb, 1 2,0 0,2 Sept. d I <5.2 <0,5
2 3.0 0.3 2 <5,7 <0.6
12 6,3 0,6 12 <7,8 <0,8

13 ' 2,7 0,3 13 <,1,8 <0.5
14 1.3 0.1 14 <7. I <0,7
15 3.4 0,3 15 <2,9 <0,3

Mar. 1 5.4 0.5 Oct, d ' 1 <5,_ <0,6
2 0,5 (),6 2 <8,9 <()t_
12 4.7 0,5 12 <7,8 <0,8
13 4,('l 0,4 13 <8.,1 <().8
14 7,4 0.7 14 < II ,8 < 1,2
15 3.1 0,3 '15 <4.8 <0,5

Apr, 1 1.0 0,1 Nov, d 1 < 16 < I.b
2 0.4 0,04 2 <23 <2,3
12 ()._; 0,09 12 <21 <2,1
13 1.0 0,1 13 < 16 <:l,h
14 1.9 {},2 14. <26 <2.6
15 {},7 {},(}7 15 <26 <2,6

May 1 4.2 (),4 Dec. d 1 <:5.5 <(),5
2 1.2 (), 1 2 <:5.5 <0,5
12 I, 1 ().I 12 <5,5 <(),5
13 1.() ().] 13 <5.7 <.').6
14 __c __c 14 <'.5,5 <1).5
15 0.4 ().()4 "15 <.5,5 <0.5

June 1 4.5 (I,4

2 3.8 0.4 Annual median
12 3,9 0,4
13 5.8 0,6 Locationa 10-5 _-Ig/m3 MAD(%) e
!4 2.9 0,3
15 3.2 (L3

,1 4,4 38

July 1 2. I 0,2 2 4.7 38
2 3.(} (),3 12 5.2 47
12 1,3 (),l
13 2,(_ 0.3 13 4.4 50
14 1,9 ().2 14 3,8 66

15 2.6 (I.3 15 3.3 41

a See fig. !,-3.
b Ambient monthly concentration guide set by the Bay Area Air Qualiiy Management I)istrict (BAAQMI)) is 0,01 _lg/nl 3 (1000 :_:10"5 rag/m3).
c Sample h)st in analytical digestion process.
d Beginning in September, tile analytical laboratory cl!anged analysis techniques.
e Median absolute deviation, See Quality Assurance chapter.
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AirMonitoring

TableL-9. Radioactive airborne effluent releases from the Livermore site, 1981-1989.
i i iiiim| ii i

Airborne effluents ICl)

'Year 3t1 13N and 150

1981 2619 344

1982 2014 ' 584

1983 3245 855

1984 7354 '8"1

1985 2204 520

1q86 "1254 113

'1987 2751 62

1988 3983 30

1989 2952 42
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Livermoresite '
AirMonitoring

TableL-lO. Summary of nonradioactive emissions in the San Francisco Bay Area, total,
and by industry category, a

II I I II I I I I Illl I

Emissions by source category (tons/day) N 1987 annual average b

Part c TOG d ROG e NOX f SO 2 CO

Petroleum refining 4,2 45,4 37,2 43,8 51,4 7,3
Fuels- bulk loading N 2,9 2,9 -- --
Fuels - filling stations -- 6.9 6,9 ....

Structures coating .-- 35,3 35,3 .....

Other coating and printing -- 56,2 50,0 ....

Solvent degreasing _ 11,5 7,4 -- -- --

Dry cleaners ,- 5,7 5,6 .....

Rubber, plastic products mrg. -- 3,2 3,2 ....
Other solvent usage -- 9,2 8,8 _ --

Chemical mfg, 1.9 3,4 1,6 1,1 4,1 25,6

Metallurgical and mineral ind, 32.8 1,8 _ 0.1 1.3 2,8
Construction and demolition 122 .....

Gas distribution -- 159 l 6,6 -- --

Other ind ustria 1/commercia I 31,4 12,1 7,3 2.8 3.3

Domestic fuel usage 25,9 11,6 9,8 21 0,8 125
Commercial fuel usage 0.2 0.5 0,3 6,3 0,7 I,I

had ustrial fuel usage I, I 3,2 1,8 39.8 4 13,9

Electrical generating plants 0.5 0,3 (1,2 30,8 0,4 6,3

Waste burning and incineration 1,1 0,9 0,2 0,9 (1.3 3,1

l)omestic reciprocating engine 0, I 2,9 2,8 0,4 -- 26,4
Other reciprocating engines ,1.1 9.5 6.7 16,4 1 79,4

Farm and const, equipment 1.3 4,1 4 20 1.8 44,6

Ships 0.9 17,6 16,1 10 16.5 72
Locomotives 0.4 1.7 1,6 5 0,7 1,8

Sub-total (district jurisdiction) 228 405 226 198 86.5 409

Aircraft 2.5 19.7 18,1 16,6 1,6 84,4

Cars and light d u ty trucks 20.8 162 143 125 4 1190

Medium duty gas vehicles 5,9 43,6 40.6 43,6 1,8 353

Heavy duty gas vehicles 1,2 17.9 16.8 19.9 0.9 284
Diesel buses and trucks 12,3 11,7 11,1 60,8 12 30.9

Motorcycles 0.1 4,3 3.9 0,9 -- 14.2

Sub-total' (mobile sources) 42.8 260 233 267 20.3 1950

Accidental fires 7.5 3,4 3,1 0,5 -- 30,8
I.

Vegetation --- --g ....

Paved and unpaved roads 509 .....

Bio degradation -- 503 4 _ _ --

Consumer solvent usage -- 47,8 47.8 _ -- --

Pesticide usage _ 4,2 4.2 -- --

Sub-total (other sources) 517 558 59.1 0.5 -- 30.8

Total emissions 787 1220 518 466 107 2390
ii i i

a Source: Bay Are0 Air Quality Management District Air Quality Handbook, 1989-1990.
b Projections based on the 1983 Source Inventory.
:Particulates.

d Total organic compounds.
e Reactive organic compounds.
f Nitrogen oxides.
g Vegetation emissions are about 320 tons/day (estimated by the Association of Bay Area Governments for BAAQMD).
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, . . , SEWAGEMONITORING.

' Introduction

Tile Livermore site discharges approximately 358 000 gallons per day of waste-
water to the City of Livermore sewer system; this constitutes about 10% of the total

flow to the system. This volume is due to the discharges of both LLNL and SNLL.

SNLL discharges to the LLNL collection system; the sewage combines with LLNL

sewage before !_tis released at a single point to tile municipal collection system.The

wastewater contains sanitary sewage and industrial effluent (frorn both LLNL and

SNLL) and is discharged in accordance with permit requirements and the City of

Livermore Municipal Code. Tl_e effluent is processed at tile Livermore Water

Reclamation Plant (LWRP). As part of the Livermore-Amador Valley Wastewater

Management Program, the treated sanitary wastewater is transported outof tile

valley through a pipeline and discharged into the San Francisco Bay. A small por-
tion of the treated effluent from the LWRP is used for summerirrigation of the

municipal golf course, which is adjacent to tile LWRP. Sludge from the treatment

process is disposed of in landfills.

Administrative and engineering con-, site complies with LLNUs waste discharge
trols at the Livermore site prevent poten- permit. Radioactive materials in the waste
tially contaminated wastewater from are reduced to levels well below DOE (U.S.
being discharged directly tothe sanitary Department of Energy 1990) and LWRP dis-
sewer. Wastewater is collected and moni- charge lirnits. (The discharge limits of LWRP,
toted at several different points from its DOE, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
generation toits release to the municipal (NRC), and Title 17 of the Califorlzia Code
collection system. Moreover, personnel of Regulatiolzs are reproduced at the end of
who generate waste receive training about this chapter.)

the materials that are permitted to be In addition, the outflow to the municipal
released, collection system is sampled continuously

Potentially cCmtaminated wastewater is and analyzed for compliance with the dis-
collected in retentk_n tanks at the facility charge permit and for conditions that may
where it is generated before the wastewater upset the LWRP treatment process or
is released to the I_,LNL collection system, impact public health. An on-line monitoring
Then, the contents of the tanks are ana- system that provides real-time information
lyzed. The liquids are discharged to the and a flow proportional sampler are located
sanitary sewer ¢_nly if laboratory results at the outfall from the Livermore site. The
show that pollutant levels are within effluent is continuously monitored for pH, ,
allowable limits (Grandfield 1989). If liquid selected metals, and radioactivity. If warn-
effluents exceed permissible pollutant lev- ing levels are exceeded, an alarm is regis-
els, they are treated to reduce pollutants to tered at the LLNL Fire Dispatchers Station,
the lowest levels practical and below which is attended 24 hours a day. A sani-
LI_NL guidelines, or they are sl-tipped to an tary sewer spill plan and a trained response
offsite treatment or disposal facility. These team have been established to minimize
sewer guidelines have been developed by effects of a spill, should one occur. The
I_I_NL for specific sources and operations monitoring system pnwides a continuous
to ensure that sewer effluent for the entire

I,I.NI, lhlviron,leltlal R('p(_rt1989 41
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Livermore Site
' 'Sewage check on sewage control' and includes pro- necessary, LLNL has'designed an onsite

Monitoring visions for the timely notification of LWRP sewage diversion and retention system
of any exceedance of regulatory standards, that is capable of containing approximately

LLNL has upgraded the existing liquid 200 000 gallons of potentially contaminated
effluent outflow monitoring system. There sewage until it can be analyzed and
are five goals for this upgrade: to improve appropriate handling methods deter-
the ability to identify specific metals and mined. Construction of the diversion sys-
the sensitivity of metals detection, to pro- tem began in February 1990. The diversion
vide on-line identification of radioisotopes system will help ensure that all but the
detected at or below the DOE discharge first few minutes of wastewater flow that
limits, to reduce the number of false trigger the alarm are retained at LLNL for
alarrns, to reduce the instrument response evaluation and disposa,1, if necessary.
time, and to improve the system reliability. Since February 1980, the LWRP has
The key to this new monitoring system is been connected to a pipeline constructed
a computerized data-acquisition and anal- as part of the Livermore-Amador Valley
ysis system. The data-acquisition system is Wastewater Management Program to
connected to the radiation detector, three transport wastewater out of the valley for
x-ray fluorescence systems, a pH meter, discharge into the San Francisco Bay.
and a flow meter. The computer acquires Although some treated LWRP effluent is
and processes data from the radiation still used to irrigate municipal property
detectors and from pH and flow sensors, during summer months, sewage is no
then analyzes the results to determine if longer discharged into Arroy{} Las Positas.
alarm levels have been exceeded; it gener- This has eliminated the primary means of
ates an alarm signa!,'if required, that is pollutant migration to local and down-
received by the LLNL Fire Dispatcher for stream groundwater from LWRP.
immediate callout of a response team.

In addition, LLNL is implementing a Methods
system of satellite monitoring stations that A 24-hour composite of Livermore-site
operates in conjunction with the sewer sewage effluent is collected daily by a peri-
monitoring systern. The satellite monitor- staltic pump that functions for 4 seconds
ing stations are positioned at strategic for every 1000 gallons of effluent. Aliquots
locations in the main sewer systern to help of this composite are transferred to plastic
pinpoint the area at the Livermore site bottles and sublnitted fur analysis. Daily
from which a spill originated. Eacl! station composites ot treated effluent from LWRP
consists of a pH recorder or data logger are collected by LWRP empk)yees. Aliquots
and an automatic sampler that collects of these compositors are placed in 509-mL
samples on a time-proportional basis. In polyethylene bottles, which are retained for
the event of a spill, these samples are ana- weekly collection by LLNL. Composite
lyzed. Curr,_.ntly, there are five satellite samples from the LWI_,Pdigesters are sam-
monitoring stations, and at least four more pled and collected monthly. The cqmpos-
will be installed in 199() to provide the ires consist of aliquots taken from the
capability to further pinpoint any area circulating sewage three times a week. As
from which a spill may occur, each sewage sample is collected in the field,

Furtl'lernlore, LLNL is designing a new it is labeled with the sampling location and
diversion system to hold wastewater that date of sampling. In the laboratory, each
is unacceptable for release to I_WRP. At sample is assigned a number that accom-
present, once an unacceptable discharge panics it during aalalysis. One replicate
has been detected by the monitoring sys- sample of l_ivermore-site effluent and one
tem, the only action LLNL can take is to replicate sample of i.WRI _effluent are
notify the LWRP of the event and the pos- taken every Wednesday. These samples are
sible need to divert sewage into the LWRP analyzed for gross alpha and gross beta
holding pond. To protect the I_WRI:_and to activity, and tritium.
minimize any cleanup that might kecomc
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Livermore Site
The daily composite samples are ana- equilibration prior" to counting. Each sam- Sewage

lvzed for gross alpha, gross beta, and tri- pie is counted for 10t) rain. Monitoring
t]um activity. A monthly composite of the Plutonium is separated bv co-precipita-
Livermore site and LwRP effluents are tion with manganese dioxide (MnO2). The
also analyzed for gamma-enaitting manganese dioxide is then ashed and dis-
radionuclides, 23_[_u,and heavv metals, soh'ed in HNO 3 and H20 2. Plutonium is
Composite samples from the L{'VRP purified by ion exchange, electroplated
digesters are analyzed for gross radioac- onto a stainless steel disk, and submitted
tivitv and heavv raetals; they are also ana- for alpha spectrometry:
lvzei.t quarterly; for pl,atoniuna content. Cesium is separated by ion exchange

In addition, once each quarter, a with ammonium molybdophosphate
24-hour composite sample of the LLNL (AMP). Tile AMP crystals are transferred
sewage effluent is subjected to an exten- to a counting vial with concentrated HC1,
sire set of anah'ses ;.,_"an independent off- which is then submitted for gamma
site laboratorv.These analyses include spectrometrY.
parameters si_ecified on LWRP's Natkmal Monthly composites of Livermore-site
Pollutant Discharge Eliminatk,n System sewage eft]uent are analyzed for cadmi-
permit, including metals, nutrients, pesti- urn, chromiam, copper, iron, lead, nickel,
tides, and priority pollutants. The Federal sih'er, alun'tinum, beryllium, and zinc. The
priority pollutants are measured using monthh' composite s,'tmples are prepared
EI'A methods 024 and t_25 to establish by coml:.ining the 500-mL daily samples.
baseline information for these parameters. ,_ solution of HNO 3 (80q) and HCIO 4
Quarterly samples are also collected at the (20"i) is added to the first 500-mL daily
point of discharge of specified metal fin- sample of the n`tonth, and the :nixture is
ishing and electrical and electronic compo- reduced in volume to about 100 mL. Each
nent categorical processes to ensure subsequent da\', the daih, sample is added
compliance with EILAdischarge limits for and the total volume is reduced to about
those processes. LLNL reports the results 100 mL. After the 500-mL aliq, u_t from the
of the analyses of the point source dis- last day. is added, the combined volunae is
charges semiannually, to the LWRI_ the reduced to about 50 mL. When the solu-

-" agency delegated by EPA to implement tion is COO1, abotlt 50 mL of deionized
those _,:gulations. water is added, and the liquid is filtered

For those samples analyzed for gross through No. 40 Whatman paper. The
alpha and beta activity, about 25 mL of an paper is placed in a platinum crucible and
SO. 20__ mixture of |-I.NO_ and HCIO 4 is digested with about 5 mL of HE 1_ mL of

• '"}adde.t to an aliquot tSt}O mL if a ,;ample |-IN( 3, and 4 nal. of HCIO 4 to a residue of
from ,,n sit,.,: 100 ml_ if from I_WRP}, ,:;',d about 4 to 5 ml... Water is added ai_d the

the mixture i.- heated to dryness on a hot- liquid is refiltered; the residue is discard-
plate. The residue is takenup in l0 ml_ of cd. The filtrates are combined, transferred
HNO_ and 5 mL of _; H_O_. The volume to a 10(l-ml. vohlmetric flask, and brought
is reduced to 3 to 5 ml_ on a hotplate, to volume with deionized water. The
transferred to 5-cre-diameter planchets, metal content is determined with an
and counted, atomic-absorption spectrophotometer.

l-_,r tritiunl analyses, a 5-ml_ aliquot of The required standards are prepared by
"b "m

distilled sewage sample is added to 15 ml_ dilution of a 10t)tl-ppm, N1S'l'-trac_.abh.
of Packard Instagel in a 25-m1_ screw-cap stock solution.
polvett_vlene bottle. Then 1_ ml_ of
lnstagel is used to prepare a background Results
for the sample, and both the sample and Radioactivity in Sewage. The determi-
the background are [;laced in the refriger- nal'_on of the total radioactivity released as
ated detection chamber of the scin: illation tritium, alpha emitters _calibr,_ted with
:ounter for a 1-hour temperature 2->_l'u), and beta emitters (calibrated
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Livermore Site
Sewage with 9_r) was based on either the mea- system that exceeded any discharge limits.
Monitoring sured radioactivity in the effluent or the The annual average concentration of 137Cs

limit of sensitivity, whichever was higher was 4.9 x 10-11pCi/mL, only 0.0003% of
(see Table L-II). Figures L-6, L-7, and L-8 the DOE annualized discharge limit for
show the daily concentration of tritium, application of best available technology
alpha radiation, and beta radiation for (BAT) to a public sewer system. This con-
1989. The concentrations of Z39Pu and tri- centration was consistent with that

tium (as tritiat_Kl water) zneasured in the observed during 1988. The annual average
sanitary sewer effluent from LLNL and Z39pu concentration was 9.7 x 10,12
LWRP are presentc.K1 in Table L-13. During BCi/mL, which was 0.0001% of the EK)E
1989, there were no inadvertent releases of annualized discharge !,imit for application of
radioactive materials to tlie sanitary sewer BAT. The coinbin_.t releases of 137Csand

Table L-11. Estimated total radioactivity (curies) in sewer effluents; LLNL, 1989.
i i i

Estimate based on

Radioactive emitter effluent concentration Limit of sensitivity

Tritium 1.59 a 0.13

Alpha rad iation 0.0007 0.0015 a
Beta radiation 0.0035 a 0.0019

aUsed for determination of total radiation release because ii is the more conservative value.

10_ - _ Level of sensitivity <_
® Effluent concentration m

0

< DOE annualized discharge limit - 1 =0
,._for application of BAT
0

10-3 _ _ 10-1 _.

E • _ 10"2 .__t3 • E
:_. l_ ""

,9., 10..5 - o • •• • • -- 10a _
c0,_ R 00 • • 00 • 00 r-o" • • • • • • • • to,,..,
t-'- '_a) • • "o
o 104 "o

N

o N
23"

d' • • • o• lo • •
• • • • • 10 5 ==

°o • •
• • ._113.6 ._o¢-

15

109 I I 1__ 1 I I I I u_
Jan Feb Mar Apr May dun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Year 1989

Figure L-& LLNL 1989 tritium effluent in sewage.
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239I_uwere 0.0029% of tile 1Ci/y NRC limit. 3.5 x 10-6 BCi/mL, about 0.03% of the Sewage
Figure L-9 shows the average monthly plu- DOE annualized discharge limit for appli- Monitoring
tonium concentrations in se,a ',e since 1973. cation of BAT. The daily concentration pre-

The annual average concentration of. tri- sented ill Figure L,-6 was multiplied by the
tium in LLNL sanitary sewer effluent was w_lume of sewage released on that day and

10-6 t "---'=- Level of sensitivity

• Effluent concentration

E

O
10 .8 •

{3

c-

O • lid 00 00

0_1o, °_b ooo • • odd81 =Do • • •

t • • • • • •

(Concentrations less than 10 "12 not presented)

' lO+_2 , I I e I I I I I 1 , l I l
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Year 1989

Figure L-7. LLNL 1989 alpha radiation effluent in sewage.

t "---- Level of sensitivity

10 6 • Effluent concentration

_J

0

10 .8 • •
c-
0

oC (Concer_trations less than 10 "12not presented)
0 10+_o _

1012 l I__, I ..... 1 I I I I , J, I J
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Year 1989

Figure L-8. LLNL 1989 beta radiation effluent in sewage.
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Sewage then summed to determine the total radia- toring system, and the BOD was noted
Monitoring tion released in tile form of tritium, as during a routine 24-hour monitoring sam-

given ill Table L-11. Of the total estimate ple col], cted during the first quarter of tile
of 1.59 Ci, nearly 1.2 Ci was accumulated year. By agreement with the LWRP,
during tile first three months of the year. rnomentary pH events were reported to

j For this period, poor agreement was seen tile LWRP as part of a monthly status
between the daily effluent analysis results report of LLNL sewer monitoring data.
and releases reported 'by LLNL and SNLL; Events generating an alarm were reported
the reported releases totalled only 0.21 Ci. to the LWRP at tile time of their occur-
An analysis review revealed that nonra- fence. The BOlD excursion was reported in
dioactive constituents of the sewage could the quarterly monitoring report.
interfere with the determination of the tri-

tium concentration. Beginning in May Environmental Impact
1989, the analysis was changed to elimi- Radioactivity in Sewage. Facility liquid
nate the interfering constituents. For the effluents with potential for containing
remainder of the year, the estimated daily radioactive materials are routed to retch-
tritium release agrees well with releases tion tanks; they are not discharged directly
reported by LLNL and SNLL. Reanalysis to the sanitary sewer system. These reten-
of several anaomalous samples archived tion tanks function to collect potentially
during tile first quarter confirmed the contaminated liquids until a thorough
release statistics provided by LLNL and characterization can be performed. When
SNLL. The radiation total presented in a retention tank becomes full, a sarnple of
Table L-11, based solely on tile daily efflu- the liquid is analyzed to determine pollu-
ent analysis, is therefore a conservatively tant concentrations. If needed, the
high estimate, lt represents 26% of the wastewater can be treated at LLNI's
NRC annual limit for tritium. An estirnate Hazardous Waste Management Facility to
based upon measurements made by LLNL reduce radioactivity to the lowest levels
and SNLL would be as low as 0.63 Ci, or reasonably achievable and well below dis-
13% of the NRC limit, charge limits. Once treated and below

Nonradioactive Pollutants in Sewage. acceptable limits (verified by resampling
The monthly average metal concentrations and analysis), the liquid waste is dis-
in the LLNL sanitary sewer effluent are charged to the City of l_iverrnore sanitary
listed in Table L-14. All discharges of rnet- sewer system.
als were below tile discharge limits set by Table L-16 sun'mlarizes the liquid
tile City of Livermore. Chromium and zinc releases over the past 9 years. During 1989,
had tile highest percentage of the dis- no more than 1.6 Ci of tritiated water was
charge limits, 14.6% and 14.4%, respectively, discharged to the sanitary sewer. This is tile
The results of quarterly monitoring for combined release from the Liverrnore site
metals and other physical and chemical and from SNLL; SNLL records account for
characteristics of tile sanitary sewer efflu- 0.298 Ci of this amount. This amount is
ent are provided in Table L-15. These well within environmental protection stan-
tables present tile average concentration of dards established by DOI:, and it is also
various parameters and reflect LLN Us within the range reported in the past.
compliance with the City of Livermore DOE requires that radiological releases
sewer discharge ordir_ance, to the sanitary sewer be consistent with

The Biological Oxygen Demand (BOLD) NRC regulations (10 Code of Federal
ar, d pH limits were the only pararneters RegulatioJis 20.303), and DOE has estab-
exceeded in the LLNI_ sanitary sewer lished criteria for the application of BAT
effluent in 1989. The pH excursions were to sewer effluent releases to adequately
identified by the continuous on-line moni- protect public health and rnirlimize
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Livermore Site
degradation of the environment. The total collected in February in compliance with Sewage
activity of tritium discharged was 26% of I_WIIP monitoring requiremer_ts for LLNL Monitoring
the NRC limit and 0.()3% of the limit for showed high Biological Oxygen Demand
application of BAT. The combined 239pu (BOD). The 360 mg/L concentration
and 137Cs discharges were 0.0029% of the exceeded the 300 mg/L limit. An investi-
NRC limit of 1 Ci/y and 0.00015 and gation did not identify a reason for the
().0003% of the limit for the application increase. The discharge did not adversely
of BAT. impact the LWRP and subsequent BOD

A summary of the 239ptl monitoring levels were within limits.
since 1973 (Figure L-9) demonstrates that High- and low-pH discharges in the
the 1989 levels of 23_)pu are returning to combined LLNL/SN LL sewer effluent gen-
the historical levels seengenerally since erated nine alarms during 1989. High pH
1981 (approximately 1 x 10-lI laCi/mL), levels were detected three times and
with the exception of a peak level seen in ranged from about 10 to 74 minutes in
1987. This peak was well below the appli- duration with the highest pH being about
cable DOE annualized discharge limits for 11.4. Six low-pH-alarm events occurred,
application of BAT, and, historically, levels lasting from about 6 to 61 minutes and
are generally one-millionth (0.000001) of reaching a low of approximately 2.3. Most
that limit, of the time during these events, the pH was

Nonradioactive Liquid Effluents. The not much less than 6.8 or much greater
routine quarterly sewer monitoring sample than 8.5 (tlle discharge limits for pH values

10-4 -- • Effluentconcentration <
DOEannualizeddischargelimit m_6

- forapplicationof BAT -- 1 c-o

10-6 _ _ 10-1 _._-
CL

_" _ _. 10-2
E

o=.1° 1°
tj}

¢xl

10.4 -_
O4 "0
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*6

10 -12 10.7 r...:o

"6
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10-8 rf.
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Figure L-9. LLNL monthly average plutonium concentration in sewage since 1973.
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Sewage range from 6.8 to 8.5), with only a few into the sewer by the licensee, will result in
Monitoring minutes at tile extremes. Additional an average concentration equal to the limits

momentary pH spikes occurred intermit- specified in Appendix B, "Fable I, Column 2
tently during tile year, but were of too short of this part; or
a duration or in too close proximity to the (2) Ten times the quantity of such material
discharge limits to generate an alarm, specified in Appendix C of this part; and

In addition to the alarrns, during May, (c) The quantity of any licensed or other
June, and July a series of low-pH events radioactive material released in any one
occurred and were noted on the pH chart month, if diluted by the average monthly
but did not generate alarrns because tile . quantity of water released bythe licensee,
alarm system was disconnected while will not result in an average concentration
calibration and verification of system exceeding the limits specified in Appendix B,
upgrades were in progress. A site-wide Table l, Column 2 of the part; and
"Environmental Alert" memorandum was ld) The gross quantity of licensed and
published in an effort to help locate and other radioactive material, excluding hydro-
remedy the cause of the events, but the gen-3 and carbon-14, released into the sewer-
cause of the low-pH events remains age system by the licensee does not exceed
unknown, one curie per year. The quantities of hydr(_-

By agreement with the LWRP, excur- gen-3 and carbon-14 released into the sani-
sions during the year that did not generate tary sewerage system may not exceed
alarms were reported in the routine 5 curies per year for hyd rogen-3 and 1 curie
monthly report provided to the LWRP. per year carbon-14. Excreta from individuals
Nonetheless, alarms were reported undergoing medical diagnosis or therapy
promptly both verbally and in writing. No with radioactive material shall be exempt
specific source was identified for any of from any limitations contained in this section.
the events. None of these releases resulted DOE orders also require "best available
in any adverse impact on the operation of technology" (BAT) as the level of treatment
the LWRP for liquid wastes released to the sanitary

sewer when concentrations of radionuclides

Radiological Discharge Limits to the exceed five times the DCG reference value
Sanitary Sewer System (NRC, DOE, on an annual average basis.

-_ and DHS) Applying ALARA principals, LLNL
LLNL discharges to the sanitary sewer restricts releases to the sanitary sewer as

are consistent with the requirements described in the Introduction of this section.
imposed by the Nuclear Regulatory For the radionuclides of concern
Commission (NRC) (10 Code of Federal (3H, 137Cs, and 239pu), the release limits
Regulations 20) as directed by DOE Order established by the NRC (10 Code of Federal
5400.5, which was in effect during 1989. Regulations Part 20) and the DOE guidance
Subsection 20.303 of these regulations for applying BAT are presented in
states the following: Table L-12 based on an average discharge

of 358 000 gallons per day. The State of
No licensee shall discharge licensed California has adopted the NRC guidance

material into a sanitary sewerage system except for the 5 Ci yearly limit for tritium
unless; and the 1 Ci yearly limit for carbon-14. The

(a) lt is readily soluble or dispersible in limit stated in 17California Code of
water; and Regulations Section 30287(a)(4) is 1 Ci/y for

(b) Tile quantity of any licensed or the t()tal quantity of radioactiw_ material
other radioactive material released into released to tile sanitary sewer.
the system by the licensee in any one day To provide a workable standard that can
does not exceed the larger of paragraphs be applied on a daily basis, LLNL has
(b)(1) or (2) of this section, chosen to apply the DOE annualized con-

(1) The quantity which, if diluted by the centration guidance for application of BAT
average daily quantity of sewage released on a daily basis. These values are smaller

48 ..........................................................................................................................................................................ld, NI. Environmental Report 1989
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than the daily sewer effluent c(mcentra- may be, stlfficient either al(mu or by inter- Sewage
tion limits established by the NRC. action with other substances to cause fire Monitoring

or explosion or be injurious in any ()ther
Discharge Limits to the Sanitary Sewer way to the POTW or to the operation ¢ff
System of the City of Livermore the POTW. At no time, shall two succes-

Sections 13.32.06, 13.32.08, 13.32.09, sire readings on an explosum hazard
13.32.100, and 13.32.110 of tile City of meter, at tile p(fint of discharge into the
Livermore Mullicipal Code state tile discharge system (or at any point in the system) be
limits for Livernaore's sanitary • ewt:r. s_ _ sys- more than five percent (5%) nor any single
tem. These sections are reprinted below, reading over ten percent (1(/%) of the

lower explosive limit (1_1iI_)of the meter.
Section 13.32.06 General Discharge Prohibited materials include, but are not

Prohibitions limited to, gasoline, kerosene, naphtha,
No person shall contribute or cause to benzene, toluene, xylene, ethers, alc()hols,

be contributed, directly or indirectly, any ketones, aldehydes, peroxides, chlorates,
pollutant or wastewater that will interfere perchlorates, bromates, carbides, hydrides,
with tile operation or performance of the and Sulfides and any other substances
publicly-owned treatment works (F'OTW). that tile city, the state, or the EI)A has noti-
Tliese general prohibitions apply to ali fled the user is a fire hazard c)r a hazard to
such users of tile POTW whether or not tile tile system.
user is subject to national categorical pre- (b) Solid ()r viscous substances that may
treatment standards or any other national, cause obstruction to the flow in a sewer or
state, or local pretreatmen t standards or other interference with the operation of the
requirements. A user may not contribute wastewater treatment facilities sucll as, but
tile folic)wing substances to tile POTW: not limited to: grease, garbage with parti-

ta) Any liquids, solids, or gases that by cles greater than one-half inch (1/2") in
reason (ff their nature (tr quantity are, or any dimensi(m, animal guts (Jr tissues,

"table L.12. Sewer discharge release limits for tritium (3H), 137Cs, and 239pu.
i,Hm

3 H 137Cs 239pu

NRC concentrations used to
establish release limits 1 × 1()-I DCi/ml_ 1 × 1()'3 btCi/rnl_ 8 × 1()'4 IdCi/ml_
NRC daily 5 Cia 1 Ci b 1 Cih

monthly 5 Cic 1 Cic 1 C ic
yearly 5 Ci ICi d I Cid '

DOE annualized discharge
limit for application of BATc 1 x 1()2 b_Ci/ml, 1.5 / 1()-_ btC'i/ml_ 1 / 10-_ _.tCi/ml,

a A release of this magnitude would require that no other release of tritium occur during the reporting year. Also, a
release of this magnitude would not be considered in accord with AI.ARA principals.

bA release of this magn'itude would require thai no other release occur during the reporting year. NRC regula-
tions impose a 1 Ci combined limit on 137Cs and 23"Pu. Also, a release of this magnitude would not be considered
in accord with AI.ARA principals.

c Limits similar to those applied to daily releases except total releases for the month must not exceed these qt, antities.

dNRC reg_ulations impose a 1 Ci combined limit on these isotopes, i.e., the total release of ali isotopes except
3 /4 S• Hand Cmu,'tnotexceedl Ct. I|owever, I Ci of either, but not both, isotopes could be released. AIso, a release of
this magnitude would not be considered in accord with AI,ARA principals.

eThe I)Ol{ ann ualized discharge limit for applicati(m of BAl" is five times the I)C'(; {ingested water) for each
radionuclide relea,sed.

/./.NI, I?pwir(,Ime_t/alI<rpr_rt15118q 49
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Sewage paunch manure, bones, hair, hides or flesh- or regulations developed under Section,
Monitoring ings, entrails, whole blood, feathers, ashes, 405 of tile Act, ally criteria, guidelines, or

cinders, sand, spent lime, stone or marble regulations affecting sludge use or disposal
dust, metal, glass, straw, shavings, gra._',s devclo Fed pursuant to tile SolidWaste
clippings, rags, Spent grains, spent hops, Disposal Act, the Clean Air Act, the Toxic
wastepaper, wood, plastics, gas, tar, Substances Control Act, or state criteria
asphalt residues; residues from refining, or applicable to the sludge management
pr(;cessing of fuel or lubricating oil, mud, method being used.
or glass grinding or polishing wastes. (g) Any waters or wastes that contain

Specifically excluded from the sewers more than 100 mg/L of freon, extractable
are waste products resulting from the han- fat, oil, or grease.
dling, storage, and sale of fruits and veg- (h) Any substance that will cause the
etables from other than retail produce POTW to violate its NPDES Permit or the
establishments, or other foods not intended receiving water quality standards.
primarily for immediate consumption. (i) Any wastewater with objectionable

(c) Any wastewater having a pH less color not removed in the treatment pro-
than 6.8 or greater than 8.5, unless a city cess, such as, but not limited to, dye
permit is obtained. Wastewater having wastes and vegetable tanning solutions.
any other corrosive property capable of (j) Any wastewater having a tempera-
causing damage or hazard to structures, ture that will inhibit biological activity in
equipment, and/or personnel of the the POTW treatment plant resulting in
POTW is also prohibited, interference, but in no case wastewater

(d) Any wastewater containing toxic with a temperature at the introduction into
pollutants in sufficient quantity, either the POTW which exceeds 4()°C (104°F).
singly or by interaction with other poilu- (k) Any pollutants; including oxygen-
tants, to injure or interfere with any demanding pollutants (BOD, etc.)
wastewater treatmentprocess, constitute a released at a flow rate and/or pollutant
hazard to humans or animals, create a concentration that a user knows (tr has

toxic effect in tile receiving waters of tlle reason to know will cause interference t_
POTW, or to exceed the limitation set forth the POTW.
in the categorical pretreatment standard. (1) Any wastewater containing any
A toxic pollutant shall include, but not be radioactive wastes or isotopes of such
limited to any pollutant identified pur- half-life or concentration as may exceed
suant to Section 307(a) of tile Act. the limits established by the state or

(e) Any noxi(ms or malodorous liquids, federal regulatory ag_.ncy applicable to
gases, ttr solids, which either singly or by the POTW user.
interaction with other wastes are sufficient (m) Any wastewater that causes a
to create a public nuisance or hazard to hazard to hurnan life or creates a public
life (tr are sufficient to prew:nt entry into nuisance.
the sewers for maintenance and repair. (n) Any waters or wastes ccmtaining

(f) Any,substance that may cause the total dissolved solids increment greater
POTW effluent or any ()tiler product of than 325 rag/L, nor chloride increment
the POTW, such as residues, sludges, greater than 75 rng/L increase during a sin-
scums, or gases, to be unsuitable for recla- gle cych.! use of the water supply, unless a
marion and reuse or t(_interfere with the cit}, permit is obtained t(_exceed this limit.
reclamation process. In no case, shall a (o) Any water or wastes having a BOD
substance ctischarged t() the POTW cause greater than 3()()(the average BOI) fin" resi-
tile POTW tc_be in nonc(wnpliance with dential tlsers) unless a city permit is
sludge use (}rdisp(_sal criteria, guidelines, (_btained.

5U l,l.NI+ Ih/7ur+mnl+'llhH I<('p(ul Iq(h'9
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(p) Any waters or wastes containing less toxic or harmless state, in the effluent Sewage

more than 300 rng/L of suspended solids that is achieved by the system ill 95% of Monitoring
(the average suspended solids for residen- the samples taken when measured accord-
tial users) un!ess a city permit is obtained, i_g to tlle procedures set forth in Section

When the Superintendent determines 403.7 (c) (2) of (Title 40 of the Code of Feder-
that a user(s) is contributing to tile POTW al Reglth#iorts, Part 403), "General Pretreat-
any of the above-enumerated substances ment Regulations for Existing and New
in such amounts as to interfere with the Sources of Pollution," promulgated pur-

operation of the POTW, the Superintendent suant tct the Act. The city may then modify
shall (1) advise the user(s) ttf the impact pollutant discharge limits in the Federal
of the contribution on th_._POTW, and Pretreatment Standards if the require-
(2) develop effluent limitations for such ments contained in 40 CFR, Part 403,
user(s) to correct the interference with the Section 403.7, are fulfilled and prior
POTW. approval from state / EPA is obtained.

Section 13.32.08. Federal Categorical Section 13.32,100. Specific Pollutant
Pretreatment Standards Limitations

Upon the promulgation of the Federal No person shall discharge wastewater
Categorical Pretreatment Standards for a containing in excess of:
particular industrial subcategory, the
Federal Standard, if more stringent than 0.1 mg/L arsenic
limitations imposed under this article 0.2 mg/l_ cadmium
for sources in that subcategory, shall 2.0 mg/L copper
immediate!y supersede the limitations 1.0 mg/L cyanide
imposed under this article. The 1.0 mg/L lead
Superintendent shall notify all affected 0.0l mg/L mercury
users of the applicable reporting require- 1.0 mg/l_ nickel
merits under 40 CFR Section 403.12. 0.2 mg/L silver

1.0 rag/1_ total chronlium
Section 13.32.09. Modification of 3.0 mg/l_ zinc

Federal Categorical Pretreatment 0.02 mg/L total identifiable
Standards chlorina ted hyd roca rbons

Where the city's wastewater treatment 1.0 mg/L phenolic compounds
system achieves consistent removal of 0.01 mg/l_ polychlc)rinated biphenyls
pollutants limited by Federal Pretreatment
Standards, the city may apply tct the Section 13.32. 110 State Requirements
state/EPA for modification of specific State requirements and limitations on
limits in tile Federal Pretreatment Stan- discharges shall apply in any case where
dards. "Consistent Removal" shall mean they are more stringent than Federal
reduction in the amount of pollutant or requirements and limitations or those in
alteration of the nature of tile pollutant, by this article.
tile wastewater treatment system, tc) the
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Table L.13. Various radionuclides in sanitary sewer effluents--LLNL and Livermore Water
Reclamation Plant (LWRP), 1989.

t t i t t

3 H 137Cs 239pu 239pu

110-6 HCI/mL ;t-2_ (%)] 110-11 _lCi/ml. :!:2c_(%)1 I10-12 pCi/ml, :!: 2c_(%)1 1i0-8 HCI/g ! 2c_(_)l

Month LLNl, l.,WI,W LI,NI. LWRI' I.,LNI_ i,WRI' I.,WRI_ sludge

Jan. (),5 ± 5 0.3 4-7 6,6 __..18 < .2 7,5 :t. 16 <(I.20

Feb, 22,4 2]:5 2,8 J: 5 5.{}.!-51 < , I _],I -! 12 0,26 :t 80

Mar, t},5 :!. 4 0.5 !: {_ 8,{_2]:38 < ,5 18.2 -t I() ().2{_:! 74 8,2 :lT2,()

Apr. 1.2 ;___ 0,3 :k 7 4,5 :}z,16 < , I t).7 :t 12 I).,17 :! 62

May (),7) 3 (1,2:t 7 2,t)4_56 .,:: ,1 15,8 :!: I(1 <(). II

.June 2,3 :t. (_ 0,3 _t 0 5.5 :.{-37 < ,I 7.2 :L I_ 0.63 -] ,18 2,8 :!:2.2

July 1,5 !: 6 (),3 :.! 7 3,6 t: (ii <: ,() 6,4 :_z17 (),2,1:t: 89

Aug, (),t) A:6 0,3 :t: 7 3,5 :!:65 < (1,7 4,3 :!: 21 (I,31 :t: _5

Sept. 1,11.t: 6 (1,5:!. 5 < ,1,0 < 1,3 4,3 ! 21 11,28-! 8(1 ,1,7:1 3,3
Oct, 0,8 :[ 5 (),5:_-5 4.4 :[ 3,1 < 1,2 7,,1:l- 14 0,5,1:_:,16

Nov, (),5 :t: 5 0,2 :_:4 5,() :t:35 <:(),t) 15.5 :t I() 0.35 -Lf_()

Dec, 0.(_._:5 (),2 :t 4 4,6 .t-6() < 1,5 1().6:t I() 0,58 :t_(_0 2 2 :..:4.7

Mean 3,5 0.5 4.9 1.1 a 9.7 0.4 4.5

SDM (%) 184 135 32 9 b 47 47 60

Total release (Ci/y) c 1,3 ' 24.4 x 10 "(_ 4.8 x 10 -6

Percent of limit

DOE d 0.04 0.0003 0,0001

NRC e 26% 0.0029% of the combined limit for 137CS and 239pu

a Median, See Qt, ality Assurance chapter.
b Median absolute deviation, See Quality Assurance chapter.
c Total release was 1.6 Ci, 0.3 Ci released by SNLL and 1,3 Ci released by I,LNL,
d The DOE annualized limits for application of BAT are 1,00 x 10 -2 for tritium, 1,5× 10 -s for i37Cs and 1,5 _: 10 -5 for 23!q'u,
e NRC limit is 5 Ci/y for 3H and '1 Ci/y combined for ali other radionuclides.

52 I,I.NI, I!;;_,iro;tmt';tlal Rcl;t;rt 1.98_._
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Table L-14. Metals discharged to Livermore-site sanitary sewer system: 1989 monthly summaries.
i i ii i i _

Cd Total Cr C u Fe Pb NI Ag Zn AI Be

Month (rag/l,)

Jan, {}.{}02 {},{}8q {},382 {},b2 {},{}1{_ {},(}2(} {},{}1{} {},5I{] 0.39 ' {},{1{}23

Feb, {},{}{12 {}.{}53 {},46b {},86 {}.{}{}5 {},{}31 {5,{}{54 {},4_}3 {},37 {},{}{1{}2

Mar, {},002 {},{SHB {},329 {}.HI {},{}41 {}1529 {},()I5 {}587 {},{}4 {},{}0{}5

Apr, {}.{}{}2 {},{}7{) (},271 {5,74 ().{)17 {},(}13 (},{}14 {},33C_ 0.27 {}.{5{}13

May {}.{}{}4 {5,4{}7 (},2Hl I,{52 {5,{522 {5,{}81 {},{}{}2 {},514 0,27 (5,{}{}1{}

June {},{}{53 {},12q {},3{53 0,74 {}.{523 {5,{537 {},{}{}l (}A74 {},.14 ' (},{}lh3

July {},{}{}2 {5,{}56 {1.192 0,52 {},{}26 (}.(}12 (},{}{}4 0,42(} {},25 {},{}{}{53

Aug, {},{}{}2 {1,{}34 0,251 {},4q 0,{52b {},{}I I {},U{}I 0.367 {5,18 {},{}{}{}3

Sept, {l,{}{}2 {},{}43 {l.235 (},7_1 {}.1}27 {},{}13 {},{}14 0A3d {},44 {},(}{){)3

Oct, {},{}{}2 {},{}23 {},lq2 {},61 (},{}15 {},(}12 {},{}05 {5,293 {},{58 {},{}0{}2

Nov, {'},{}{}2 {},{}5{} {},219 {},77 (5,{}17 {},{}1._ (),()l 7 {}372 0.62 {},{}{}{}2

Dec. {},{}{}3 {},714 (}.17o 2,2,t {},(}26 0.277 {5,(}{}I 0,358 0,54 {},{}{}{}5

Mean 0,002 0.146 0.274 0.85 0.022 0.046 0.007 0.430 0.37 0.0006

SDM (%) 28 141 31 55 41 164 85 20 46 103

Discharge limit a 0.2 1.0 2.0 __b 1.0 1.0 0.2 3.0 _b _b

Percent of discharge limit 1,0 14.6 13.7 _b 2.2 4.6 3,5 14.4 __b _b

a Limits established in City of Livermore Municipal Code.
b No established limit for analyte,
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TableL-15.Positively detected parameter s in LLNL sanitary sewer effluent, 1989.
II II I

Positively detected parameter a Ja'n,-Mar, Apr,-June JuJy-Sept, Oct,-Dec, Mean SDM (%)

Physical and chemical (mg/L)

Biological oxygen demand 360 84 <200 91 184 70

Chemical oxygen demand 450 290 230 13(7 275 49

Settleable solids (mL/L) I I I I <(1,1 I,.q 5,9 I()0

Total dissolved solids 270 190 340 350 288 26

Total solids 380 300 280 250 303 18

Total suspended solids 130 80 25 55 73 61

Volatile solids (% total solids) 300 150 3_J 56 136 88

Ammonia nitrogen (as N) 34 34 34 33 3,1 I

Chloride 6 3 28 5 11 I12

Cyanide <0,02 <(),()2 <0,02 <().()2 ().()2b ()c

Nitrate nitrogen (as N) 0,8 <0, I <.(LI 40.1 ().l lt (F

Nitrite nitrogen (as N) <(},(}1 <{},{}1 <0,{}1 {},{}2 {}.{}1b (}u
Su l fate I I I 2,I 34 18 83

Total alkalinity (as CaCO 3) 120 12(1 150 15() 135 13

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen (as N) ,13 44 39 38 ,11 7

Total phosphorous (as P) ,1,7 4,9 3 i_ 4,2 4,4 13

Arsenic <(),0(12 <g,()()2 <0.(102 <(),002 0,002b (lc

Boron 0,3 0,3 <(1,(}2 (},3 0.23 6 I

Cadmium <0.()1 <0,()1 <(I.91 <(),()4 ().()l tt ()t

Calcium 10 13 12 9 II 17

Total chromiunl <1).02 [1,I(J (),04 <().()5 ().()5b 33c

Copper (I.57 0,46 (),25 (I,30 (I.40 37

Lead (1.()12 (),022 (I,055 ._(),3 (),()97 140
I

Magnesium 1.9 1.9 I ,,1 1,3 1,6 2(1

Mercury 11.1)()52 (),(1()3() (L0()12 (1.()(128 (1,(1(131 54

Nickel <(1.()5 ().(),1 <0.(15 <:(),()3 (I.(),15b I 1c

Potassium 20 15 15 211 17,5 I6

Selenium <().()()1 <0,(1()1 <(),(102 <0,11112 (1,()()2b 67 c

Silver <(),{)1 <(},01 ().()4 (1!03 (),()2b 5()c

Sodium .'{5 39 29 31 34 13

Zinc (I.61 (),21 (I.19 (),2e, ().32 62

Organic compounds (rag/L)
_r

Oil and grease 12 13 7 u I (1 27

Phenol ics ().(118 0.()I5 ()./)15 <0.5 (). 137 177

"R_tal organic carbon 25 49 36 44 3t_ 27

...continued
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Table L.15, Positively detected parameters in LLNL sanitary sewer effluent, 1.989
(concluded).

]l i i ii i i

Positively detected parameter a Jan,-Mar, Apr,-June July-Sept. Oct,-Dec, Mean SDM (%)

Purgeable/extractable pollutants

(EPA Methods 624/625, Bg/l.)

Bis(2-ethylhexyl!phthalate 6()1) <1(1() <20 <40 70b ,13t

Butyl benzyl ph thala te 14 < 1 < 10 _2() 12b 42c

Dibutylphthalate 38 _-I <10 <20 l 5b 63 c

Diethylph th alate 4 <1 _"I (I <20 7b b4t'

Dimet!_yiphthalate 4 < I <1() <20 7I:' tW
Chloroform 5 rlI I2 t) C9 33

Acetone 160d 75()d 170 _10 273 120

Benzoic acid __t, 1()0d <50 320 156 t)2

Benzyl alcohol 15d 5(1d < t0 320 99 150
TCE 41 < I <1 l 1b (1_

PCE _ 1 < I < I 1 1b 0 t

Methylene chloride <1 <1 <1 11 1b (1t`

a The sewer effluent samples were also analyzed for the following compounds, The concentrations of these com-
pounds were below these detection limits,

Detection limits Detection limits

Organochlorine pesticides ).tg/L Organochlorine pesticides lag/I.

Aldrin 0,05 DDE (mixed isomers) 0.05
Chlordane 0,3 DDD (mixed isomers) 0,05
Endrin 0,1 Heptachlor 0,05
l)ieldrin 0.05 Heptachlor Epoxide 0.05
Bi-lC (mixed isomers) 0,05 Methoxychlor 0.2
DDT (mixed isomers) 0,1 Polychlorinated biphenyls 0,3

b Median, see Quality Assurance chapter.
c Median absolute deviation. See Quality Assurance chapter.
d Semi-quantified result.
e No data reported by testing laboratory.

I.I..NI. Ii,z,irmtmeJthtl R('lJ_)rt7989 55
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TableL-16.Radioactive liquid effluent releases from the Livermore site, 1981-1989.
li i

Liquid effluents (Ci)

Year 3H 239pu

1981 6.0 9.2 x 10 -5

1982 1.6 4.3 x 10 -6

1983 1.7 6,7 x 10 -6

1984 1.7 3.2 x 10 -6

1985 3.6 4.8 x l0:6

1986 2.0 1.5 x 10 -5

, 1987 1.4 6.9 x 10 -4

1988 1.5 2,2 x l0 -5

1989 1.6 4.8 x 10 -6

56 ......... 1,1NI, /-_lt_,ir_.t.tc.l.I I,t_'l_.'l19,_.)
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ROUTINEWATERMONITORING

Introduction

LLNL perfonns surveillance monitoring qf waters for the Livermore site and for sur-

) aunding regions qf the Livenr_ore Vallm: The waters monitored in the Livennore
V,dlev include lakes and aqueducts, tap water, stonmvater runoff, and drinking-water

" supplv wells. The samples are analyzed for gross alpha and t_'ta radiation, tritium, and
nonradioactive l.x_llutants, including solvents, metals, and l._,sticides,

. As noted in the Sewage Monitoring cl_apter, a small fraction of treated effluent

from LWRP is used to irrigate nearby municipal property. This effluent contains
lm' lex els of tritium that come from natural sources,, radioactive fallout, and nor-

real LLNL and SNLL operational releases to tlle sanitary sewer system. As part c,f a

study begun in 1977, tritium measurements are made annually on well-water sam-

ples collected from neighboring wells to determine the extent of trititma migration

into th_ groundwater. Many of the wells are in the inlmediate vicinity of LWRP;

however, additional samples are also collected fr:m areas some distance away.

Beginning in 1_75, LLNI_'s Environmen- southeast to the southwest corner of the
tal Monitoring Program was expanded to Livermore site.
include surface runoff monitoring. The pro-
gram was originally designed to detect the Methods
pesticides used at LLNL (which include Livermore Valley water-sampling loca-
herbicides, fungicides, and insecticides) in tions for surface al_d domestic water in
samples collected from the drainage ditch the vicinity of the Livermore site are
at the northwest corner of the Livermor., shown in Figure L-10. Locations 11, 15, 1(_,
site following the first major storm. Addi- 24, 2(_,and 29 are surface water sources
tional sampling points were subsequently (ponds, creeks, aqueducts, or reservoirs).
added, and the samples were analv/,'d for l,ocation 20 is the rainfall collection site

-- metals, radioactivity, general water-quality for the Livermore site. Location 43 is the
parameters, and other priority pollutants, onsite swimming pool. The other locations
in addition to pesticides, are domestic w:,ter supply wells. Water

On the !.ivermore site, stormwater is samples from the Livermore Valley are
• channeled through storm sewers designed taken quarterly and are analyzed for gross

to accommodate a lO-v flow. Open ditches alpha, gross beta, and tritiul{_ activities.
,arc,used in undevelol.:)ed areas of the site. Because of the low tritium levels typically
The Arroyo l_as Positas flow is channeled found, it is necessary to distill and enricii

north to the northeast corner of the site, the samples before fiquid-scintillation
then west along the north perimeter to an counting.
outlet at the northwest corner. This outlet, The locations t)f wells near LWRP that

which also constitutes the main pathway are sampled for tritium measurements to
for the site's surface drainage (storm an_.t determine the extent of tritium migration
irrigation runoff), ru_ts north to the into the groundwater are shown in
Western Pacific railroad tracks, then west, Figure L-I1. This figure also illustrates
where it joins the Arroyo. Seco. The main the locations of additional sampling sites
channel of the A rrovo Seco cro.,ses tlae some distance from I.W RP.
center of the SNI.i_ site from the

='11
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RoutineWater As presently designed, tile runoff meal- effluent at tilt.."western boundary of tile

Monitoring toring program calls for tile sampling of Liverrn. ,re site (Vasco Road).
6 locations (Figure L-12) during tile period Grab samples are obtained from surfa;:e
of active surface water flow following tile stmrces, such as ponds, creeks, and reser-
first major storm of tile rain season, voirs, with a tethered plastic pail. A 500-mL
Location 1 is tile inftuent to tile east side of sample is collected for tritium analysis in
the Livermore site that feeds the Arroyo an argon-flushed glass container fitted
Las Positas flow; Location 2 is at the onsite with a ground-gh'tss stopper. Samples for
drainage basin; and Location 3 is tile efflu- other radiological analyses at:, collected in
eat into tile redirected Arroyo Las Positas 500-mL polyethylene bottles.
channel at the nortlvwest site boundary. Groundwater monitoring wells are
Location 4 is in tile Arroyo Seco channel purged of stagnant water prior to sam-
influent to the SNLL site,; Location 5 is the piing. In the case of wells with high water-
effluent tc) tlm Arroyo Seco chanrtel of a production rates, this entails removing an
culvert that collects'surface drainage from amount of water equivalent to four times
tile southeast area of tile Livermore site; tile amount of water standing in tile well
and Location (_is the Arroyo Seco channel casing. For wells With low water-

production rates, tile well is manually

Altam0nt bailed to drwless. Sampling occurs when
PassRoad the well has produced sufficient water

for tile required samples. Ali sampling
Dougherty Livermore Vasco equipnlent is chosen so that it will not
Road Camino Avenue Road..........................._ add compounds to the analysis sample.

Tassajara t1_ -."_
..;.". i _ ^b Containers and preservatives are used

................. _ ............- '..vaners0n <.?_° according to established EPA protocols
• _ _ 'm.................._ ..............................;"7.......... _ PassRoad,J_ *,_ _ t.wern)orev,_, _,--.-, tB for the analvte of interest.:>,_ . E_."O .,i_ , • _ "',dk ..,lid (_'_m"

Q.u : t_ t'_ ' ," . ___

7,- ' g =: .... ,o_Bird. . ' ...... _ --_--_--)-=.g ..4' As samples are collected in tile fMd,
' _ a_,a_,,_,, :o'_ EastAvenue _,,- %" they are labeled with sampling location

., _ ,_ _,- and date. In tile laboratorv, each sample is
' , Shadow.... ,q_ ,.4, Tesla
_.. " Cliffs '_.d_ _ Road assignt'd a number that acct)mpanies it.. during analvsis. During each sample col-Pleasanton

, e.d,t, lection period, at least 10%of tile water
. samples are duplicates.

"_ _ For those samples that are anah/zed

i "_°"_ _i_esRoo¢ for gross alpha and gross beta act{vity, a

(_i_ i @ ---lb.. I()0-mL sample or less, depending on the'.; solid content, is digested with ta nlixture7
.0,, I-]CIO 4 and driedLakeDelValle of 80% I-tNO 3 and "_ ":

.... San The residue is taken up with HNO-_ and a
•,(_ AntonioReservoir few milliliters of 5% hydrogen peroxide

(H-_O-,). Tile solution is evaporated to

_e_ abt'_ti(-5 ml_ and transferred to a 5,cm-

_'_ lO Watersampling diameter serrated, stainless steel planchet.
• _ locations After the planchet is dried and flamed,

_o. ...... LLNLperimeter the sample is ct)unted for 30 rain in a pro-''llV

pt)rtional counter. A blank is 1.2rocessed
_C7I--- I_.,l___jScale:Miles with each set of samplts, and -. I u and

Calavetas t--_---d--_ _)()Srstandards are counted with every
O ............-_ Reservoir

0 2 4 sample set. I_;ackground nwasurenaents
are made between e\'erv l() sample-_

FigureL-lO. Water sampling locations, Livermore Valley, 1989. counting measurements.
Samph.,s analyzed ft)r tritium are cleo-

: t:',qv!i,'allv ,,v_v'i,"h(,,],lh(] th(,w ('¢uint(,cl bv
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LivermoreSite
RoutineWater

Vasco Monitoring
Road

_,... Dougherty Camino Livermore ...............
".. aoacl Tassajara Avenue ff_,_..,1i _

• Rit 1
\\\ ' _,.

" i st.A nu

_'\ _16L7 St;_nie;yB_vd, i ". ' Tesla
_,, ""' ........, ...."..... i ........._ .......... I Road :

)/. ShadowCliffs / :

[ _ _ ,, ,\, /Pleasanton • Groundwater '.
<,,. ' sampling location

_< ._.9_," _'..,.... -- LLNL perimeter
'\ .-k_ :' "" Scale:Miles

t ., ['r-T--r-I
' 0 2 4

k

FigureL-11.Groundwater sampling locations, Livermore Valley, 1989.

AltamontPassRoad

" NewPatterson, Patterson
, F/,,/nnP_oatt'_ (_ PassRoad _ .... -..... .4 PassRoad

It

i- O'
t

' LI,

EastAvenue'4D-...... 1

0 _ _ i StormwateroaIocationsrUn°ff<1>o sam lin..
mrr

....... LLNL perimeter
Scale:Miles

TeslaRoad I___..__E_
0 1

FigureL-12. Stormwater runoff sampling locations, Livermore site, 1989,
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Livermore Site
RoutineWater liquid-scintillation spectrometry. Each shown in Table L-19. Gross alpha and beta

Monitoring counting set includes a total of eight stan- activities in these surface and domestic
dards to establish quench corrections and water samples collected in 1989 were
eight blanks to determine background, below EPA and DHS maximum contami-

For beryllium analys!s, a 100-mL sam- nant levels (MCLs; U.S. Environmental
ple is digested with HNO 3. The residue is Protection Agency 1977; 22 California Code
diluted to 100 mL with deionized water, of Regulatiopts Section 64443).
and the analysis is completed using atom- Table L-20 contains the data for radi0ac-
ic absorption spectrophotometry, as tivity in stormwater runoff. The runoff
described for air analysis, from two rain storms (March 8 and

Table L-17 lists the standardized lneth- December 31 storms) were sampled, and
ods used in the analyses of groundwater no sample could be collected at Locations 1.
and/or stormwater samples for nonra- and 4 during either sampling. Ali mea-
dioactive contaminants, surements of gross alpha and gross beta

radioactivity were a small fraction of the
Results respective MCLs. The tritium concentra-

Radioactivity in Water. Table L-18 tion measured at the onsite Location 2
shows the gross alpha activities in Liver- during the March 8 storm was 2.9 times
more Valley water samples. Gross beta the MCL of 20 x 10-6 laCi/mL. Other con-
activities for Livermore Valley samples are centrations were at the MCL (Location 5)

Table L-17. EPA groundwater standard methods.
i i i ...........

Analyte EPAmethod Analyte EPA method

Metals

Antimony 204.1 Manganese 243.1
Arsenic 206.2 Mercury 245.1
Barium 208.1 Molybdenum 246.1
Beryllium 210.2 Nickel 249.1
Cadmium 213.1 Selenium 270.2
Chromium 218.1 Silver 272.1
Cobalt 219.1 Sodium 273.1

Copper 220.1 Thallium 279.1
Iron 236.1 Vanadium 286.1

Lead 239.2 Zinc 289.1

Nonmetallic inorganic compounds
Total dissolved solids 160.1 Nitrate 353.2
Total suspended solids 160.2 Nitrite 354.1
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 351.3 Fluoride 340.2
Ammonia nitrogen (as N) 350.2 Chloride 325.3
Ali alkalinities 310.2 Sulfate 375.3

Organic compounds
Volatile organic compounds Low level phenolic compounds

Purgeable halocarbons 601 "lbtal organic halide (TOX) 9020
Purgeable priority pollutants 624 Total organic carbon (TOC) 9060
Title 22 organic compounds 608 Oil and grease 413.1

Extractable priority pollutants 625 Chemical oxygen demand (COl)) 410.1

60 ........ ld.NI, Ihr¢,iro_ImeiJlalRet_orl19,'q9
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Livermore Site
or belowthe MCI, (lx_cations 3, 5, and 6). for wells in tilt, vicinity of I,WRP are Routine Water

This is the first observation of tritium con- shown in Table L-22. These wells are used Monitoring
centrations above or near the MCL at to monitor groundwater quality in the
more than one monitoring location during vicinity of LWRI_ and they are not used as
a sampling. These observations were drinking-water sources. The highest tritium
investigated, but no tlnusual release of tri- values appear in monitor wells downgradi-
tium from I.,LN L occurred that would en t of LWRI_ Tritium activities in the pro-
explain these values. Review of the analy- duction wells were at background levels
ses resulting in these values does not (approximately 0.5 x 1(}-7 t.lCi/ml3, and all
reveal a reason to reject the data. _Ii)identi- samples were well beh)w the limits for
fv the source of the tritium, we are review- water adopted by the State {)fCalifornia
ing the possible environn-lental pathways (22 Cal([:orlliaC()de (!flRegldati(nzs Section
for tritium migration to stormwater. 64443). These tritium levels are similar to

"Fable L-21 shows tritium data for those c)bserved in the 1988 samples.
l_,ivermore Valley samples. The samples Nonradioactive Pollutants i_ Water.
have concentrati,,ns that are well below Table L-23 shows data for physical and
recommended limits. The highest ct)ncen- chemical parameters in stormvvater. Most
tration of tritium in water; 19.3 x 10-7 potential pollutants in the storm runoff
t.tCi/mL, occurred in the onsite swimming were not present at dctcctak le levels. For
pool (l,ocation 43) during the first quarter the first time, acetone was detected at
of sampling. This represents 1.54% of the I_ocation 6 at 140 I.tg/t-,. No other organic
DCG for drinking water and 9.65% of the compounds were detected. Metals were not
DHS MCL for other waters. The averages detected above normal background levels
and the percent of DCG for drinking _ expected for water that has been in contact
water for the year are also presented in i with soil. The data showed no significant
Table L-21 for each location. ' i impact of LI,NL operations on other waters

Table L-21 also includes an estimate of sampled.
the annual (effective) dose that may be i
delivered to an adult who consumes water Environmental Impact
containing the listed tritium concentrations. The stormwater runoff showed acetone
These d_ses, which are tall less than 6 × 10-2 at the southwest corner of the l_ivermore
mrem (the value estimated for l_ocation 43), site. At other locations, no detectable lev-

are based Olaa water consumption of els of specified hydrocarbons were found,
2 l_/day and the dose-ccnaversicnl t:actctrs and only a few otl-wr pollutants at
contained in ICRI' 30 provided by D(')E detectable levels were,s',tt n. Nt)nonradio-

t) _'"(U.S. l)epartment of Energy 1 HSb). The l_gical pollutants were seen in any
actual dose (ii any) from the swimming poc_l st_rmwater samples above applicable reg-
dl_ldstlrfdce water s(_tlrces would be c¢_nsid- ulatt_ry limits. The impact of the radiologi-
elTIblv less bect/tlst' tl_ev aft' ilcd tlsed as ca] pollutants is minimal, with the only
drinl<ing water sol..ll'CC,S. Methods tlsed tt_o.11- tllltlStlcT1oCCtlrrelace being the tH_serx,ation
culate dt_ses are presented ill Appendix A. c'f levels ¢_1:tritium abt_\'e the M(/I_ in the

The tlititlm data f<)rFU'()ductit)n wells rtln(_ff fr()m a st<)rm iii March.
tlsed b\' ]_)cdl water-stlpply dGel'lCic's and

I / NI I_l,'i_,Jl,l_'Itl,;/ I<_'l_c_rt/!_,_;'_ 6'1
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Livermore Site
RoutineWater
Monitoring

i

TableL-18.Gross alpha activity in water--Livermore Valley, 1989.
i III I I

Maximum Minimum Mean

Number of

Location a samples 110-9 _tCi/mL +_2o (%)1 SI)M (%)

11 4 12 ± 6 0 ± 2 5.8 1(17

15 4 <2 0 4_:i ' 1.0 b' 100 c

16 4 5 + 4 0 2:2 1.9 62

19 4 <2 0 _t 1 0.5 173

20 I (1± 1 N/A d N/A d N/A d

24 4 6 4. 4 () 4_-1 1.5 173

26 3 1 :t 4 0 .+_2 0.3 143

29 4 <4 0 ± 2 1.5 b 67 c

30 1 ,:1 N/A d N/A d N/A d

31 4 <1 0 ± 1 0.3 172

34 4 3 ± 2 0 4_:2 0.5 b 100 c

37 4 <2 0'± 1 1.5 112

43 8 <8 () ± 2 0.5 b 100 c

a See Fig. L-10 for sampling locations.
b Median. See Quality Assurance chapter.

c Median absolute deviation (%). See Quality Assurance chapter.
d Not applicable.

TableL-19. Gross beta activity in water--Livermore Valley, 1989.

Maximum Minimum Mean

Number of

Location a samples 110-9 _lCi/mL + 2o (%)] SDM (%)

11 4 14 4_:7 2 4:3 7.8 59

15 4 5 -+4 0 :_:4 2.8 65

16 4 <9 () 4-:7 4.8 67

19 4 <8 () 5: ] 2.0 173

20 1 0 -4_-3 N/A b N/A b N/A b

24 4 210 ± 14 () _42 57 156

26 3 18 __:5 0 4-:4 7.8 89

29 4 <4 0 4_3 '1.8 102

30 ] 1 ± 1 N/A b N/A b N/A b

31 4 <8 (1± 3 2.5 131

34 4 9 4-6 0 4-:3 2.5 151

37 4 8 ± 4 0 _t4 4 73

43 8 24 4-:7 1 ! 3 6.9 99

a See Fig. L-10 for sampling locations.
b Not applicable.
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LivermoreSite
Routi_eWater

Monitoring

TableL-20. Various radionuclides in stormwater runoff--Livermore site, 1989.
i i'. I i i ii iii

3H Gross alpha Gross beta

Location a I1O-° I.tCi/mL .L 2ct ('/,,}1 II0 -'J I.ICi/ml.,I 110-'`} _.tCihn l.,I

___b __.b __h1
_b __1} _b

2 .57.3 :t: 1 <2 9 t 2

57.4 :_:1 c I 6 t 2

0.98± 14 <1 ._2

3 ¢),62 :!_2 3 J: 2 12 :f 3

, 0.84 ._:16 <1 <:2

4 .__l} .+_t, ___h

__1_ __h ....h .

5 1c),8! 2 <1 II _.3

(),2_).!: 46 {"I <2

6 14.9:! 2 3 ! 2 I1 ! 2

<{1.13 ."2 <2

{}.16 :}:7tl <'1 3 !- 2

a See Fig. I.-12 for sampling locations.
b No data. See the Quality Assurance chapter.

\
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TableL-21. Tritium in water--Livermore Valley, 1.989.
i illl i m i i i i i

Sampling location a

11b 15 b 16 b 19 c 20 d 24 b 26 b

110-7 _tCi/ml, :t: 2_ (%)1

First quarter 0,62 4- 13 0,72 + t) 2,,18 .t 21 0.58 __ 14 2.39 4:4 ().93 rf. 10 1.93 .! 7
0,63 :!: I(I

Second quarter ().6()_: 12 0.35 _: 18 2.62 :!: 4 0.49 __I t_ 1(1.7()± 2 i).69 :!: 11 1.4I) 4-7
().40 "__14

Third quarter 1),59:_ 1() (I,32 _+16 I,()t_4_-6 0.51 :_ 12 (_.4_:_-3 (I.48 :__-13 1.39 :t: 5
1.3(I :!. (_

Fourth quarter (1.81:!: 9 (I.44 _+14 1.04 ± 7 (I,20 :!. 29 7._5 .': 17 (1.3_ :!- I(_ 1.42 :!: (_
Mean 0.65 0.45 1.80 0.48 6.85 0,62 1,49

SDM (%) 16 36 48 35 50 39 17

Percent of DWS f 0.33 0.Z3 0.90 0.24 3,43 0.31 0.75

Effective dose (mrem) 3 × 10 .-3 2 × 10 -3 1 × 10 -2 2 × 10 -3 3 × 10 -2 3 × 10 -3 7 × 10 -3

Sampling location a

29 b 30g 31c 341.t 37 c 43 i

110-7 t.4Ci/mL .+-2ct (%)]

First quarter (I.57 _: 13 (1.42_: 16 0.h9 rf:11 0.34 ± 16 ().(_b-J.II 19.3 :_t:8

Ib.t_ :! 9

Second quarter (1.43_+]3 (1.28:!: 18 ().51 :!. II (1.48_: 13 (1.44 :__-I(_ 17.,I :t 8

17._ !: 8

Third quarter 0.38 :i: 14 ().49 :__:13 ().3tj -i 15 ().53 ! li ().34 :!: 15 4.9 t 25
5.8 4:21

Fourth quarter ().,17:!: 13 11.28.!: 24 (1.38:__16 (1.37.i- I _ (1.32:t l_-J tI.2 .__I
().39 l-14 tj.7 t 14

I().5._ I,I

Mean 0.46 0.37 0.47 0.43 0,44 12.3

SDM (%J 17 29 28 20 35 44

Percen! of DWS f 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.22 0.22 6.15

Effective dose (mrem)l 2 × 10 -3 2 × 10 -3 2 :,:10 -3 2 × 10 -3 2 × 10 -3 6 :_10 -2

a See Fig. lM0 for sampling locations,
b Surface waler.

c qhp water--- i.ivermore locations,
d Rain water,

e No data, See Quality Assurance chapter.
f I)WS (State of California drinking water standard) = 2 /I(] '5 _,Ci/ml..
I4Tap water--l.l.Nl.
h Well waler.

i I_LNI. swimming, pool.
J hffective dose based on DOI! standard of 4 ro.rem for drinking water.
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TableL-22.Tritium in groundwater--Livermore Valley, 1989.
i illll i iii

Well Activity

identification a [10-7 IjCi/mL -+2o %)] Percent of DWS b

1H3 0,19 ± 27 0,10

1P2 2.63 + 4 1,32

1R2 1,14 _+6 0.57

2R1 2.57 ± 4 1,29

9M3 0.64 ± 12 0.32

11B1 7.46 ± 3 3,73

12A2 1.34 ± 6 0,67

16L7 [).31 ± 16 0.16

17D2 0,28 ± 23 0.14

18A5 (I,33 + Ib 0,17

7C2 1.34 ± 6 0.67 '

7I'3 _1.(.)7± 75 0.04

8P1 0.75 _ 10 0,38

a See Fig, L-11 for sampling locations.
b DWS (State of California drinking water standard) = 200 × 10 -7 BCi/mL

I,LNL Ellvir(,tmt',lal Repot! 7989 65
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TableL-23. Positively detected nonradioactive parameters in Livermore-site stormwater runoff, 1989.
== ii ii

Sampling location a

Parameter b 1 2 3 4 5 6

Physical/chemical

Arsenic (rag/L) __c <0,002 (),003 .__c (),0()2 <0,002

Chemical oxygen demand (pg/L) __c 38.4 45,8 c 33,7 71.3

Fluoride (rag/L) __c 0.1(} O.1() c O.I 0 O,I(1

Lead (rag/L) c <0,()01 <0.001 ....{' (I.(lOI <O.(l()l

Nitrate (as N) (rag/L) __c 1,5 0.9 _c 1.5 (),t_

Selenium (rag/L) __c <0.001 ().()()1 __c (),()()1 <(),0() I

Organic compounds

Acetone (Hg/L) __c <10 <1() .... c < lr) 140

TOC (rag/L) __c 8.8 8,.q c H,() 15

a See Fig, I.-12 for sampling locations.
b The following parameters would have been reported had they appeared above the detection limits indicated below:

Extractable priority pollutants
Metals (mg/L) Detection limit (EPA 625)(_tg/L) Detection limit

Mercury 0,0001 2,4-Dinitrophenol 20
Silver 0,01 4-Nitrophenol 40
Barium 0,1 Benzidine 80

Beryllium 0,0001 Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phtlaalate 200
Cadmium 0,01 Ali other analytes 2
Total chromium 0.02

Purgeable priority pollutants
Title 22 organic compounds (_tg/L) Detection limit (EPA 624) (I.tg/L) Detection limit

2,4,5-T1 _(Silvex) 1.0 Acrolein 1(1
2,4-D 10 Acrylonitrile 10
Endrin 0.01 Methyl ethyl ketone 20
l.indane 0.4 Ali other analytes 1
Methoxychlor 10
Toxaphene 0,5
Oil and grease (rag/L) 5

c No data. See Quality Assurance chapter,

' ' I.) ....... / t_ t)t';
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SOILMONITORING

Introduction

Soil is an integrating medium that can account for contaminants released to the

atmosphere or fflrough liquid effluents. Since 1972, annual soil sampling in tile

vicinity of the Livermore site llas been part of the continuing LLNL monitoring pro-

gram designed to document any changes in environmental levels of radioactivity and

to evaluate any increase in radioactivity that might have resulted frorn Livermore-site

operations. Prior to 1988, soil samples were collected at sites selected at random from

Livermore Valley locations previously sampled in a 1971-1972 study; thatstudy was

conducted to determine the background concentrations of radiontlclides in area soils,

In 1988, sampling locations were chosen to coincide with air sampling locations or to

give coverage of areas of known past contamination or concern. The 1988 sampling

locations were resampled in 1989. The use of constant sampling locations alk)ws for

better trending of the data and closer monitoring of areas of concern.

In 1989, sediment sarnple_ from the diameter coring teel, designed at LLNL, is
arroyos near LLNL were collected, also used eo collect 5-cre-deep subsamples at
continuing a _.nonitoring effort begun in the corners and center of the square. All
1988. The sampling of sedimentary mate- subsamples are collected to a depth of
rial from streams or ponds can provide an
indication of the accumulation of undis.- Allam0nt
sol ved rad ionuclid es in the aqua tic envi- _'_ PassRoad
ronment. As a result of the accumulation Np'
of contaminants, sediment sampling is a D0ugherty Vasc0
more sensitive indicator of waterborne Road Gamin0 Livermore Road ._

radionuclides than water sampling (U.S. Tassajara Avenue • L-08 _. .. L-051

Department of Energy 1988d). The sedi .............. _ _ _ ....i ' ""....3"_..._L-18 QL-04
merits also have the potential to concert- }a-r:,>.,_i t_ L-19,20,21 tD Livermore L-1

__o -_ , i , L.02_ii 01L'15trate nonradioactive constituents present . eco ,.,,v-7- _ng 22,23,24 r'- _L-14
in stormwater runoff, Chemical and radio- i_ I'll
logical analyses were used to deternline if ", Stanley]BWd.[ EastA,)enue
significant buildup of pollutants has ShadowCliffs @ L-03 ___ Tesla

, _ _ Road
occurred. The arroyo sediment sampling _ Pleasanton %,_b] _cc,_locations were chosen to coincide as _, o

closely as possible with the stormwater , ..x__ L-100
sampling locations. \

;_, LakeDelValle _'_S,9O_c/

Methods _ _, • Soil sampling
locations

Figure L-13 shows the soil-sampling loca- - .... LLNLperimeter
tions in the Livermore Valley. Sampling Scale:Miles
activities folh)wed standardized written (_ San

  ,0n,0procedures (Brekke et al. 1988). Samples Reservoir
are taken from reasonably level areas that 0 2 4
represent undisturbed soil, A 2-m square is ....
marked off in e,ach area, and ai] 8,25-cm- FigureL-13, Soil sampling locations, Livermore Valley, 1989.

I I NII l:JJT.;v,)Jl_m,.,tnl l.),,.,_rt "It)RO (i7
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S0ilMonitoring 5 cm because surface deposition from tile at 110°C for a nlinimum of 2 days, pulver-
air is the.primary pathway for potential ized, passed through a 32-mesh sieve, and
contamination, The five subsamples of soil blended, Approximately 300-g aliquots of
collected from each 2-m square are com- the soils are sealed in 200-cm 3 thin-walled
bined into a single composite sample in a aluminum cans and are counted with a
plastic bag. A label is affixed to the bag, Ge(Li) detector,
and the sample is identified by number, Approximately 10% of the sites are sam-
This number is entered in a logbook, pled in duplicate to comply with quality
together with all pertinent sampling infor- assurance protocols (Holland 1987). For
mation and a description of the sample duplicate collections, two adjacent cores,
location. The number is used to identify . 5-cre deep, are taken from the corners and
the sample throughout the laboratory center of each 2-rn square. Separate com-
analyses and is used in this report, posites of the five cores are then made, and

After collection, the samples are dried, the composites are identified with unique
_ • sample numbers,grol _nd, and 1:lended. Plutonium-239 con-

tent is determined in each sample follow- Figure L-14 shows the 6 arroyo sampling
ing an acid-leaching procedure. The soil is locations where samples are collected near
leached by heating for 4 hours with a mix- the Livermore site. Standard written sam-
ture of concentrated HNO 3 and HC1. The pling procedures are followed (Brekke et al.
plutonium is then separated and purified ' 1,9.88).At each location, a 30-foot transect is
by ion exchange and electroplating, and is laid out (starting from a permanent marker),
submitted for alpha spectroscopy. The and 4 numbers between 1 and 30 are ran-
samples analyzed by gamma spectroscopy domly generated. These numbers represent
(for over 150 radionuclides) are first dried the distance (in feet) along the transect at

{
/'

; _ AltamontPassRoad/
F

_, o

O £_ , ,,.,,,,_

[_ >

)

"" n\[ // NewPatterso Patterson
• p ' ALPW\ _ assRoad1 _,_ -_-.,',- FIynnRoa(t• / _i_...,,,_,_:'-K'_,;',_;._,,:,_,,1PassRoadi

\ -" . I}:,._;;_!i;4{,_t:!,i,'_',,:_;ii:,_i!!l_,%'i'ALPE
t

\ / _ II_!_:,'_;,G_','_i";::;-";_''_TM LupinWay
'-, / CharlotteWay--J'" ASNJJ.,',;i.i;i.:i;;,,ii;i,!:,i;ifi_;!.;!i;_';_i!!i_ti/;:q !

EastAvei_uu ASS _ii_i_,"
__ _ Arroyosediment

" ASE • _ _ samplinglocationsQ) 0

rr --- LLNLperimeter
_r,c3

............ ! Scale:Miles

TeslaRoad ,: t_.2_
0 1

Figure L-14. LLNL arroyo sediment sampling locations, 1989.
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LivermoreSite
which samples are taken. Samples are Valley sampling locations, only positively SoilMonitoring
taken with a split-spoon sarnpler driven detected parameters are sllown, The ratio-
into the soil to a depth of two feet to allow nale for including the naturally occurring
for better characterization of w_latile organ- nuclides (4ILK,232T1_,and 238U) and the
ic compounds. The bottom six inches are long-lived fission product (137Cs)is to pro-
sealed in a stainless steel sampling tube vide baseline data on global fallout and to
and are submitted for organic-compounds allow monitoring c_fthe containment of the
and metals analyses. The next higher six small inventories of mixed fission products
inches are submitted for radiological analy- and radiochemical tracers used at LLNl_,.
s ," (tritium, gamma emitters, and plutoni- The concentrations and distributions of all• CS

urn). The location identification and sample observed nuclides in soil for 1989 are sind-
number are written on the sample tube, on lar to or below the levels measured in 1988
a label attached to the sample tube, and in a and are within the ranges reported in pre-
logbook. The location rmnab.er, the sample vious years. Elevated levels of 2:""PL1,first
number, and the date sampled are used to observed in soils near the IAvermore Waf:er
identify each sample throughout the sam- Reclanaation Plant (I.,WRf_)during the
pling and analytical processes, early 1970s, were again detected at locations

Gamma spectroscopy and plutonium L-19, L-20, and I_,-24,although levels were
analyses are conducted on arroyo sedi- below those reported in 1988, The highest
ments using the techniques outlined value of 59.9 x lC)-'4pCi/g re f rc, ent,

. ().5 Y_,of the proposed EPA soil standard ofabc}re for soil so naples. Tritium analysis "
is performed by liquid-scintillation 0.2 I.tCi/m 2for unrestricted use of surface
ctmnting ttf water recovered through soil (or 13 x 10'¢'J.lCi/g assuming average
freeze-drying from the arroyo sediments. Livermore Valley soil densities). The
The arroyo samples are analyzed for remaining values reflect worldwide fallout
metals by inductively coupled plasma and naturally occurring concentrations of
emission spectr(_sc(_py (ICP)following nuclides. The 241Anl detected at LWRI _in
extraction in water for comparison to the same sampling areas exhibiting elevated
Soluble Threshold l.,imit Concentrations plutonium levels is probably due to natural
(STI_,C). The arroyo samples are analyzed decay of tl'_etrace concentrations of 241pu
for organic compounds by standard EPA that are also present.
methods (method 8010 for halogenated Table L-25 presents data on radiological
volatile organic compounds; meth_d parameters in the arroyo sediment sam-
8()2() f{_r aromatic volatile organic com- , ples, again only positively detected param-
p_}unds; and method 8()8() for pesticides eters are shown, l'lutonium-239 analytical
and I_CBs). ', techniques improved, so detection limits

Ten percent _t: the arroyo samples are decreased in 1989. Therefore, actual con-
collected-in duplicate, in accordance with centrations are listed instead of the detec-
quality assurance protocols (Holland tion limits reported in 1988. Plut_mium-239
1987). Duplicate samples are collected levels are at background c(mcentrati(ms,
adjacent to sampling locations using iden- reflective of worldwide fallout. All ()ther
tic'al procedure,_. The duplicate samples radionuclides were detected at levels simi-
are preserved, stored, processed, and lar to (n" below levels reported in 1988.
analyzed using methc_ds identical t¢_those Cesium-137 is anotller fission product
employed for ali _ther samples, f_und at worldwide background concen-

trations, l'c_tassiurn-40, 232Th, and 238U are

naturally occurring radi_muclides that
Results were detected at backgr_mnd concentra-

Table L-24 pre,;ents data on the concen- ti{ms. 1Yitium concentratkms are similar t_
93q ) _t()

traticms {_f"-.I u,' K, 137Cs, 232Th, 23HU, those rep{_rted in1988.
and 241Am in s_ils from the l_l_',,crrm}rc,

ld,NI, ti;_t¢,irl_,tnlelthtlI<t't_orl1989 69
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"_ '"' " metals of above regulatory standards, Many ofSoilMonitoring Table L-261: resents data on

concern in the sediment samples. The level these cc)mpounds are typical of fuel c_m-
of lead (Pb) in one sample (79 rag/L) was stituents and are expected in locations
above STLC limits; howeveb the other that concen tra te stormwa ter runoff. Oth-

tl?ree samples from that location showed ers (i.e., Freon 113, chloroform, methylene
lead at the detection level. This finding is chk_ride, benzene, and toluene) are typical
being investigated, and additional samples laboratory solvents that may indicate con-
from this area will be taken in 1990. Fnr the tamination of samples. Investigation,.,
other metals, no concentratior_s above have been initiated to determine the origin
STLC limits or above levels normally of these contaminants.
encountered in sediments were detected.

Table L,.27 presents data on organic
parameters in the sediment samples, Environmental Impact
again, only positively detected parameters Soii and arroyo sediment sample analy-
are shown. Analytical techniques for ses indicate that the impact of LLNI._opera-
detection of organic compounds have tions on tllese media in 1989 has not
improved over past years. Therefore, changed from previous years. Most arm-
traces of a variety of compounds, many of lyres were detected at background concen-
which were undetected in previous years, trations, in trace antounts, or could not be
were observed in all samples. Two sarn- measured above detection limits. While
ples show detectable levels of the PCB some contaminants have been detected,
Aroclor 1260 (ALPW-3 at 0.07 mg/kg and none of the measured levels are of a degree
ASN-2 at 0.05 mg/kg). However, the lev- to warrant concern. Investigations into the
els detected are close to detection limits source of detected contaminants are under

(0.03 mg/kg) and are below regulatory way and will be continued. Sampling of
gu!delines (50 mg/kg, 40 Code of Federal soils and arroyo sedirnents will continue on
Regulations Part 761). None of the lewqs an annual basis.
detected for other organic compounds are

'70............................................................................................................................. ld,NI, li'm,inulmelthfl Report7989
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Table L-24. Positively detected radionuclides in soil--.Livermore Valley, 1989
(sampling depth of 0 to 5 cre).

IIl_IiI._--_IIII III I IIIIII _ IIIIIII IIII II5,

23qpu 40K 137C-_' 241Am 232Th 238U

l.ocation a ll0-_l.tCildry g :t 2c_1':;11 [10q'_tCild_' g :+2o l':i)l [pgldry g ! 2o ('ill

!.-14 li _):_ o 11.4 :!:3 0.03 :! I(_ <.,ikO. 5,7T t (, 2,81 ) 51

L-05 3.li _: II I?,0 :_ 5 tl. 15 :__S _O.ll2 8,T t) 7 3 2.(',-1:! 3'-I

L-18 I,T t II 12,5 :!.-1 tl.tl{_ :t 13 ,.li,til l_.llll t 3 2.43 ! ,lt_

L-04 S.t) :_ S 13,4:!'3 ll,tl4 +: 14 -:0,05 o.<i3 _ 3 2.5.] 7 77

L-15 I.S ..+i2 1.1.5:_.:3 0,07 :_ 11 ,-.tl.t12 i_.i_(i_. 3 2.51 ! 3S

L-O8 4.2 :_t14 I I .S :'_4 O,I I :£ 8 ,-.O.tlI "_.6T:7 4 I .li I ..4.03

1.-10 eL4:_ l_ 13.c)i 0 Ii,3LI :i 3 <(I.tl4 6,15 7 4 .:.1.28

L-03 0.2 +_28 I I.S ?.:4 O.tll ! 54 <..tl,ti5 I,,e,q :!:3 tI.S') :; Sl,

L-13 2.() __13 1(,,4_t.3 ti,tiS 7:It1 <tl.tl5 i_,'757 3 2,8tl :t. 71

[.-02 {3" _ 15 15.1_:_4 O.liT :t <"4 ':-O.t)3 i_c)4 :t 3 < I.BO

1.-19 "{! ' : 51'_ c),5:_-1 I).l)-I "_ IS I).1)-1:.! 7li 5,til _-:3 l.q5 :L35

1.-20 5Cl,ci L: 6[_ 12,1 ._ 4 tl,t)5 4_12 O,tl-I t 5(_ 7.(_2 7:3 2,3l_:!:t)-I

1.-2l 7.7 :! Sb 12,7 :t 3 tl,ti2 :_ 21 <ii,ii6 i_,S5 :t -I ?,.22 ! 37

1.-22 4,T :!: cib I0.4 7_3 ii.03 ! 12 _.O.t/(_ 5,88 7. 5 I/IS :l t_(}

L-23 IN _ 13b I0,1 _ 3 0.02 _: Ici <ti.tl(_ 5.52 :! '.3 2.17 i .17

L-24 Itl,o ::_7b Iii,2 :! 3 tl.O.l :! 18 _.O.t13 5.72 !4 3.21 ! <',4'-)

Mean 4.4 (11.2) 12.4 0.08 0,04 c 6.47 2.22

SDM(5_) 90 (157) 16 121 38 d 13 32

a See Fig. 1.-13 for sampling locations.
b [)ata from area of known contandnation. Sunlina_, data with these data included ill the calculations are iii parentheses.
c Median vahie. See Quality Assurance chapter.
d Median absolute deviation (':i i. See Quality Assurance chapter.

I

l.l.NII..t:7:,_c,inw_m<'_ltalle,ct)(,t l_.),';_) 7"I
II
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TableL-25. Positively detected radionuclides in arroyo sediments near the Livermore site, 1989.
iiiii i iii iiii iii iiiiii iii iiiiii i i ii iiii

23t}!, u 3H . 40 K 137C, s 232Th 238 U

I.c, cation a I10 "q HCi/dry g :_ 2o ("; ;I IlO -7 _lCi/ml. b _. 2a (':;)1 110 -6 _tCitdry g _ 2a I':; )1 IHg/dry g * 2a (',:i)1

AI_PI--! (L3 * 38 14.1 ! Irl 12.5, .; t_.l)t]8_ .lt 7,2 _ t, 2.2 _ 7.1

ALPE-2 ,.tl, I 12.7 -2 I 1 I.l.i, .! .1 ,( .O{11 8._, _ _, ,2.8

AI.Pl:.-3 1,0 _ 1{, 14.8 , tl tl.O 4 4 (I.02 t._ _ 17' .l.q t "q 2.?, t 81_

AI.PI:-4 O.3 ! 21, 12.8 _ II) "_" _ "I,_./ 1t II,I)ll),_ ,Iii ,,I _ ,| 2.1 _ 'q7

CDB-I 0.4 t. 38 3S.tl *. 3 157 _ 3 • (),()O1 S.(, _ 3 I.(,

C11B-2 1.3 ! I(_ 21.3 _ _ IS.I _ 3 , ii.Iii/1 tt,..q _ 3 - {}..I

Ci)B-3 1.1_ Io 21,1 _ 13 I'q.S _ 3 ,I}.tl{l?t tl,t)_ 3 1.4 ! I_(I

CI)B-4 3.tl + I{I ItLl.I __ S I-1.7' * ,1 , l).{)(13 H..I _ -| 2.H 4 ,It?

AI.I'W-I I.(_ _ I.I 2.4 t 3,'3 II,I . 4 ,0,(){11 (_.S i % 3.11 ! ,13

AI.I'W-2 1.7', I(, 3.3 ! 37 1,1,0 , 3 (I,{ll{_ ! "_2 8.1 _ I 2.1 _ 37

AIPW-3 7.{_ + s -1.7:,_ IS 12,1 , 3 1),11.1{)! 21 S,fl_ .1 ,{I,{_

,, "_" .. ? "q _ .IIAI.PW-4 I _ ! I_ _..: _ 3N I_,(1 _ 3 {).(11 "_ _ :'_2 S.q _ 3 _..

ASI--I (I.3 _ 2tl 33.q +. 5 731 _ 1t {).tilt) _ {_4 3.,1 _ t_ 1,2 + _T

ASE-2 (I,3 :: 2o 35.3 _ 5 11.7 -! .1 {},{)ltl _ 2_ "_,.2 + .t I.r, ! .1_'_

ASE-3 t)._. , 2tl 3tL7 ) .'q I "_t)_..+: H il.01q. ) -1.1 .'3.1 , t_ - 3.3

ASE-4 (L3 _. 18 -1_ 2 + 4 13..1 :' .1 ILl)lH ._ 22 5_I + -1 • 1,4

_SS-I (I.2 , 34 7.2 ! 18 I(L.I , 3 ,.(}.tilL1 I_.s + - • (L7

ASS-2 113 * 20 5,1 + 2:q I1,.1 ! -1 (I.111" ! 3(I 'q..'_ + _ 2.1 _ .11

ASS-3 .{I tl'_. t},,'_ , 14 i.1.7 + ,I ..{I.(IU_ tj.{_ _ 3 I .a._

ASS-4 {!.", _ 2,1 7,.'q , I" I1,_ ! 3 (I.{11(I _ 4q _,.S ' '_ t.(i ! .17,

ASN-I 11.3 . 2'q "7,tt , lh tl,4 + 1_ 0.tllll _ q4 .1.7 , _ I._ _ 'q{_

ASN-2 II.3 , 2.1 t,.'_ , 13 I I,U + 4 {I.(11.| _ _,{I 4.'q , ._ (}..l

ASN-3 {_..'_ ' 21 731 ' I1_ II),'q + 11 ().1111_) 3 t) .1.'_ )R 11.,"

ASN-4 t).-I ' 2(I u.2 , I_ ItLq ) q {),{118 , 23 -I.2 ' -1 l.I * (,I

Mean 1.0 15. t} 12.4 O.010 c 6.6 1.8 t

SD M (%) 160 81 18 70 d 30 36 d

a See Fig. I.-14 for sa_npling locations,

b Activity in recovered water.

¢ Median, See Quali|v Assurance ci_apter.

d Median absolute d,.',viation (';). See Quality Assuran, hapter,

72 I I NI l_!i't_,m_m'_tl,flle,,'t,_utI_ISSt
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TableL.26, Positively detecled metals a fin rag/Li in arroyo sediments near the Livermore site, 1989.
i " INU I I " ' II

I.ocation b Ba Cd Co Total Cr Cu N i Pb V Zn As Se Ilg

AI.I'E-I v ,} • (}.{}.I 0.40 0.{)7 0.15 0.83 13 0.28 0.lC 0.{H .: li.II2 .< (L0{}I

AI PIL-2 {L8 .. 0.ii4 {).5¢} li. 10 II.0N 1.4 .. II.;] li.Ct 1).(}5 I).{)3 . l}.1)2 , i}.lIlil

Al.l'li-3 S.8 .: II.{).l 0.71 ._.(U}5 ... fl.08 1.2 .. 0.3 0.67 (}.()7 0.02 .. iU)2 .: {I.{}l)l

AI.I'E-4 II .{) .. {L{}.I {}.7t} ii.Ii) {).0 t} 1.7 , {}.3 I}.B3 .: 0.{11 {).02 .: {1.{12 . {}.{i{}l

CI)B-I 8. <} ,. 0.11,1 {I.,lll ,. li,liB ,.. {i,{}S {},53 ,.: 1}.3 ().2(I {}.{}3 t1,()2 • {},{}2 < {},0{)1

C'DB-2 5..1 .: l}.ll-I {}.£t.1 .. Ii.liB ..: li.li8 l}.3 _} <: ii.3 I}. I I Ii.Ii.r;, {I.{}.:l ,_ {}.l}2 {}.{}{}2

CI)B-3 8.3 .:. II.l}-I ll.3l} ....{}.{}5 • I}.llS {}.SB -: {}.3 {I.I ii 0.25 (}.()2 < (}.{)2 .: ().DIII

Ci)B-4 ."4.8 , {I.{i.l (i.43 .. 0.lib {! 12 li.b3 .: {i.3 0.27 (}.2,1 {}.{}3 < li.Ii2 .:2{UII}I

AI.PW- I B, I . II.ll.l I}.2S ii.lib} 2.2 I}..l-I .: 03 ' <: li.Ii3 0.1}8 lull', .:. (l.{}2 .:: {).{}{ll

- AI.PW-2 (].7 _ ii.tid 0.33 li.liP l}.77 {)..-It} <. 0.3 .:. (1.{}3 {l.12 , li.OB . {}.{12 {}.{133

-- AI.PW-3 -1.I - ii.lH 0.25 ._.{l.{}5 {I.2{} {}..liI .. 03 <_li.ii3 1.5{I li.li7 IUI2 .-:2{).{}{}1

AI.I'W-4 7.2 .. {I.{I.l {i,3c} • li.liB {}.35 (I,55 .:: 0,3 -: {},{}3 {},{}8 t},{I.l ._. {i.{}2 < {},(}{}1

" ASE-1 -1. • II.O-I 0.20 li.li7 .:: 0.08 li.3ll < 0.3 0.22 (I.21 0.1)3 .: 0.{}2 {).{}{}8

ASli-2 45 ,.. li.ii4 0.26 ,:. {}.{}5 li,lilt 0.3tj <.:0.3 0,20 l},2,1 li,li3 ,:. {i.{)2 .:: {}.{}{}1

ASE-3 S.,I ,2 0.ll,l {I.2l} {I. 1.1 {I.l,l (}.3{I ,.. {i..3 {I.l{} {l.2(} {},{}3 <. li,ft2 . (I,(l(ll

A,Sii-4 _,8 {}.IIH P, 38 {I, 14 li,,til li,{}5 7q.il 11.2,l I}.._8 ii,liB • : {i.112 {l,1158

ASS-I '7.7 ....{}.l}.l {I.37, li. lT (l.2(} {}..I I <:{i.3 {i.2q {i.23 II. IU .: Ii.ii2 <: l},{llil

ASS-2 .I,.I .: ll.{I.l li.3.l {LOS {i.2 t} li.SH .: 0.3 {i.I {} 150 {LOB -: {}.{}2 <:2{}.{)(}I

ASS-3 2.5 I}.-ll lbl2 i}.23 - I).{}S l}.5_ .. l}.3 1. I 1.3{i {)..17 <: {}.i}2 .: {i.{}(}l

ASS-4 2.3 . li.lH lI.2{_ O.2q li. IS {I.44 ({}.3 0,37 0.27 li.tit} <-0.02 .:: {i.lilil

-- ASN-i 7.{_ ,: Ii.lH 0.20 Ii. lH {}.2il {l.3.1 <. 0.3 (i.2{} {}._}{} {}.{}3 .: (l.{}2 _:: li.li(li

ASN-2 {_.3 . {1,{14 I1,13 {}.{}8 I.I {1.2_} _::(I,,l {i,15 {},71 {},{}?, .--:{}.(12 {I.l)ll

ASN-3 li,0 • 0.0-1 {).2.1 {I,{}cl i}.21 l}.2 _,} <t {i,3 li.2l_ 0.2,1 {i,{)(} .. i},()2 < II.li{ii

ASN-4 8.2 . Ii,iU {}.25 {}.(}S 0.25 0.27 ._.l}.3 {}.28 {}.4q {}.{}5 . {7.{}2 ft.{lilt}

Mean 6.9 U.04 c 0,35 0.08 c 0.32 0.59 0.3 c 0.28 0,44 0.06 0.02 c 0.001 c

SDM (%) 33 0 d 45 38 d 147 62 0 d 88 103 "153 0 d 0 d

a {)lher metals for which analyses were performed include silver, beryllium, molybdenum, anlimony, and Hlallium. However, ali values for
these metal analy._es were below detection limits,

b See Fig, I.-14 for sampling localions.

c Median value. See Qualily Assurance chapler,

d Median absolute devialion {';', ), See (.)ualily Assurance chapler,

_. I l.NI. l u_,ir{u;nwulal R_'t,_,rl1_}8_.} 73
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TableL-27, Positively detected organic compounds in arroyo sediments near the Livermore site, 1989
fin mg/kg).

_ i ii ,llill ii iii

Aroclor 1,1,1- 1,1- 1,1- Chloro- Freon Methylene Trichlorofluoro- F.lhyl- Xylene

I,ocation 12(_0 TCA a l)Cli b I}CA c form 113 chloride 'I'CEd methane PCli e Benzene ben::ene Toluene isoluers

ALPE-I (:{}.03 ..1}.{1{}{}2<0.{_{}{}2 <{}.{}{}{}2-A).{]{}{}2._D.{}{}{}2 (}.{}{}l}{_<{}.{}{}{}2 <{}.{}{}{12 .-:2{}.{}{}{}2<{}.{}{}1 <{}.{}t)2 .:{}.{}(}2 <{).{}{}2

Al.i'li-2 <{}.{}3 ..0.{}{}{}2 ._{}.{}{i{}2<{}.{}{}{}2._{}.{}{}{}2{}.{}{}(}5._{}.(}{}{'}2<2{}.{}{}{)2.:.().{1{}{}2({}.{}{}{}2 (}.{}()l <,(}.{}{}2 .J}.{}{}2 <0.{}{}2

ALPli-3 <{LOB <().0{}{}2 .::0.{}{}{}2.::0.00{}2 .J}.(}(}{}2 ().{}()(}4 <{}.{)(}{}2 ..2{).{}(}()2 .:.I).{}(}{}2 '<{}.{}{}{}2<{}.{}{)1 <{}.{}{)2 .:2(}.{}{}2 _.{}.{}()2

AI.I'!!-4 -{}.03 .:20.{1{1{}2._.{}.{}i}{}2...{}.{}{}{}2._{1.{}{)02<{I.{}{}{}2.:0.{){}{}2 .:.{}.{}{}{}2 (:{).(}{}{}2 . {1.{}{}{}2 ._{}.{}[}l .._(}.{}{)2 ..{}.{}{)2 <{}.{}{}2

CI}B-I ._{}.{'13 -:{}.0{}8 .-20.{1{}8 .J}.{}{}8 .2l}.0{}8 { {}.0{}8 .({}.{}{}8 _2{}.(){}8 <{}.{}{}8 ..{}.{}{)8 ..:{}.{}{}8 < {}.{}(}8 {}.{}B{_ ..2:{}.{}{)8

('I}B-2 ..{}.{/3 .:{}.{}{}8 -:{l.0{}8 .:(}.{l{18 <{}.008 <{}.{}{}8 <{}.0{)8 <{}.{}{}8 <(}.{}{}8 K:{}.{}{}8 .2:{).{}{}8 .J}.{}{}8 (}.{}2{} .&{}.{}{}8

CI)B-3 .:20.{}3 .J).{ltlH .:0.{}{}8 .:{I.(l(}8 .2{}.{}(}8 (.{}.(}{}8 .:.{}.{)0H .c{I.{}{}8 .'2{}.(}{}8 .J}.{}{}8 <::{}.{}{}8 <{}.{){}8 {}.{F}(} <:{I.(}{18

CI}B-4 <{1.{)3 (:.{].{}{}8 ..:{].{}{}8 .{}.{}{}8 _:{}.{}{}8 .--_{}.{}{}8._{}.{}{}8 <0.{}{}8 (:{}.{}{}8 <:.{}.(}{}8 <{}.{}{}8 ..{}.{}{}8 {}.{}71 .:0.{}{}8

AI.PW-'I .<{}.l}3 .:2{}.0{}{}2...{}.{){}{]2.:.{}.{}{}{}2{}.{}0(}{} (}.{}{}(}3<{}.{}(}{}2 {}.{)(}{}3 <{}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}{}2 {).(}{}(_ <{).{}01 (}.{){}4 <{}.{){}1

AI.IIW-2 _.{}03 -:.{}.{}{}02-_{).{)(}{}2.::{}.{}{}{}2(}.(){}(}2._:t}.{}{}{}2.2:{}.{}{){}2 (}.0{}(}3 .J}.(}{}(}2 ._:(}.{}002 {}.{}{)5 <:{}.{}{}l {:{).{){)1 .J}.{}{}l

AI.PW-3 {}.{1." .A}.0{I{}2 <:{}.(]{}{}2..{).{}{}{}2 {}.{}(}1_} {}.(}{}{}.l.--{}.{}002 {}.{1{}14 .2{}.0{}{}2 {I.{]{}{}2 {}.(}21 <:{}.{}{}1 <(}.{}{}l -::{}.{}(}I

AI.PW-4 .J}.{}3 <:{}.{}{}{}2..{}.{}{}{}2_{}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}12 {}.(){}{}2.:{}.(}{}I}2 (}.{}{}t}2 <{}.(}(}{}2 <{}.{){}{}2 {}.{}{)7 .._{}.{}(}] {}.(){}.l <(}.{}{}l

ASti-I .:.0.{}3 _0.,}0t}2 .:.{}.{}{}{}2.:{}.{}0{}2<{}.{}0{}2<0.{}{}{}2 <.{}.{}{}{}2 {}.0{}{}3 ..::(}.{}{){}2<{].{}(}{}2 {}.{}{}2 .::{}.{}{}2 {}.{}03 .:{}.{}{)2

AS!!-2 {{}.{)3 .A}.{}{}{}2.:0.(}{)()2 (:().{}{I{}2 ().{){){)2 -£{}.(}{)02 <{).(){}{}2 -.:0.{}{}{}2 .J}.0(}{)2 .::{}.{}{}{}2 (}.(}{}2 (2{}.{){}2 <{}.(}{)2 .2{}.{}{)2

ASE-3 .-:{}.{}3 ..{L{}{){}2.2::().{}{]{}2<{}.{){}{}2_.{}.{}{){}2.:-2{}.{}{}{}2{}.{}{}(}4 <:{}.{}{}{}2.2{}.{}{}(}2.&{}.{}{}{)2-::{}.{}()2 <:(}.(}{}I <{}.(}()1 <{}.{}{}l

ASE-4 -:.{}.03 (.(}.{){)(}2 ..{}.{}{}{}2.A}.{}{}{}2.2{}.{}()()2<2(}.{}0{}2 {}.{}(}05 <{}.{}{}{}2 .:.(}.{}{){}2 <2[}.{)(}(}2 _::{}.(}{}2 .::{}.{}{}1 <{}.{){}l .:{}.{}{)l

ASS-I .2{}.{}3 .:{1.{}{}{}2 {}.{){}07 {}.0{}{}2 ().{}{)(F} .2{}.0{}{)2 ().{}{}{}3 (}.{}{}{}4 <:{1.(}0{}2 {}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}3 ..{}.{}02 {}.0I2 {).{}{}{_

ASS-2 ,2{}.{)3 • 0.{}{}{}2,(}.{}{}{}2 .:{}.t}{}{}2 {}.{)(}7(_<{}.{}{}{}2 (}.{}{}{}_}<{}.{}{}02 {}.{}{}(}2 (}.{}{}1_} (}.{YI5 ,,{}.(}(}2 {}.2{_{} ,2{}.{)(}2

ASS-3 • {I.{)3 ..{}.{}{}{]2 {}.{}{}2T<{).{}{}{}2 0.{}{}{}4_:{}.{}{}{}2{}.{}(}{}{_ {}.{}{}13 .-A}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}{}3 {}.{}{}5 {).{){}{_ {}.[3{} {}.{}3q

ASS-4 ....{}.{}3 .0.{}t}{}2 .2{}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}{)3.:{}.(}002 ..:(}.{}{){}2.::{}.{}{}02 .::{}.{}{}{}2 .-2{}.{}{}{}2.2{}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}2 .-(}.{}{}2 {}.{}{}_ {}.{}{}3

ASN-I .iU}3 {}.{}tit}{}..{}.{1{}{}2 {}.{I{}{}5 {}.{}{}11 {}.0{}{}3<.{L{}{}{}2 {).0{}{}{_ <{}.(}{}{}2 {}.{}02{} {}.{){}3 ..{}.{}{}2 .:{}.{}{}2 .2.{}.{}{}2

ASN-2 {}.{}_ {}.{}{}21.:(}.{}{}{}2 ().{)0{).] ().(){}l_} ().{}0{}3 ..2{).{f(}{}2 {}.{)(}13 .:{}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}{}{_ {}.{}{}3 <{}.{}02 .:2{}.(}{}2 -:{},{}{}2

ASN-3 .-{}.(}3 {}.{}{}lt} {}.0{}{}J .::t}.{)l}{}2 {}.{}{}1{} {}.{}{}{).l<.(}.(}{}{}2 {}.{}{}{}8 {}.{}{}{)2 {}.{}{)3{} {}.{}(12 .:{}.{}{}2 .:{}.(}{}2 .2{}.{}{}2

ASN-4 .:0.{}3 .{}.{}{}t}2 .:{}.{}{}{}2 t}.{]{}{}2 {}.{}{}{JB {).0{}()4 <{}.{}{1{}2 {}.0{}{}3 {}.{}{}{}3 {}.{}{}IB {}.{}(li ..{}.{}{}2 .:{}.{}02 ..{}.{}{}2

Median 0.03 0,0002 0,0002 0,0002 0,0007 020003 0,0002 0,0C_3 0,0002 ' 0,0002 0,003 0,002 0,002 0,0002

MAD f ({']) {} 0 0 0 71 20 0. 33 0 0 67 0 50 50

a 1,1,l-Trichloroelhane.
b I,l-i}ichloroethene.
c 1,1-Dichloroethane.
d Trichloroethylene.
e Tetrachloroethylene, a!so called perchloroelhylene.
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VEGETATIONANDFOODSTUFFMONITORING

Introduction

Sampling and measurement of native vegetation can provide information about
the buildup of radionuclides in tile envirollment. Native vegetation is specifically
mentioned by DOE in its monitoring regulations as a nledium that is appropriate for
sampling and analysis (U.S. Department of Energy 1988d). The requirements also
call for pathway analyses, and specifically mention analyses of milk and other repre-
sentative samples of the pathway-significant agricultural products grown within
16 km of the site. LLNL collects and analyzes samples of vegetation, honey, goat,s
milk, and wine, and calculates any potential human dose from these substances.

Methods are the same as those sampled in 1988.The
Vegetation. At quarterly intervals, sam- use of constant sampling locations allows

ples of vegetation (usually native grasses) for better trending of the data and closer
are collected throughout the Livermore monitoring of areas of concern. Sampling
Valley. Figure L-15 shows the 1989 activities follow standardized written pro-
vegetation-sampling locations in the cedures (Brekke et al. 1988). Grass samples
Livermore Valley. The sampling locations are cut at ground level, and any soil or

AltamontPassRoad

_- o I_ _) .........._ rr" .j

O

CD ,._

,._.1

'_ NewPatterson _ Patterson F/_/nnp,oac_i (_ PassRoad ,_ PassRoad

' 1
I I
, j LupinWay

CharlotteWay_ ,_ I
I

EastAvenue l_

0 Vegetation_ _._ sampling locations(3) 0

n- --- LLNL perimeter

Scale:Miles

ZeslaRoad t_ , t ... t
0 1

FigureL-15. Vegetation sampling locations, Livermore Valley, 1989.
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Livermore Site
Vegetationand dead tissues discarded. The bulk voltune European region,; were purchased as rep-
Foodstuff of the samples is between 0.5 and 1 L resentative samples of these regions.

.Monitoring (approximately11 kg). Each sample is col- Seven estate-bottled Livermore wines
lected, double-bagg,ed in plastic, labeled completed .the sampling for 1989.
according to sample t),2i('e;:u?_!_location, and Approximately 10% of the total comple-
frozen ina dry-ice cb_e!_F.:t:O'.i'ninin,_izewater ment of wines were san:pied in duplicate
loss on the ' '_' _' ....bag s su_,_._;e..,_,,label is affixed to comply with quality assurance proto-
to the bag, and the sah'lple / ideri:tified by cols (Holland 1987).
number. This nurnber is entered in a log- This year's sampling plan continued the
book, together witl_ ali pertinent sampling practice of determining the tritium content
information and a description of the sam- of wines purchased from rets:I outlets, r
ple location. The number is used to identi- The wines were selected based on general
fy the sample throughout the laboratory availability to provide data on the poten-
analyses and is used throughout this tial tritium exposure from wine consump-
report. The samples are later transferred to tion. Thus, the wines were selected from
a freezer in the laboratory. Two subsam- different vintages (i.e., fronl wines pro-
ples of vegetation are collected each quar- duced in different years). Consequently,
ter at each sampling location. One the tritium values are not indicative Of
subsample is used for analysis and the how the year's operations at the
other is preserved in the laboratory freezer Live','more site affected grapes and wines
in case the first sample is lost during anal- prod dced in 1989, but they do serve as an
ysis or in case the measurement result is in index of potential exposure. In addition,
question and reanalysis of the sample is wine sample data can be decay-corrected
necessary for data verification, to its initial tritium concentration given

Water from the vegetation samples is col, the number of months that have elapsed
lected using freeze-drying techniques. The between production and analysis. The
tritium content of the recovered water is decay-corrected data can be used to deter-
determined by liquid-scintillation counting, mine trends and may help deternline the

Approximately 10% of the sites are sam- impact of vintage-year operationsl
pled in duplicate to comply with quality The wine samples are purchased at local
assurance protocols (Holland 1982_. For retailers and are submitted unopened to
duplicate collections, a total of four subsam- the Nuclear Chemistry Division for tritium
ples of vegetation are collected using identi- analyses. The wine samples are oxidized in
cal methodology from a sampling location, a Peterson furnace, gas-converted, and
Two of the bags serve as the official sample, analyzed for tritium content by gas-
and the other two bags are considered the proportional counting. It should be noted
duplicate sample. The duplicate samples that the analysis methods used are highly.
are preserved, stored, processed, and ana- sensitive. Only by using such techniques
lyzed with rnethods identical to those could differences in the tritium content of
employed for ali other samples, retail wines be determi:ned. If less-sensitive

Wine. As in past years, three types of methods, such as those employed by com-
retail wine samples were collected and mercial analytical laboratories were used,
analyzed: wines produced from grapes the tritium content of ;_II samples would be
grown in the Livermore Valley, wines pro- at or below detection limits for those meth-
duced frorn grapes grown in California ods and no differences would be apparent.
outside the Livermore Valley, and wines Honey. Samples of honey available for
produced from grapes grown in Europe. purchase in 1989 frorn a variety of flower
California and Europe were divided into sources both inside and outside the
10 and 12 wine producing regions, respec- Livermore Valley were also analyzed for
tively. Thirteen wines that were produced tritium content. As was the case with the
in eight of the California regions and eight wine samples, the tritium values are n(,_t
wines that were produced in six of the indicative of the year's emissions of tri-

tium, but tiley do serve as an index of

76 .........................................................................................................................................................................................................I,I,NI, l_tlvirolmu'nlalReport 1989
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LivermoreSite
potential exposure. This is because honey The mean tritium content of the European Vegetationand

•8 may noi: have been pro- wines was also statistically greater than Foodstuffpurchased in 19 9
duc.ed during 1989. Followirlg oxidation of that of the California wines, Multiple com- Monitoring
the samples in a Parr oxygen bomb, the tri- parison tests indicated that the means of
tium content of the water produced was the 1989 sampling year data from each
determined by gas proportional counting, area were not statistically different than
Honey-sample submittals complied with those reported for the 1988 sampling year.
quality assurance protocols (Holland 1987). Figure L-16 shows the results of the wine

Milk. During 1989, goat-milk samples analyses by sampling year since rnonitor-
were ()brained montlfly from f()ur farrns ing began.
within about 5 km of the Livermore site. Regression analysis and ANOVA of the
l'roduction from the farms was variable, wine data when decay-corrected and
st) samples we>, obtained as available, grouped by vintage year showed no staffs-
(See the Quality Assurance chapter for a tically significant trends in the tritium con-
discussion of deviations from the sam- tent of Livermore or California wines

pling program.) since monitoring began. The tritium con-
A portion of each mill., sample was tent of European wines has significantly

freeze-dried, and the collected water was decreased since monitoring began, but has
analyzed for tritium activity by liquid- not decreased significantly since 1980.
scintillation counting. Another portion of Over the past 10 vintage years, the tritium
each milk sample was F reser_ cd with content of wines from all area_ have

formalin, and was analyzed for gamma- remained essentially constant, with some
emitting isot_pes by counting a 1-L aliquot variati(m from year to year (Figure L-17).
in a Marinelli beaker using Ge(lA) spec- During that period, European and
trometers. At least one milk source was Livermore wines have exhibited

sampled in duplicate each month to com- comparable tritium concentratior_s, with
ply with quality assurance protocols Liverm(_re wines having higher concentra-
(Holland 1987). Canned goat's milk; pre- tions some years, and European wines
sumably prodtlced outside of the IAvermore
Valley, was analyzed each month as a
measure of background ccmcentrations. - _ Livermore

California
_. -_ Europe
d

Results E_20-
Vegetation. Table L-28 shows tritium o

data for vegetation collected in the _
Liverrn(_re Valley. The values are somewhat o

c

greater than those reported in 1988, but are o
within the range of tritium values normally _ I

rep(,rted for vegetati, ,n in tl|e area An. __10-- t '''''_

aria' ,sis ()f variance ,ANOVA) indicated o__
, 0

that there is no statistically significant dif- o
ference in the tritium content of the vegeta- E.__
ti(m am()ng anv. of the sampling h)cati(ms. _"_

Wine. The results from the 1989 wine tri-

tium analyses are shown in Table L-29. 0
The data for the 1989 sampling year were 1975 1980 1985 1990
analvzed usi:lg analysis of variance SamplingYear
(ANOVA). The statistical analysis showed
that the mean of the l.iverrnore wines sarn- Figure L-16. Tritium in retail wines (error bars are + 1

pied was statistically greater than both the standard error).
European and California wines sampled.

- ld.NI, t-uvimnmenhfl ReptM 1989 '77
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LivermoreSite
Vegetationand having higher concentrations ill other Honey. Table L-30 shows trititun data
Foodstuff years. Wines from both Livermore and for honey collected from producers in the
Monitoring Europe have consistently contained statisti- Livermore Valley and from other Bay

cally higher tritium concentrations than Area producers. The concentration values
wines from California during the same for the Livermore Valley samples are sta-
period, tistically higher than those seen from pro-

. ducers outside the valley. However, an
10 additional analysis of variance showed

I,-, _ Livermore that the 1989 Livermore honey tritium val-
.J

] . _ California ues are not significantly different than the

'- 8 - [ --a,-- Europe 1988othertritiumvalues reported for honey for
9o the areas of California. Figure L-18

,- j_ shows the average values for Livermore.'-: Valley honey collected from 1979 to 1989,O

o 6 - and other California honeys collected in:k
o_ j 1980-1989. The graph shov._s that the
(1)

tritium content of honey fluctuates signifi-!
= cantly from year to year, and that the._o 4 -

average Livermore Valley concentration is
"_ sometimes higher and sometimes lowero)

o= than that of other California honeys. There
o
o 2 - are no health or environme:',tal standards
=E for radionuclides in honey. However, none
_ of the tritium levels observed would be of

0 1 I I I I -e health concern even if the honey were,consumed in the same quantities as drink-
1 )78 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 ing water, for which safety standards do

VintageYear exist (the EPA drinking-water standard is

FigureL-17. Mean tritium in retail wines, 1980-1989, 200 x 10-7 _Ci/mL),
decay-corrected and plotted by vintage year Milk. The activities of 137Cs, 4°K, and
(error bars are + 1 standard error). 31t in goat-milk san:pies collected this

year are shown in Tables L-31 to L-33. No
other nuclides werepresent at detectable
levels; 137Cs and 40K"were only detected at
background levels. Tritium levels in milk

_- 10 -41-- Livermore are comparable to those reI-orted in previ-California ous years. The highest concentration of tri-
:_ tium in milk is 4.9 x 10 -7 t_Ci/ml_. An '

,_" analysis of variance showed that tritium
o values for [,ivermore rnilk, as a whole, are

g not significantly different (95% confi-
dence) than background. The value for

5 one individual location was significantly
I different than background, but it was still

o only at a concentration of 1 to 2% of the

i i
EPA drinking water standard. Also shown
are the calculated annual radiation doses

that could be received from consuming0
1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 this milk. These calculations are based on

Year a milk intake of 310 L/y and on models
described in Appendix A. The dose

FigureL-18. Tritium concentration in honey (error I:,ars resulting from tritium (Table L-31) was
are + 1 standard error), calculated using do,;e factors provided by

78 ....................................................................................................... ld,NI, l!llvir(,Im('lllal R('t_orl1989
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LivermoreSite
DOE (U.S. Lgepartrnent of Energy 1988b). value (5.5 x 107 MCi/mL)was only 3% of Vegetation and
The maximun'l dose received fronl inges- tile California drinking water standard Foodstuff
tion of milk, based on this model, was (200 × 10-7 luCi/mL). Doses from wine Monitoring
4.5 x 10-3 torero/y, consumption can be calculated according to

methods for water-ingestion detailed in
Appendix A. The corresponding annual

Environmental Impact dose of the highest detected tritium value
In general, LLNL impacts on vegetation (5.5 x 10-7 MCi/mL), based on the very con-

in the l_,ivermore Valley in 1989 were mini- servative assumption that wine is con-
real. Tritium levels found in the Livermore seined in the same quantities as wat'._r
Valley vegetation were generaily cornpara- (730 L/year, or 2 L/day), is 0.025 rnrem.
ble to those observed in previous years. Using a more realistic wine consumption
The effective dose equivalents shown in factor (52 L/year, or 1 L/week of wine ft(ma
Table L-28 were derived using the dose- a single area), and the mean tritium values
COlwersion factors provided by DOE (U.S. deb :ted in wines from the three sampling
Department of Energy 1988b) and the dose- areas, the annual do,,e from Livermore wine
pathway model from NRC Regulatory would be 0.000011 rnrern, from European
Guide 1.109 (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory wine would be 0.000006 torero, and from
Commission 1977). Based on the conserva- California wine would be 0.000003 torero.

tive assumption that an adult's diet Compared with an annual background
includes vegetables with the highest dose of 300 mrem (including radon) and a
observed average tritium concel_tration, 10 mrem dose from a typical chest x-ray
and meat and milk derived from livestock (Shleien and Terpilak 1984), it is easily seen
fed on grasses with the same concentration, that the potential dose from consuming
the maximum potential dose is approxi- wine from any area is minute. Therefore,
rnately 6 x 10-2 mrem/y, although Liverrnore wines contained staffs-

The results of this year's monitoring of tically more tritium than wines produced
tritium in wine, as in past years, indicate in other areas of California, the effects of
that all the tritium concentrations detected the tritium are negligible.
were low and were at or near the concentra- Honey and milk produced in the
tions measured in tap water (Table L-21). Livermore Valley contained tritium levels
There are no health standards for radionu- slightly higher than those found in honey
clides in wine. However, all the wine tri- and milk from other areas, but within the
tium data were far below drinking water range normally seen.
standards. !n fact, even tl'.e highest detected

ld,NI. Euvirmlmeutal Repm'l 1989 79
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TableL-28.Tritium in vegetation--Livermore Valley, 1989.
||1 i i iiii '1 i i i

Sampling location a

4 15 ' 20 23 29 31 32 33

[10-7 pCi/mL of moisture content ± 2c_ (%)]

First 14 ± 1{} _b 15 + 9 71 ± 3 ll +_13 21 ± 7 36 :_:5 2.6 _: 50

quarter

Second 2,5 + 49 13 4- l(} 2.9 ± 43 19 ± 8 8.4 4- 16 27 ±6 19 ± 8 2.4 ± 51

quarter

Third 14±10 9.2± 14 4.0±31 18±8 2.2 ±55 13±11 8.2± 16 <1.2

quarter

t:ourth 3.2 ±_39 27 ± 6 24 +_(_ 31 ± 5 39 ± 4 6.{} ± 22 8.0 ii 7 2.3 -+ 54

quarter

Mean 8,4 16 11 35 15 17 18 2,1

SDM (%) 77' 59 91 ' 71 108 55 74 30 '
Effective .
dose (mrem) c 1.5 x 10-2 2,8 x 10-2 2,0 x 10 -2 6.2 x 10- 7. 2,7 x 10"'2 3,0 × !0 -2 3,2 x 10 -2 3,7 × 10-3

a See Fig, L-15 for sampling locations,
b No data. See Quality Assurance chapter,
c This dose represents the total effective dose from the forage-cow-milk pathway,

TableL-29.Tritium in retail wines, 1989.
i i _-- iii i|111 i -

Area of Production

Livermore California (Non-Livermore Valley) Europe

Sample Valley [10-7 _lCi/mL ± 2c_ (%)i

1 3,5 ± 6 (1.5± ,16 I .t; ± I(}

2 ,1.6± 13 1.6 -±2{) 3.,1± 8

3 5.5 .+.6 0.4 !: 95 2.1 !: 26

4 2.3 ± 1(_ 0.4 __;58 3.5 ± 8

5 4.6 ± 13 {}.5:f 25 1,3 J_24

6 2.7 ± 7 1.1 _: 24 1.1 ± 24

7 1.2 +_23 {}.8± 6() [},8 :k 32

8 0.4 ± 42 .q}.,l

9 ().4 _+.51

10 0,4 t: 5,1

11 2.5 !. 2(}

12 {}.7± 32

13 <0,4

Mean 3,5 0,8 1.8

SDM (%) 44 81 63

80 ............................................................................................................................................... ld.NI. Environmental Report 1989
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TableL-30.Tritium in honey, 1989.
I __ i illll i IIII iii i iii

Sampling location

[10-7 pCi/mL (in water recovered :t:2c_ (%)]

Sample a Livermore California

1 2.{}6 ± 18 2.22 ± 23

2 2,69 -! 11 1.53 4:-.33

3 2,20_+ I1 1.18+37

4 1,56 ± 16

5 1.48 -k 14

Mean 2.32 1.59

SDM (%) 14 24

a Three samples were obtained for the Livermore area, and five samples were obtained for California.

Table L.31. Tritium in milk--Livermore Valley, 1989.
mL__ i i _ i ill i ....

Sampling location

5 7 12 13 ' Canned

110-7 I.tCi/mL :!:2_ (%)1 goat's milk

J an. d ___ii ,l __ii ii

Feb. _a 2.8 !: 4(_ <1.2 __a 1,8 + {}9

Mar, 4.9 J: 34 1,7 !: 73 2.{} 4:62 a <1,2

Apr. 2,6 4- 48 < 1,2 1,3 4_:91 __a <1.2

May < 1,2 <1,2 2. I :_ 59 2.3 -±54 <1,2

June 1,84=68 <1.2 <1,2 <1.2 <1.2

July <1.2 < 1,2 1.6 :!:79 2. I !: 58 ,.'.1.2

Aug. l,q + 62 _:1.2 <1.2 2.3 + 53 <1 "....... z..

Sept, 3.{_!. 36 I.(} _-L80 .... a 2.c) 2t-4'1 < 1.2

{)ct. I ,_}± (_6 < 1,2 a 1.6 L 81 < 1.2

Nov. 1.8 _£75 --'_ --_ 1,5 !. 9(} ___a

Dec, .__a __a __,_ __a a

Mean. 2.3 1.2 b 1,3 b 2.0 L2 b

SDM (%) 56 0c 8c 29 I c

Effective 4,5 x 10 -3 2.3 x 10 -3 2.5 ; 10 -3 3.9 x 10 -3 2.3 x 10 -3

d_,se (torero)

' No data. See Quality Assurance chapter.
' Median value. See Quality Assurance chapter.
Median absolute deviation (%)i See Quality Assurance chapter.

ld.NI. EJminnlntcntal Rep_,'t 198!1 81
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TableL-32.Potassium-40 in milkmLivermore Valley, 1989. a
i i I iii

Sampling location

5 7 12 13

[10-6 _lCi/mL ± 2o (%)1

Jan, _b b _b __b
Feb, _b 1,7 4_-3 i ,8 ± 3 _b

Mar, 2,0 ± 3 1,7 -t=2 1,_ :__3 _b

Apr, 1,6±3 1,8±3 1.9±2 , __b

May 1,7 ± 3 1,9 ± 3 1,9 ± 3 1,7-! 3

June 2,0 ± 4 1,9 -±3 2,0 ft:4 1,7 + 3

July 2,0 ± 3 1,9 ± 3 2,0 + 3 1,9 -t:3

Aug. 2,0 ± 3 1,9 ± 3 1,8 ± 3 1.7 :t:4

Sept. 1,9 4:3 1,6 :t:3 b 1,8 ± 3

Oct, 1,9+3 1,6+3 _b 1,8±3

Nov, 0,5 ± 7 b b 1.8 -±3

Dec, _ b _ b b __b

Mean 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.8

SDM (%) 28 7 4 4

a Potassium-40 is a naturally occurring radionuclide and is not an emission from LLNL.
b No data. See Quality Assurance chapter.

Table L-33. Cesium-137 in milkmLiverrnore Valley, 1989.
i i ,--m --

Sampling location

5 7 12 13

110-9 _tCi/mL +-2c_ (%)]

J an. __ii __ ii __ii _(i

Feb. __a <ILl 7 <(I.17 _a

Mar. 1.19 4=91 <0,14 <:(),18 __a

Apr. <0.17 1.46 4=81 <().14 _a

May <(1,2() <0,16 <0.14 <(1.16

June <().l 7 <(), 16 <().19 <(). 13

July (),94 ± 98 4.89_+ 41 <0.16 0.58 +- 19

Aug. <().17 <1.61 <0,16 1.57 :):77

Sept. -:-().17 <(). 18 _ a <0.18

Oct. <().16 <(}. Irl -- '_ <(). 18

Nov. <(1,67 __a . a <(1.Irl

Dec. __a __a __a _a

Median 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.18

MAD b (%) 6 6 13 11

a No data. See Quality Assurance chapler.
b Median absolute deviation (%). See Quality Assurance chapter.
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ENVIRONMENTALRADIATIONMONITORING

Introduction

Penetrating radiation, which cannot be measured by collectio,: of material on

filters nor chemically trapped, is measured using dosimeters. The dosimeters pro-

vide a measure of the total amount of radiation, both background radiation and

any radiation that has man-made origins, at a particular location. Penetrating radi-

ation primarily includes gamma rays, but also includes neutron radiation.

Methods
External doses from gamma radiation .... '.......... _.... __ ...................... • ...........• ./ _ PattersonPass _ ]

are nleasured at 22 Livermore-site perime- _ Road O0 0 e_!
ter locations (Figure L-19) and 55 offsite "_'_'J
locations (Figure L-20). Thermolun-fin- O ' _ ._
escence dosimeters (TLDs) are used to El ........ _,

measure external gamma radiation doses, rB

The dosirneters are mounted in the field . ""_
on existing structures (Stlch as fence lines)
at approximately 1 m above ground level. [....................................5_...................."]...................J:_"t_......................._...... /''', [
The dosimeters are exchanged, analyzed, Ig / ] _ { \,

and dose rates are calculated quarterly. 18 |

The dosinleters contain three elements I., ' _ _ ('''_ .................. _:A_of thaliurn-activated calcium sulfate i> ,AI. .............._ t ,/ " .,

(CaSO 4) and one element of lithium borate _ t '_ .... . ft_:
(Li2B407), Each dosimeter is heat-sealed in f ]

a 3-1/2 in. × 2-1/4 in., 4.5-mm-thick foil I........................._ ............................,...........'.............., i ", -, ',_" i

moisture. The TLDs measure gamma radi- ..........'"<
ation exposure from all sources of radia ................................... l-
tion. These include natural sources, fallout ............. :............

fronl past nuclear weapons testing, and L i ,.,,t_..,,_ ........ [ "_ ]_ _._) .,_
any contribution from LLNL. Offsite ] .... "_East_e_ue li El ...... 7'.............dosimeters are located in areas surround-

ing the Livermore site and nearby residen- _ Gammadosimeters

tial areas. These areas are considered mm Neutrondosimeters
background, and they are used for com-
parison with the perimeter dosirneters. LLNLperimeter

When a TLD is missing, the annual dose is i_ Scale:Feetcalct, lated as four times the average quar- .-w _- : I ..... --J--- ]
terly dose determined from available data. 0 500 1000 1500

The TLDs measure environmental

, gamma radiation exposure in milliroent- FigureL-19, Locations of Livermore-site gammaandneutron
gens (mR). The measured exposure is dosimeters, 1989,
converted to dose by calibrating the
dosimeters to read out in absorbed dose

and applying a quality factor for a

!
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Environmental beta/gammu radiation field. The resulting locations. Tile average annual dose
Radiation dose equivalents (torero) are compared to equivalent t:rom external exposure at the

Monitoring radiation protection standards, The dose LLNl., site boundary (61 torero) is statisti-
at the Livermore-site boundary also is cally the sameas tl_e background exter-
compared to background measurements nal dose measured in the Livermore
to determine the contribution, if any, {rom Valley (63 torero) as determined by
LLNL operations, analysis of variance. Figure L-21 pre-

Environmental neutron dose measure- sents the 1989 frequency distribution of
merits using 235U track-etch detectors are environmental gamma doses measured
also made at eight locations on tl:e at the 55 offsite locations. The annual
Livermore-site perimeter. A detailed total dose is almost identical to that in

description of the detector and the spark- 1987 (64 torero) and 1988 (63 torero). This
counting procedure used may be fourld in demonstrates that there is no measurable
Fisher (1976). Neutron-rnonitoring loca- dose due to direct radiation from I_LNL
tions are shown in Figure L-19, operations al any point beyond the

Livermore-site boundary.
Results Table L-36 presents the data for neutron

Table L-34 shows the quarterly and monitoring at the lSvermore-site perime-
annual TLD gan_rna radiation dose- ter, Tl:e annual average neutron radiation
equivalents for _-, ' _,f enmeter locations, and close at the Ijvermore-site perimeter for
Table L-35 presents data for offsite 1989 is 5.3 torero, similar to the 1987

Altam0ntPassRoad
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FigureL-20. Locations of Livermore Valley gamma dosimeters, 1989.
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(5.0 mrem) and 1988 (4.2 mrern) values, according to tile data of Lowder and Beck Radiation
The neutron doses measured at the site (1966)]. This results ill a total typical expo- Monitoring
boundary are consistent with those sure rate of 65 to 95 mR/y. Exposures
expected from natural background measured at the LLNL perimeter fall with-
radiation, in these predicted values. Ill addition, tile

external dose measured at the LLNL

Environmental Impact perimeter is identical to the offsite dose,
Based on past measurements (Lindeken which is considered natural background.

et al. 1973), environmental terrestrial This indicates that there is no contribution

exposure rates in the Livermore Valley to the external dose at or beyond the

vary from 30 to 60 mR/y. Cosmic radia- Livermore-site fence line from LLNL
tion is about 35 mR/y [calculated from operations.
local elevation and geomagnetic latitude

20

o
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Annualradiationdose(mrem)

Figure L-21. Offsite gamma radiation background dose frequency distribution, Livermore, 1989.
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TableL-34.Environmental radiation measurements (TLD)---Livermore-site perimeter,
1989.
u i i

Jan.-Mar. Apr.-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.
Annual

Location a (mrem) Total

1 lb 17 16 18 _7

2 14 15 16 15 60

3 b 16 18 17 18 b9

4 b lt_ 17 18 24 75

5b 15 17 17 18 b7

6b 15 l b 17 2,1 72

7 15 17 17 17 6b

8 16 17 17 It_ 6b

9 16 17 17 17 b7

10 14 15 16 16 6l

11 l I 12 13 13 49

12 13 13 14 14 54

13 15 15 __c _._c 60

42 14 15 15 16 bO

47 15 15 17 l b 63

48 14 16 16 lb 62

49 14 14 !6 16 bO

50 14 _c 15 15 59

52 15 15 I6 Ib 62

53 16 I6 16 17 65

54 15 16 16 16 63

56 14 14 15 15 58

Mean 15 (15) d 15 (16) d 16 (16) d 16 (17) d 61 (63) d

SDM (%) 9 (8) d 9 (10) d 7 (7)d 7 (16) d 7 (9) d

a See Fig. L-19.
b Due to recent land acquisition, the Livermore-site perimeter has been extended. Locations 3, 4, 5 and 6 are no longer

at the perimeter, but now are located onsite.
c Dosimeter missing; see Quality Assurance chapter.
d Averages calculated including onsite locations 3, 4, 5 and 6 are presented in parentheses.
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TableL-35.Environmental radiation measurements (TLD)--[,ivermore Valley, 1989.
ii i i

Jan.-Mar. Apr.-June July-SepL Oct.-Dec. Jan.-Mar. Apr.-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.Annual Annual

Location a (mrem) Total Location a (torero) Total

14 14 li) t:_ 15 54 44 15 14 18 18 85

15 15 17 17 17 66 45 13 1,5 15 15 58

16 15 i6 17 17 65 46 14 15 __b 1_ 5t,_

17 16 _b 15 16 63 51 13 17 16 17 .3
55 14 16 18 15 63

18 14 15 16 16 61
57 15 16 17 18 66

19 14 14 15 15 58
58 14 16 16 16 62

20 14 14 15 b 57
59 16 16 16 17 6B

21 1-1 14 14 14 56
60 15 15 l(_ IB 61

22 15 16 ,8 18 67
61 13 13 14 14 54

23 15 16 b l 6 (-G 62 b 25 14 14 71

24 b 18 l H 17 71 63 14 16 16 16 62

25 b 17 1b; 19 72 64 14 16 17 17 64

26 b 17 23 18 77 65 14 17 . b 1_ ¢_3

27 15 b 18 17 67 66 15 16 16 16 (,3
28 17 18 18 18 71

67 15 16 17 !f_ 64
29 15 17 17 17 66

68 1F 16 16 16 63
30 14 15 16 18 63 69 14 __b __b 16 6(1
31 14 14 15 15 58

70 15 6 16 t 6 63
32 14 16 I / 1_ 63

71 16 7 I8 l _ 7()
33 1:q 17 17 b 65

72 1f, 8 18 17 _t_
34 !¢., b It_ 18 71

73 15 6 16 I 6 tG
35 15 16 17 16 64

74 14 4 l q 15 58
36 15 _b 17 I a 64

75 12 3 13 14 52
37 l'q 15 16 16 62

76 17 11 II 12 51
38 1"q I¢_ 17 I H 66

77 14 14 lq 14 57
39 1-5 17 17 17 66

Mean 15 16 16 16 63
40 1"3 17 Iu 16 67

SDM I%) 13 27 22 17 16
41 1-5 Irq 15 17 62

43 14 15 1-5 17 61

a See Fig. I.-20.
b No data available; dosimeter was missing, see Quality Assurance chapter.
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TableL-36.Environmental neutron rnonitoringmLi.vermore-site perimeter, 1989.
i i i

Jam-Mar. Apr.-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.
Annual

Location a (mrem) Total

1 1.1 1.1 1,2 l ,_ 5.0

2 1.1 1.4 1.6 1,(_ 5.7

3 0.q 1.1 1.9 1,7 5.t_

4 (1.8 1.3 1,4 I. 1 4.6

5 1.3 1,2 1 .b 1.{} 5.1

6 {}.{_ 0,8 1.4 1,2 4.(}

7 I.I l,l 2.1 1.9 6.2

8 1,4 1.4 1.6 1.5 5,9

Mean 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.5 5.3

SDM (%) 25 17 18 22 14

a See Fig. L-19.
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RADIOLOGICALDOSEASSESSMENT

Introduction

Because of the broad distribution of this report outside tile scientific community, we

present here a short, general discussion of radiation before we discuss tl_e Livermore

site radiological dose assessment. Many of the terms used in this report, such as "rad"

and "rem/' have no counterparts in everyday English. Our purpose in presenting this"

discussion is to enable the general reader to better understand the radiological dose

assessment information contained in this report. [The interested reader is referred to

Radiation: Doses, Effects, Risks (U.N. Environment Programme 1985), from which

some of this discussion was excerpted.]

Natural and Man-made Radiation transmitted as radiation. Loosely speak-
Atoms are made up of three types of ing, the emission of protons and neutrons,

particles: protons, electrons, and neu- as from uranium-238, is "alpha" radiation;
trons. Atoms of the same element have and the emission of an electron is "beta"

the same number of protons; however, radiation. Frequently, the unstable nuclide
atoms of the same element can have dif- will be so excited that the emission of par-
feting numbers of neutrons in their nucle- ticles is not sufficient to reach a more sta-
us. Those atoms of elements that have ble state; it then gives off a burst of
differing numbers of neutrons, but the electromagnetic energy called "gamma"
same number of protons, belong to differ- radiation. Gamma radiation does not
ent varieties or "isotopes" of the element, involve the en'dssion of particles.
Isotopes are distinguished by the total The different forms of radiation are
number of protons and neutrons in their emitted with different energies and pene-
nuclei. For example, uranium-238 has 92 trating power_and so have different
protons and 146 neutrons, whereas urani- effects on living things. Alpha radiation,
um-235 has 92 protons and 143 neutrons, with its relatively heavy neutrons and
Generically, species of atoms that are so protons, is halted by a sheet of paper, and
characterized are called "nuclides." can scarcely penetrate the dead outer lay-

Many nuclides are unstable because ers of skin. It is not dangerous unless sub-
the particles in the nucleus cannot remain stances emitting it get into the body
tightly clustered together. Eventually through an ()pen wound or are eaten or
some of the particles will break away. For breathed in, when it becomes especially
example, two protons and two neutrons damaging. Beta radiation is more pene-
will eventually break away from the trating. It will go through a centimeter or
nucleus of uranium-238, resulting in the two of living tissue. Gamma radiation is
creation of thorium-234 with 90 protons extremely penetrating and will go
and 144 neutrons. However, thorium-234 through anything short of a thick slab of
is also unstable, and becomes protactini- lead or concrete.
um-234, with 91 protons and 143 neutrons. MeasHrement of Radioactivity and Dose.
Protactinium-234 is extremely unstable The radioactivity of a nuclide is measured
and continues to lose particles until it by the number of transformations that
finally ends up as lead. take place each second, lt is n,easured in

This transformation process is called units called curies (abbreviated Ci); each
"radioactivity," and the unstable nuclides curie equals 3.7 x 1()IIItransformations
are called "radionuclides." As each change per second.
takes place, energy is released and is
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Radiological However, the number of transforma- There is one further definition to be
Dose tions, the radioactivity, is not a measure- introduced. Because many radionuclides
Assessment ment of the effect of the nuclide on living decay so slowly that they are radioactive

tissue. It is the energy of radiation which far into the future, there is a collective
does the damage, and the amount of effective dose equivalent that will be

energy deposited in living tissue is called delivered to generations of people over
the "dose." The dose may come from any time. This is called the "collective effec-
radionuclide, or number of radionu- tive dose equivalent conlmitment."
clides, whether they remain outside the This hierarchy of concepts is illustrated
body or irradiate it from inside after in Figure L-22. Most of the discussion in
being inhaled in air or swallowed in fo()d this report will address absorbed dose and
or water. Doses are expressed in different effective dose equivalent. However, the
ways depending on how much of the other terms will be used as required to
body and what parts of it are irradiated, ensure accuracy and eliminate ambiguity.
whether one individual or many people Natural Sources of Radioactivity. By
are exposed, and the period during far the greatest part of radiation received
which the exposure takes place, by the world's population comes from

The amount of radiation energy that is natural sources, such as cosmic radiation,
absorbed per gram of tissue is called the radiation from radioactive materials in
absorbed dose and is measured in units rocks, and radon gas released from deep
called rads. However, the same absorbed in the earth. Human exposure to natural
dose of alpha radiation is much more radiation can be external, from substances
damaging than one of beta or gamma that may remain outside the body, or
radiation. Consequently, the dose needs to internal, from substances inhaled in air or
be weighted for its potential to do dam- swallowed in food and water. Individual
age, with alpha radiation given 20 times exposures vary with location; the approxi-
the weight of the others. This weighted mate average radiation exposure from nat-
dose is known as the "dose equivalent," ural sources including radon in the
and it is measured in units called rem. general Livermore area is 318 rnrem.

Just as one type of radiation can be Approximately 40 mrem of the exposure
more damaging than the others, so can to external natural radiation comes from
some parts of the body be more vulnera- cosmic rays. Most of these rays originate
ble than others. For example, a given deep in interstellar space, although some
dose equivalent of radiation is more likely are released from the sun during solar
to cause fatal cancer in the lung than in flares. They irradiate the earth directly, and
the thyroid, and the reproductive organs interact with the atmosphere to produce
are of particular concern because of the further types of radiation and different
risk of genetic damage. The different radioactive materials. The poles receive
parts of the body are, therefore, also more cosmic radiation than the equatorial
given weightings. Once it has been regions because the earth's magnetic field
weighted appropriately, the dose equiva- diverts the radiation. More significantly,

lent becomes the "effective dose equiva- the level of radiation increases with alti-
lent," also expressed in rem. tude because there is less air overhead to

The effective dose equivalent describes act as a shield.
only doses to individuals. When all the Another major source of external radia-
individual effective dose equivalents tion is radioactive materials in rocks; this
received by a group of people are added accounts for approximately 50 mrem of
up, the result is called "the collective effec- exposure in the general Livermore area.
tive dose equivalent," and this is expressed The main radioactive materials in rocks
as person-rem, are potassiurn-40, rubidium-87, and two

series of radioactive elements arMng from
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the decay of uraniunl-238 and thorirml-232, radioactivity, which results in approxi- Radiological
The levels of terrestrial radiation differ mately a 28 nwem dose, depending on tile Dose
from place to piace around the United soil type and other factors at the location Assessment
States and arouncl the world, where the food is ,grown.

Much of the internal dose to humans Man-Made Sources of Radioactivity.
from natural sources of radioactivity is Man-made radionuclides have been used
derived from terrestrial sources, in medicine, consumer products, the pro-
Inhalation exposure is dominated by the duction of energy, and the production of
short--lived decay products of radon, nuclear weapons. Generally, expo*ure to
resulting in a dose of approximately man-made sources can be more readily
200 torero/y, depending on the geographi- controlled than exposure to most natural
cal location, or 63% of natural exposure, sources; although exposure to external
Radon seeps out of the earth all over the irradiation due to fallout from past nucle-
world, but lev_'ls in outside air vary ar explosions is virtually inescapable.
markedly from place to place. Radon in At present, medicine is the greatest
water and natural gasprovide further, but source of human exposure from man-made
less important, sources of radon in homes, radiation. Individual doses vary enor-
Consumption of water high in radon is mously_from zero for someone who has
not the main problem, for heating the not had an x-ray examination _o many
water releases tile gas. The greater expo- thousand times the annual average dose
sure arises from radon in water vapor in from natural radiation for some patients
showers. Ingestion of radionuclides is undergoing treatment for cancer. Another
another source of internal exposure, source of human exposure to man-made
The foods we eat also contain natural radiation is consumer products, including

Term Units of measure
Radioactivity

(_ _/ Absorbeddose:
Energy imparted by radiation rad

_ _ _ per gram of tissue.

Doseequivalent: rem

'_ _'_' Absorbed dose weighted for the potential
of different radiations to do damage.

Effectivedoseequivalent' rem
Dose equivalent weighted for susceptibility
to harm different tissues.

_____ Collectiveeffectivedoseequivalent: person-

Effective dose equivalent to a group of rem
people from a source of radiation.

____I _ __ Collectiveeffectivedoseequivalentcommitment: person-

Collective effective dose equivalent delivered rem
over time to generations of people.

Figure L-22. Radiation dose terminology and corresponding units of measure
(adapted from U.N. Environment Programme 1985).
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Radiological luminous-dial watches, smoke detectors, Tile DOE and EPA standards are differ-
Dose airport x-ray baggage-inspection Systems, ent. Each uses different criteria for deter-
Assessment optical lenses, false teeth, and tobacco mining the standard. Tile EPA standard is

products. On the average, medical and con- based on the AIRDOS-EPA-Clean Air Act
sumer-product sources of radiation result Code (CAAC) model code, while LLNL, to
ii1 a dose of approximately 90 mrem/y, fulfill tile DOE requirement, historically has

used the Continuous-Point-Source Code
(CPS Code); this results in somewhat differ-

Radiation Protection Standards ent calculated individual doses because of

Tile DOE environmental radiation pro- the differences in model assumptions and
tection standards are provided in DOE calculations. In recent years, LLNL has nm
Order 5400.5, "Radiation Protection of the both model codes and presented the results
Public and the Environment" (U.S. of each. Both model codes were run again
Department of Energy 1990). The order in 1989, and tile results are summarized in
incorporates a new system for controlling Tables L-37 to L-40.
exposures to the public from operations at
DOE facilities. These standards are based

on recommendations by the International Potential Radiological Dose from the
Commission on Radiological Protection Livermore Site
and the National Council on Radiation Small amounts of radioactive materials

Protection and Measurements. The primary from operations at the Livermore site were
DOE radiation standards for protection of discharged to the environment in air and
the public are 100 mrem/y effective dose sewer effluents during 1989. The total
equivalent for prolonged exposure and amount of tritium released to tile atmo-
500 mrem/y effective dose equivalent for sphere by LLNL in 1989 was 2951.8 Ci, of
occasional exposure. These limits are that, 1556.8 Ci in the form of tritiated
based on the dose to the maximally water. An additional 834 Ci of tritium was
exposed individual in an uncontrolled released by Sandia National Laboratories,
area. The definition of "effective dose Livermore (SNLL), with approximately
equivalent" is somewhat different than the 656 Ci in the form of tritiated water. The
definition provided above; the term is total quantity of IBN (half-life of 10 min-
defined as the sum of the effective dose utes) and 150 (half-life of 2 minutes)

equivalent from external radiation and the released in 1989 was 42 Ci at tile
committed (50-y) effective dose equivalent Livermore site. The arnouqt of radioactivity
from ingestion and inhalation during the released from LLNL during 1989 was
calendar year. lower than 1988 and well within the range

DOE and LLNL also comply with EPA of previous years (see Table L-8 in the Air
standards for radiation protection. These Monitoring chapter).
EPA radiation dose standards, which In accordance with DOE environmental
apply to air emissions, are contained in protection orders and other Federal and
40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 61, State requirements, the EMG assessed the
Subpart H of the Clean Air Act and are radiological impact from operations at
25 mrem/y dose equivalent for whole- LLNL during 1989. Potential radiation
body exposures froIn the air pathway and doses to the public that were calculated
75 mrem/y dose equivalent for exposure from radionuclide concentrations in envi-
of any organ from tile air pathway. (On ronmental media (determined by surveil-
December 15, 1989, the standard was lance sampling) are presented with the
changed to 10 mrem/y effective dose data in the various chapters; doses calcu-
equivalent_ this value will be reflected in fated from emissions of radioactive mate-
the report for 1990.) rials to the atmosphere are presented here.
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Radiatioi_ doses based on emissions Livermore site. Tile air pathway dose cal- Radiological

were calculated by two methods: the EPA culated is expressed as dose equivalents. Dose
Clean Air Act Code (CAAC) (40 Code of The EPA limit for airborne emissions is Assessment
Federal Regulations Part 61, Subpart H), 25 mrem/y whole body dose equivalent.
which contains the AIRDOS-EPA and The total fence-line dose from air emis-

RADRISK models, and the Continuous- sions from Livermore-site operations in
Point-Source (CPS) Code (Peterson et al. 1989 was 0.53 totem; the dose to the near-
1976). EPA mandates use of the CAAC est resident was 0.33 torero; and the dose
AIRDOS-RADRISK model. Both model at the point of maximum offsite exposure
codes are run because LLNL used the was 0.53 mrem. These doses represent 2%
CPS Code prior to the EPA requirement or less of the 1989 EPA limit. Doses for
for the use of the CAAC AIRDOS- emissions from specific facilities were also
RADRI!,K model, and the results from calculated, see Table L-37.

the CPS Code can be compared to results Continuous-Point-Source Code. Air
from previous years, pathway doses are also calculated for each

The CAAC Code is used to calculate the facility considered to have a measurable
estimated dose at the site perimeter, dose airborne discharge to the atmosphere using
to the nearest resident, and dose at the CPS Code (Table L-38). The maximum

maximum offsite exposure location for combined inhalation dose (i.e., the total
each emission source. The CPS Code is from all facility discharges) from airborne
used to calculate the estimated dose at the emissions at the Livermore-site perimeter
site perimeter, dose to the nearest resident, was 0.31 mrern. Tl'/e maximum combined
and maximum offsite dose as well as col- inhalation dose from airborne emissions to

lective person-rem dose to the population the nearest resident was 0.21 mxeta.
residing within 80 km of the Livermore Figure L-23 presents a comparison of
site. Both of these methods are based on the calculated radiological dose at the site
conservative assurnptions, and any actual perimeter from airborne emissions in
dose received by an individual would be 1989 with similar air pathway doses for
much less. Appendix A contains defini- the previous 11 years. This figure also
tions of the doses discussed in this subsec- shows tt_.econtribution of each radionu-

tion and the mathematical equations used clide to the total dose. (There have been
to perform this assessment, no 41Ar emissions since the LLNL

These codes were used to determine the research reactor was shut down in 1981 .)
doses due to releases of tritium, I_N, and The dose from tritium was entirely due to
150. There was no evidence of garnma or tritiated water (HTO). Elemental tritium
neutron exposure in excess of background (HT) dose was evaluated but did not
values. The 1989 average external gamma- present a measurable contribution to the
radiation (fence-line) doses measured at dose; therefore, it was not included in

the Livermore-site boundary and Liver- I:he graph.
more Valley locations were 61 mrem and Figure L-24 presents the dose at the site
63 torero, respectively (see Environmental perimeter since 1973. The current DOE
Radiation chapter). Consequently, there radiation protection limit for the public is
were no doses due to penetrating radia- 100 mrem during a l-y period. Prior to
tion abc_ve background. 1986, this limit was 500 mrern/y. As illus-

EPA Clean Air Act Code. This year, as trated in Figure L-24, the total offsite dose
for 1988, the air' pathway doses calculated has decreased significantly over past years.
using the Clean Air Act Code included Fluctuation in dose from year to year is
exposures from inhalation, air submer- due to changes in operations and operab
sion, ingestion, and ground surface irradi- ing schedules. Since 1984, the offsite doses
a tion. The Clean Air Act Code was run have remained very l(_vv,all less than 0.2%
using specific meteorology for the of the DOE limit. The calculated doses by
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Radiological year from 1984 to 1989 were 0.09 mrem, radon of 200 mrem/y has been deter-
Dose 0.22 mrem, 0.16 mrem, 0.18 mrem, mined specifically for tile IJvermore area.
Assessment 0.11 torero, and 0.3'1, respectively. Tile dose from radon is included because,

Table L-39 is a summary of tile radio- at 200 mrem, it represents the largest sin-
logical dose to the maximally exposed gle source of radiation exposure for
individual in t!le public; this is a hypothet- Livermore-area residents.)
ical pereon who lives at a location and has Finnlly, tile CPS Code was used to cal-
a lifestyle that results in receipt of the culate tile collective population dose. The
maximum possible calculated radiation collective population dose is tile sum of
dose from Livermore-site operations. This the doses to all individuals residing within
dose includes all significant exposure an 80-km radius of LLNL. Tile estimated
pathways, not just the air pathway, and is colledive effective dose equivalent to the
derived using the most conservative, but total population within 80 km (50 miles) of
realistic, exposure data and assumptions. LLNL was (_._4person-rem during 1989.
The inhalation subniersion pathways are This dose is based on a population of
calculated using the CPS Code. The calcu- 6 million within 80 km of LLN L. The col-
lated committed (50-y) effective dose lective population dose from natural
equivalent to the maximally exposed sources of radiation, using 318 mrem/y as
member of the public from all sources and a typical average from natural sources,
pathways during 1989 was 0.43 mrem. during the same period of time was esti-
The DOE radiation protection limit to the mated to be 1.9 x 106 person-rem.
public is 100 mrem/y. For comparison, the Table L-40 compares the d,,se to the
average resident of the Livermore Valley public resulting from Livermore-site oper-
received a dose of approximately ations with the dose to the public from
318 mrem from natural background radia- natural and other background sources of
tion, including rite dose from radon, dur- radiation. The dose resulting from
ing this same period. (A dose value for Livermore-site operations is negligible,

6 18 I-- DOE radiological protection
_ limit for the public

DOE radiological protection 16 L . 1973-1985:500 mrem/ylimit for the public

5 k A 1973-1985: 500 mrem/y .-. 14 mrem/y
1986-present: 100 mrem/y E 12

.-.4 El0

! - i!ii T°;o
3 C3 6

15 4

2 2-111 t I I l__Z-.&.0
74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88

1 _ ......, _ Year

'_ FigureL-24. Ma>'_imumair pathway dose at
o the Livermore-site perimeter,

78 79 80 81 82 83 84, 85 86 87 88 89 1973-1989.
Year

Figure L-23. Calculateo radiological dose by radionuclide to
the hypothetical maximally exposed individual
from the air pathway, Livermore site, 1978-1989.

,,
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Summary The risk of develoF_in,g, cancer from radon Radiological

Overall, all measured and calculated can be used as a basis of risk comparison. Dose
radiation doses were well below tile appli- Radon is a radioactive gas in our environ- Assessment
cable standards for radiation prot_,ction of ment that results from the decay of
the public. Moreover, the potential radio- naturally occurring uranium in tile earth's
logical doses from Livermore-site opera- crust. Radon gas is ubiquitous and is a
tions were substantially less than the source of radiation dose to everyone. Radon
doses normally received from natural gas in water and air results in both whole-
sources of background radiation, body and lung radiation doses. The lung

A committee of the National iAcaderny dose from environmental radon air concen-
of Sciences has suggested that the average trations, particularly in our homes, is a pub-

risk factor for total body exposure to ioniz- lic health concern. The EPA estimates that
ing radiation ison the order of 120 fatal up to20 000 lung cancer deaths per year
cancers for each I 000 000 person-rem of may be due to radon exposure (U.S. EPA ,
exposure (NAS 1980). From Table 39, tlle 1986). For the U.S. population of 240 mil-
total body dose to the maximally exposed lion, the estimated risk of death from lung
person is 0.43 torero, from all LLNL opera- cancer is approximately 1 in 12 000.
tions and all exposure pathways; thus, the The doses presented above for
risk to the hypothetical maximally exposed Livermore-site operations were calculat-
individual of developing a fatal cancer is ed using conservative assumptions; they
less than 1 in 20 million. Moreover, it should are not the doses actually received by
be noted that the annual average total body anyone. Any dose actually received by an
dose to individuals in the United States from individual would be considerably less.
natural sources, including radon, is approxi- Thus, these maximurn credible doses
mateiy 200 mrem, and approximately show that Livermore-site operations had
100 mrem from man-made sources, such no significant impact on public health
as medical procedures, consumer products, during 1989.
weapons fallout, and airline travel.

=

l
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TableL-37.Radiation dose from the air pathway, ali Livermore-site facilities, during 1989
(Clean Air Act Code). a

III

Nuclide/ Dose at site Dose to nearest Dose at maximum

emission perimeter resident offsite exposure
Facility (Ci) (mrem) b (mrem) b (torero) b

Tritium facility 3H/2949.4c 0.52 0.32 0.52

Insulating
core accelerator 0 0 0 0

Rotating target
neutron source 3H/2.18 d 0.0019 0.0007 0.0019

Incinerator 0 0 0 0

Laser complex 3H/0.25 e 0.0002 0.00008 0.0002

Linear accelerator 13N/21 0.0094 0.0044 0.0094
150/21

,

Total 2993.8 0.53 0.33 0.53

Percent of Federal
Emission Standard f 2% 1% 2%

a These doses were calculated pursuant to the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (Clean A',_
Act), 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 61, Subpart H.

: b These doses are effective dose equivalen_.s calculated using the EPA required method. These calculations were per-
formed using the Clean Air Act Code, which contains the AIRDOS-EPA and RADR|SK models for calculating
atmospheric transport, exposure, and dose. The doses are calculated using the most conservative exposure assump-
tion and are not a dose actually received by any member of the public. The actual dose received by any member of
the public would be considerably }ess.

c Doses are based on 1554.4 Ci of HTO and 1395.0 HT released by LLNL.
d Doses are based on 2.18 Ci of HTO.
e Doses are based on 0.25 Ci of HTO. ,

f The Federal Emission Standards for radionuclides (conlained in 40 Code of Federal Regulatians 61, Subpart H) limit
doses to the public to 25 mrem/y to the whole body and 75 mrem/y to any critical organ. On December 15, 1989, a
new standard of 10 mrem/y effective dose equivalent took effect; the percentages of this new standard for dose at
site perimeter, dose to nearest resident, and dose at maximum offsite exposure are 5.3%, 3.8%, and 5.3%, respectively.
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TableL-38. Estimated radiation dose to the public from Livermore-site airborne
effluents during 1989 (Continuous-Point-Source Code).

i i ! i i i ii ii i iiiiiii iiiiiiiiii ii ii i F

Nuclide/ Dose at site Dose to nearest Dose at maximum Collective dose (80-km

ernissio_ perimeter resident offsite exposure radius of LLNL)
Facility (Ct) (mrem) a (mrem) a (torero) a (person-rem) b

Tritium facility 3H/2949.4b 0.26 0.18 0.26 0.64

Insulating
core accelerator 0 0 0 0 0

Rotating target
neutron source 3H/2, lo c 0.0006 0.0004 0.0006 0.091

Incinerator 0 0 0 0 0

Laser complex 3H/0,25d 0.000,07 d.00004 0,00007 0.00012

Linear accelerator 13N/21 0.05 e 0.03 e 0.05 e 0.O00Ole
150/21

Total 2993.8 0.31 0.21 0,31 0.64
(Livermore site)

a This dose represents the 50-y committed effective dose equivalent, Ii is calct, lated using the most conservative expo-
sure assumption and is not a dose actually received by any member of the public. The acutal dose received by any
member of the public would be considerably less.

b Doses are based oll 1554.4 Ci of HTO and 1395.0 HT relea,ed by LLNL.
c Doses are based on 2,18 Ci of HTO.
d Doses are based on 0,25 Ci of HTO,
e Submersion dose. The short half-life of 13N and 150 preclude calculation nf air inhalation dose.

Table L-39. Summary of radiological dose assessment for 1989 for the Livermore sit_':.
i ',mlmtllllllmlm_IU= J I I I I

Effective dose equivalent to tl_e maximally exposed individual in the public

Pathways
Percent of DOE

Inhalation/ Ingestion- Ingestion- primary radiation
submersion a foodstuffs water ____ Total .... protection standard

Nuclide (torero) (torero) (torero) (torero) (mSv) for the public b

311 0.25 0.07 0.06 0.38 0.0038 0.38

13N,15 0 0.05 N/A c N/A c 0.05 0.0005 0.05

Livermore-site Total d 0.43 0.0043 0,43

a 'Fhe inhalation/submersion dose wa,_ dcrived using the Continuous-Point-Source code, and ii represent,_ commit-
ted effective dose equivalents, lt is calculated ur, ing the most conservative exposure assumption and is not a dose
actually received by any member of the public. The actual dose received by an)' member of the public would be
considerably less,

b The primary DOF. radiation standard for protection of the public (ali sources and ali pathwaysl is 100 mrem/y.
¢ There is no ingestion dose front short half-life air activation products.
d This dose is the m,_ximum potential dose to a nlember of the public from ali sources and ali exposure patilways.
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TableL-40. Comparison of radiation dose_--Livermore site, 1989.
iii i ii1,1!ii

Individual dose Population dose a
Location/source (mrem) (person-rem)

LLNL Sources

Atmospheric emissions 0.43 b 0.64
Liquid emissions Ob 0c

Other Sources

Natural radioactivity d
Cosmic radiation 40 240 000
Terrestrial radiation 50 300 000

Internal (food consumption) 28 168 000
Radon 200 1 200 000

Medical radiation e,f
(Diagnostic procedures) 55 330 000

Weapons test falloute,g 5 550 000

Nuclear power productione,g 5.5 33 000

a The population dose is the collective (combined) dose for ali individuals residing within an 80-km radius of the
Livermore site (approximately 6 000 000).

b These doses represent the maximum committed effective dose equivalen'_t from ali LLNl, emissions, lt is calculated
using the most conservative exposure assumptions and is not a dose actually received by any member of the public.
Therefore, it is not used to calculate LLNL population dose.

c Populations dose from Livermore-site emissions.
d These values var), with location and represent approximate averages in Ihe vicinity of I,LNL.
e This dose is an average over the U.S. population.
f From Mettler et al. (1990).
g From Giasstone and Jordan (1980).
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PUBLICHEALTHRISKASSESSMENTS
FOR,THELIVERMORE SITE

Introduction

In 1989, two public health risk assessments were conducted for the Livermore
site: one for the emissions from the Building 624 incinerator (Radian Corporation
1989), and the other for exposures from contaminants in groundwater (Layton
1990). Brief summaries of these assessments, preceded by a brief discussion of risk
assessment, are presented below. The general discussion of risk assessment and
risk management was excerpted fromEnviron Corporation (1988); the discussions

of the specific risk assessments were excerpted from the summaries in therespec-tive risk assessment documents. The reader interested in further general informa-
tion about risk assessment is directed to Environ Corporation (1988), National
Academy of Sciences (NAS 1983), and Moghissi (1984).

Risk Assessment and Risk to be carcinogenic or teratogenic in experi-
Management mental animals also likeiy to be so in

Risk is the probability of injury, disease, exposed humans?).
or death under certain circumstances. Dose-response assessment involves
Regulatory actions ,are based on two dis- describing the quantitative relationship
tinct processes, risk assessment and risk betvg'een the amount of exposure 'to a
management. According to the definitions chemical and the extent of toxic injury or
developed by the National Academy of disease. Data are usually derived from
Sciences (NAS 1983), risk assessment is animal studies; less frequently, data are
the characterization of the probability of derived from studies in exposed human
potentially adverse health effects from populations.
human exposures to environmental haz- Exposure assessment involves describ-
ards. Risk management is the process of ing the nature and size of the various
evaluating alternative regulatory actions exposed populations and the magnitude
and selecting among them. The latter pro- and duration of their exposures. Exposure,
cess is guided by risk assessment informa- in this context, means the contact between
tion and other considerations, the person and the environmental media

Risk Assessment. The National (air, diet, water, soil) containing the chemi-
Academy Sciences has defined four steps cal of interest.
in the risk assessment process. These steps Risk characterization involves integrat-
are hazard assessment, dose-response ing the data and analyses involved in the
assessment, exposure assessment, and risk other three steps of risk assessment. The
characterization, object of this analysis is to determine the

Hazard assessment involves gathering likelihood that the hunlan population of
and evaluating toxicity data on the types interest will experience any of the various
of health injury or disease that may be forms of toxicity associated with a chemi-
produced and on the conditions of expo- cal under its known or anticipated condi-
sure under which injury or disease may be tions of exposure.
produced. Risk is not assessed at this In almost all risk assessments, the asses-
stage. Hazard identification is conducted s_rs must go beyond the available data
to determine whether and _o what degree and make inferences about risks expected
it is scientifically correct to infer that toxic for the conditions of exposure under
efiects observed in one setting will occur which direct evidence of risk cannot now
in other settings (e.g., are chemicals found be collected. In fact, a major conclusion of
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Public Health the NAS (1983) report on risk assessment database. The results of this evaluation
Risk was that "the basic problem in risk assess- were used to identify the types and quan-
Assessments ment is the sparseness and uncertainty of titles of compounds to be incinerated.

the scientific knowledge." After the wastes were characterized,
In the absence of information that indi- potential emissions of toxic substances were

cates a "best" or "most correct" assump- determined. Organic emissions from the
tion about the risk associated with incinerator were estimated from waste-

exposure to a chemical, assessors gener- composition data and the total quantity of
ally choose the most plausible assumption waste feed to the incineration based on a
that will not cause the risks to be underes- 99.99% destruction and removal efficiency.
timated; i.e., the most "conservative" (EPA regulations, 40 Code of Federal
choice is made. Regulations 264.343 require a minimum

Risk Management. The results of risk 99.99% destruction and removal efficiency
assessment are but one consideration in for the operation of a hazardous waste incin-
most environmental decision making. Risk erator.) Metal emissions were determined
management is the catch-ali phrase that from the waste-composition data and a con-
encompasses all of those activities neces- servative assumption that all metals present
sary to reach decisions about whether an in the waste feed would be emitted from the
assessed risk requires reduction and the stack. Emissions from the waste-feed tank
degree of reduction necessary. The other were estimated using published EPA factors
factors considered by regulatory risk man- (U,S. EPA 1988a). Radionuclide emissions
agers, such as costs, benefits, and technical were based on LLNL administrative limits
feasibility, depend upon the requirements restricting the quantity of radionuclides
of applicable statutes and the policy prece- that can be fed to the incinerator (Radian
dents established within the responsible Corporation 1989). lt was assumed that all
regulatory agencies; however, agencies radionuclides would be emitted from the
generally emphasize protection of the stack. In actuality, however, some of the
public health as a primary goal. radionuclides and metals will be present

in the incinerator ash and would not be

Building 624 Incinerator released into the environment.
Risk Management. In 1989, LLNL pur- Toxicihy (Dose-Response)Evaluation.

sued a RCRA Part B permit for the Based on the waste characterization and the
Building 624 incinerator and its associated emissions estimates, a hazard identification
waste-feed tank. As part of this permitting process was conducted to focus the risk
process, DHS and EPA requested that a assessment on those pollutants that could
public health risk assessment be con- pose a health risk and exclude those with no
ducted for the emissions. In November significant potential for adverse health
1989, LLNL withdrew its Part B application effects. Relative toxicity and emissions rates
for the incinerator after EPA found that were the determining factors for excluding
the trial burn results did not conclusively pollutants from further evaluation.
show that the incinerator met the required Ali compounds determined to be car-
99.99% destruction and removal efficiency, cinogens by the EPA Carcinogenic
Nonetheless, LLNL submitted tile Health Assessment Group or by the DHS were
Risk Assessment to the regulatory agencies included regardless of their emission
to complete the record and to fulfill its rates. Additionally, metals, undestroyed
commitment to the public that this report principal organic hazardous constituents,
would be made available within tile and products of incomplete combustion
public-comment period for the application, were included, regardless of their emis-

Hazard Assessment. The types of sion ra res.
wastes generated at LLNl., and the com- Con_monly used c(_mpounds, such as
pounds present in those wastes were iden- acetic .icid (vinegar), bleach, and s_diunl
tified through a review of waste-treatment chloride (table salt), were omitted.
records and the LI.,NL waste-tracking Threshold Lirnit Values (TI_Vs) were used
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as indicators of relative toxicity when Exposure Assessment. Because weather Public Health
screening the noncarcinogenic com- and wind patterns play ali important role ill Risk
pounds. A TLV is an 8-hour time- how emitted substances move through the Assessments
weighted-average concerltration for a environrnent, three years of hourly weather
normal 8-hour workday and a 40-hour data for a monitoring station at LI__NL,sup-
workweek to which nearly all workers plemented by upper air data from the
may be repeatedly exposed, day after day, Oakland Airport, were obtained (Radian
without adverse effect (ACGIH 1989). Corporation 1989). These data were used
Compounds with TLVs of 100 pprn or with two computer models, Industrial
greater were omitted from the risk assess- Source Complex Short Term (ISCST) and
ment. In this case, TLVs did not serve as SHORTZ, to simulate the movement of
indicators of toxicity but suggest relative nonradioactive emissions and to estimate
magnitudes of potential hazards from air concentrations and deposition rates at
different emissions. A minimum ernission offsite locations (Radian Corporation 1989).
rate of one pound per year was used as a A different rnodel, the EPA AIRDOS-
screening criteria for the remainder of the DARTAB model (U.S. EPA 1979), was used

nonradioactive, noncarcinogenic com- i with the LLNL weather data to simulate the
pounds whose TLVs were below 100 ppm. i movement of radionuclides.
Materials included in the risk assessment I Human exposure to nonradioactive
are listed in Table L-41. i emissions from LLNL was estimated for

Table L.41. Materials included in the Building 624 incinerator risk assessment.

Materials

Barium Ethylenedichloride a

Benzene a Ethylene glycol

Beryllium a Hexachlorobenzene a

Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate) a Lead
Bromodichloromethane a Mercury

Bromoform Methylene bromide

Buty!benzylphthalate Methylene chloride a

Carbon tetrachloride a Naphthalene
Ch lorobenzen e Nickel a

Chloroform a Nitrobenzene

Cadmium a Nitrophenol

Chromium a Para formaldehyde a

Copper Phenol

Diethlyphthalate Silver

meta-Dichlorobenzene 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin a
ortho-Dichlorobenzene l,l,2,2-Tetrachloroethane a

para-Dichlorobenzene a Tetrachloroethylene a

Dimethylphenol Trichloroethylene a
Dioxane a Trichlorobenzene

a Carcinogen.
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PublicHealth both a hyl_x)thetical maximally exposed the health risk assessment process and to
Risk individual (MEI) and individuals at provide a range of values for "theoretical"
Assessments approximately 200 additional locations cancer risks. The worst-case analysis

within a 5-km radius of the Livermore site. includes two separate scenarios--one
The MEI is assumed to be born, reside, based on DHS-prescribed potencies
and work for a 70-y lifetime at the location (CAPCOA 1987) and the other based on
of greatest offsite exposure. This approach EPA-prescribed potencies (U.S. EPA 1988b,
does not account for differences resulting 1989a); in many cases, the potencies pre-
from population mobility (time spent at scribed by DHS and EPA are equivalent.
work, tirne spent indoors, and time spent The plausible case was evaluated based
traveling out of the area). The MEI will, solely on EPA cancer potency factors.
consequently, have an exposure greater Severalcompounds, which were identi-
than the other individuals at the other fled in Small quantities in the incinerator
locations in the Livermore-site area. waste stream, could not be evaluated in

Three prirnary-exposure routes were this risk assessrnent. The available toxicol-
considered in quantifying the exposure to ogy data for these cornpounds were not
emissions from the incinerator: inhalation, sufficient to support a calculation of can-
ingestion, and d,:cmal contact. The EPA cer risk. Accordingly, their contribution to
AIRDOS-DARTAB model (U.S. EPA 1979) the estimated cancer from the incinerator

was used to carry out the calculations of could not be determined.
radionuclide exposure. The methods for Noncarcinogenic effects were evaluated
quantifying exposure to emissions of the by comparing exposure rates to pollutant-
nonradioactive chemicals are presented in specific, health-based criteria (e.g., refer-
the RCRA Part B Health Risk Assessment ence dose or TLVs). An estimate of the

Phase 1. Existing Hazardous Waste increased number of additional cancer
Management lncilwrator (Radian cases in the exposed population (referred
Corporation 1989). to as cancer burden) from a 70-y exposure

Risk Characterization. Finally, the life- . to emissions from he existing incinerator
time risk of developing cancer and the was also included in this risk assessment.
potential for both acute and chronic non- For those compounds fully evaluated in
carcinogenic effects were evaluated. A this risk assessment, the worst-case "theo-
plausible case and a worst case are pre- retical" lifetime risk of excess cancer for
sented to account for the uncertainty in the MEI was estimated to be nine in ten

TableL-42.Summary of excess cancer risk from exposure to emissions from the Building
624 incinerator.

i,i ,i

Risk

Non radtoactive Rad ionu clide Total

Scenario emissions emissions emissions a

Worst case

DHS potencies b 3.7 x 10°7 5.4 x 10-7 9.1 x 10-7
EPA potencies c 1.2 x 10-7 5.4 x 10-7 6.6 x 10-7

Plausible case d 6.2 x 10 -7 5.4 x 110-7 5.5 × 10 -7

a Values represent the maximum exposed individual's lifetime excess risk of developing some form of cancer due to
incinerator emissions.

b Excess cancer risk values based on DHS-prescribed potency values and worst-case exposure assumptions.
c Excess cancer risk values based on EPA cancer potency factors and worsbcase exposure assumptions.

d Excess cancer risk values based on I:.PAcancer potency factors only and the plausible exposure assumptions.
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million (9 x 10-7). This means an individu- emissions were also below levels that PublicHealth
al residing for 70 y at tile point of highest would cause adverse effects. Risk
concentration of emissions, approximately Assessments
300 m east of the incinerator location, has Groundwater Risk Assessment

a nine-in-ten-million chance above that Hazard Assessment. A screening analy-
risk already incurred by everyday living sis was conducted to determine which
of developing some form of cancer, substances and exposure pathways are
This risk estimate is based on cancer potentially important from the perspective
potency factors recommended by DHS of adverse health effects for tile public.
(CAPCOA 1987)• When EPA-recommend- Thousands of water samples from moni-
ed potencies (U.S. EPA 1988b, 1989a) are toring wells and data from a number of
used, the worst-case risk was estirnated to different soil/sediment and stormwater

be slightly lower, seven in ten million runoff sampling studies were analyzed.
(7 x 10-7). The excess cancer risk for the The first part of the screening focused
MEI in the plausible case was estimated on the w)latile organic compounds
to be six in ten million (6 x 10-7). The (VOCs) in groundwater. The VOCs are
risks for all scenarios are summarized in dominated by trichloroethylene (TCE),
Table L-42. The risk estimates in Table L-42 tetrachloroethylene also termed per-
represent a conservative estimate of chloroethylene, (PCE), and chloroform,
potential risk for the compounds evaluat- which account for an estimated 91% of
ed; the actual risk is likely to be lower and

Altam0ntPass/"_'_ _..........:.:,::::::::::::::::::,:v:::.....could be as low as zero.

The worst-case "theoretical" number of ! Road(/ ..........:::::::::::::::::::::::::::................. c:::,,

cancer cases that could develop in the ! 2 ;(, " .... _":"exposed population (cancer burden) was ......:::::::::::::::::::_":i
• I .....:'::::...... _ -j_ Scale:Miles

• , c- t'vl _,

estimated to De 0.0001 This means that ! ......=::==5:=:=:== _ _) [0.0001 (or significantly less than one) case
of cancer would be expected in the exposed i ....:::....... _ _ _
population of 436 persons over a 70-y peri- "',
od of exposllre to the incinerator enfissions. L, ,,i

' _ " _ the LivermoreThe 436 exl:osed persons are ",_
valley residents that reside within the area

defined by the one-in-ten-million isopletla /-- LLNLproperty v_p,0a6.

(Radian Corporation 1989)• The one-in-ten- ,-*-.-d/ boundary .,_,_- r_u_.au_. %, F\'_i ...........
million isopleth, sllown in Figure L-25, e" ",,,......2._.&.(t_l.............X_.

defines the area in which increased risk of I i ........................................,.j _ _ ............
{ J F_

one in ten million or greater may occur. _1 i iI,

4

Individuals residing outside thisoval- cg-i /........I.........;i_............"_)_"['"_ , ]' l _ _ # b,,.I LupmWayshaped area would have excess risks below o .....................Lup!n.way..............

°he in ten milli°n (1 x 1°7" F°r °he addi- > ! i i.:,..,i}_:':i,i_i,,. J
tional cancer case to develop, the exposed I 1 {, I .':. "_.Y J'-
population within the area defined by the ! " ...........-_;_/!...................Dtg/'(IK.
isopleth would have to increase from 436 East _.=d_.....__ _' "\ ....Risk

people to 10 000 people. Avenue I i N /1 J Isopleth

The chronic, noncarcinogenic effects k J/
assessment indicated that daily exposure ' ._
estimates for each compound emitted I , _ SNLLproperty Np,
from the incinerator were below levels i ,I ! I I boundary

believed to produce any adverse effects, Figure L-25. The risk isopleth defining an area in which
even for sensitive individuals such as the residents have at least a one-in-ten million
elderly or asthmatics. Similarly, the acute increased risk of cancer from inciner,_tor

effects assessment indicated that operations (from Fladian Corporation 1989).
rnaxin_um one-hour concentrations of
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Public Health the total amount of VOCs dissolved in and inorganic substances, but the poten-
Risk groundwater under the Livermore site. tial hazard is too low to require a quantita-
Assessments Based on the results of previous chronic five risk assessment, more(web access to

animal bioassays, lifetime exposure to these areas is minimal and cleanup is
TCE, PCE, and chloroform may pose a already in progress; and (4) there is no evi-
cancer risk. The remaining 9% of the dence to suggest that soil concentrations
VOCs in groundwater is composed of a of radioactive substances present a public
variety of different organic compounds, health hazard.
over half of which is 1,1-DCE. However, To assess the potential future health
from a health-risk perspective (as agreed risks of the known contaminants in
by DHS), the most hazardous is carbon groundwater, the movement of VOCs was

' tetrachloride, which was used to represent modeled. We calculated 70-y average con-
the adverse effects of the remaining 9% of centrations at both existing and potential
the VOCs. Nonetheless, 1,1-DCE was also wells off site using the PLUME model of
assessed because it also poses a cancer contaminant transport and fate in the
risk. groundwater system (In-Situ, Inc. 1986).

The second part of the screening exam- The model accounts for the physical and
ined other contaminants in groundwater, chemical processes that affect the move-
includir, g benzene from a gasoline spill ment and distribution of contaminants.
from an underground storage tank in 1979 The physical parameters describing
and radioactive tritium. The very slow these processes depend on the hydrogeo-
groundwater movement in the locale of logy and environmental chemistry of the
the onsite gasc)line spill in combination chemicals identified as being of concern,
with benzene's fairly rapid biodegrada- and therefore may vary over the complete
tion rate virtually assures that benzene groundwate r flow path. The path, in turn,
will never reach detectable concentrations is determined by the direction of ground'
beyond DOE property. Consequently, ben- water flow aim the locations of potential
zene does not constitute a public-health receptor points, either existing water-
threat. Tritium exceeds the California supply wells, or hypothetical monitoring
drinking water standard of 20 000 pCi/L wells. Despite cornprehensive characteriza-
(22 Cal(fornia Code of Regulations Section tion of the groundwater, there remains some
64443) in one well (25 000 pCi/L). Levels uncertainty about the total mass of contain-
have declined significantly over the period inants now trapped in unsaturated sedi-
of LLNL's sampling due to radioactive ments that could later reach groundwater.
decay and will be reduced further with These uncertainties are treated by defin-
time to levels well below the State stan- ing two scenarios: (1) a "best estimate"
dard. Consequently, tritium will be below case, consisting of private and municipal
regulatory limits prior to offsite migration supply wells as receptors and the most
in ground waters, probable hyd rogeologic, chemical, and

The final part of the screening analysis source parameters; and (2) a "health con-
examined the nature and extent of soil servative" case that considers hypothetical
contamination. Principal findings of that receptors very near the LLN[_ site (i.e.,
analysis are that (1) no contaminated soils potential monitoring wells), the highest
have been found off site; (2) the only possible source contanlirlation, and hydro-
potential soil-based exposure pathway for geologic parameters that would produce
the public to soil on site is through the the highest offsi_.e concentrations. For the
inhalation of volatilized VOCs migrating health-conservative case, we assume there
off site, a pathway that was found to be is no natural degradation of the Corn-
insignificant; (3) for persons on site, there pounds, no dilution with clean water at a
is a potential for exposure in certain areas receptor, and the fastest plausible tra:ls-

• '_'" li theto soils contaminated with VOCs, PCBs, port rate. In both ca. es, we assume a
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groundwater moves westward toward the were estimated for tap water uses in tile PublicHealth
receptors, when in fact, much of tile home via ingestion of water, inhalation of Risk
groundwater flows toward more distant VOCs volatilized during showers, and Assessments
potential receptors to the northwest, dermal uptake of VOCs in bath water.

Table L-43 lists the maximum lifetime Potential irrigation-related exposures con-
concentrations of total VOCs at a receptor sist of the ingestion of fruits and vegeta-
for the two scenarios. To demonstrate the bles fronl home gardens watered with
extremely slow transport velocity, the time contaminated well water an3 the inhala-
at which the highest concentration would tion of VOCs that volatilize during sprin-
occur is also included. In the best-estimate kler irrigation.
case, the highest 70-y average concentra- The exposure assessment demonstrates
tion would be 0.15 ppb in 270 years, that tap water use is the main exposure
However, the health-conservative scenario pathway and that ingestion accounts for
yields maximunl concentrations well a significant proportion of the daily
above present regulatory limits for several predicted-dose rate. Inhalation of house-
individual compounds, hold air containing VOCs derived from

Dose-Response Assessment. The perti- tap water represents another significant
nent background data on the genotoxicity fraction of the daily dose rate, and dermal
and carcinogenicity to laboratory animals uptake also accounts for a significant
and humans was reviewed for the chemi- amount of the total intake. The exposure
cals identified as being of potential from ingestion of fruits and vegetables
concern in groundwater and soil. irrigated with well water contaminated
Accordingly, the dose-response informa- with VOCs is shown to be less than the
tion, cancer potency factors (CPFs), and exposures estimated for tap-water uses
reference doses (RfDs) used in the risk in a home. Inhalation exposures to VOCs
characterization process were obtained volatilized from sprinklers are found to be
from this review. All of this informatior_ is several orders of magnitude below those
contained in the text and appendices of estimated for the other water--based
the Remedial Investigation Rep;)rt pathways.
(Thorpe et al. 1990) and the Baseline Risk Characterization. The incremental
Public Health Assessment (Layton 1990). excess risk of developing cancer as a con-

Exposure Assessment. Exposures to pre- sequence of the predicted 70-y (lifetime)
dieted concentrations of VOCs in well exposure to a VOC in well water is calcu-
water are governed principally by the lated as the product of the estimated dose
potential uses of existing or future wells, rate and a carcinogenic-potency factor.
ReView of the wells located west of the Potencies for the VOCs of interest were

Livermore site indicates that domestic and obtained by fitting a dose-response model
irrigation uses are tlie most significant, to tumor-incidence data from chronic ani-
Accordingly, potential exposures to VOCs ma] bioassays (Bogen et al. 1987, 1988;

TableL.43.Summary of excess cancer risk from exposure to VOCs in groundwater.
i ii iii ___ i ii __ i i

Highest 70-y average Arrival time of
concentration of maximum

Scenario total VOCs (ppb) concentration (y) Cancer risk

Best estimate a 0.15 270 2 x 10-7
Health conservative a 440 110 1 x 10-3
Health conservative b 584 35 2 x 10-3

a Based on receptor wells in downtown l, ivermore,

b Based on a potential monitoring well drilled 250 ft we._,t of the Livermore site.
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Public Health U.S. EPA 1985). Tile maximum excess can- tor sites undo tile health-conservative
Risk cer risk associated with the besl-estimate transport scenario. This scenario results ill
Assessments case for the combined 70-y maximunl a maximum risk of I x 10-3,

exposure to VOCs at a municipal supply Risk Management. In summary, we
well in downtown Livermore is calculated emphasize that all of these analyses of risk
to be are based on the premise that no remedia-
2 x 10-7 (an additional two-in-ten-million tion will occur. In fact, I_,LNL will remedi-
chance of developing cancer over a 70-year ate these contaminants, and actual risks
lifetime exposure). Under the health- will be much lower. Moreover, the risks
conservative scenario, the highest predicted that are reported are estimates based on a
risk is 2 x 10-3 for exposure to contaminants number of assumptions, and, for this rea-
in water frtJm a potential monitoring well son, the risk may be as high as predict_,d
&illed 250 ft west of the Livermore site. or, on the other hand, it may be zero. We
Because no wells are likely to be drilled . also sh'ess that no members of the public
within tLis area, we also show the risk are currently exposed to VOCs derived
based on the downtown-Livermore recep- from fire use of wells near the LLNL site.
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SUMMARYOFENVIRONMENTAL
i

COMPLIANCEACTIVITIES

Introduction

This section briefly describes enviropmental activities performed by LLNL in

response to legal requirements. These environmental activities were performed by tile

Regulatory Affairs Division, tile Environmental Restoration Divisio l, tile
Enviroi_mental Guidance Division, and the Hazardous Waste Management Division of

the Environmental Protection Department. Included is a description of environmental

permits issued to or held by the Livermore site during the year. Also, environmental

documents associated with the NEPA process are summarized. A table of public he3r-

ings, regulatory inspections, and regulatory permits is presented in _able L-44. In

addition, this section summarizes pollution abatement projects and special environ-

mental projects or studies conducted or in progress during 1989. For further informa-
tier, about these activities, the interested reader is referred to the documents contained

in the Information Repositories located at the LLNL Visitor's Center and tile City of

l_ivermore Public Library. A list of these documents is presented in Appendix B.

Resource Conservation and Recovery database has been updated to include
Act (RCRA) Hazardous Waste infc_rmation about 1989. These data are

Management Activities presented in Table L-45 and in Figure L-26.
The Resource Conservation and Hazardous Waste Permits. The Interim

Recovery Act (RCRA) provides the frame- Status Document (EPA identification hum-
work at the Federal level for regulating ber CIA 2890012584) for hazardcms waste
the generation and management of solid storage and treatment at the lAvermore site
wastes, including those wastes that are covers specific units, including container
designated as.hazardous. Similarly, the storage, tank storage, and treatment.
California Hazardous Waste C_mtrol Law In February 1989, LLNI_ submitted a
sets requirements for the management of reformatted RCRA l_art B permit applica-
hazardous wastes in California. I_CRA tion for a Final Permit, which combined

regulates treatment, storage, and disposal previously submitted permit applicatkms
facilities thr_ugh a permit program. The fl_r the hazardc_us waste storage, treat-
permit process requires regulatory agency merit, and incineration units. Alsc_, after
review and approval of a facility's l_art A completing mc_difications to the existing
and Part B permit applications. These incinerator injection system and control
applications pn_vide information _mthe system, LI_,NI_performed the second liq-
facility and the wastes managed at the uid waste trial burn in February 1989.
facility. Initial results _,f this trial burn indicated

In 1989, a waste minimization study that the incinerat¢_r operated in a manner
was c_mducted f_r DOE for the purpose of that met _r exceeded the required 99.99%
compiling an hist(_rical database covering destruction and remowll efficiency (_f the
hazardous, mixed, and radi;_active waste selected principal (_rganic hazardc_us ccm-
genera ti_)n ra tes a t I,I.N 1_fr()m 1983 tc) sti tuen ts. This in h)rma ti()n was provided
1¢:)88.This eff()rt invc)lvect assimilating, t() I:_PAand DHS for their review as part ()f
analyzing and evaluating hazardc)us, the ong()ing permit review pr(_cess.
mixed, and radioactive waste rec(}rds in In September 1989, the lil'A issued a
f¢}ur databases. Since that time, the N(_tice c_tIntent t¢_l)eny the hazard_us
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Summary of Table L-44. Compliance summary--Livermore site.
Environmental ........

Compliance Type of regulatory action Regulatory agency
Activities

Public hearing (date)

RCRA Treatment and Storage of Hazardous EPA
Waste (Nov, 16)

Permits (number)

Underground Hazardous Waste ACHD
Retention Tanks (22)

Underground Hazardous Product ACHD
Retention Tanks (43)

Gasoline Recovery System (1) BAAQMD

Paint Spray Booth (3) BAAQMD

Particulate Capture Devices BAAQMD
(cyclones/baghouses) (! 2)

Solvent Cleaners (51) BAAQMD

Boilers (96) BAAQMD

Cleaning/Refurbishment Devices (6) BAAQMD

Printing Presses (4) BAAQMD

Pai1_tSpray Booths (3) BAAQMD

Vapor Recovery Systems (2) BAAQM D

Groundwater Stripping Systems (2) BAAQMD

Ovens (2) BAAQMD

Fire Test Cell (1) BAAQMD

Wet Scrubber (1) BAAQMD

Miscellaneous sources (7) BAAQMD

Interim Status Document DHS/EPA
No. CA 2890012584 for Hazardous

Waste Storage and lYeatment (1)

Discharge Permit to Sanitary Sewer I_WRP
Permit No. 1250

NPDES Permit CA 0029829 Monitoring Well RWQCB
Discharges (1)

WDR 88-075 Groundwater Remediation RWQCB
Activities (1)

..,continued
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Livermore Site

Table L-44.Compliance summary--Livermore site (concluded). Summary of
....... Environmental

Type of regulatory action Regulatory agency Compliance
Activities

Inspections (date)

Building 611 Waste Accumulation Area (Jan.. 10) ACHD

Building 391 vapor recovery system, BAAQMD
Building 403 groundwater treatment
facility and system (Feb. 8)

Annual Inspection of Permitted Sou rces BAAQM D
(Feb. 28, Mar. 2, Apr. 11,
May 2, July 11, July 14)

Source test of air pollution control BAAQMD
device at Building 403 (June 13)

Inspected asbe,_tos removal in BAAQMD
Building 115 (Oct. 6)

Inspected 26 boilers, Facility A (Oct. 17) BAAQMD

Folk)w-up visit for 1988 Visual EPA (contractor)
Site In:,pection (Jan. 27)i

RCRA Compliance Evaluation Inspection EPA (contractor)
of WAAs, plus Area 612, Area 514 and
Building 419 Hazardous Waste
Management Facilities (Mar. 30-31)

Observed second liquid waste EPA/DHS
trial burn (Feb. 9-17)

Review of Hazardous Waste DHS

Management facilities and units (May 22)

Review areas being considered for DHS
hazardous waste storage and h'eatment (July 5)

Hazardous Waste Management DHS
Inspection (Sept. 29)

Sampling of Building 196 and LWRP
Building 322 effluent (May 16, 19, 23, 25)

Inspection of Building 196 (July 6) LWRP

Inspection of 2020 Research Drive (Nov. 17) LWRP
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Livermore Site
Summary of waste facility permit for the LLNl., site. The Part A and Part B pern_it applica-
EnvironmentalReasons for this included failure to pro- tions were significantly revised to describe
G0mpliance vide an assessment of risks posed by more specifically the individual waste
Activities emissions from the hazardous waste management units, to reflect physical or

management facility, inconsistencies and operational changes, such as the replace-
deficiencies within the Part A and Part B ment of asphalt surfaces with concrete
permit applications and other written floors, and to add mixed waste manage-
documents, and inadequate secondary ment units. Written docun',entation
containment to meet final permitting included in the Part B permit application,

rcv ,.cdrequirements in portions of the hazardous such as the closure plan, were also , is,
waste manag_.ment facility. In response to to address concerns raised previously by
this notification, and based on discussions DHS. Other items, such as the seismic

with the regulatory'agencies regarding, studies and engineering drawings that had
uncertainties within the trial burn report, previously been submitted to DHS as part
LLNL announced its intent to withdraw of the Hazardous Waste Operations Plan,
the permit application for the incinerator; were also incorporated :into this Part B
LLNL also completed physical upgrades application. The revised permit application

. to several hazardous and mixed waste was submitted to the regvlatory agencies
management units to provide better in December 1989.
secondary containment and protection Public Hearing. A hearing was held by
from the weather. The_,e upgrades included EPA on November 16th, 1989, to gather
the pouring of concrete-bermed pad s to public comments on the EPA's intent to
replaCe asphalt surfaces and the installation deny a RCRA permit for the treatment and
of either roofs or tents to provide protection storage of hazardous waste at the
from sun and rain. Moreover, LLNL com- Livern-tore site. Initially, the operation of
pleted the incineration risk assessment. In the existing incinerator constituted a por-
addition, LLNL is scheduled to submit a tion of the permit application. However,
risk assessment for storage and treatment, prior to the hearing, I_,LNL decided to
and a risk assessment may be required in withdraw the incinerator portion of the
1991 for the generator areas, application. A final decision on the permit

TableL-45.Historical generation or shipment rates of hazardous, mixed, and radioactive
waste in gross tons.

i i H,! iii i i|1 i iii

Year LLW a TRU b Mixed Hazardous Total

1983 673.00 1&7() N A 1350.00 2041.70
1984 451.67 75.7() 151,50 1829.48 2508.35

1985 210.92 28,80 ! 55.27 i 618,95 2013.94

1986 265.76 13,70 164.78 1756,43 2200.67

1987 406.68 2.98 46,87, 1476,70 1933.23

1.988 211.24 3,96 184,11 1363.43 1762.74

1989 119.00 ().()()_ 201 .,,."15 1486.00 18()6.75

Note: The data for LLW, TRU, and hazardous waste were developed from shipping rn,_.'tJfest and incinerator data (the
incinerator hasnot been used since 1988),whih: the data for mixed wastewere developed from incinerator data, storage
data, and treatment data.

al,ow-level radioactive waste.

b'lYansuranic-radionuclide-containing waste.
CThere were no manifests for TRU wastes in 1989 because none were shipped.
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denial is expected in 1990. LLNL took the following actions in Summaryof

Inspections. The Livermore site was the response to the noted potential violations: Environmental
subject of four RCRA-related inspections (1) fire extinguishers at the four WAAs Compliance
in 1989. On January 27, an EPA contractor were inspected and certified by the LLNL Activities
visited the Livermore site to verify infor- Fire Chief; extinguishers at remaining
mation collected during the Visual Site WAAs were also inspected and certified,
Inspection performed October 31 through (2) generators were notified by formal
November 11 1:)88. The purpose of this mernorandum to ensure that caps and 1Ms
inspection was to identify all types of cur- are placed on all containers before place-
rent waste man agemeJ_" "_reas and to iden- ment in the WAA, (3) all generators were
tify areas which may nave had releases of reminded of labeling requirements; cur-
l',azardous constituents iato the environ- rent generator training has stressed this
merit. The draft RCRA Facility A,:sessment issue, (4) new, larger, "No Smoking" signs
Visual Site Inspection report dated were placed at the WAAs, (5) in the future,
January 3.0, 1989, identified approximately reports will be submitted to both agencies
862 Solid Waste Management Units within the fifteen-day allowable time, and,
(SWMUs) and 34 Areas of Concern (6) appropriate notification forms are now
(AOCs). Most of the SWMUs were judged being used.
to have low release potential requiring no On May 22, DHS reviewed Hazardous
special review The remaining SWMUs Waste Management facilities and units in
and AOCs are being, addressed through preparation for a California Environmental
the ongoing CERCLA investigation and Quality Act scoping meeting held in June
remediation activities, the LLNL tank pro- and July. No actions or findings resulted
gram, or through other regulatory agency from this review.
permitting activities. On September 29, 1989, DHS conducted

On March 30--31, EPA (through a con- an inspection of Hazardous Waste Man-
tractor) conducted a RCRA Comphal,ce agement operations. The inspector stated
Evaluation Inspection of Waste during the close-out meetings "that com-
Accumulation Areas (WAAs) plusArea pared to many military bases, this facility
6112,Area 514, and Building 419 Haz- appeared to be doing a much better job."
ardous Waste Management Facilities.
A total of six potential violations wen' ----- Total

noted' (1)fire extinguishers not regul,_, ly 2500 - _ _ LHLward°usnw.intairled at four WAAs, (2) some waste

c(mtainers were not properly closed at two / _ _ ....... Mixed
\VAAs, (3) accumulation start dates were _ 2000 -" _ __.. TRU
not indicated on some containers in the =

o612 Yard Receiving and Segregation Area,
(4) "No Smoking" signs were not placed o 1500EJ)

in conspicuous ltx_ations at two WAAs, (5)
seven incident reports were sent to DHS _--"_ooo-
only and three of the reports did not meet =
the fifteen-day deadline, alld (6)Land Dis- o
posal and Restriction Forms were not pro- 500
vided to the Regional Administrator or .............

; inappropriate form,., were used. 0 i I I " I. i
The Compliance EvaIuation Report 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989

stated that "overall, I_I_NL representatives Calendaryears
provided needed assistance and exhibited
a concern for the quality and effectiveness Figure L-26, Historical generation of hazardous, mixed
of I.LNI.'s hazardous waste management and radioactive wastes, 1983-1989.
practices."
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Summary of He also sta.ted that LLNL is the most com- submitted to DHS to demonstrate that it is
Environmental plex facility he had ever inspected. LLNUs practice to request permission to

Compliance As a result of this inspection, 11 viola- store wastes for more than one year. The
Activities tions and potential violations were noted ill general hazardous waste facility closure

tile DHS inspection report letter: (1) opera- plan was extensively revised to address
tion of 3 State-regulated treatment units DHS concerns and submitted both under
(drum crusher, silver recovery unit, and the separate transmittal letter and as part of
Building 419 solidification and size- the revised Part B permit application.
reduction unit) were without interim sta- NFPA placards were installed on the
tus, permit, or variance; (2) the 3 treatment 1 storage tank and 6 treatment tanks. To
units were not identified on the Part A ensure separation of incompatible wastes,
application; (3) closure plans were not sub- best management practices, such as the
mitted within required time periods before use of molded containment pallets and
closing the HF neutralization unit or upon separation by distance ;)f drums contain-
relocation of the silver recovery unit; (4) the ing incompatible wastes, have been
HF neutralization unit and the silver recov- employed in Area 612-3 for several years.
ery unit were not closed in accordance with LLNL has been working with DHS to gain
an approved closure plan; (5) certification occupancy of a state-of-the-art hazardous
statements were not submitted to DHS for waste storage building to replace this par-
the HF neutralization and silver recovery ticular area. New labels have been
unit; (6) 10 drums of waste had been stored obtained that will be more resistant to fad-

for more than I year; (7) a revised Closure ing. Storage areas have been equipped
Plan had not been submitted to DHS with- with tents or roofs to redure the impact of
in their specified tirne frame; (8) National weather on labels. Employee training has
Fire Prevention Association (NFPA) plac- been and continues to be conducted to
ards were missing on 6 treatment tanks and _now how to properly use labels for waste
1 storage tank; (9) separation of hazardous identification. Finally, in response to the
waste drums containing incompatible three potential violations, it is H_NL's
materials was inadequate in Area 612-3; position that the Building 231 HF scrubber
(10) a number of tanks and containers were is ai1 aii-pollution control device sin,ilar tct
improperly labeled (i.e., rnissing the words those used widely in industry and is regu-
"hazardous wastes," incomplete inforrna- lated by the BAAQMD. A permit has been
tion, or faded); and (11) the closure plan obtained from this agency. However, until
did not adequately describe activities to final resolution of ,iiscussions between
close individual waste management units. DHS and LLNL on this issue, the scrubber

Ill response to the DHS Report of has not and will not be operated.
Violation letter, as well as the EPA's In addition, on January 10, Alameda
September proposed Notice to Deny the County inspected the Building 611 Waste
LLNL Hazardous Waste Facility permit, Accumulation Area (WAA), which was in
the folk)wing actions were taken. Tile the process of being upgraded. N_, dis-
Part A and Part B permit applications were crepancies were found; however, tile
extensively revised to specifically address inspector requested that he be notified
each unit used to manage hazardous when the WAA had been upgraded.
and/or mixed wastes. Tb,ese docunlents Constniction of a,,;d Improvements to
describe berth current and proposed rnan- Waste Accumulation Areas. A Waste
agement activities. Documents previously Accumulation Area is an officially desig-
submitted to DHS regarding closure of the nated area that meets current environrnen-
HF treatmeIlt unit and relocation of the tal standards and guidelines for
silver recovery system were resubmitted temporary (less than 9(i)days) storage of
to DHS. Additional docunlentation was hazard(_us waste before pickup by the
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Hazardous Waste Management (HWM) found in 40 Code of Federal Regulati'ons Summary of
Division for offsite disposal. There are 53 Part 280, and standards for hazardous Environmental
WAAs at the Livermore site, 13 of which wastes in tanks, both aboveground and Compliance
were established during 1989. underground, are the subject of RCRA Activities

RCRA Personnel Training. Annual train- regulations in 40 Code of Federal Rey,ulations
ing sessions and as-needed briefings are Part 265. The Livermore site has 71 above-
conducted for generators of hazardous ground and 88 underground tanks in ser-
waste in the area of waste handling prac. vice. An additional 125 tanks at both the
rices. This training is based upon require- Livermore site and Site 300 have been
rnents set forth in 40 Code of Federal closed or rernoved from service.
Regulations Part 265.16 and 22 Califonfia To ensure that LLNUs UST program is
Code of Regulatio_ls Section 67105. Employ- in full compliance with Federal and State
ees learn to identify the basis (i.e., legal, regulations, a preliminary classification of
regulatory, policy, and DOE Orders) for USTs as hazardous or nonhazardous was
LLNL waste practices and the respective made in 1989 based on existing data and
waste-management responsibilities for known uses for each tank. In a second
waste generators, Environmental Analysts, phase, these classifications will be verified
or HWM field technicians. The course also by an extensive sampling program, a plan
includes training in the identification of the for which has been developed and submit-
factors used to determine if a waste is haz- ted to ACHD for comment. Implementa-
ardous, in the determination of the need for tion of Phase II of the classification

permits and controls, and in the reduction procedure will be completed in 1991.
,:)fthe volume of waste to be discharged. Tank Integrity Testing. The tank leak-
Other topics include preparation of waste tightness testing prograrn is in piace.
for transport and for storage in WAAs, the Underground tank systems are tested to
protocol for sampling waste, preparation of determine their structural integrity in
documentation for waste disposal, and accordance with testing requirements set
response to emergencies at the WAA or in a forth in Federal and State regulations. All
laboratory or a shop. During 1989, a total of underground wastewater systems are
1995 LLNL Livermore-site employees tested, including those not presently regu-
received this training, lated. The underground portions of tank

systems are tested as a whole or by com-
Resource Conservation and Recovery ponent parts, using methods that may
Act (RCRA) and Other Federal and include precision tests, dye tests, helium-
State Regulation of Storage Tanks injection detection, and hydrostatic tests.

Federal and State laws provide compre- All leak-tightness test results for regulated
hensive regulation of the design, opera- systems are provided to ACHD.
tion, monitoring, and closing of tank Thirty underground diesel fuel and
systems that contain hazardous products gasoline systems were tested in 1989. All
or hazardous waste. The California of these systems but one were leak tight;
Underground Tank Law, found in the leaking system was removed from ser-
23 Califorllia Code of Rey,ulatiolls Chapter 3, vice in 1989 (and removed from the
Subchapter 16, regulates underground ground in 1990).
tank systerns used for containment of In addition, 33 underground waste-
hazardous products or hazardous waste, water retention systems were tested.
County health departments, such as the These systems exist to receive and retain
Alameda County Health Department waste,water from processes that have been
(ACHD), have been delegated authority to identified as being of potential concern
enforce these regulations. Federal stan- (i.e., metal plating, printed-circuit boards,
dards for hazardous products and and semiconductors). Water is retained by
petroleum products contained in USTs are
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Summary of these systems until the appropriate mode to conduct the program have been hired. In
Environment& of disposal has been deterrnined, based on 1986 at the Mvernlore-site motor pool, a

Compliance the results of tank contents analyses, leak detection system was installed in lieu
Activities Testing in 1989 identified 10 wastewater of an inventory reconciliation. Manual tank

systems that could not meet the minimum gaging for the emergency generator USTs at
leak-rate criterion, l, eak sites for three of the Livermore site has been implemented
these were repaired, where conversion charts are available.

A program for necessary repairs or clo- Finalization of an inventory reconciliation
sure of the remaining seven systems is program for these tanks has been delayed
under way. Of the seven systems, four due to the Jack of manufac-turer inforrna-
have been removed from service, one sys- tion about the tanks. An alternative proce-
tern was removed from service as a haz- dure for developing the necessary
ardous waste system but remains in conversion charts has been developed and
service to ,:allect rainwater or irrigation the charts are being completed.
runoff, and two systems remain in service Personnel in the Tank Program is also
to collect nonhazardous materials, working to develop and implement moni-

Closure Plans, Closure Reports, or toring and release response plans for new
cleanup reports were completed in 1989 double-contained tank systems.
for tank systems or portions of systems Underground Tank Permits. There are
that were out of service, previously 22 hazardous waste underground retch-
removed but not officially closed, or tion tanks and 43 hazardous product tanks
planned for removal from service. Closure at the Livermore site that are permitted by
requirements for USTs include a Closure ACHD. Of these tanks, 13 of the haz-
Plan prior to closure of the system, quar- ardous waste retention tanks and 34 of the
terly reports if a leak has been identified, hazardous product tanks are in use, and 9
and a Closure Report following ck)sure of the hazardous waste retention tanks
activities. The Closure Plans require a and 9 of the hazardous product tanks are
detailed review of the uses of the tank, a removed from service and scheciuled to be

sampling plan, a site plan, and other infor- closed.
mation pertinent to ensuring that no
environmental contamination has Comprehensive Environmental
occurred, or if it has occurred, that it is Response, Compensation, and
adequately corrected. Additional staff Liability Act (CERCLA)/Superfund
support was c)btained to increase progress Amendments and Reauthorization
toward completion of Closure Plans/ Act (SARA)_Tit]e I

II _ "_ I liReports; twenty-four Closure Plans/ Also known as the Su F erfund Act,
Reports were submitted for regulatory CERCLA is a Federal statute that gives the
review in 1989. Federal government the power to identify

Funding for fiscal },ear 199(i)includes and clean up hazardous chemicals and
approval for 18 tanks requiring upgrades substances released to the environment.
to meet Federal and State design specifica- The Fmvironmental Restoration
tions. Engineering assessments to certify l_rogram (ERP)is a DOE program aimed
the integrity of ali single-wall hazardous at the cleanup of environmental
waste systems and all newly installed contamination caused by past waste prac-
, tit... A general budgetsystems are in progress, and are being tices at DOE facili ' ,s

conducted by sta_ffdedicated to their c()m- category was created for this pr(}gram at
pletion. Additional funding has been the request of the t-l()use Armed Services
request(cd for fiscal year 1991. Committe(,'. Funding began in 1988; how-

I.,LNI, has also been w()rking to establish ever, l_l,NIJs envircmmental investigati(ms
a c(mlprehensive inventory reconciliatic)n have 1.t (.n c)ng()ing since 1979. ERI) eff()rts
ph)gram for petr()leum USTs, and pers_)nnel
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at tile Livermore site art; directed mainly nlaximum, , "*_, 'resl: echvely, Maximum concert- Summaryof
toward tile Ground Water Project. (At trations of other VOCs are typically bek_w Environmental
Site 30(), the funds are used for the ongo- several tens to several hundred ppb. Total Compliance
ing Environmental Restoration Project.) VOC concentrations exceed 1 ppm in only 8 Activities

Ground Water Project. The Ground of 270 sampled wells. The fuel hydrocar-
Water Project addresses contarnirmtion bons occur almost exclusively in the area of
resulting frorn past releases of h_zardous the leaking undergrour_d fuel tank. These'
substances at and near the Livermore site. hydrocarbons are currently being extracted
In 1979, an inventory discrepancy led to in a pilot study using vacuurn-induced
the discovery that approximately 17 000 venting, l)ue to the very low groundwater
gallons of gasoline had been lost from an velocity in the area, the fuel hydrocarbons
underground fuel tank in the forrner- have not migrated more than about 500 ft
Building 403 area. In December 1983, i from the h,ak point. No groundwater in the
additional investigations were initiated _ study area has gross alpha or gross beta
after w_latile organic compounds (VOCs) ! activities above MCLs. Tritium occurs in a
were detected in offsite and onsite rrumi, concentration slightly above the MCI_ in
toring wells. Currently, efforts are ongoing one onsite well. Natural decay will reduce
to monitor the extent of VOCs and gaso- the concentration to below the MCL in a
line in soil and groundwater. In so doing, few years, long before the affected waters
pilot remediatkm has been initiated at the could migrate off site.
west perimeter of the Livermore site and Details of these activities and investiga-
in the gasoline leak area. I4_addition, vari- tions during 1989 can be found in the fl_l-
ous groundwater computer models are lowing documents: the I_LNL (;round

', ' _' part of the EPA Water Project Monthly Progress Reportsbeing dcxclo Fed as
Remedial Investigation/Feasibility Study and Annual Report (Dresen et al. 1990;
process, l)resen et al 1989a-f; l)evany et al. 1989;

In N_wernber 1989, a draft of the lovenitti et al. 1989; Lawson et al. 1989 a-d)
Remedial Investigation Report for the and _)ther special topical reports (l_ayton
Livermore site was prepared for agency 1990; Thorpe et al. 1990).
review. The objectives of the report were to
characterize the site and lay a foundation Superfund Amendments and

,,, -_ , _fremediation strate- Reauthorization Act (SARA)_Title IIIfor the dc xelog merit
gies. Screening of groundwater, surface SARA Title III is also known as the
water, soil, sediments, and air for toxic Fmergency l)lanning and Community
materials has led to the conclusion that the l),ight-to-Know Act. lt requires owners/
primary medium of concern is ground- operators of facilities that have certain
water. The pri':',,ripal ccmlpounds found to hazardous chemicals on site to provide
be c}fpc_tential c_mcern are volatile organic information on the manufacture, use, and
c(mlpounds (V(KM and fuel hydrocarbons, storage of those chemicals t(_organizafi¢ms
Eight chhMnated solvents, trichloroethy- respcmsible fl_r emergency resp_mse plan-
lene (TCE), tetrachl_m_ethylene (also termed ning. In California, this inforrnatkm must be
perchlcm_ethylene, I)CE), 1,1-dichloroethy- pr(wided to the Califl_rnia C)ffice of
h_'ne (1,1-DCE), 1,2-dichloroethylene Emergency Services, the c_unty, and the
(1,2-DCE), 1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-I)CA), k_cal fire department.
1,1-dichl(m_ethane (I,I-DCA), carb_m tetra- A physical inventory of all chemicals
chloride (CC14), and chlorcfform have been subject t_ repc_rting under SARA Title 111
detected in groundwater in the study area was conducted during the months c_f
in ccmcentratkms exceeding Federal c_rState N_}vernber and l)ecenaber 1988. l'he inwm-
maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) or tc_ry included the chernical name, the l_ca-
State Rec_wnmended l)rinking Water Actkm ti{m, the weight, the type (_fcontainer, and
l_evels. TCE and I"C.Earc the predominant the physical state c_fthe substance. The
V(KTs and are l_cally present in c_mcentra- invent_ry included the IAvernx_re site,
tions up to ab()ut 5.1 and1.6 ppm Site 3()(),and leased space (frf site. In early
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Summary of 1989, the data were entered into a comput, Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA)
Environmental erized database system, and were used to The Toxic Substances Control Act

Compliance generate reports for local emergency plan- (TSCA) is albroad statute that empowers
Activities ning agencies. The inventory continues to EPA to regulate hazardous chemicals pro-

be updated to reflect changes ill chemicals duced, used, or imported into the United
handled on site. States that are not already regulated under

SARA/OSHA Personnel Training. LLNL another set of laws. The TSCA regulations
also provides training for hazardous waste that affect the Livermore site are those reg-
operations and emergency response. This ulating the storage and disposal of poly-
training is based upon requirements set chlorinated biphenals (PCBs).
forth in 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part During 1989, LLNL removed and dis-
1910.120. There are two initial training posed of 5600 "small" capacito, rs (most of
courses. The first is a 40-hour course geared which weighed about 65 pounds) and 30
to general workers performing cleanup "large" capacitors (i.e., those heavier than
operations or investigations, and who are 65 pounds and a few weighing nearly
engaged in activities that expose or poten- 358 000 pounds) containing PCBs. These
tially expose _he worker to hazardous sub- capacitors were associated with the
stances and health hazards. The second is a Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX). Until
24-hour course for HWM operators and 1989, DOE had required LLNL to keep
workers on site only occasionally for a spe- TMX in a mothballed state so that it could
cific limited task who are unlikely to be be used again, if necessary. In 1989, DOE
exposed over permissible exposure limits, modified this requirement. Moreover, in
and for workers regularly on site who 1989, it was discovered that some of these
work in fully monitored and characterized capacitors were leaking, which further
areas where there is no indication of tile prompted their removal and disposal.
possibility of health hazards or an emer- Plans were then developed to remove the
gency developing. The course covers the three-story wooden structure that support-
hazards of waste sites, the general physical ed the capacitors, and finally to decontam-
and hazardous properties of chemical com- inate the ernpty building section.
pounds, the fundamental toxicological con-
cepts important ill determining the toxicity National Environmental Policy Act
of materials and predicting their effect on (NEPA)
exposed individuals, and the physical haz- The National Environmental Policy Act
ards (heat stress, noise, and ionizing radia- (NEPA) establishes Federal policy for pro-
tion) involved ii1 working at a waste site. tection of environmental quality and pro-
Tile course also covers exposure guidelines, vides the means for implementing that
protective clothing and devices, air moni- policy. The major means within NEPA to
toring, site characteristics, control and safe- achieve established goals is the require-
ty planning, drum and container handling, ment for Federal agencies to assess the
confined-space entry, emergencies, and environmental impacts of their decisions
hazard communication. SARA/OSHA through preparation of an Environmental
supervisory training is also offered. This Impact Statement (EIS) for any major
_raining is an 8-hour course required for Federal or Federally funded project that
personnel who will be leading others in the may have significant impacts on environ-
field at cleanup operations and at HWM. mental quality. If the need for an EIS is not
The course emphasizes tlle safety and clear, an environmental assessment (EA)
health program, planning, and coordina- must be prepared with a definitive conclu-
tion, site management, personal protective sion either calling for an EIS or making a
equipment, spill containment programs, finding of no significant impact (FONSI).
and health hazard monitoring procedures. In the latter case, no EIS is required.

in 1989, 105 employees received the ini- Groups of actions that do not individu-
tial SARA/OSHA training, and 60 employ- ally or cumulatively have a significant
ees received the supervisory training, effect on the human environment can be
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exempt from the NEPA process by estab- facility will integrate, centralize, and Summary,of
lishing "categorical exclusions." A extend many HE activities currently in Environmental
"Memorandum" is written when it is progress at LLNL. It' is a relocation and Compliance
clear that a proposed action will have 11o expansion of existing operations, particu- Activities
significant environmental irnpacts, but larly of LLNL's ability to test larger HE
because of limited DOE experience, the charges when necessary' Proposed experi-
action has not yet been added to the list ments in HEAF will provide the techno-
of categurical exclusions. An Action logy to further improve safety in the design
Description Mernorandun_ (ADM) is writ- of nuclear weapons. Upon completion of
ten when the proposed action is not an EA, a conditional FONSI was issued
"clearly insignificant." The ADM is used and became effective ill early 1990.
by DOE to determirte if an EA or all EIS Action Description Memoranda. An
is needed. ADM was written for the construction and

In 1989, over forty projects were evalu- operation of a Sewer Diversion Facility.
ated under NEPA and the applicable poli- The purpose (if tile facility is to prevent
cies and procedures for DOE compliance releases to the City's sewer systenl and to
with NEPA (Federal Register Vol. 52, prevent use of their diversion basin. The
No. 240, December 15, 1987), as amended. Sewer Diversion Facility will contain
Two of these were determined by DOE equiprnent to divert offsite flow of un-
to require an EA; four were the subjects treated sanitary sewage that exceeds alarm
of ADM, levels into onsite retention tanks. The facil-

Environmental Assessments. The ity will provide sewage contMnment and
Nuclear Directed Energy Research allow pH neutralization and biological
Facility (NDERF) (DOE/EA-0364) will neutralization by chlorination.
modernize portions of LLN L's engineer- Ali ADM was also written for tile addi-
ing, physics, and chemistry laboratories, tion of four laboratories to Building 166
and consolidate the X-Ray Laser and their subsequent operation. The labo-
Program. NDERF is an office and labora- ratories will be used as a small-scale semi-
tory complex that will provide the care- conductor fabrication and test facility for
fully controlled laboratory environnlent advanced applications in the Laser
needed to ensure product quality; it will Program. Tile primary environmental con-
substantially increase laboratory space cern was the use of toxic gases and other
for developing new materials and pro- hazardous material in the laboratories.
duction techniques, lt will foster better However, no significant impact to public
communication between scientific and health or tile environment is expected to
engineering teams, more efficient securi- result from normal operations or a worst-
ty, and increased flexibility to meet case accident.
rapidly changing program needs. Based The third ADM was written for the con-
on tile analyses in the EA, DOE has struction and operation of a new building
determined that the proposed action (proposed Btlilding 153) to provide labora-
(building and operating NDERF at tory and office space for tile fabrication of
I,LNL3 does not constitute a major microelectronic components and equip-
Federal action significantly affecting the ment. These activities are currently per-
quality of tile human environment with- formed in Building 131, which does not
in the meaning of NEPA. Therefore, a have adequate space to permit safe and
FONSI was issued by DOE. effective performance of these operations.

An EA was also completed for the' High As fear the addition of four laboratories to
Explosive Applications Facility (HEAF) Building 166, tile primary environmental
(I)OE/E a,-0384), As part of a nationwide concern was the use of toxic gases and
progran: !..'evitalize nuclear weapcms c_ther hazardc_us material in the laborat_-
facilities, HEAF will provide the physical ries. However, no significant impact t<',
capability to perform advanced high public health or the environment is
explosive (HE)exls: riments. This new

l.l.NI. t:3toirt_nmtultalI¢,t't_rl1989 1"17
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Summary of expected to result from nornlal operations treated groundwater to specified areason
Environmental or a worst-case accident. DOE property. The NI_I)ES permit
Compliance In addition, an ADM was written for the CA 0029289 applies to discharges to the
Activities construction and use of a 12-unit modular ground from monitoring wells used in the

research laboratory complex to provide groundwater investigation.
additional space to support the Human Wastewater Permits. The Livermore
Genome, Robotics/Genome, National site had a Wastewater Discharge Pern_it
Gene Library, and basic molecular genetic from the Cit), of Livermore Water
research. Small amounts of hazardous Reclamation Plant (LWRP) for discharges
waste will be generated in the laboratories, to the city sanitary sewer s•ystern', for 1988
including wastes from organic solvents to 1989 (Permit No. 1250). The text of this
and 32p, a weak beta-radiation emitter, permit is presented at the end of the chap-
Although administrative and engineered ter on sewer monitoring. A permit appli-
controls will be implemented to eliminate cation has been submitted for 1989 to
essentially the potential for the release of 1990; however, the LWRP has not issued

materials, under extreme conditions, srnall any official permits for that time period
amounts of 32p could be released. Flow- because the permitting system is being
ever, the maximunl credible accident revised. LLNL rnaintains contact with

releasing radioactive materials or waste LWRP and there is no reason to 1:eheve
frorn the modular complex would not have that the permit application will be denied.
a significantenvironmental impact. Inspections. I_,WRI_ conducted a hum-

Table L-46 lists NEPA-related docu- ber of inspections in 1989. On May 16, 19,
ments submitted by LLNL to DOE in 1989. 23, and 25, LWRP sampled Building 196

and Building 322 effluent. No report was
National Pollutant Discharge received. On July 6, LWRP inspected
Elimination System (NPDES)/Waste Building 196 for possible cause of a pink
Discharge Requirements effluent at the LWI;_P.The inspection con.-

Clean water is the subject of Federal, firmed the pink color was associated with
State, and local regulations. The National a dye test LLNL had reported earlier. No
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System corrective actions were required. Finally,
(NPDES), under the Federal Clean Water on November 17, LWRP conducted an

Act, establishes the permit requirements inspection of property at 2020 Research
for discharges into surface waterways. In Drive. No formal report was received,
addition, the State of California requires but a copy of the inspection notes did not
permits for any discharges that l_ave the show any violatiom:.
potential to adversely impact the benefi-
cial uses of waters of the State. The Air Quality Management Activities
Regional Water Quality Control Boards The Clean Air Act is the Federal law

(RWQCBs) are responsible for issuance that authorizes the EPA to set air quality
and enforcement of both types of permits, standards and to assist State and local
Finally, the City of Livermore Water governments to develop and execute air
Reclamation Plant (LWRP) requires per, pollution preventkm and control pro-
mits for discharges te the city sanitary grams. The Bay Area Air Quality
sewer system. Management District (BAAQMD) is the

Groundwater Discharge Permits. The local agency responsible for enforcing
Waste Discharge Requirements, Order these standards, as well as State and local
88-075 pertains to activities being under- standards, for air enfissions frem station-
taken to investigate and remediate ary sources in the San Francisco Bay Area,
ground water con tamina tion a t the incl ud ing the Livermore _lte.
Livermore site. lt allows discharge of Air Permits. The BAAQMD issued 192

permits issued to I_LNL. These 192 permits
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Table L-46. NEPA-related documents submitted to DOE during 1989. Summaryofi i i ii

Docunlent, Environmental
type Subject ComplianceActivities

EA l-:ligh Explosivc's Applications Facility (11EAF)
Nuclear Directed Energy Research Facility (NI)I:.?,I_,F)

i

ADM Sewer Diversion Facility
BI.,I,,l_aboratory Modular Complex (Building 361 Addition)
l'roposed 13uild ing 153
Building 166 l._aboratory Addition

Memorandum Building 153
Advanced Implementation lbchnology "lYailer Complex

, Building 332 SAS Office Expansion (SSEII)
Westside Drainage Project "
Building 185 l_,ight Lab Project
NTTC _l_,mporary Parking Ix)t l'roject
Parking l_,ts A-8 and D-1 Project
l)isaster l:'lannirlg Triage Complex

Build _ng 165 Advanced Optical Laboratory
,High Explosive Rinse-Water l_agoons Closure

Btlilding 281 Chemistry and Materials
qh'ailer 2(-,32 IAght Laboratory

q¥itium Evaporator at Well 8 Spring, Site 300
Waste Accunaulation Area, Building 495

Categorical 12-kV Replacement l'r0ject
Exclusion Trailer 4675 Central Cafeteria Expansion

15-kV Sectional Switch

Modifications to 13uilding 197
I_I.,NI_Polymer Gr_mp Relocation, Building 227
South Cafeteria Ventilation t-lood Installation

Technical Information Facility (TIF)
l.,iquid Nitrogen Storage Ta nk Replacemenl
Modifications to Building 323, a Fire Station at I.,i.,NI.,
F,xhaust Manifold in Building 131
Eai'th Scielwe l)ivision, Trailer 1409
Trailers 5927/5906

Building 490 Standby l'ower

ld,NI., l!iJroirmma'lllal Reporl 1989 119
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Summaryof were permits-to-operate for the following and system testing is scheduled to begin
EnVironmental operations or equipment: late in 1990.

Compliance 96 boilers, 51 solvent cleaners, I 2 par- Plutonium Facility Passive Air
Activities ticulate capture devices (cyclones Monitoring (PAM). The stack monitoring

and / or baghouses), 6 cleaning / refur- system for the Plu toniu m Facility
bishment devices, 4 printing presses, (Building 332), has been upgraded to
4 oil shale experimental equiprnent, include a PAM system featuring isokinetic
3 paint sw'_y booths,. 2 vapor recovery sample probes located at optimal sam-
systems, 2 groundwater stripping sys- pling locations. This system supplements
terns, 2 ovens, 1 gasoline station recov- the Continuous Air Monitors, and it pro-
ery system, 1 fire test cell, 1 wet. sides representative stack effluent sam-
scrubber, and 7 miscellaneous sources, pHng under routine and off-normal

Inspections. No deficiencies were noted conditions.
in the report of the BAAQMD annual Sanitar!t Sewer Discharge Control
inspection of permitted sources. The annu- Project. LLNL is in the process of in:prov-
al inspection included 5 visits conducted ing its ability to monitor and control pol-
from February to May 1989. The lutants inadvertently released to the
BAAQMD conducted two other inspec- sanitary sewer systern. The Sanitary Sewer
tions in 1989. On October 6, BAAQMD Discharge Control Project addresses four
conducted an inspectio, n of asbestos key elements to achieve this goal' (1) an
removal in Building 115; no discrepancies upgraded sewer monitoring system at
were found. On October 17, BAAQMD Building 196 to provide increased detec-
conducted an inspection of 26 boilers and tion capability, parameter-specific sensitiv-
Grour_dwater Treatment Facility A; again, ity, and improved reliability to reduce
no discrepancies were found, both system maintenance and downtime;

(2) a sewage diversion system and struc-
Pollution Abatement Projects ture to allow diversion of LLNL's and

LLNl_, is inw)lved in several projects to SNLL's entire sewer flow and to prevent a
improve effluent m(mitoring and control detected release from leaving the site; (3)
systems. These pollution abatement sys- satellite rnorlitoring stations at nine key
terns will help to further reduce emissions points in the sewer system to provide an
to the environment. These projects are early alarm warning and increased
briefly described below, response time for those discharges accom-

Tritium Facility VERS/SCOTS. The partied by pH variations and samples of
Tritium Facility (Building 331) is the discharge to assist in locating the cause
installing two major effluent corltrol of all types of sewer alarms; and (4) a
upgrades. The Vacutlnl Effluent Recovery facility->pecific control program for LI,NI_
System (VERS) is designed to rcc( ser including some upgraded and some new
over 90% of theexisting routine stack retention tank ,sy,stems,, enhanced building
enaissions. This will significantly reduce surveys of pr()cess discharges and build-
the amount of tritium discharged to the ing sewer lay_mts, and strengthened
atm¢ sf. here from LLNl.. VERS design administrative controls,
and construction is complete, and the
system is presently in the final acccl_ rance Environmental Protection
phase. The Secondarily Ccmtained Department Internal Compliance
Tritium System (SCOTS) will replace the Activities
existing high- and low-pressure tritium The Environmental Operati()ns Gr()tlp
systems with a modern, totally sec()ndari- is responsible for w()rking closely with
ly contained system. This system is LI_NL programs and departments in
designed t_)capture and then recover (via implementir_g environmental require-
VERS) any accidental release involving > ments so planned and current operations
large quantities of tritium. The SCOTS and experiments functic)n in compliance
system is in the final c_)nstruction phase,

!20 .................. ld.NI. 1!51_,in,_melltalI@t)(;,i1989
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with Federal, State, and local environmen- mentation of recornmendations and/or Summaryof
tal regulations. The group consists of envi- corrections. Walk-through inspections are Environmental
ronmental analysts who are assigned to conducted on an as-needed basis, A total Compliance
specific M_NL programs and departments of 93 formal building inspections were Activities
to assist in day-to-day environmental conducted during 1989,
actMties, These activities include manage- Spill Response. Investigation, sampling,
merit of hazardous wastes and implemen- and evaluation of ali potentially hazardous
tation of appropriate pollution abatenient spills and leaks to the environment are
controls. Compliance status is maintained conducted. This includes assisting in
and verified by staff who keep abreast of cleanup of spills, determining if a spill is
all existing and planned activities, review reportable to regulatory agencies, and veri-
construction documents, inspect facilities, lying that cleanup is complete. Environ-
and audit waste management procedures, mental Operations provides guidance to

Building, Inspections, Formal, detailed the programs on preventing re_ccurrence
building inspections are conducted for of spills.
each LLNI._ facility every other year. These During 1989, the Environmental
inspections scrutinize proper handling Protection Department responded to six
and management of hazardous and incidents, which were reported to regulato-
radioactive wastes and waste streams, ry agencies. Ali incidents were contained at
management and maintenance.of WAAs; the time of occurrence or notice, and
potential release pathways to the environ- cleanup has been verified to be complete.
ment (e.g., storm and sanitary sewer Site Evaluations Prior to Construction.
drains), hazardous product storage areas, Sampling and analysis for potential con-
wastewater retention systems, operating taminants is conducted at all proposed
ecluipment (e.g., vacuum pumps, trans- construction sites to ensure that any soil
formers, capacitors, baghouses), and labo- and debris generated is dispoSed of appro-
ratory and machine shop areas. An priately.
inspection report is prepa red for the Du ring 1989, Environmental Operations
program/department and follow-up pro- conducted site evaluations for 27 con-
cedures are conducted to ensure imple- struction projects.

I,I,NL t-iJl_qn_ltmeJlhdR_'/_rl 1989 121/1_1,
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QUALITYASSURANCEAND
STATISTICALMETHODS

Introduction

The Environmental Monitoring Group (EMG)conducts quality assurance (QA)
activities at both LLNL and Site 300 to comply with DOE Order 5700.6B

(U..S Department.... of Ener _yg 1986).. This_ order sets forth DOE policy, rec]uiremen ts,,
and responslblhhes for the estabhshment and maintenance of plans and actions
that assure ttuality achievement in DOE programs. The order icientifies the
Arnerican National Standards Institute/American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ANSI/ASME) NQA-1 "Quality Assurance Program Requirements for Nuclear
Facilities" (ASME 1989) as the preferred quality assurance standard. DOE Order
5400.1 specifically.refers to quality assurance with respect to envwonmental morn-
toting and states that a quality assurance prograrn consistent with DOE Order
5700.6B shall be established covering each element of environmental monitoring
and surveillance. Furthermore, DOEOrder 5400.xy specifies that the environmen-
tal monitoring plan _shall contain a:appro priate QA _sections,., consistent,_ with the
18-element forrnat of ANSI/ASME NQA-1, regarding all monitoring/surveillance
activities at the site. This order specifically identifies QA requirements for radiolog-
ical effluent and surveillance monitoring.

In addition, the LLNL QA policy mentioned DOE Orders and LLNL QA
states "all program's and line organiza- policies. A separate QA document has
tions use QA to assist in providing confi- been prepared by EMG that addresses all
dence that objectives will be achieved 18 points of NQA-1 (Holland 1987). All
with due consideration for health, safety, sampling is conducted according to writ-
and environmental concerns" (LLNL ten procedures described in EMG
1985). Furtltermore, the Environmental Procedures Manual (Brekke et al. 1988).
Protection Department (EPD) QA policy Environmental monitoring samples are
states "ali EPD QA plans must include analyzed by LLNL or commercial labora-
elements of national consensus standards tories. When available, EPA standard
that are judiciously and selectiw:ly methods are used to analyze the sarnples.
applied. ANSI/ASME NQA-1 is the DOE If EPA standard methods are not available,
preferred standard for quality assu, ace." LLNL develops its own procedures. The
The QA goal for EPD is to "assure that radiochemical methods used by the
research, development, demonstration, Nuclear Chemistry Division are described
scientific investigations and production in detail in another rep(_rt (Garrison et al.
activities are performed in a controlled 1985). When required analyses are per-
manner; that components, systems and formed by independent contractors, I_,I_NI_,
processes are designed, developed, con- contracts with laboratories certified by
structed, tested, operated and maintained EPA and the State of California. LLNL
according to engineering standards, requires its contractors to maintain ade-
quality practices and technical specifica- quate quality assurance programs and
tions/operatkmal safety requirements and documentation of methods.
that resulting technology data are valid Audits of both contract laboratories and
and retrievable." _ onsite laboratories are required as part of

Environmental monitoring at LLNI_ the EMG QA plan. Furthermore, both inter-
takes place in accordance with the above- nal and independent audits of EMG are
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Quality performed annually. Independent audits from Locations 1 and 4 during March 1989
Assurance are performed by the LLNL QA office, because there was insufficient flow at

these locations. No stormwater runoff

Deviations and Changes to the samples were available at any locations
Sampling Program during the second half of 1989 because of

The following paragraphs describe those inadequate rainfall for runoff. The
regularly scheduled samples for which data stormwater samples that were taken were
are not reported because of an inability to analyzed for gross alpha, gross beta, triti-
collect the sample or loss of the sample dur- ated water, and various physical and
ing analysis, and also describe changes to chemical pollutants; however, only one
the environmental sampling effort, rainwater sample had adequate volume

Air Sampling Program. No changes for gross alpha and gross beta analyses in
were made to the air sampling program. 1989. No water samples were collected
During 1989, 937 of 988 possible air partic- from the LLNL swimming pool during the
ulate samples and 332 of 338 possible air months of December and February. Local
tritium samples were taken as part of the water supply wells 3S1E-12D2 and 3S1E-
routine monitoring program. These repre- 12G1 could not be sampled because they
sent sample recovery rates of 95% and were dry. Two quarterly tap water sam-
98%, respectively. The EMG Quality ples (Locations 26 and 37) were not col-
Assurance Plan sets a minimum sample lected for gross alpha and gross beta
recovery rate of 85%. The reasons for lost analyses.
air particulate samples were air sampler Vegetation and Foodstuff Sampling
malfunction or loss of electric power to the Program. No changes were made to the
samplers. Air tritium samples were lost vegetation sampling program, No vegeta-
due to air sampler malfunctions or break- tion was collected at Location 15 during
age of sample flasks, the first quarter due to a lack of available

Sewer Monitoring Program. Sewage green vegetation.
samples are centrifuged and the resultant The number of wine samples was
supernatant is analyzed for tritium, increased over that of previous years. (See
However, it was determined in 1989 that the Vegetation and Foodstuff chapter for a
the presence of chlorinated hydrocarbons detailed discussion of the changes to the
in the supernatant was interfering with wine sampling plan.)
the analyses. Therefore, the analytical pro- Additional honey samples were collected
cessing for sewage samples was changed and analyzed in 1989 because additional
so that tritium analyses were performed producers of honey were identified from
on supernatant samples only after the both local and background areas. Honey
samples had been distilled, samples will Continue to be collected on an

Sewage samples from LWRP were not as-available basis.
obtained for one day each during the Milk samples, scheduled to be c011ected
months of January to May and during every month, were not always available
December. Three samples 'were not from the producers. Samples from
obtained during September. One sample Location 12 were only available between
was not obtained from LLNL during the February and August during 1989. The
months of May and November, Of the 730 supplier at that location moved from the
scheduled samples, 719 were collected and area and was not able to provide milk sam-
analyzed, a collection efficiency of 98%. ples after August. Milk was unavailable

Routine Water Sampling Program. No from Location 13 until May. The supplier
changes were made to the routine water at Location 5 did not provide samples dur-
sampling program. No rainfall was col- ing February. No milk was collected from
lected during the first quarter. Storrnwater any suppliers during January or
runoff samples were collected at four loca- December. The goats do not normally pro-
tions during rainfall in March 1989. No duce milk during these winter months.
stormwater runoff samples were taken
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Additional supIdliers of milk for sampling Program. Table L-47 shows the cornpari- Quality
are being sought, son of analyses by LLNL with known val- Assurance

Environmental Radiation Monitoring ues. The errors are calculated at the 1-(_
Program. No changes were rnade to the level. None of the reported analyses are
environrnental radiation monitoring pro- outside LLNL accuracy goals or the EPA
gram. During 1989, 18 of 308 environmen- control limits. Participation by onsite labo-
tal dosimeters (94% collection efficiency) ratories (Hazards Control and Nuclear
were missing at the time of collection. All Chemistry) was reduced from that of pre-
the missing dosimeters were from offsite vious years. An investigation and
locations. Dosimeter loss is usually a result reassessment of LLNL participation in the
of construction activities or vandalism. EPA cross-check program is being con-

The minor changes specified in 1988 ducted in cooperation with Hazards
regarding the calculation of radiological . Control and the Nuclear Chemistry
dose assessments were again applied in Division. Contract laboratories are also
1989 (use of the newly established proper- required to participate in the program.
ty line, use of momentum-induced plume However, permission to publish their
rise in atmospheric dispersion calcula- results has not been granted.
tions, calculation of effective dose equiva- LLNL also participated in the 1989
lents with dose factors supplied by DOE, intercomparison studies by the DOE
Clean Air Act Code run with specific Environmental Measurements Laboratory.
rneteorological data, and air pathway The data from this study are presented in
doses calculated using exposures from Table L-48. Nine of the analyses fall out-
ingestion and ground surface irradiation side the newly established 20% accuracy
in addition to inhalation and submersion; goal. Of these nine, four are far enough
Brekke et al. 1989). One additional change from the goal to be of concern (125Sb in air;
was instituted in 1989. Doses attributed to 144Ce in air, 238U in air, and 239pu in .

tritium gas (HT) were included with those water). Comparison of the study air filter
due to tritium water vapor (HTO) in all data is often difficult duc to differences in
tritium calcul.ations. In past years, the HT filter types and counting apparatus geom-
component (25 000 times less significant) etry. LLNL analyses of the intercompari-.
was not included in the calculations, son air filters, while for some isotopes

Meteorology Monitoring Program. No beyond the accuracy goal, compared well
changes were made to the meteorological with analyses performed by other labora-
monitoring system. Data recovery frorn tories in the study. Nevertheless, all the
the meteorological monitoring program analyses outside the accuracy goal are
was calculated to be 100%. During 1989, being investigated by LLNUs Nuclear
equipment at the meteorological tower Chemistry Division.
was nonoperational for a total of tw() Dupli.cate Analyses. Table L-49 pre-
15-minute increments, sents data generated by the duplicate sam-

Soils/Sediments Mon_'toring Program. pling regime. Samples from both the
No changes were made to the soil and sedi- Livermore site and Site 300 areas are
ment monitoring program. All samples included to provide a larger data set for
were acquired and analyzed according to statistical analysis. The regression analy-
the environmental monitoring plan. Soil ses for these sample media (where enough
samples were again collected from fixed data pairs were generated to allow the
locations, as described in the 1988 Annual analyses) show good agreement between
Monitoring Report (Brekke et al. 1989). routine samples and quality assurance

duplicates, with the exception of 238U and
Participation in Laboratory 239]_U in air samples. These deviations are
lntercomparison Studies thought to be caused by the proximity of

During 1989, LLNL participated in the the levels to detection limits, but are under
EPA's Environmental Radioactivity investigation by the Nuclear Chemistry
Laboratory Intercomparison Studies l)ivision. Individual ratios of quality
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Quality assurance duplicates to routine samples associated measures of dispersion are cal-
Assurance do occasionally exceed the data goal of ' 'cfilated according to DOE Order 5400.xy

30%, but never do so for a sustained peri- protocols. For data sets containing few
od. If that were the case, it would indicate LLDs, measures of central tendency are
a bias in the sampling and a_alysis system, reported as the arithmetic rnean+ one

standard deviation (SDM), with the stan-

Statistical Methods dard deviation expressed as a percentage
Data review and analyses are conducted of the mean. For data sets containing

in accordance with the EMG Quality many (one-third or more of the total) LLD
Assura1_ce Plan (Holland 1987) and the values, measures of central tendency are
EMG Procedures Manual (Brekke et al. reported as the median value + the medi-
1988). Both documents col_tain detailed an absolute deviation (MAD; median of

hfformation regarding the acceptability of the differences of all data values from the
data and the procedures that are followed median), with the MAD expressed as a
for the identification, notification, and cor- percentage of the median. By convention,
rec_uon of suspect data. summary statistics are not expressed with

Statistical methods used in this report "less than" (<) signs. lt should be noted
have been implemented pursuant to DOE that the use of LLDs in computations
Order 5400.xy, Chapter VII (Data Analysis leads to overestimates of the central ten-
and Statistical Treatment) (U.S. Depart- dency because the actual values of data
ment of Energy 1988d). The methods expressed as being below the detection
employed reduce the large volumes of limit are quite likely less than the LLD
monitoring data to surnmary concentra- value used in the calculations.
tion estimates that are suitable for both Where unusually high values were
temporal and spatial comparisons, detected frorn areas of known contamina-
Attention is given to estimating accuracy, tion, means and standard deviations are
bias, and precision of all data. calculated both with and without the

Radiological Data. The precision of inclusion of the high values, and the
radiological analytical results is displayed calculations without high values are
in the data tables as 2-0" counting errors, reported in parentheses. This was done so
expressed as a percentage of the associated that measures of central tendency are not
value. The counting errors are not used in skewed by the presence of the high values.
any summary statistic calculations. By Otherwise, the common use of such data
convention, any radiological result could bias estimate:; of the overall impact
exhibiting a 2-0" counting error greater of LLNL operations.
than 100_/_is said to be at the lower limit Statistical Comparisons. Standard com-
of detection (LLD) and is presented i a the parison techniques (t-test and ANOVA)
tables with a "less than" (<) sign to indi- have been used where appropriate for the
cate its LLD status. However, the actual deterrnination of the statistical signifi-
LLD values are used in the calculations of cance of the difference between means. All

all summary statistics, such tests of significance have been per-
Nonradiological Dt_ ta. Nonradiological formed at the 0.05 level. When such a

data that are reported as being below the comparison is made it is explicitly stated
analytical detection limit are also dis- in the text as being "statistically signifi-
played in the tables with a "less than" (<) cant" or "not statistically significant."
sign. As with the radiological data, the Other uses of the word "significant" in the
actual detection limit values are used in text do not imply that statistical tests have
the calculation of sumlnary statistics, been performed. These uses instead relate

Summary Statistics. Determinations to the concept of "practical" significance,
of measures of central tendency and and are based on professional judgment.
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' Assurance

TableL.47. Quality assurance analyses for the EPA's Environmental Radioactivity
Laboratory Intercomparison Studies Program, 1989.

IIII I

Value reported (pCi/L 4- 1c_)

Normalized deviation a

Analysis Media LLNL Known from the known value

Gross alpha Water 6.33 ± 0.58 8.0(1 4_:5.00 -0,58

Gross beta Water 5.33 ± 0.58 4,()[)-± 5.00 (].,16

Tritium Water 3017:4 378 2754 ± 356 1.28

4506 _+_21 4503 4_450 1].01

3473 -J-96.1 3496 +_364 -(I.11

Gamma

134Cs Water 19.00.4-_1.00 2(I.0(I :]-5 -0.35

137Cs 21.70 :__:1.l 5 211,(/(I4:5 11.59

137Cs Air (pCi/f]iter) 24.00-± 1.00 20.00 4-.5 1.38

137Cs 49.00 4 1.73 5(1.11()'± 5 4/,35

a Acceptable deviations are _ ±2.
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TableL-48.Quality assurance for the DOE Environmental Measurements
Laboratory (EML) Quality Assessment Program, 1989. a,b

I I III IIII I IIII tlm

LLNl, EML LLNL/EML

Analysis Media value value ratio

7Be Air 2140 1950 1.10

153 123 1.24

54Mn 5.33 3.74 1.43

5.12 4.17 1.23

6°Co 137 126 1.0q

9.35 8.17 I. 14

125Sb 50.6 96.8 0.52

134Cs 9.68 9.33 1.04

137Cs 238 189 1.26

4.79 3,58 1.34

144Ce 11.0 7,08 1.55

238U 0.211 0.090 2,34

0,765 0,720 1.06

239pu 0.216 0.270 0.80

(],016 O.Ol8 0.89

4°K Soil 23.9 2,1.l 0.99

533 561 0.95

137Cs 22.8 20.8 1.10

746 642 1.! 6

239pu 0.486 0,420 1.l 6

15.7 17. l 0.92

3H Water 6.11 6.31 0.97

364 395 0.92

54M n 0.327 0,300 1.09

67.7 65,0 1.04

57Co 154 135 1.14

60Co 0.89 0.94 0.95

143 155 0.92

134Cs 60.5 68.3 {}.89

137Cs 2.70 2.55 1.06

73.2 68.3 l .()7

144Ce 147 132 1.1 l

239pu 0.252 0350 0.72

().()062 0.0059 1.05

a Ali values are relative, The exponents are not included; therefore, values do not indicate actual concentrations.
b Ali data were provided by LLNL's Nuclear Chemistry Division,
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Table L-49. Quality assurance--duplicate sampling, selected parameters, 1989.
i iii ii

Regression analysis a

Correlation

Media l_arameter Data capture (%)b Precision c Ratio d coefficient Slope Y-intercept

Sewage _)8
LLNL 3H 52.8/-48.0 0.98 0.970 -1.1 × 10 -6

LWRP 3H 1,22

Water 100

Livermore Valley 3H 7.6/-17.8 0.99 0.952 0,405

Vegetation 98

Livermore Valley 3H 1,17
Site 300 3H 1,31

A i r 239pu 96 118,2/-90,9 0,72 0,80 2.673

3H 22.25/-17,87 0.98 1,05 --0,118

238U 97.50/-89,08 0.02 0.17 5.145

Soil 239pu 97 1.11

Groundwater 97

TOC 19.24/-38.28 0.99 0.91 -0.026

Conductivity 15,58/-20,60 0.84 0,86 113.7

As 25.24/-18.40 0,93 0.94 0.0025

Milk 3H 80 1,03

a Only calculated for data sets with more than 8 valid data pairs.
b Ratio of samples collected for that medium to the number of samples scheduled to be collected,
c Calculated according to the methodology in Quality Assurance Handbook fl_r Air l_ollutian Measurement Systems (U.S, EPA 1976) for data

sets with more than 8 valid data pairs,
d Only used for data sets with less than 8 valid data pairs, Value is the mean of the ratios of QA samples/routine samples,
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Introduction

The environmental effects of Site 300 operations arc_governed by location, climate,
and geology. For example, the dispersal of airborne emissions from the site are con-

trolled by wind patterns and rainfall. Data on wind and rainfall are used to calculate

the effects of emissions on nearby populations. Similarly, tile dispersal of any
groundwater contaminants are constrained by tile particular geology of the site. This

chapter is a brief overview of facts about Site 300 surroundings that areused ill
determining environmental effects of various ernissions.

Location
Site 300 is LLNL's high-explosives (HE) , n , ,,

testing site. lt is located 24 krn (15 miles) NNW NNE
east of the Livermore site in the Altarnont

Hills of the Diablo Rang, e and occupies an NE
area of 30.3 km 2 (10.2 miles2). Two addi-

tional HE testing facilities are located in
close proxirnity to Site 300. To the east, and
adjacent to Site 300, is a testing facility
operated by Physics International. A simi-
lar facility operated by SRI International is
located approximately 1 km (0.6 miles)
south of Site 300. The Carnegie State
Vehicular Recreation Area is located south

of the western portion of Site 300. Power-
generating windmills are present north-
west of the site. The remainder of the land

around Site 300 is in agricultural use,
primarily as grazing land for cattle and
sheep. The nearest residential area is the sw sl=
town of Tracy (population 25 000), located
1() km (6 miles) to the northeast, ssw ss_:

s

Climate $3001989

The climate at Site 300, while generally Wind speed(m/s)
similar to tile Livermore site, is modified , ,,-vT---, --1 ]--------]
by higher elevation and greater relief. The 1.0,4.9 5.0-6.9 7.0-10.9 :_:11.0
temperature range is s(m-_ewhat more Calms:0.0-0.9m/s9.0%
extreme than the Livermore site, and sur-

face wind patterns are influenced by local
top()graphy. Annual wind data are pre- FigureS-1. Wind rose showing the average annual wind
sented in Figure S-1 and Table S-1. Rainfall speed frequency of occurrence and direction
for 1989 was 138 mm (5.4 in.). For the 17-y at Site 300 for 1989.
period from 1973 through 1989, the average
rainfall was 268 rnrn (10.55 in.).
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Site 300
Setting TableS-1.Average annual percent frequency of wind direction versus wind speed (m/s)

for Site 300, 1989. Winds are based on one hour averages. (Row and column
totals cio not add up' due to roufiding of numbers.) '

i li

Direction 0.0-0.9 1.0-2.9 3.0-4.9 5.0-6.9 _>7.0 Total
calm

N 0,6 1.1 1.1 0.4 0.2 3.3
NNE 0.6 1.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 '1.7
NE 0.6 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4
ENE 0.6 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.4
E 0.6 1.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 2.1
ESE 0.6 1.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.6
SE 0.6 1.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.7
SSE 0.6 1.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 2.4
S 0.6 2.6 0.6 0.2 0.0 4.0
SSW 0.6 1.9 0.1 0.1 0.0 2.7
SW 0.6 1.8 0.5 1.2 1.3 5.5
WSW 0.6 2.9 5.4 "16.2 5.5 30.6
W 0.6 4.3 3.9 2.6 0.1 11.4
WNW 0,6 3.4 1.3 0.5 f),0 5.7
NW 0.6 5.8 1.8 1.9 0.3 10.4
NNW 0.6 5.4 3.4 1.9 1.0 12.2
Total 9.0 38.9 18.7 25.2 8.4 100.1

Geology (1990), and McIlvride et al. (1990). Detailed
The topography of the site is irregular, geologic and hydrogeologic investigations

with a series of steep hills and ridges continue and will be discussed in subse-
oriented along a generally northwest/ quent reports.
southeast trend; these hills and ridges are Site 300 is underlain primarily by
separated by intervening ravines. The ele- Tertiary sediments of Pliocene and
vation ranges from approximately 150 m Miocene age. Two stratigraphic units con-
(506 ft) at the southeast corner of the site tain bedrock aquifers of hydrogeologic
to approximately 538 m (1750 ft) in the significance: the late Tertiary non-marine
northwestern portion, sequence (Dibblee 1980), which consists of

Knowledge of the geology and hydroge- poorly sorted sandstones, siltstones, and
ology of Site 300 is based on regional geo- claystones with irregularly distributed
logic mapping by Huey (1948), Raymond channel fills of silty and gravelly sand-
(1969), and Dibblee (1980). These and sub- stones; and the Miocene Neroly
sequent detailed geologic and hydrologic Formation, which consists of interbedded
studies were reported in the Draft sandstones, siltstones, and claystones con-
California Environmental Impact Report taining considerable amounts of volcanic
prepared to support the 1987 renewal of ash and some tuff. Two zones in the
LLNUs contract with the Department of Neroly Formation are characterized by rel-
Energy (University of California 1986). a tively thick and persistent sandstones
More recent studies are reported in a series that are potential aquifers; these are infor-
of topical and Remedial Investigation (RI) really named the Neroly upper blue sand-
reports, e.g., Raber (1983), Raber and stone and the Neroly lower blue
Carpenter (1983), Carpenter et al. (1983, sandstone. The bedrock is overlain locally
1986, 1988), Taffet and Lamarre (1988), by older alluvial and terrace deposits
Taffet et al. (1989a), Crow and Lamarre beneath Quaternary to Recent colluvium,
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alluvium, valley fill, and stream deposits. Ravine Fault, which strikes southeasterly Setting
Along tile northern and southern borders across the site, offsets beds containing
of the site, older beds crop out. These aquifer s . Recently, LLNL has mapped
include the marine Cierbo Formation, previously undiscovered faults in the .o ,. * , '

locally the Eocene Tesla' Formation, and southwestern part of Site 300; their hydro-
the Cretaceous Panoche Formation, part of geologic significance is not yet clear.
the Great Valley Sequence. However, if the faulting extends south-

The structural geology at Site 300 is eastward, it may cause hydrologic discon-
complex (see Figure S-2). The axis of the tinuities in areas under investigation.
Patterson Anticline extends across the Local perched aquifers containing small
northern part of the site from northwest to amounts of water occur in some of the
southeast. Two major faults are found at channel fill deposits in the non-marine
Site 300. The Carnegie Fault, which strikes Tertiary sequence. Perched aquifers are
along the southern boundary, is a region- defined as containing unconfined water

ally significant structural boundary separated from an underlying main body
between strongly folded rocks to the south of water by an unsaturated perching
and more gently folded rocks to the north, aquitard; normally they are highly local-
In the northern part of the site, the Elk ized and of small extent. Water quality is

_ ---,-- Fault,

[ Ravine Fault -.- - - dashed where inferred
t, • ..... dotted where concealed, queriedwhere existence doubtful

I _ Groundwater surface elevation
I contour (feet above msl)
I - ,- Anticline

I _ j Ground elevation contour
I (feet above msl)

r" "'_,_ Site 300 perimeter
• _', Scale:Feet

q'gt/b/_,Y" "1020¢ 0 1400 2800 4200

.  8o-
I _ "_940'_' I Tracy

'/2900 _ ' _ .,.._

/ \/
I j" 860 _ Unnamed fault _'_
I

820

,,

" 780 '"

I _ Carnegie740
Fault

,_errbore ...,.. 700
• ao,leea '

J • = • q la o _,n'
e• e

Corral Hollow FaulJ "' _o_
NIP'

•. Corra_ )ad

Figure S-2. Topography and groundwater surface elevations at Site 300 (adapted from
Crow and Lamarre 1990).
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Setting usually poor in these water bodies, and Interstitial pernleability is generally low

yields are low. Thus, these perched water in the Neroly sandstones. However, these
bodies, do not represent potential water beds are usually strongly fractured, and we
supplies a_ defined by the State of _. think4hat.much of the water flowing to '
California.. wells moves through these fractures.

Small perched aquifers have been iden- Hydraulic tests indicate that hydraulic con-
tiffed beneath Building 834 in the south- ductivity varies widely, from the range of
eastern part of S'Lte300 (Carpenter et al. 1 x 10-_ cm/sec in the better wells, approx-
1983, 1986; Bryn et al. 1990); in the vicinity imately 1 x 10-4 crn/sec ill aw:.'rage wells,
of Building 815 in the south-central part of to a low in the range of I x 10 -6 crn/sec ii1
the site (Crow and I_,amarre 1990); and the smallest producers (Buddemeier et al.
between Pit 7 and Elk Ravine in the north- 1987; Weiss Associates 1988; Taffet et al.
ern part of Site 300 (Buddemeier et al. 1989a; Crow and Lamarre 1990).
1987; Taffet et al. 1989a). The perched Figure S-2 shows the elevation of water
spring in the south part of the HIE Process in the regional aquifer at Site 300. The con-
Area is an outcrop of the perc!led aquifer tours are based on water levels in aquifers
of Building 815. Other small perched present beneath those parts of Site 300
springs and isolated perched aquifers where water level measuren'lents are avail-
occur, but are not known to be significant able. The map of the piezometric surface
to investigations at Site 300. The perched (defined as the level to which water rises in
aquifers are not shown on Figure S-2. a well penetrating an aquifer, whether the

Regional aquifers are found in the sand- aquifer is unconfined or confined) is based
stones of' the Neroly formation. A water- primarily on water levels in the Neroly
table aquifer _ccurs in the Ne'roly upper lower blue sandstone aquifer, excel:'' -_tin the
blue sandstone beneath parts of the site; northwest part of the site near Pit 7 and

: the aquifer is confined in the southern part Building 851. In that region, the water con-
of Site 300. Lower in the stratigraphic toured is in a perched aquifer. The aquifer
sequence, in the Neroly lower blue sand- in the Neroly lower blue sandstone is
stone, the aquifers are usually confined, under water-table conditions in the north-
with some artesian head, except in the western part of the site; the aquifer
northwest, where the water is unconfined, becomes confined to the southeast. The

Wells completed in the water-table aquifer hydraulic head increases progressively in
tend to produce less water than wells that direction. In the General Services Area,
completed in the confined aquifers. These some wells ccmlpleted in this aquifer flow
shallower aquifers are not used to produce spontaneously.
drinking and process water. Generally, the piezometric surface is con-

A thick Neroly sandstone, stratigraphi- trolled by the structural configuration of
cally near the base of the formation, con- the aquifers. The direction of flow, perpen-
rains confined water. Wells 18 and 20, dicular to the contours of the piezometri c
completed in this aquifer, are used to sup- surface ,Figure S-2), is to the northeast in
ply drinking and process water; these the northern part of the Site, becorning gen-
wells are located in the western part of the erally southerly to southeasterly in tile
General Services Area (see Figure S-2). southern part of the Site.
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AIR MONITORING

e •

Introduction ......

, LLNL carries out surveillance air monitoring to dete:mine if airborne radionu-
clides oi" hazardous materials from operations at Site 300 impact the environment

or public health. Air monitoring involves measurement of materials collected on

filters in air samplers. Concentrations of various airborne radionuclides, including

particulates, and beryllium are measured at the Site 300 perimeter and at offsite

locations near Site 300. These chemicals are also measured to comply with the

Clean Air Act National Emissions Standards for lqazardous Pollutants. Penetrating

radiation, which cannot be measured by collection of material on filters, is dis-

cussed in the Environmental Radiation chapter.

Methods date off, elapsed sampling tin:e, and flow
Concentrations of various airborne rate. Filters are placed in glassine

radionuclides and beryllium are naeasured envelopes and transported to the
at Site 300 and in the town of Tracy. Livermore site, where this information is
Analyses for plutonium, uranium, and transferred to log sheets and each sample
gamma emitters are performed on a com- filter is given a serial number that accom-
posite sample consisting of air filters from panies it throughout the analysis. After a
all sampling locations: Sampling locations 4-day delay for decay of radon-thoron
are shown in Figure S-3; the sarnplers are daughters, gross alpha andbeta activities
positioned to ensure that any significant on the filters are determined with an auto-
concentration of effluents from Site 300 ma tic gas-flow proportional counter using
operations will be detected, regardless of 20-rain counting periods. Normally, this
local meteorology. These samplers are counter is used only for environmental
operated at average flow rates of 400 to samples to aw_id possible contamination.
1000 L/rain. The flow rates are verified at Separate 239pu and 9°Sr standards are
monthly intervals with a portable field- used to determine alpha and beta c_unt-
calibration unit. If a sampler fails, it is ing efficiencies, respectively. These stan-
repaired and then calibrated with a dards are traceable to NIST or equivalent
spirometer that was itself calibrated using certification sources. Counting-efficiency
an immersion unit traceable to the measurements are made with each set of

National Institute for Standards and filters cc_unted, and a background count is
Technology (NIST), formerly the National taken at the beginning of each run and
Bureau of Standards. between each set of 10 samples. Records

The eight samplers at Site 300 use are kept of background and counting-effi-
5.2 x 10--- m 2 Whatman 41 cellulose fil- ciency variations that occur in the counter.
ters. An easily dissolvable filter and a low Monthly composites of Site 300 filters
trace-metal backgrc_und are required for are sealed in a 214-cm 3 aluminum can
airborne-beryllium analyses. Whatman 41 and are counted for gamma--emitting
filters represent a balance between such radionuclides using l_w-background
requirements and particulate-collection Ge(I J) detectors. Following gamma c_unt-
efficiency (IJndeken et al. ] 963). ing, the Site 3()() compcMtes are analyzed

Ali air filters are changed weekly. Each for the -_r.', ', 77_ _ 2_51: csenccof_. Iu, :,U, and?'_sUa-,

filter is identified by its location, date on, These filters are ashed and then diss_flved
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AirMonitoring in a mixture of nitric acid (HNO 3) and a law milliliters, and care is taken to pre-

hydrochloric (HC1) and/or hydrofluoric vent the samples from baking dry. After
(HF) acid. Plutonium and uranium are tile samplesare diluted with water, they
then separated by an ion,exchange pro- .. are filtered, any reSidues are discarded, ,
cess. Plutonium is further purified by ion and the filtrates are diluted t{_100 mL with
exchange, electroplated onh, a stainless deionized Water. Quantification is done by
steel disk, and submitted for alpha spec- atomic absorption spectrophotometry
trometry. Uranium is further purified by with electrothermal atomization. Quality
ion exchange and submitted for analysis control includes a reagent blank with
by mass spectrometry, blank filters, a blank spiked with 200 ng of

For beryllium measurements, every beryllium, and several samEles spiked
month, half of the weekly air filters from with essentially carrier-free 7Be. Standards
each of the Site 300 samplers are compos- of 1, 2, and 5 g/L are prepared by diluting
ited by sampling location. Two paper filters an intermediate l-ppm stock solution
at a time are wet-ashed with a mixture of obtained from an NIST-traceable 1()00-

80% HNO 3 and 20% HC10 4 (perchloric ppm stock dilution. The diluent in all
acid). The solutions are then evaporated to cases is 1% HNO 3 in water.

Airsampling
, el locations

• Bunkers

Site300
perimeter

Bunker .j _) Scale:Feet
I ......un,orol t--- lq

0 1400 2800 4200
Bunker851

Offsitelocations:

10 Cityof Tracy

Tracy

J

_ ---- O0_f_.\_' NI_

Figure S-3, Air sampling locations, Site 300, 1989.
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Results monthly concentrati n seen in 1988, and :, AirMonitoring

Airborne Radioactivity, LLNl_, analyzes represents a return to levels seen prior tct
air samples for gross alpha and gross beta 1988, The highest concentration of 23_U
activity to ensure that releases of radionu- was observed in the Februarv composite at
clides other than those specifically ana- a level of'18,9 x 10-.__tg/m3_((_,06_ ', of the " '
lyzed for will be detected and to identify DCG). The highest concentration of 235U

trends in the Site 300 environs. Most of was also observed in the February con'>
the determinations were at, ttr near, the posite at a level of 12,5 x 10-7 _.tg/m 3
analytical limit of detection for the ((),003% of the DCG). No other significant
method; typical gross alpha activity is _ differences between locations or sarnples
1.2 x 10-15 btCi/mL, and typical beta activi- were noted, and the overall levels were
ty is I x 10-14 pCi/mL. Most ttf the essentially the same as those reported in
observed gross alpha and beta activity previous years.
results from naturally occurring radioiso- The ratio of 235U to 238U is used as an
topes of uraniunl and thorium and their indicator of the source of the 238U. Both
decay products. 235U and 238U occl.lr naturally in the area.

Table S-3 lists the activities of selected The ratio of the two isotopes as they exist
gamma-enaitting radionuclides that nor- naturally is approximately 7 x 10-3. LI_NL
really contribute tct gross beta activity in does use small amounts of 238U at Site 300,
Site 300 and Tracy samples, Of the but does not use 235U; therefore, if the ratio
nuclides tabulated, 7Be, 4ILK,226 Ra, 228Ra, remains constant (within the limit of sam-

and 22aTh are naturally occurring. The pri- pling and analytical error), then the 238U
-,, 137 • 29 'mary source ttf , Cs and -Na Is normally measured is due to natural sources. The

long-term global fallout and fallout resus- 235U/238U ratio for October, November,
pension, Other fission products are nor- and December show statistically significant
really detectable only after such events as deviations from the natural ratio, indicat-
atrnospheric nuclear tests by other nations ing the presence ttf depleted uranium from
or releases such as the Chernobyl accide_ _t. Site 300 operations. The measured concen-
The Derived Concentration Guides trations of 238U are well below the I)CG

(DCGs) for these radionuclides are also (U.S. Department of Energy 1990).
presented in Table S-3. DCGs are concen- Benyllium in Air. Table S-5 shows aver-
trations of radionuclides in air (etr water) age monthly concentrations of airborne
that could be continuously inhaled (or beryllium for the Site 300 sampling loca-
consumed) 365 days of the year and not tions, The concentrations average less than
exceed the DOE primary radiation protec- 2.6% of the ambient concentration limit
tion standard to the public of 1()0 mrem/y established by the San Joaquin Air Quality
effective dose equivalent (U.S. Department Management District (0.01 big/m3). These
of Energy 199()). (The Radiological Dose concentrations can be attributed to suspen-
Assessment chapter provides an explana- sicm of surface soil containing naturally
tion of this and other units of dose.) All occurring beryllium. Ix_cal soils contain
of these radionuclides were measured at approximately 1 ppm of beryllium, and
concentratkms less than thc_se measured Central Valley air typically cCmtains 1() to
in 1988 and were significantlv bek_w 100 p.g of particulates pcr cubic meter. By
the DCGs. using a value of 50 _.tg/rn- for an axerage

Table S-4 shows the ccmcentraticm of dust l¢_ad and 1 ppm for beryllium cCm-

23Upu, 27"8U,and 2_SU.-.cm air filter samples tent of this dust, an airborne_, ber.y.llium
c_llected from Site 30(), The highest ccm- concentration of 5.0 x 1()-'_btg/m ,_can be
centraticms of 2>pu were _bserved in the calculated. In view c_fthe range c_fnatural
May and Oct_ber ccm_posites at a level c_f variati{m tc_be expected in these back-
().()9 × 1()-17DCi/ml. (().()()5(/, I)CG). This ground values, this value is in excellent
is 11.8 tiIwus l_wer than the highest agreement with the data in Table S-5.

l.l.NI. tiJIpinmm_'llhdI<eporl1989 1,.:39
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Site300
Air Monitoring The monthly airborne beryllium con-

centrations for Site 300 and lkacy are
plotted in Figure S-4. Values plotted for
September through December represent

' " ' ' "- the limit of detectiofl for t_e contract labo-

'+ Monthlyconcentration ratory, which modified its analytical pro-
--'-- SJAQMDambient cedures during those months. This

concentrationguide procedures modification, which was insti-

l01 _ Representslimit of detection, • tuted by the contract laboratory, raised
.-. samplemostlikelycontained _ the detection limit; consequently, very low::3

E 0 2 | lessBethan indicated _ values cannot be determined. Although
1 ... -- 1 o the detection limit of the new method still

_- o allows adequate analysis of data with.o <
10.3 -- 1/10 _ respect to regulatory guidelines, we have

E _ requested the previous analysis technique
_-° =o be reinstated. (The previous analysis tech-
o 10-4 ..r-."4K._--] 1/100 _ nique was a graphite furnace beryllium, , ,

_ -1 u. analysis technique that has a lower limit

-- ?
of detection.)

lO.5 1/lOOO

10-6 [ I I 1 I I I I I I I Environmental Impact
Jan Mar May July Sept Nov The concentrations of beryllium and

Month radionuclides measured around Site 300

and in the City of Tracy were well below
FigureS-4. Monthly mean concentration o1:beryllium all standards and, except uranium iso-

on air filters, Site 300, 1989. topes, reflect background or naturally
occurring levels of these chemicals The
235U/238U ratios shown in Table S'-4 are

less than 7 x 10-3, the ratio of naturally
Table S-2. Nonradioactive airborne emissions, Site 300, occurring concentrations of these iso-

1989. topes. These ratios corffirrn the Fresence
of depleted uranium at Site 300.

Estimated release Certain equipment operations at
Pollutant (tons/day) Site 300 require permits from San Joaquin

County, and the total estimated emissions
Particulates 0.0003 are reported to the San Joaquin County

Air Pollution Control District. The total

Organic compounds 0.0062 estimated air emissions during 1989 from
Oxides of sulfur 0.0001 equipment operations at Site 30() are

Oxides of nitrogen 0.0023a given in Table S-2.

Carbon monoxide ().0()()6a

Chlorofluorocarbons 0.0045

a These values are estimates based on the combustion
products from diesel-fuel-fired boilers.
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Site300
Air Monitoring

TableS-3. Gamma activity on air filters--Site" 300 a, 1989.

7Be 40 K 137Cs 22Na 226Ra 228Ra 228Th

Month 110"13_.tCi/ml., ± 2a (%)1 110-16 I,tCl/nfl_ ± 2a (%)1

Jan, {},586 :t 2 <0,528 {},{}7,1:L'F} ' <{},{}2{} __.b .._b 2,2{)3 t 68

Feb, ,I,{}(}5± 2 <{},{_52 {},052 ± 71 (},{}q5 ;!: 8,1 ....b _b <{},{}7(}

Mar, (},813 ± 2 <0,4_}3 <{},{}17 <{},{}37 .__b .....b <1,130

Apr, I, 176 !: 2 <(I,717 <{},{125 0,127 ± 82 _b 0,3_;2:!: 84 <0,077

May 1,(17_}:!: 2 <0,872 <{},{13{} <{},128 , b 0,41_}:_£61 <(1,086

June {},77_}!: 2 1,424± 78 {},{}(_2± 5_} 0,103 ! 52 0,136 ::!:55 <{}, 171 <0,05,1

July 1,33_,_± 2 3,855 :!: 32 <(1,{)z3 <{1,()32 <{}, 177 . b <{},{}7I

Aug, {1,715 :!:2 2,583 :__36 {},{17{1! 58 <{},{124 __b {},22t}± 56 <0,{152

Sept, 1,138 ± 2 3,{}{14:k 52 {},{}tj7:{:44 <1},{}43 __b (},2{}6± 75 <1,26 _}

OcL l, ]33 2!22 < I, 16_) {},{}63:!:73 <{},{}33 {},27{}:t. 41 b <{},{176

Nov, I.{}1{}! 2 < [.8{}{} <{},{}2&) <{),{}34 {}.185 :!287 ._b <{},(}85

Dec, {}.7fl,l± 2 <0,576 <{}.{)2(} <{},{},lC} {},1(}2± t)l {},218 2!28(} I,{}38 ± 8

Mean 0.96 1.02 c 0.041c 0.040 c 0.177 c 0.284 c 0.081c

SDM (%) 24 84 d 51 d 33 d 23 d 31 d 24 d

DCG BtCI/mL) 5 × 10-8 9 x 10-10 4 x 10 -10 1 x 10 -9 1 × 10-12 3 x 10 -12 4 × 10 -4

Percent of DCG 2 × 10 -4 1 x 10 -5 1 × 10 -6 4 × 10 -7 2 × 10 -3 9 × 10-4 2 x 10-

a Ali Site 300 samples composited.
b Not detecled; detection limits not reported by analytical laboratory.
c Median. See Quality Assurance chapter.
d Median absolute deviation (%), See Quality Assurance chapter.
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Site 300
Air Monitoring

TableS-4. Plutonium and uranium on air filters--Site 300, 1989, a
• til tl tl tt i

239pu 238U 235U 235U]238 U

Month [10 -17 1.ICi/mL -+2c_ (%)1 110-5 gg/m3l [10"'7 __tg/m3] [10-31

Jan. 0.013 4- 29 1.24 ().71 5.73

Feb. {1.1](194-_35 18.9 12.5 6.61

Mar. {},{}2{}_+30 1.62 {}.9h 5.93

Apr. (),{}14± 35 2,48 I ._0 6.(}{}

May 0.094 :.4:15 3.36 2.00 5.95

June (),02(]_+31 3.83 2.26 5.90

July 0.027 4_-23 3.49 2.34 6.7()

Au_ 0.015 _t 33 4.03 2.68 6.65

Sept. 0.020 +_28 4.52 3.04 6.73

Oct. t1,()88+_18 6.19 2.94 4.75

Nov. (L01N :t 35 4.04 2.19 5.42

Dec. {}.{11{14:41 5.11 2.26 4.42

Mean 0.030 4.90 2.96

SDM (%) 96 94 104

%DCG 0.001 b 0.016 c 0.001 d

a Composite of ali Site 300 samples.
bD G _ 1 14 239_C ,=2 :'0- J.ICi/mLfor _ I u activity in air.
c DCG = 0.3 _tg/m 3 for 238U activity in air (1 x 10 -13 _tCi/mL).
d DCG = 0.047 }.lg/m 3 for 235U activity in air (1 x 10 -13 J.tCi/mL).

= 142 ...................................................................................... LLNl, Envirot,,ln'nh?l Report 1989
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Site300
AirMonitoring

TableS-5. Beryllium on air filtersmSite 300, 1989.
i i i=

Beryllium concentration Percent of SJCAPCI) Beryllium concentration Percent of S.iCAI_CD

Month Location a [lO-5_lg/m 31 monthly standard b Month Location a [lO-5_lg/m 3] monthly standard b

Jan. 1 {}.2q (}.{}3 June 1 2.3 0.2
2 {}.39 0.{}4 2 2.{) (}.2

3 {}_58 {}.{}6 3 2. I {}.2

4 {}.6{} {}.fib 4 2. I {}.2
5 0.25 {}.{}3 5 2.8 {1.3

6c 3.2 0.3 6c 4.(} {}.,1
8 I .{} ().1 8 2.6 (},3
9 1.3 {).I 9 2.5 0,3
i0 1.4 {}.I 10 3, I {}.3

Feb. 1 1. I {}.l July 1 1.7 {}.2
2 1.2 {}.1 2 1.4 (}.1
3 1.5 {}.2 3 2.1 (].2

4 2.2 0.2 4 2.(} 0.2
5 <0.31 {}.{}3 5 {}.2{} {}.{}2

6c 4.{} {1.,1 6c 2.2 {}.2

8 1.2 {}.l 8 1.8 0,2

9 I.,1 {}.I 9 1.7 {}.2
10 2.6 0.3 10 1.8 0.2

Mar. 1 (}.,I,1 (},{H Aug. 1 3.3 (1.3
2 {},I1 0.()1 2 2.8 {}.3
3 {}.17 {}.{}2 3 2.3 {}.2

4 {}.1_,_ {}.{}2 4 2.7 {}.3
5 0.53 {}.{}5 5 9.(} {}.ct

6c {}.Ht {1.{}9 6 c 3._} {}.4

8 {}.27 {}.03 8 2.4 (}.3

9 {}.1{} {}.(}2 9 2.6 0.3
1{} {}.7{} {}.{}8 10 2.7 {}.3

Apr. 1 1.5 {1.2 Sept. e 1 <3.5 (}.4
2 (1._}6 {LI 2 <,1.2 (}.4
3 1.{} {}.2 3 <3.3 (}.3

4 (1,52 0.{}5 4 <3. I {1,3

5 2.3 (}.2 5 -_11 I. I
6c d __d 8c <:4.7 0.5

8 0.73 {}.{}7 8 -:5.3 {}.5

9 0.78 }.{}8 9 <£_.8 (1.4

10 5.2 ).5 10 <'%,1 (}.5

May 1 ().8_ }.(){} Oil. e 1 <'_.5 {),6
2 I,{I {}, I 2 <{_.,1 (}.6
3 3.2 {),3 3 .:4._} (1.5

4 t}.; {).{}7 4 .-,1.8 {).5
5 3..t ().3 5 <:7.q ().8
6c (}.Ht ().(19 6c _:(_3} (1.7

8 2.q U.3 8 <15 l.q

9 1.3 {}.1 9 <gN I.{I

1(} ].l (}.I l(} <8.5 (},tj

...con tinued
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Site 300
Air Monitoring

TableS-5. Beryllium on air filters--Site 300, 1989 (concluded).
t .li lt lt lt

Beryllium concentration Percent of SJCAPCD

Month Location a [10-Spg/m 31 monthly standard b

Nov. e 1 <16 1,6

2 <17 1.7

3 <13 1.3

4 <13 1.3

5 <20 2,0

6c <20 2.0

8 <21 2.1

9 <20 2,0

10 <26 2.6

Dec, e 1 <5.6 0.6

2 <5.7 0.6

3 <5.2 0.5

4 <5.2 0.5

5 <6.0 0.6

6c <6.0 0,6

8 <6,4 0.6

9 <6.2 0,6

10 <5.8 0,6

Median

Location a [10-51ag/m 3] MAD(%)f

1 2.0 70

2 1.7 71

3 2.2 48

4 2.2 69

5 3.1 93

6c 4.0 48

8 2,5 65

9 2.1 50

10 2.9 68

a See Fig. S-3.
b Ambient monthly concentration guide set by the San ]oaquin County Air Pollution Control District (SJCAPCD) is

0.01 gg/m 3 (1000 x 10-5 rag/m3).
c Tracy Firehouse.
d Sample lost irl analytical digestion process, see Quality Assurance chapter.
e Beginning in September, the analytical laboratory changed analysis techniques.
f Median absolute deviation (%). See Quality Assurance chapter.
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ROUTINEWATERMONITORING

Introduction

The Environmental Monitoring Group conducts an ongoing routine monitoring
program for surface and domestic water in the vicinity of Site 300. Groundwater
monitoring around the landfills and surface impoundments is described in the
Compliance Groundwater Monitoring subsection.

Sewage from the administrative area in the southeast corner of Site 300 is dis-
charged to a lined pond for digestion and evaporation. Other facilities at Site 300
are served by septic tanks.

Methods (Location 14), rainfall (Location 20), and a
Surface water samples (Figure S-5) are spring-fed pond near Bunker 812

collected quarterly from an offsite creek (Location 21). The water sarnples are

.... ':'1 _r

Water sampling
" _ locations

II Bunkers

-- Site 300
perimeter

Bunker .._ Scale:Feet

Bunker 801 _--- 1 -_
0 1400 2800 4200

Bunker 851

Tracy -_

\
\

Or@

GO_

FigureS-5. Surface water sampling locations, Site 300, 1989.
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Site 300
Routine Water analyzed for gross alpha, gross beta, and (M' "Ls), the samples are then analyzed for

Monitoring tritium activity. Because tile trititlm levels isotopes of radium and uraniunl to deter-
typically found are very low, it is neces- mine if tile activity is due to naturally '
sary to distill and enrich tile samples occurring radionuclides. As with the sur-
before liquid-scintillation counting, face water samples, all tritium samples are

Tile water supply wells sampled in 1989 enriched prior to counting. In addition,
are shown in Figure S-6. Only Wells 04, the active water supply wells (Wells 04, 18,

"18, and 19 were used in 1989 for the pr()- and 19) are sampled monthly for VOCs.
duction of drinking water. Location 23 is Samples were taken from 10 ground-
an offsite water supply well. water sources from the area surrounding

All water supply wells are sampled Site 300 to characterize local ground.water
quarterly for gross alpha, gross beta, and quality and to better assess potential
tritium activity, as well as chromium, Site 300 environmental impacts. These
copper, lead, beryllium, and volatile samples were analyzed for pesticides,
organic compounds (VOCs). If gross alpha VOCs, metals, minerals, phenolic com-
or gross beta activity .is detected at or pounds, gross alpha activity, gross beta
above maximum contaminant levels activity, and tritium.

Watersupply
(OI wells

i Bunkers

- -- Site300perimeter
Scale:Feet

I,1 I IBunker850 .ii _.,,_

Bunker801 0 1400 2800 4200

Bunker851

WTA

0o

FigureS-6. Water supply wells, Site 300, 1989.
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Site 300
In accordance with RWQCB, Central every sample set. Background measure- RoutineWater

Valley Region, Waste Discharge Order No. ments are made between every 10 sample- Monitoring
80-184, ponded water is collected at active counting measuren_ents.
landfills (Pits 1 and 7) during the rainy sea- Samples analyzed for tritium are dec-
son and analyzed for gross alpha activity, trolytically enriched and then counted by
gross beta activity, tritium, and beryllium, liquid-scintillation spectrometry. Each

Grab samples are obtained of surface counting set includes a total of eight stan-
sources such as ponds, creeks, and reset- dards to establish quench corrections and
voirs witll a tethered plastic pail. A 500-mL eight blanks to determine background.
sample is collected for tritium analysis in For beryllium analysis, a 100-mL sam-
an argon-flushed glass container fitted ple is digested with HNO 3, The residue is
with a ground-glass stopper. Samples for diluted to 100 mL with deionized water,
other radiological analyses are collected in and the analysis is completed using atom-
500-mL polyethylene bottles, ic absorption spectrophotometry, as

Groundwater monitoring wells are described for air analysis.
purged of stagnant water prior tc) sarn- Table S-6 lists the standardized rneth-
piing. In the case of wells with higll ods used in the analyses of groundwater
water-production rates, this entails remov- and/or stormwater samples for nonra-
ing an amount of water equivalent to four dioactive contaminants.
times the amount of water standing in the
well casing. For wells with low water-
production rates, the well is manually Results
bailed to dryness. Sampling occurs after Radioactivity in Water. Table S-7
the well has produced sufficient water for shows the gross alpha activities in Site 300
the required samples. All sampling equip- surface water samples. Gross beta activi-
ment is chosen so that it will not add com- ties for Site 300 samples are shown in
pounds to the analysis sample. Containers Table S-8. Gross alpha and beta activities
and preservatives are used according to in these surface water samples collected in
established EPA protocols for the analyte 1989 were below EPA and DHS MCLs
of interest. (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

As samples are collected ill the field, 1977; 22 Califortlia Code of Reglllations
they are labeled with th.e sampling loca- Section 64443).
tion and date. In the laboratory, each sam- Table S-9 shows tritium data for Site 300
ple is assigned a number that accompanies surface water samples. The samples have
it during analysis. During each sample concentrations that are well below recom-
collection period, at least 10% of the water mended concentration guide values. The
samples are duplicates, highest concentration of tritium in

For those samples that are analyzed for water, 1.83 x 10-7 laCi/mL, occurred at
gross alpha and beta activities, a 100-ml_, Location 20 in tile rain that was collected
sample or less, depending on the solid on April 11, 1989. This represents 0.23% of
content, is digested with a mixture of 80% the DCG. lThe DCG, or Derived Concen-
HNO 3 and 20% HC10 4 and dried. The tration Guide, is the concentration of a
residue is taken up with HNO 3 and a few radionuclide in water that could be con-
milliliters of 5% t-t20 2. The solution is tinu()usly consumed 365 days of the year
evaporated to about 5 mL and transferred and not exceed tile DOE radiation protec-
to a 5-crn-diameter serrated, stainless steel tion standard to the public for drinking
planchet. After the planchet is dried and water of 4 mrem/y effective dose equiva-
flamed, the sample is counted for 30 rain- lent (U.S. Department of Energy 1988b). ] lt
utes in a proportional counter. A blank is is 0.9% Of the MCL specified by DHS for

ocessed with each set of samples. The drinking water (22 Calq:orllia Code of
_l_u and '_llSr standards are counted with Re,_,utlatiolzsSection 64443).

ld,NJ, i:nvlrollmeliiaJ i<cl;Ort iH_9 147
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Site 300
Routine Water TableS-6. EPA groundwater standard methods.

i, m

Monitoring Analyte EI_A method Analyte EPA method

Metals

Antimony 204,1 Manganese 243.1

Arsenic 206,2 Mercury 245.1

Barium 208,1 Molybdenum 246,1

Beryllium 210.2 Nickel 249,1

Cadmium 213.1 Selenium 27(i).2

Chromium 218.1 Silver 272.1

Cobalt 219,1 Sodium 273,1

Copper 220.1 Thallium 279,1

Iron 236,! Vanadium 286.1

Lead 239.2 Zinc 289,1

Nonmetallic inorganic compounds

Total dissolved solids 160.1 Nitrate 353.2

Total suspended solids 160,2 Nitrite 354.1

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 351.3 Fluoride 340.2

Ammonia nitrogen (as N) 350,2 Chloride 325.3

Ali alkalinities 310,2 Sulfate 375.3

Organic compounds

Volatile organic compounds Low level phenolic compounds

Purgeable hal0carbons 601 Total organic halide (TOX) 9020

Purgeable priority pollutants 624 Total organic carbon (TQC) 9060

Title 22 organic compounds 608 Oil and grease 413.1

Extractable priority pollutants 625 Chemical oxygen demand (COD) 410.1

Table S-9 also includes an estimate of sources. Methods used to calculate doses

the annual effective dose that may be are presented in Appendix A.
delivered to an adult who consumes water Water Supply Wells. Re,_ults of the
containing tile listed tritium concentra- water supply well monitori_, G are shown
tions. These doses, which are all less than in Tables S-10 and S-11. The tabulated

0.003 mrem, are based on a water con- results in Table S-10 represent the highest
sumption of 2 L/day and the dose- value detected for the parameter over the
conversion factors provided by DOE (U.S. year, as well as constituents sporadically
Department of Energy 1988b). The actual detected during the year. Therefore, the
dose (if any) from these water sources values are conservative estimates of
would be considerably less because these groundwater constituents.
sources are not used as drinking water Although not presented in Table S-10, a

constituent of concern observed in tl_e
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Site 300
active water supply wells is a small blanksample made and submitted dtlring Routine Water

amount of TCE that was sporadically the same sampling interval also indicated Monitoring
detected in Well 19 and that averaged 2 Bg/L of methylene chloride, so this
approximately 3.3 Bg/L (below the result is believed to be an artifact of the
California DHS MCL of 5 Bg/L). Well 19 sampling or analytical process.
was only used as a backup water supply
and was taken out of service in the fourth

quarter of 1989. Environmental Impact
NC7-61; a monitoring well established in Tables S-9 and S-11 include an estimate

1989 in the Pit 7 area, shows tritium con- of the annual effective dosethat may be
centrations in excess of the California MCL. delivered to an adult who consumes water

The tritium contamination in this area is containing the listed tritium concentrations.
well doc'umented in the LLNL Site 3(10 Doses from the active water supply wells
Ellvircnlmc,Jttal hlvestigatioll Qimrterly (Wells 04, 18, and 19) are ali less than 0.()006
Reports (Taffet et al.. 1989a; Lamarre et al. totem. These doses are based on a water
1989; Lamarre 1989a-b) and is under consumption of 2 L/day and the dose-
investigation for remediation, conversion factors provided by DOE (U.S.

Site 300 Area Groundwater. Table S-12 Department of Energy 1988b). The actual
shows the d a ta from the 10 groundwater dose (if any) from these water sources
sampling locations in the vicinity of would be considerably less because many ,
Site 30(). The results of these analyses indi- of these sources are not used as drinking
cated no concentrations above back- water sources. Methods used to calculate

ground, with the exception of nitrate in doses are presented in Appendix A. The
Well W2, which was above the MCL. This tritium concentrations of the inactive water
well is not used for drinking water sup-. supply wells (Wells 01,03, 06, 07a) are al! a
plies. Methylene chloride was detected in small fraction of the California MCL or
two installations at the level of 2 _.tg/I,. drinking water standard (DWS).
fqowever, the analysis of the laboratory

Table S-7. Gross alpha activity in surface water--Site 300, 1989.
ull

Maximum Minimtlm Median b
N u tuber o f

i.ocation a samples 110 .9 flCi/mL :t: 2c_ (%)1 MAI) (_/r) b

1.4 3 II ! 17 [) 3 100

20 1 <2 ,-:2 N/A c N/A c

21 3 <9 () 5 80

a See Fig. S-5 for sampling locations.

b For a discussion of median and median absolute deviation (MA[)), see the Quality Assurance chapter.

c Not applicable, only one data point.
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Site 300
RoutineWater
Monitoring

TableS-8. Cross beta activity in surface water--Site 300, 1989.
i iii i iiiiii ii i i

Maximum ' MiMmunl Mean
Number of

Location a samples !10-9 _tCi/mL-± 2o (%)I SDM (%)

14 3 14 :_ 12 6 + 5 10 40

20 I <5 N / A t' N/A b N/A b

21 3 26 5_7 <7 15 c 53 d

a See Fig. S-5 for sampling locations.
b Not appiicable, only one sample was taken.
c Median. See Quality Assurance chapter.
d Median absolute deviation (%). See Quality Assurance chapter.

TableS-9. Tritium in water--Site 300, 1989.
iii i

Location a

14b 20 c 21b

110-7 _tCi/mL :_ 2o (%)1

First quarter 0.50 _+12 0.66 4_:I I 0.15 J_4 I

0,57 :_-13

1,83 :L6

Second quarter 0,4,1:_ 14 0,25 .+_76 (},I 5 + 41

Third quarter 0.45 4_-13 0.36 4 17 0. I(_:t 3,1

0,44 + 13

Fourth quarter 0.53 4- II ii. 18 :_:27 0.22 -l_-23

0.31 :t 20

Average 0.48 0.58 0.17

SDM (%) 9.0 93 20

Percent of DWS d 0.24 0.29 0.09

a See Fig, S-5 for sampling locations.
b Surface water,
c Rain water.

d DWS (State of California drinking water standard) = 2 × 10 -5 _lCi/mL,
e Effective dose based on DOE standard of 4 mrem for drinking water.
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Site 300
RoutineWater

M0nitorlng

- TableS-10. Positively detected parameters in Site 300 water-supply wells and other monitoring
installations, 1989.

iii iii iiii iiii i ii i

Well

Parameters a WEI.L01 NC7-61 b WELl,04 GAI.LO1 CONI CARNRW2 d WEI,L18 WEI.,I.I9 CD t"1

l._.}hysicaland chemical (n'ag/L)

Anlmonia nitrogen d ___d 0,{_2 __d 1,4 _d O.73 0,55 {L{}I2
Arsenic {L{}O{4 (L0i 4 <(},002 <{}.{}02 {}.002 {L0{}2 <{},{}02 .:{).(}(}2 (L0{}5

Barium <{}, I 0,3 <{}, I <0. I <{}, 1 <{}, I <{},I <{}, I <0,1

Beryllium <0,{}{}(}1 <{}.0{}{}1 <0,0{}01 <0.(}001 0,0(}02 <(},0{}(}I <0,{)0{}1 <(},{}{}{}I <{},{}(}(}1
Cadmium <0,001 <0.0,1 {1,{}(}(}4 <0,(}1 0,0008 <0,001 0,0{}{16 {},{}0{}7 {},0{}0_

Calciun_ St).(} LI 261} 8,2 51,0 3,1,0 2 I,{} 4,0 St),()

. Carbonate alkalinity <1,0 d < 1,0 <1,0 <1.0 <:1,0 18.{} 68,0 < 1,{}

Chloride 58 __{I {i0 130 180 II 0 I {}{} 80 120

Total chromium <0.01 <{},01 <0,02 <0,{}1 <0,(}05 <0,02 (},008 <{},005 <{},02

Conductivity (pmhos) 650 __d 870 1220 2240 12{}0 I{}1 {} 1040 1410

Fluoride 0,4 ._d __d 0.6 0,4 0.2 d ._d 0,3

Iron 0,{}4 _d 0.1t) <{},(N <0,04 <0,03 0,05 <0.04 <0,04

Lead {},{}{}3 {}.{}II {},{}{}4 {},{}{}3 {}.{}{}5 {}.{}{}3 {},{}{}c} {},{}{}2 (},{}15

Magnesium 21:} __tl _'_.t) 0.5 7,5 3,8 3,,1 ' {1,1 3{},(}

Manganese <{}.{}4 tl (},I0 <(},{}4 {},20 {},{}6 {},{}(_ <(},{}4 <{},{},I

Nitrate (as NO 3) 25,0 _.d <0,4 <0.4 <0.4 <0.4 <0,4 <0,4 5,8
Nitrate (as N) 3,2 ....d <{}, 1 ....d <{}, I _d <{}. 1 <{),1 1.3

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen _1 ._d 0,8 d <0,5 __d (},8 0.7 <{},,q

pH (units) 7.3 __d 8,0 7.8 8.2 73} 8.6 u.{} 7.7

Polassium 3,7 __d 12,0 2.2 I1.(1 2.4 7.9 3.2 I I.{}

TDS ,140 _.d 57{} 830 150{1 720 {_7(} 8,l{} 830

Total alkalinity (as CaCO 3) 16{}.(} d 2{}{},{} 25{}A} 19{},{} 220 200 23{} 24{},{}
TSS I .t} __d __d 1.(} I .{} < I ,{} tl __d < I .{}

Sodium 48 d 14{} 22{} 450 2{}{} 21{} 24{} 180

Sulfate 84 _d 17{} 2 I{} 940 220 180 170 2t}{}

Zinc {}.(F) d <{}.{}1 <{}.{}1 <(}.{}1 <(}.(}1 {}.{}1 {},{}1 {}.{}5

=. Purgeable pollutants

(EPA Methods 60I/6241 Bg/L)

Benzene .....d < 1.{} <{}.5 .-:I.{} <I .{} <1.{1 {1.¢_ ,::{}.5 <I.(}

Chloroform <0.5 1 .{} <{}.5 <l,{} <0.5 < 12{} <{}.5 <(}.5 < l .{}

Ethylbenzene _3t <1.() 2.8 <1,{} ..:11.() <l.{} <(}..q .::{},5 <l ,{}
Toluene ....d <:I .(} 8.3 < I.{} .::I .() < 1.(} <{}.5 <{},5 < I,{}

"lYich Iorofltloronaethane <0.5 0,8 <{},5 < I.(} <(1.5 <1,() .:2(1.5 <:{},5 <:I,(}

Total xylene isomers ___d <1,{} t},l <1,{} .......tt ....tl 1 ,(} 23} __d

...continued
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Table S.10. Positively detected parameters in Site 300 water-supply wells and other monitoring
installations, 1989 (concluded),

" i nnluniii I u

Well

I'arameters a WEI, I,O1 NC7-611-1 WI!I,I,O,I GAI,I,()I C()N1 C'AIANRW2 l' W1!1,1,18 WEI,I,19 CI)FI
i.....................................

I_',adiological (10_ HCt/mI,)

Gross alpha ,2.(1 "L() _.(1 __.() (-,.() 3.() ,-3.() ,-(_.1) _'_,.()
C,;ross beta 3.11 H.() 7,11 II .1) I '..() q.(I q.() 2.11 I(I.()

Tritium 2,12() ?.7qli(Hl {) .=-31t_ ,_2I(1 () 1) 1) ,, 21(1

a The following parameters would have been reported had they appeared above the detection Ihnits Indicated below:

',, For gross alpha >5/10 .9 HC'I/ml,
Metals (rag/13 l)etecth)n limit in wells 04, 1B, 19 (10'(_ HCt/ml,) l)etectton limit

Copper ().l}2 Uranium-234 ().2
Uranium-235 ().2
Uran iu m-238 (),2
Radium-226 I). I
l{adium-228 I

Extractable priority pollutant_
(I!PA 60IIh24, Hg,ll.) l)eteclion limit
......................................... ._ .....................................................

Acrcilein I()

Acrylonitrile I()
Ali other analytes ()._,

b Monitoring weil.
c l.ocation CARNI,',WI, which was only tested for organic compounds, showed 130 Hgll. o,_dlchlorodlfluoromethane as the highest annual

value detected,

d Sample not analyzed for thal parameter.
I
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TableS.11,Tritium (HTO) in water--Site 300 active and inactive water supply wells a, 1989,
...... I I I I I I I II III til

Wells

01 03 b 04 06 b WTA 08 b '18 "19

llO-7pCl/ml, :t.2c_(%)J

First quarter 22,(1:1:2 0,4(} :t: 15 .-:(),()5 (),Iri __:28 0,28 _:23 <(),()8 0,08 _: 63 <().(ILl

22.3 _!:2

Second quarter 22,(1.!: .....b (),II :! r_l __11 1),1():!: 5t_ _b <(1,1}7 0,21 :t: 28

Third quarter 22,7 -t. ___b (),Jt_::t.66 ___11 0,23 :I: 24 ....b (I,21 :._:24 0,(_9:L 5U
(),0tL!:55

Fourth quarter 27,0 ! _11 ....t. _.1..... c __b (1,1():! 61 _..c

Mean 23,3 0,40 0,11 0,19 0,20 0,08 0.12 0,09 d

SDM (%) 9 N/A 58 N/A 46 N/A 56 56e

Percent of DWS f 11,7 0,20 0,06 0.10 0.10 0,04 0,06 0.05

Effective dose (torero) 0.12 0.002 0.0006 0,001 0,001 0,0004 0,0006 0,0005

a Only Wells 04, 18, and 19 are currently used for the production of drinking water at Site 300,
b Wells abandoned and sealed during second quarter,
c Data unavallabh r, See Quality Assurance chapter,

d Median, See Quality Assurance chapter,
e Median absolute deviation (_7_),See Quality Assurance chapter,
f DWS (State of California drinking water standard) = 2 x 10-5_tCi/mL,
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TableS-12. Positively detected water-quality parameters in groundwater in the vicinity of Site 300, 1989.
iiill i ill 'li Ii i illl'

Location (compass direction from Site 300 given in parentheses)

Parameter a C3(S) CONI(SE) F1(SE) G4(S} G5(S) M'I(N) M4(N) V4(W) V7(E) W2(W)

Physical and chemical (rag/L}

Ammonia nitrogen --1+ I .,1 0,12 (},32 --b (},04 0,12 0,{)4 0.{}7 <0,{}2

Arsenic 0,{}{}2 0 {}{}2 (},{1{15 <{}.{}(}2 <{},{}02, {},(}03 <(}.{1{}2 <(},{}{}2 (},{}12 (),{}190

Beryllium <{},{}{}(}l {}.{}{}{}2 {}.{}{}{}1 <{},{}{}{}5 {},{}{}{}1 --t+ ---I, <(},{}{}{}5 <{},{}{}{}5 <i},(}{}{}I

Cadmium <{},{}{}1 (}.{}{}(}8 {},{}{}(}b <{}.{}4 <(},{}1 {},{}{}{}l {},{}(){}1 <{},{}{}{}I {}.{}(}{}2 <{},(}1

Calcium (EDTA titration) 3,1,{} 51.{} 8{}.0 --I_ 8,2 73,{} 16{},(} 14{1,(} 38,(} 35,0

Carbonate alkalinity (as CaCO 3) <1 ,{} < I,{} < I.(} 48,{} < 1,(} <1 .{} <1 ,{} < I,(} <1 ,(} 32,(}
Chloride I1(} 18{} 120 130 13{} 52 68 93 83 210

Total chromium <{}.{}2 <(),00._ <(},{}{}5 <0,{}5 <{),(}1 <(},(}01 0,0{}2 {}.{}{}5 (),{}{}_} {},{}{}2

Conductivity (I.tmhos/cm) 1200 224{1 141{} 127{} 122{} 91{} 1580 1210 ' {)7{} 1930

Fluoride 0,2 {1,4 (},3 0.8 0,6 --I} --b --t_ ---I+ --1_

Lead {}.{}(14 {1.{}{}5 {Li}IS <(1,{}{}2 {},{}(}3 ---b ---h {),{1{}1 {},{}(}6 {},(}{}2

Magnesium 3.8 7,5 30.{} --I_ {},48 28,{} 42,(} 18.(} 21 ,(} 26.0

Manganese {};I}6 {1.2{} <i1,{}4 {},{}5 <{},{)4 <(},{}4 (}.{)6 {},(}4 {),(}5 <{}.(}4

Nitrate (as N) --I_ (+li I 1,3 {).,1 ---t+ (},6 1,6 2,3 5.7 13,{}

Nitrate (as NO 3) --l, <tl,:i 5,8 --I} <0,4 2.8 7.2 I(},{} 25,0 57,{}

pH (units) 7._} 8.2 7,7 8. I 7,8 7,8 7,3 7,2 7,7 8,3

Potassium 2/I II .{} II .{} ---b 2,2 4,2 6,6 2.7 7.2 7,7

Selenium <{).{}{12 ._().0()2 <(},0(}2 (I,(}(}4 <{}.(){}2 {},{}{}4 0,(}{}3 <(},{}(}2 {),(}{}2 (},0{}3

Silver c{).{}l <{}.{}I <{}.0i <0.{}2 <0,{}I <(}.{}I <(},{}I <{1,(}(}{}I <{}.{}{}01 {},{}I

Sodium 200 45(} 180 <(},{}{} 22{} 70 12{} 77 120 26(}
-},-}Sulfate ..{} {}4(1 2_}(} 2 I{} 21{} 18{} 540 230 120 31{}

TDS 720 15(}{1 830 81{} 830 530 1(){}{} 720 58{} I1(}{}

TSS < I,(} I ,(} < I,{} 5.0 I.(} ---I_ --h :--I_ ---I, ---I_

Total alkalinity (as CaCO 3) 220 190 24{} 270 2B(} 190 190 28{} 2 I(} 2t}{}

Vanadium ---I_ ....b ---b <(},(}3 ---I} <{},2 <{},2 <{},{)3 {}.{}5 <0.2

Zinc --I_ <{}.{}l {}.(}5 ---t+ <{}.{}I (}.{)5 {),(}4 <{},{)I {}.{}4 <{},(}I

Organic compounds (l.lglliler}

Methylene chloride <{}.5 <(}.5 <(),5 <{},5 _(},5 2,{} 2.{} <I.{} <I ,{} 2.0

Vinyl chloride <0,5 <0.5 <(}.5 <0,5 <0.5 <I.{} < I.(} <I ,(} < l,(S <I .{)

Radioaclive materials {pCIIL)
p

(;ross alpha 3,(1 6,0 ' .'3.() ......I, <8,0 ....b .... I_ ......I_ -:--t} --I+

(;ross bela 14.{} I 3.() I ().{} ......I_ 4,(} .....I} ......I_ ....I] .....I_ .....I]

Tritium 19,8 22,2 44.t_ ......I_ ().2 ....I} ......I_ ........I_ .....I} .......I_

a Samples were analyzed for ali California Title 22 metals and organic compounds, EPA Method 624 organic compounds, general minerals,
gross alpha and gross beta activity, and tritium. Only positively detected analytes having a California primary maximum conlaminanl
level or State action level are reported in this table.

b Analysis not performed.
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Introduction

Groundwater monito.ring is conducted under two programs at LLNL. One pro-

gram is designed tc) meet regulatory conlmitrnents established for specific site

investigations, such as the investigation of trichloroethylene (TCE) and tritium in

groundwater at Site 300. Details of this program are described in tile LLNL Site 300
Environmental Investigations Quarterly Reports (Lamarre et al. 1989a-c; Taffet et al.

1989a); they are not discussed in this report.

The other program consists of routine compliance monitoring around landfill

and wastewater surface impoundment units, as required by the Regional ;Water

Quality Control Board Central Valley Region (RWQCB), California Department of
Health Services (DHS), and tile EPA. The latter program is described below.

Methods qua'rterly for tritium and semiannually for
Groundwater monitoring in the vicinity gross alpha, gross beta, and purgeable pri-

of Site 300 landfills Pits I and 7 is regu- ority pollutants. Barcads, which are used
lated by RWQCB, DHS, and EPA. Ali to monitor the deeper water-bearing zones
other landfills are subject to RWQCB beneath Pits I and 2, are sampled quarterly
requirements alone. At Pit 1, which is in for gross alpha, gross beta, tritium, lead,
the detection monitoring mode, ground- and beryllium. Once a year, the barcads
water samples from eight monitoring are sampled for a larger suite of metals,
wells are analyzed quarterly for drinking including those listed in 22 California Code
water parameters, groundwater quality of Regulations Part 66699, with total or sol-
parameters, and indicators of groundwa- uble threshold concentration limits (TTLC
ter contamination, as specified in 40 Code and STLC, respectively).
of Federal Reglllations Part 265.92. At Pit 7, Inactive Pit 6 is monitored for drinking
eight monitoring wells are sampled quar- water parameters, groundwater quality
terly for VOCs, lead, beryllium, gross parameters, and indicator's of groundwater
alpha, gross beta, and tritium activities, contamination, as specified in 40 Code of
The shallow Well K7-10 is sampled for Federal Reglllations Part 265.92, even
groundwater compliance monitoring. Pit 7 though this landfill is not regulated under
wells also provide monitoring data for RCRA. This monitoring is done because
inactive landfills 3, 4, and 5. Because of the records indicate that potentially hazardous
detection of tritium and TCE in some Pit 7 waste was buried in this pit between 1964
wells, the Pit 7 network is in the assess- and 1973. (This waste included capacitors
ment monitoring mode, as described in 40 suspected to contain polychlorinated
Code of Federal Regulations Part 265.92. biphenyls (PCBs), beryllium, mercury, mis-

Groundwater from wells that monitor cellaneous chemicals, and other materials.)

inactive Pits 2 and 8 is also analyzed for In 1985, the Central Valley Region of the
the same parameters as the groundwater RWQCB issued new groundwater moni-
from Pit 7 wells, with the addition of anal- toting requirements (as part of Waste
yses for nitrate, nitrite, ammonia, and total Discharge Order No. 85-188) for LI,NUs
Kjeldahl nitrogen. Well NC2-07, located at two new Class II surface impoundments.
the Site's eastern boundary, is the most These impoundments contain treated non-
downgradient monitoring point for hazardous HE process wastewater and
Pits 2, 3, 4, 7, and 8. This well is sampled
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Compliance nonhazardous photo rinse water. Samples into an HPLC fitted with a Hewlett
Groundwater from four wells in these areas are analyzed Packard PP-8 column. The flow rate is

Monitoring quarterly for pH; total organic l_alides set at 1.0 mL/min, with a 35% methanol
(TOX); total organic carbon (TOC); specific and 65% water solvent. An ultraviolet
conductance; several HE compounds detector at 230 nm is used for measure-
(I-IMX, RDX, nitrate, and nitrite); VOCs; ments, and measurements are taken at
and metallic elements. Samples for VOCs, 254 nm for comparison.
FtE compounds, and tritium are als() Detection limits and analysis parame-
obtained from Well W-817-03A, a sl'tallow ters for the compliance groundwater mon-
well near the surface impoundments. Each itoring wells (Figure S-7) are shown in
quarter, an attempt is made to sample the Table S-13.
five lysimeters underlying the surface
irnpoundments. If water is present, it is
analyzed for HE compounds. Results

LLNL has developed analytical Results of the quarterly monitoring are
' procedures for HE compounds. The HE shown in 'Tables S-14-19. The tabulated

compounds are analyzed using a high- results present the highest value detected
pressure liquid chromatograph (HPLC). for the parameter over the four quarters of
First, 100 pL of the sample are injected 1989, as well as compounds sporadically

r-KT-01 Monitoring

K7-03;f'1 "_NC7-47 ' " K1 09 Q wellsI "
K7.06-___IrO K1-07_R,.,AI'__ K1-03 - -- Site 300 perimeter

Sca.o
K7-Ogd_l.,..,._, _-_, /,, "r\- /lf"e Aa"_Pit 1--4 .._eJ Pit8 _- " I --_--_

*_;;t#_'_.6_.J T / .__ K8.01 0 1400 2800 4200- - L I I -K9.nl_k
K2-04D J ...... "

Tracy

NC2-07

\
\

,.._-__ K6"03
_'_'__ ._ I it EP6-08 817-04

Liver'S. _K6"O_ _ EP6-07 817-01 817-03
""Ore EP6-09 817-02 817-03A

K6-01

Figure S-7. Landfills (active and inactive) and monitoring wells, Site 300, 1989.
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Site300
detected. Therefore, the values found (U.S. EPA 1989b) and will be applied in Compliance
within the tables are conservative esti- 1990. This method should decrease the Groundwater

mates of the groundwater constituents, incidence of sp _radic findings unrelated to Monitoring
Details of the quarterly samplirlg and any landfill changes in groundwater chem-
results can be found in the LLNL Site 300 istry. Elevated levels of nitrate in the Pit 1
Crolllutwater Moliitoring Program Qtmrterlt/ wells continue to be observed; these are
Reports (Carlsen and Brown 1989; Brown considered to be natural constituents of the
and Carlsen 1989a-b; Brown 1989). area groundwater (Buddemeier et al 1987;

At Pit 1 (Table S-14), very lo,a! concen- Carlsen e,_al. 1987)..
trations of Freon-113 (1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2- Table S-15 shows that TCE,

trifluoroethane) continue to be observed 1,1-dichloroethylene, and tritium col_cen-
in Wells K1-05, K1-08, and K1-09 at maxi- trations in the Pit 7 area wells are similar
mum concentrati_ ,ns of 0.9 _g/L, 5.8 _g/L to tliose reported last year. The Pit 7 area
and 9.7 ktg/L, respectively. Freon-113 was groundwater is included in the Site 300
also detected in Well K1-05 during the sec- investigations of TCE and tritium dis-
ond quarter at a concentration of 0.9 l.tg/L, cussed in the LLNL Site 300 Enviro_tntelltal
These levels are far below the MCL of lptvestigatiolis Quarter/t reports. During the
120(/_lg/L (22 Cal!forllia Code of Re,,_tllatiolls second quarter, slightly elevated levels of
Sectiolt 64444.5). A quality assurance gross alpha activity were detected in K7-
investigation was performed during the 01. This is likely the result of levels of nat-
second quarter sampling to confirnl the urally occurring uranium in the
presence of Freon-113 in these installa- groundwater (Raber and Carpenter 1983).
tions. Additional duplicate and blank Samples taken during the third and fourth
samples clearly identified Freon as a quarters from K7-03 indicated the tritium
groundwater constituent in well K 1-08 level in this installation has decreased sig-
and K1-09. Other sporadically occurring nificantly, from approximately 131 000
hal_genated hydrocarbons detected in the pCi/L to approximately 38 100 pCi/L. The
Pit 1 monitoring installations are believed latter value is similar to the values report-
to be the result of laboratory error or sam- ed for 1988; this apparent decrease is being
ple contamination, investigated. In the fourth quarter, NC7-25

Resource Conservatior, and Recovery exhibited 39 pCi/I_ of alpha activity,
Act regulations in the Code of F_'deral above the State MCL of 15 pCi/L. Isotopic
RQe,ttlatiolls mandate that the Student's uranium analysis indicated that this alpha
t-test be applied comparing pH, conduc- activity was likely due to natural uranium.
tivity, TOC, and TOX concentrations in Table S-16 shows monitoring data from
1989 to a 1986 background data set. These I'it 2 (Wells K2-01C, K2-048, and K2-04D);
tests showed no statistically significant Pit 8 (Well KS-01 ); and Well NC2-07. As
increase in TOC or TC)X concentrations mentioned previously, the slightly elevated
throughout 1989 (Carlsen and Brown 1989; nitrate levels (above the MCL in KS-()l)
Brown and Carlsen 1989a-b; Brown 1989). are considered to be natural constituents
Although significant differences in con- of this area's groundwater. In KS-()l, TCE
durtivity and pH were observed in 1989 and 1,2-dichloroethane (1,2-DCA)con-
between upgradient and downgradient tinue to be detected at or abcwe the MCLs.
wells, it is believed that these differences Additional characterization of the ground-
were representative (_fnatural gnmndwater water in this vicinity is being conducted as
chemical variability and did not represent part of the Site 300 TCE investigation. The
a landfill-induced change in the ground- tritium values for Wells K2-()1C and
water chemistry. An alternative, analyte- K2-()48 have dropped below the State
specific method for statistical detection of MCI_ c_f20 0(1() x 1()-_ pCi/l_. The previ-
changes in groundwater chemistry at both ous years' levels had been higher than the
the Pit 1 and 817 areas is presently being MCL. These wells are part of the Situ 3()()
developed by I,J,NI, using EPA guidance tritiun, investigation.
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Compliance Table 5-17 shows monitoring data fr(ml downgradient wells, lt is believed that
Groundwater the Pits 1 and 2 barcads. The only data these differences are representative of nat-

Monitoring point exceeding ally State action level or ural groundwater chemical variability and
MCL is all arsenic value of 0.09 mg/L do not represent a surface-impoundnlent-
(MCL is 0.05 rag/L) observed in K2-02A. induced change in the Building-817 area
The elevated arsenic levels are comparable groundwater chemistry. The alternative,
to those observed in the Pit 1 rnonitoring analyte-specific statistical method dis-
wells and elsewhere at Site 300, and these cussed in the Pit 1 section of this report
levels are considered to be a natural con- will also be applied to the data from the
stituent of the area groundwater. Building-817 monitoring wells in 1990.

Table S-18 shows the monitoring data Elevated nitrate, selenium, and arsenic lev-
for the Pit 6 wells. TCE continues to be els have been consistently detected ill the
detected in small amounts in EP6-09 wells of this area since their installation ill

throughout the year. As a result, the Pit 6 1985. These are considered to be natural
area was added to the ongoing Site 300 constituents of tile a,,rea groundwater
TCE investigation. (Carlsen et al. 1987). TCE above tile State

Table S-19 shows data for lysimeters action level was observed ill Wells W-817-
and wells in the vicinity of the HE process- 03, 03A, and 04. Investigations of tile RDX
water surface impoundments. The lysime- (and other explosives) ii1 Well W-817-01
ters underlying the impoundments did and the TCE occurrences are part of tile
not produce any water during 1989. Site 300 groundwater investigations.
Monitoring Well W817-01 continues to
consistently show small amounts of RDX
(a high-explosive compound). In addition, Environmental Impact
the high explosiw_ HMX was detected in As discussed previously, this report
W-817-01 for the first time in the fourth does not cover investigations of areas of
quarter of 1989. As required by DHS, four known groundwater contamination or
wells (W-817-01, 02, 03, and 04) were sub- proposed remedial action for those areas.
jeered to the Student's t-test comparing Routine monitoring did reveal groundwater
1989 TOX and TOC concentrations to tile contamination in the Pit 6 area. The

1986 background data set. These tests Environmental Restoration Division is
showed no significant increase in TOX or now undertaking the investigation and
TOC concentrations during 1989 (Carlsen cleanup of this area. Because they are not
and Brown 1989; Brown and Carlsen currently used for potable water supplies,
1989a-b; Brown 1989). As in Pit 1, signifi- tile contaminated aquifer,_ are not consid-
cant differences in pH and conductivity ered to have any adverse impact on the
were observed between upgradient and population in the area.
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TableS-13. Water-quality parameters for Site 300 monitoring wells, 1989.
ii ii

Parameters analyzed

Purgeable priority
Physical and Detection pollutants Pits 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 Detection

cllemical Pits a limit (rag/L) b (EPA Method 624) and HE limit (Hg/L)

Ammonia nitrogen (as N) I,.,"_6, 8 0.10 Acrolein I

Antimony ItE 0.1 Acrylonitrile 1
Arsenic l, 6, I lE 0.002 4-Pentanone 10

Barium 1, 6, lie 0.1 Methyl ethyl ketone 20
Beryllium I, ,_,'3(_,7, 8, lIE (U)005 Ali other analytes 1
Bicarbonate alkalinity 1 6 I

(as CaCO 3)
Cadmium 1 6, I-IF. (/.002 Title 22 Detection

Calcium 1 6 1 organic compounds Pits 1 and 6 limit (_tg/L) b
Carbonate alkalinity I (_ 1

(as CaCO 3) 2,4,5-TP (Silvex) 1

Chloride I, (_ 1 2,4-D 10
Total chromium 1, 6, H E 0.02 Endrin 0.1

Cobalt t-IE (I.05 Lindane (I.4

Conductivity (pmhos/cm) I, 6, lie NAc Methoxychlor I (1
Copper lie 0.()8 Oil and grease (mg/L) 5

Filterable residue (TDS_ l, 6 NAc Toxaphene 0.5
Flouride I, 6 (I.1

Hydroxide alkalinity 1, (3 1

(as CaCO 3) Other Detectionq

Iron 1,6 0.(14 organic compounds Pits 1, 6, HE limit (_tg/L) b
Lead 1,2, 6, 7, 8, lie ().(/02

Manganese I, 6, H E ().(It_ Explosives
Mercury I, ¢_,lie (1.0003 RDX and HMX 20
Molybdenum H I! ().I TNT 3(1

Nickel 1,6, fie 0.05 Benzidine 80

Nitrate (as N) 1,2, 6, 8, lie ().10 Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate 2(10
Nitrite (as N) 1,2, ,, H, lte (1.I 2,4-Dinitrophenol 10

Non-filterable residue (TSS) 1,6 I l,ow-level phenolics (rag/L) 0.005

pH (Units) l, ._,°6, 7, S, lte NAc 4-Nitrophenol 1()
Potassium I, t_ 0.l TOC (mg/L) 0.5
Selenium 1,6, lte 0.,1 TOX 0.25
Silver 1, _3,lte 0.02
Sodium l, t_ ().(It)

Sulfate I, 6 l Detection

Surfactants 1, (_, lie ().[12 Radiological Pits limit (pCi/L) b
Thallium lte 0.2

Total alkalinity (as CaCO 3) I, 6 1 Gross alpha l, 2, 7, 6, H 17
Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 1,2, 6, 8 05 Gross beta I, 2, 7, 6, [4 11

Vanadium 1,6, lie (1.2 Tritium 1,2, 7, t_,7, lie 2(10

Zinc ttE ().01 238U l, 6 (),1
235U 1,6 0, ]

234U l, 6 ().l
Purgeable halocarbons Detection 22ORa I, 6 (),I

1 (EPA Method 601) Pits 1, 2, 6, 7, 8 and HE limit (Hg/l,)

Ali analytes 0.5

a Ht" = High-Explosive Process-Water Surface Impoundment wells.
b Detection limits can vary from sample to sample, depending ota such items as matrix interference and instrunlent sensitivity. The table

reflects maximum (worst-case) detection limits reported for the year from any analysis.
c Not applicable.
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TableS-14.Positively detected water-quality parameters, Site 300 Pit I monitoring wells, 1989.
I tl t

Well

Parameter K1-01C K1-02B K1-03 K1-04 K1-05 K1-07 K1-08 K1-09

Physical and chemical (mg/L)

Alkalinity (as CaC03) 1N} 18() 150 150 130 140 130 130
( ,t <(I.5 {}.02 {),()4 {}.i}2 0,{}3 {}.{}5Ammonia nitrogen (as N) 0.85 ) " .

Arsenic 0.017 ().{)2(,, {).{}14 {},016 0.015 {L(}I 4 0.016 {).{I1,1

Beryllium <(!.(}00l <0,0(}01 <{}.()001 0.0{)0l 0,000l 0,(}0(}2 0,(}0(}2 {}.(){)()1
Bicarbonate 1(_() 180 150 150 130 140 13{) 13(}
Cadmium 0.0{}12 0,01)2t; {},0003 0.0(128 ().0{)02 ().{)()l 1 {},(;{}05 (L00()5
Calcium (EDTA titration) 4£; 52 46 46 38 40 38 3q

Chloride 42 48 38 4() 43 50 42 45
Total chromium <0.02 <{1,{)2 <(1.02 <(1,02 0.{106 0.006 t}.i){)8 0.{)06

Conductivity (_lmhos/cm) 620 630 610 620 540 5(_() 560 550
Copper <0.08 <{.},{)8 <{),08 <0.{}8 <0.{)8 (),17 <0.{}8 <{}.()8
Filterable residue (TDS) 39{} 370 350 3{_0 370 370 371} 350
Fluoride 0.3 0.3 0,3 0,3 0,4 {},4 0,5 0.4

Iron 0.12 <0.()4 <{}.04 0.05 0.()5 <(},04 (),40 {},{}6

Lead 0.(){}] 0.005 ().005 (}.0()2 {L01] {}.(}16 ().(){)7 <0.05

Magnesium 19 21 18 24 I9 1q l q 18
Nickel <{}.05 <(1.05 <(I.(15 ._0,{)5 <{}.(}5 {).12 <0,05 <{1,I}5

Nitrate (as N) ii.0 7.6 8.1 7.0 _.9 l 0,0 II .(} 1{).()

Nitrate (as NO 3) 48 33 36 31 44 48 46 46
Nonfilterable residue (TSS) 5{1 I{},{} 4.0 2.5 20.(} 23.{} 14.0 5.(}

pH (Units) 7.(_ 7.6 7.6 7.5 7.7 7.8 7.8 7.6
Potassium 2.8 2.q 2.6 3.1 2.6 3.8 3.(} 2.4

Selenium {},{}{)4 {),{1(}2 (}.(}{)4 {).{}{)1 {),{1{)2 0,{){}4 <0,0{}2 <().{}5

Sodium 38.(} 41,{} 37.() ,41.(I 44.0 45.(} 42.(1 42.0
Sul fate 3_).(} 5_;.{1 38.1) 53.{} 45.{) 43.0 48.{) 49.0

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen ().9 0.8 0.7 <(}.5 <(}.5 <1}.5 <11.5 <1},5
Vanadium {U.)4 {},{)4 {).(}3 <0.2 {1,{)5 {}.06 <{},2 {}.2
Zinc (}.()1 (}.01 0.12 0,{)1 (},{)U (},11 <{),{}1 {},{}2

Organic compounds

TOC (rag/L) 1.7 , 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.4 1,3 2.3

Purgeable pollutants
(EPA Methods 601/624, pg/L)

Chloroform <(}.5 <0.5 <().5 <(1.5 <(1.5 <0.5 5.q <(}.5
Freon-113 <0.5 <0,5 <{).5 <0,5 {}.q <0.5 5,8 9.7

Low level phenolics <(1.{){}5 <{},{)05 {).(}{)5 <(), ){)-5 <{).{}{)5 <().{}{)5 <{},{){)5 (),(){)5

Radiological (10-9 #Ci/mL)

Gross alpha 3.{} 6.{) 2.{} <2.{} I.() 3.{} 4.0 <:2.0
Gross beta 22.0 9.0 13,{1 4.{} 2,{) 7,{} 3.{} 3,{}

Tritium a 241 2+12{) .r21{} ,_219 <5{){} (:'_{}{} -:'q{}() -5{}{}
Ura nium-234 2.4 1.3 1.4 i .4 1.'_ 1.6 1.I I. I
Uraniu m-235 {).2 <{}.I <(}.1 <{}. 1 <{}.1 <{}.1 -:11.I _-:{1.1
Uranium-238 1,3 ().u (}.8 {1.8 {}.8 {}._4 ().._ {).6
Rad i um-226 (),2 <{}.I ).{}.l {),2 {).{}7 {}.(}-1 2.4 <(},1

a Sample not taken, see Quality Assurance chapter.
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TableS-15. Positively detected water-quality parameters, Site 300 Pit 7
monitoring wells, 1989.

iii i i i iii i i iii i

Well

Parameter K7-01 K7-03 K7-06 K7-09 K7-10 NC7-25 NC7-26 NC7-47

Physical and chemical (rag/L)

Barium (1,2 <0,I (),l <(1.I <(),l <0. I <0. I <{), I

Lead [),004 0.0()4 (),til 2 <0.0()1 0,()()3 0.()1 . L()()2 0.()03

Purgeable pollutants

(t:.PA Methods 601/624 I-tg/l.)

1,l-Dichloroethylene 1,4 1.3 .:()..q ¢1.() <(I,5 <().5 <(I.5 <0,5

Trichloroethylene 8,() II,() <0,5 1.5 <().5 .z(),5 <(),5 <(),.q
Freon-ll3 4.7 <0,5 <(I.5 <1 ,() <().5 <(),5 <(),5 <(),5

Tetrachloroethylene 0,8 <0.5 <0.5 <1,() <(},5 <().5 <0,5 <().5

Radiological (10 -9 _tCi/mL)

Gross alpha 14.t) <4,11 4.0 <2.0 <5.0 39.1) 5.() 3,1)

Gross beta 21,0 7.(I <7,() <6,(1 13.() 36.() <11 ,() <9,(1

Tritium 43 7(1(1 131 0()0 853 <765 <237 403 (100 2790 <219

Uranium-234 6.4 3,1 (1.7 0,4 1.l 12.7 ().2 7,0

Uranium-235 (1.4 0,5 <(). 1 <(),2 <0,1 ().6 <(), I 0,32

Uranium-238 6,6 2.4 0,5 0,3 0,7 c).6 <(), I 7,()
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TableS-16. Positively detected water-quality parameters, Site 300 Pit 2 and Pit 8
monitoring wells and Well NC2-07, 1989.

i i _ I|ll I|11 I i

Well

',

Parameters K2-01C K2-04D K2-04S K8-01 , NC2-07

Physical and chemical (nag/lA

Ammonia nitrogen (I.9 I11 0,08 0,04 . a
Arsenic a a 0.(114 0,02 a

Barium __a __a <0,05 1.9 __a

Bicarbonate al kalinity (as CaCO 3) _,1 __a __a 210 ,i
Cadmium a ,i <0.04 0.04 a

Cltloride __a __a a 75 a

Total chromium __a _.a <.0(15 (I.(143 __a

Conductivity (B mhos/cm) _a a __a 880 a

Copper _a __a 0,(16 0,02 __a
Fluoride __a __a a 0.4 __a

Lead 0.(106 (1,0'07 0,2q 0.0(17 _a

Nitrate (as N) 5.4 9.3 9.9 11.0 __a
TOC __.a __a a 1,3 a

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 1.1 11/ 0,7 <0.5 a

Total alkalinity (as CaCO 3) a __a a 210 a
TSS ._a a _a 2.(l __a

Selenium __a __a <0,002 <0,0(12 a

Sodium __a __a a 66 _.a

Sul fate __a a __a 78 a

Purgeable pollutants

(EPA Methods 601/624 _tg/L)

Bromodichloromethane 0.7 <0,5 <0,5 <1.(1 <0,5

Carbon tetrachloride, ().6 <(I,5 < 1,0 < 1.(1 <0.5

Chloroform 13.0 <0.5 <1.0 <111 <0.5

1,2-Dichloroethane <0,5 <(1,5 < 1,0 4,0 <(1,5

l,l-Diclfloroethylene 0.5 <0.5 <I .(1 <I ,(1 <0.5

Methylene chloride <0,5 <0.5 1.8 <1.0 <(I,5

1,1,1-Trichloroethane 1.4 <0,5 <1.0 1,0 <0,5

Trichloroethylene <0.5 <0.5 1.0 5.0 <0.5
Trichloroethene (1.7 <(),5 <0,5 <(1.5 <0.5

Radiological (10 -9 BCi/mL)

(;ross alpha 15.0 3,() <2,() 4.0 5.0
Gross beta 13.() 7.0 40 18.0 lh.()

Tritium 18 I()() J: 44(1 t)2S(l :_:29(I 12 5(I(I :!: 380 50(1:!: 500 <50(I

Uranium-234 ._a .....i 1.5 5,4 a
Uranium-235 __a .....,i <(1,2 (1.3 a

Uranium-238 a _a I.() 3, I a

a Nol analyzed for these parameters,
i
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TableS-17. Positively detected water-quality parameters, Site 300 Pits I and 2 area
barcads, 1989.

ii

Well (Barcad)
Positively detected

parameters ' KI-01A K1-01 B K1-02A K2-01A K2-01B K2-02A K2-02B

Physical and chemical (rag/L)

Arsenic {}.{){}6 {}.{){}_J (},(}14 <{},{}{}2 {}.()2{} {},(}_}{} <{).{)(}2

Barium ().{)6 <{).()5 <(}.(}5 <(}.{)5 <().(),_ <0.05 <(}.{}5

Beryllium ().(10()1 <0.0] 0,000[ <(),!)] <(),()] <0.01 _:().()1
Iron ,_::0,03 ().(),_ ().(13 <0.()3 <0.()3 0,22 0.30

Lead 0.0()3 0,002 (),()04 (),0()3 0,005 0.0()e_ (),()03

Manganese <{}.()1 (}.{)2 <0.(} I <{}.{11 _!{).(}I <(},(}1 <{}.{11

Radiological (10-9 pCi/mL)

Gross alpha 4,0 <_.{1 <,1.,{) <5,{} 6.0 4.{} 7.{)

Gross beta 14 4.() ]5 (_.(I 20 ]() (_,()

Tritium < 1;'46 <'2,44 <332 <293 260 <18t'_ <2(.12

Uranium-234 1.5 2.6 1.2 4.1 6.() 4.8 3.7

Ura n iu m-235 0,2 <().1 <0.1 <().1 0,2 <(1,I ().2

Uranium-238 ().(_ 2.5 I.() 2.e_ 2.9 1.3 3.7

Radium-226 ).5 <(). I (1,,1 0.4 0.4 (1,4 ().4

LLNl. Em,in_ltmelrtal Report 19,°,9 163
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TableS-18. Positively detected water-quality parameters, Site 300 Pit 6
monitoring wells, 1989.

i i li .- iii

Weil

Parameters K6-01 K6-03 K6-04 EP6-07 EP6-08 EP6-09

Physical and chemical (rag/L)

Total alkalinity (as CaCO 3) 35{} 180 170 180 19{} 190

Ammonia nitrogen (as N) (},11 0,25 <0,1 0,24 <0,1 <(}, 1
Arsenic 0,013 0,(}20 (),030 0,022 0,(118 (}.036
Barium a <0,1 <0.1 <0,1 <0, I <().1 <().I

Bicarbonate alkalinity (as CaCO 3) 330 180 170 180 I c)0 I gO
Cadmium a <0,01 <0.01 <0.01 <(1,01 <().()1 <0,01
Calcium (EDTA titration) 64 55 51 56 51 63

Carbonate alkalinity (as CaCO 3) 16 <1.0 <1 ,(} < I,() 8.(} <1 ,{}
Chloride 98.0 95.0 180.0 95.() 1()0,0 ' 130,0

Conductivity (lamhos/cm) I 180 1120 99(1 1090 1890 I1 bl()
Filterable residue (TDS) 7_)0 74() 6bl() 770 710 760
Fluoride 0,4 0,4 0,4 0.4 0,4 0,4
I ron 0.28 0,07 0,09 <(),I I. 3 (),46
Lead ().004 0.01B 0,004 0,0(}4 (),006 0,004

Magnesium 28 31 26 31 26 30
Manganese 0, I ().I <0,04 0 16 <0,04 <0.04
N ickel <0,05 <(1.05 <0.05 0,06 0.07 <0,05

Nitrate (as NO 3) <0,4 <0,4 9.2 <0.4 5.0 5,9
Nitrate (as N) <0.I <0, I 2.4 <0, I 1.3 1,6
Non-filterable residue (TSS) <5,() 6,0 8,0 6,0 <_,0 <5,0

pH (units) 7.6 7,6 7,8 7.8 7.6 7,7
Potassium 6,9 8.0 8.7 7,7 8,4 7.9

Selenium a <0.()()4 <0.()04 <0,004 <0,()()4 <0.004 <0,004
Sod iu m 16() 130 120 I 30 140 140
Sul fate 28{) 2'1(1 200 240 220 250

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen 0,8 <0.5 <{}.5 <0.5 <{}.5 <(}.5
Zinc (),16 0, I q 0,17 ().12 <().01 0,15

Organic compounds (rag/L)

Low-level phenolic compounds I).005 <0.005 <0,005 <0,0()5 <(),005 <0,0()5
Total organic carbon (TOC) 1 0,7 0,7 I),t) 0.7 1,0

Purgeable pollutants
(EPA Methods 601/624 _Lg/L)

1,2-Dichloroethane <0,5 <0,5 <(),5 <0.5 <0.5 (),8
l,l,l-Trich Ioroethane <0.5 <().5 <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 (),5

Trichloroethylene <().5 <0.5 .:(I.5 <0.5 <0,5 8, I

Radiological (10--9I.[Ci/mlJ

Radium-226 <(),1 0.2 <(). I 0.2 0,3 <(),1
Uranium-234 0,6 ().6 1,3 (),6 1,2 1,6
Uranium-238 0.4 (),4 ().8 <0,5 (),8 1.5

Gross alpha <5.0 <3.(I <3.() ,l,0 <5,(} ,1.0
{;ross beta 12{}.(} 13.{} 17,{} 12.{} 11.(} I I ,{}

a if the numerical value of a positive result for one sampling period is less than a deteclion-limit value for another
sampling period, the delection-limil value (which is higher, and tllerefore more conservative) is reported.
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Table S-19. Positively detected water-quality parameters, Site 300 high-explosive
process-water surface impoundment wells, 1989.

i i,ii i i li li

Well

Para meter W-817-01 W-817-02 W-817-03 W-817-04 W-817-03A

Physical and chemical (rag/L)

Total alkalinity (as CaC'O 3) 2N} 2,10 2q{ 250 __a
Arsenic {1.{172 {I,{}6C} (},04bl {1,{165 ....

Beryllium {},0t)02 <{I.(}t)(}5 (I.(1(1(I,1 <0.0(105 ---'_ '
Ca d mit=m 0.( )(1(}7 .... i (),(1(112 .... i __,_

Calcium (El)TA titration) 22 ,13 2(1 . 23 --,=

Carbonate al kal inity (as CaCO 3) II} <1 < I I t_ __,1
Chloride 250 300 280 2,1(I ....

Cobalt 0,{}U8 <0.{}5 <(},{15 <'0,(15 .....

Conductivity (_lmhos/cm) 17(}(I 21_3() 2(18(I 1930 ....
Iron O,12 0.2 .... <(1,{14 <(I,(}4 22,,

Lead {I.{}l 1 (}.{}04 0.{}(}S 0,UI4 ....

Magnesium 8,t_ 2 I.(I 13.() 12,(1 ....

Mangane.,_e (),(},1 (I.()q (),()bl {),{)g .....

Nitrate (as NO 3) I1{1 I1{) 11(} 12(I ---_
Nitrate (as NI) 2(_ 2t_ 25 28 .....

pH (units) 8,I 8.(1 8 1 bl.I ....

Potassiu m 18 14 37 12 _,_

Selenium 0.045 {}.{}bl7 0.{}24 0,{127 .....'

Sodium 33(I ,17(} 3till 3t)() ......

Sulfate 170 4_(1 2bl() 33{} ......

Surfactants ..... _ <0.(}2 (}.()2 .:_(1.()2 .....t

TDS ' I I(}(} 21{}(1 1211(1 12(1(1 ....

Vanadium {}.18 {1.I,l (},13 1},I,l - -

Zinc 0.21 .{1 I.{} (1,75 ....

Organic compounds

ttMX Btg/l.) 41 _2(I <20 ,::2(} <2fl

I_I.)X qtg/l.} I()q <311 ,:_3{ ,-3{1 <-3(1

T()C (_tg/I.) I._ 2.() I.q 1,4 .......

TOX Btg/I.) <{}.{12_ ,:"(}.{)2K {},{}q3 <:(},(i2r-; ....

Purgeable polltitan'ts

(liPA Methods h01/624, llg/L)

Chhiroform <:()._ , I )."-, •:{}.'q 2.8 (}.f_

1,2-1)ich Io roetlielle TOT <(I.q ,'().q .'_d_ 2,1 Hl

1,2-1)ichloropropane ,::li.q .<(I.q .-0,:% ,-{I._ li.{.,
Freon 113 (1,8 ,"().q ,:(),R ,. {I,h ' ().B

Methylene Chhiride .-(i,_ , l).5 <( ."q L{_ ,-ll.:4
1,1,2-Tri ch I(lr(le t h a ne <=()._ <Ii. :q .-(),q ,: {I._ (I,{_

Trich oroethylene ,li.r> .-{I.'_ <ii.r4 1%.{} .-ll.::_

aN(Di analyzed for Iht'se paranleters,

//.NI /11i'>ir_iJInlPiihl/ R('ln)rt lg,qc) "l 6_k[_/_
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SOILMONITORING

Introduction

Soil is an integrating medium that can account for contaminants released to tile

atmosphere or through liquid effluents (U.S. Department of Energy 1988d). An

intensive soil sampling program conducted in 1971 and 1972 (Lindeken 1973) pro-
vided a data base for the concentration ranges of various radionuclides in soil near

the Livermore site and at Site 300. Since 1972, soil sampling at Site 300 has beer:

part of the continuing LLNL monitoring program designed to docun:ent any

changes in environmental levels of radioactivity that have occurred and to evaluate

any increase in radioactivity that might have resulted from LLNL operations.

Because HE tests at Site 300 occasionally involve the use of depleted uranium, one

of the purposes of the annual soil sampling is to determine how these tests perturb

the natural uraniun: content of tlae soil. The rationale for including the naturall_
occurring nuclides (4°K, 232Th, and 238U) and the long-lived fission product (137Cs)

is to provide baseline data on global fallout and to allow monitoring of the contain-

ment of the small inventories of mixed fission products and radiochemical tracers
used at the Livermore site and at Site 300.

Methods to the bag, and the sample is identified by
In 1989, 13 soil samples were collected number. This number is entered in a log-

at Site 300. Ten of the samples were col- book, together with all pertinent sampling
lected from locations that have been san:- information and a description of the sam-
pied annually since 1973. Two samples ple location. The number is used to identify
were collected from locations in drainage the sample throughout the laboratory anal-
channels added to the soil surveillance yses and is used throughout this report.
network in 1986. One new sampling loca: After collection, the soil samples are
tion, near Bunker 801, was added to the dried, ground, and blended. Plutonium-
network in 1989. Figure S-8 shows the soil 239 content is determined in each sample,
sampling locations at Site 300. following an acid-leaching procedure. The

Soil sampling activities follow standard- soil is leached by heating for 4 h with a
ized written procedures (Brekke et al. mixture of concentrated HNO 3 and HCI.
1988). Samples are taken from reasonably The plutonium is then separated and purl-
level areas that represent undisturbed soil. fled by ion exchange and electroplating
A 2-m square is marked off in each area, and is analyzed by alpha spectroscopy.
and an 8.25-cm diameter coring tool, Gamma spectroscopy is performed on the
designed at LLNL, is used to collect 5-cre- soil samples after they are dried at 1100C
deep subsarnples at the corners and center for a minimum of 2 days, pulverized,
of the square. All subsamples are collected passed through a 32-mesh sieve, and

to a depth of 5 cna because surface deposi- blended. Approximately 3()()7,_ aliquots of
tion from the air is the primary pathway the soils are sealed in 200-cm, thin-walled
for potential contamination. The five sub- aluminum cans and are counted.for
samples of soil collected from each 2-m gamma emitters with a Ge(Li) detector.
square are combined into a single compos- Approximately 10% of the sites are san:-
lte sample in a plastic bag. A label is affixed pled in duplicate to comply with quality

LLNl, Eitz,imptmentalReport 1989 167
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Soil Monitoring assurance protocols (Holland 1987), For. within the ranges reported inprevious
duplicate collections, two adjacent cores, years, The soil samples show that g,reater-
5-cm deep, are taken from the corners and than-background concentrations of 238U,

c0nter of each 2-m square. Separate com- including the sample from the new sam-
posites of the five cores are then made, pling location near Bunker 801, are limited
and the composites are identified with to isolated regions near the firing tables.
unique sample numbers. The highest value of 98.2 _tg/g (about

25 times greater than background) was
Results ok_'_scrved_in the vicinity of a now-inactive

Table S-20 presents data on the con- firing table. In 1988, a value of 570 _.Lg/g
, ' _ 230 40 137 232centratum: of '.-Pu, K, _ Cs, _ Th, was observed in this area. However, in

and 238U in soils from the Site 300 sam- 1988, the gravel from this firing table
piing locations; only positively detected was removed to an onsite landfill after
parameters are shown, The concentra- the Sample that yielded the 570-/ag/g
lions and distributions of ali observed value was taken. The 1989 value is prob-
nuclides in Site 300 soil for 1989 are simi- ably an indication of residual material
lar to the levels measured in 1988 and are in this area.

__.so,,s.mp,,n0• 11 locations
1111 • /'N"X' II Bunkers

_, _ I - -- Site 300 perimeter

Scale: Feet

Bunker 850 Bunker ..-J_ - nker 801 0 1400 2800 4200
1113 ,

Bunker 851 ]

1107 01115 , 't

1

 1o6 1 Tracy --_

• / 1

1104)0, N..,:.-, 1103,\;

re
111

0

FigureS-8. Soil sampling locations, Site 300, 1989.
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contamination has been reduced, probably SoilMonitoringEnvironmental Impact
In tlle l:,ast, 238U,corltanlinated gravel due to tile clean-up operations at the

from the firing tables was removed to an bunkers that removed contaminated
onsite landfill. The landfills at Site 300 gravel to the landfills.
were closed in 1988. As in the past, the With the exception of elevated 238U con-

1989 analyses indicated that increased centrations observed near the bunkers, the
238U in soil is essentially limited to areas activities observed in samples collected
adjacent to the firing bunkers (Gudiksen are representative of background or natu-
et al. 1973; Holland et al. 1987; Holland rally occurring radionuclides.
and Brekke 1988). However, the level of

TableS-20. Positively detected radionuclides in soil_Site 300, 1989 (sampling
depth of 0 to 5 cm).

u ,i i i H i

23_)pu 40K 137Cs 238U 232Th

Location a [10 -9 #Ci/dry g _+.2c5 (%)J I10 -6 _tCi/dry g ± 2c_ (%)1 lpg/dry g + 2c_ (%)1

1103 5.6 :t 8 13.0 '± 3 0,24 -Z3 , 2,7 ± 54 q,1 -±4

1113 1,2 ± 15 13,8 Z 4 0,06 :_:1I 8,6 4:16 8.8 4-:3

'1112 2,3 -±12 17,6 ± 3 0,13 -±8 <2,1 7,6 _4-3

1110 4,3 :!: 14 15,3 i: 3 O,13 4:9 <2,0 I I ± 3

1111 3.4 :t: I0 9,7 :F ,l 0,19 4_:5 3.9 :t: 68 7,q-± 4

1115 3.4 4: _) 1(}.6 -±5 O.21 ± 5 _)8.2:k 4 b 12 ± 3

1114 3.6 :):g 11.5 :t: 4 0.17 :t: 5 4.1 4:53 7.9 + 4

1116 2.0 :t 13 14.5-!- 4 ().11 -J-8 3,1 :_ 58 8.2 -±3

1107 5,{} 4-....14 13.9 + 4 {}.13_,__-7 4,4 +_ 45 13.8 _+ 3

1109 ().,1:!:24 10.5 ± 4 0.()2 :t: 25 6.5 :t: 19 4,4 ± 4

1108 __c .__c -. _' __.c __c

1"104 5, 1 :t 8 14,9 + 4 0,27 ± 3 3,7 _- 7'I 9,2 :t:3

1106 4.q) :t 14 11,2 :!:3 0.15 :!.:6 2,1 :! _)3 q,'l :! 2

1117 (}, I :t-61 12.5 :_-5 {}.22 .±5 62.8 ± 5b I1 ± 3

Mean 3,2 13.0 I}.16 3.93 (1507) 9.3

SDM (%) 56 18 45 52 (189) 25

a See Fig. S-8 for sampling locations.
b Data from area of known contamination, Summary data with these data includod in the calculations are parentheses,
c No data. See Quality Assurance chapter,
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VEGETATIONMONITORING

Introduction

Sampling and measurement of native vegetation can provide information about

the buildup of radionuclides in the environment. Native vegetation is specifically

mentioned by DOE in its monitoring regulatkms as a medium that is appropriate

for sampling and analysis (U.S. Department of Energy 1988d). The requirements

also call for vegetation radionuclide pathway analyses. LLNL collects and analyzes

vegetation samples front Site 300, and a potential human dose from this pathway
is calculated.

Methods and reanalysis of the sample is necessary
At quarterly intervals, samples of vege- for data verification.

tation (usually native grasses) are collected Water from the vegetation samples is
at Site 300 and at offsite locations near collected utilizing freeze-drying techniques.
Site 300. Figure S-9 shows the 1989 The tritium content of the recovered
vegetation-sampling locations at Site 300. water is determined by liquid-
The sampling locations are the same as scintillation counting.
those sampled in 1988. The use of constant Approximately 10% of the sites are
sampling locations allows for better trend- sampled in duplicate tc) comply with qual-
ing of the data and closer monitoring of ity assurance protocols (Holland 1987).
areas of concern. Sampling activities follo,,v For duplicate collections, a totnl of four
standardized written procedures (Brekke subsamples of vegetation from a sampling
et al. 1988). Grass samples are cut at location are collected using identical
ground level, and any soil or dead tissues methodology. Two of the ,bags serve as
are discarded. The bulk volumes of the the official sample, and the other two bags
samples are between 0.5 and 1 L (approxi- are considered the duplicate sample.
mately I kg). As each sample is collected, The duplicate samples are preserved,
it is double-bagged in plastic, labeled stored, processed, and analyzed using
according to sample type and location, methods identical to those employed for
and frozen in a dry-ice chest to minimize all other samples.
water 1oss on the bag's surface. A label is
affixed to the bag, and the sample is iden-
tified by number. This number is entered Results
in a logbook, together with all pertinent Table S-21 shows tritium data for vege-
sampling information and a description of ration collected at Site 300. The values are
the sample location. The number is used mostly at detection limits, with the excep-
to identify the sample throughout the lab- tion of two locations, and are very similar
oratory analyses and is used throughout to those reported in 1988. As was the case
this report. The samples are later trans- in 1988, vegetation samples from Locations 6
ferred to a freezer in the laboratory. Two and 13 contained the highest tritium val-
subsamples of vegetation are collected ues detected. The highest observed con-
each quarter at each sampling location, centration (Location 6) was 1.58 x 10.3
One subsample is analyzed and the other I.tCi/mL. Because of this high value, the
is preserved in the laboratory freezer, in sample was reanalyzed using the pre-
case the first sample is lost during analysis served subsample. The result was verified.
or the measurement result is in question
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Site 300

Vegetation Location 6 is in the area pre_ently under Environmental Restoration Division of
Monitoring im estigatio1_ by ERD for tritium contami- LLNL's Environmental Protection

nation of groundwater. The '1989 maxi- Department (see e.g., Lamarre et al.
mum levels from these sampling locations 1989a-c; Taffet et al. 1989a).
are greater than those reported in previous The effective dose equivalentsshown in
years. Tritium has been observed in the Table S-21 were derived 1,sing the dose-
vegetation of these areas s_,_ce 1971, conversion factors provided by DOE
although tritium is not presently used at (U.S. Department of Energy 1988b) and
the site (Lamarre 1989b). These sampling the dose-pathway model from NRC
locations are adjaceni to landfills that Regulatory Guide 1.109 (U.S. Nuclear
include tritium-containing debris from fir- Regulatory Commission 1977). The calcu-
,, g tables. As a result of seasonal rains lated annual average dose from vegetation
spreading tritium from this debris, the tri- at Location 6, based on the mean value of
tium is present in the soil and groundwater 3.97 x 10-4 gCi/mL, is 7 mrem/y using
in the area where these samples are rou- conservative pathway mod,qing assump-
tinely collected. The landfill areas contin- tions (assuming that an adult's diet
ue to be under investigation for soil and includes vegetables with the highest
groundwater tritium contamination, as observed average tritium concentration,
described in reports published by the and meat and milk derived from livestock

I -' -- "- -- vegetationsampling
I 0 locations
I I Bunkers

I perimeter

n un_ke
Bu Scale:Feet

r801 , _-----_--_. __-_
'I 0 1400 2800 4200

Bunker851_ !ii
J
1
t

)' I Tracy --_

, \
k

}

-; Figure S-9. Vegetatior_ sampling locations, Site 300, 1989.
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" Site300
fed on grasses with the same concentra- two known sites of contamination, were Vegetation
tion). In actuality, this dose would never generally comparable to those observed Monitoring
be received because vegetation at Site 30(i) in previous years. Concentrations detected
is neither consumed by people nor by at the sites of contamination are n_;}:..ff
grazing livestock, concern because the contaminati:.;_n i!!'very

localized, and the affected vegetatiun is
neither ingested directly by people nor

Environmental Impact consurned by livestock. Tritium levels in
In general, LLNL irnpacts on vegetation vegetation at Site 300 will continue to be

at Site 3(_)0for 1989 were minimal. Tritium monitored, with special attention given to
levels found in the Site 300 vegetation, the areas of known contamination.
with the exception of vegetation from the

Table S-21, Tritium in vegetation_Site 300, 1989.
iii ,i i m i

Sampling location a

1 2 3 6 12 13

[110-7 _tCi/mL of moisture content __:2c_ (_Y_)]

First quarter 1,4 _ q2 1.4 .+_91 <1,2 57 ± 3 2,6 _: 48 22 _: 7

Second quarter <1.2 <1.2 <1,2 21 :__7 <1.2 788 :__:1

Third quarter <1.2 <1.2 <1,2 15800 b _+0 <1,2 420 _+I

Fourth quarter <1 2 <1.2 <1,2 4.2 4_31 <1,2 1112+_2

Mean <1.2 c <1.2 c <1.2 c 27 (3971)b <1.2 c 333

SDM (_) 0 d 0d 0 d 99 (199) b 0d 105

Effective dose (torero) e 2.1 x 10-3 2.1 x 10 _3 2.1 x 10 -3 4.8 x 10 -2 (7) 2.1 x 10 -4 5.9 x 10 -1

a See Fig. S-9 for sampling locations.
b Sample from area of known contamination. Summary statistics with this value included in calculation are

in parentheses.
c Median value.
d Median absolute deviation (%).

e This dose represents the total effective dose equivalent from the forage-cow-milk pathway.

=
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NOISEMONITORING

Introduction

As noted earlier, LLNUs HE testing is conducted, at Site 300. Because the site is

remote, these experiments can be performed with minimal offsite impact from

annoying noises or damaging overpressures. On the basis of meteorological mea-

svroments made at least twice each day, a limit is set on the weight of HE that can

be detonated without impact in populated areas. To monitor this limit, 6 micro-

barograph sensors are maintained in or near the City of Tracy.

Methods

Figure S-10 shows the locations of the "'.,. /
environmental noise monitoring stations ", A
in Tracy and surrounding areas. Each sta- '@,
tion consists of an outdoor weatherized ....,,

B&K sound level meter, and a UHF radio ""'"- GrantLine.,.

telemetry link back to Site 300. Acoustic ..... ,:,'
data are analyzed for overpressures in GrantLineRoad EleventhStreet
excess of regulatory limits during explo-
sives testing, taki::g into account the -_
acoustic propagation time. rr-° SchulteRoad

@___o
o

_f LinneRoad
Results

LLNl_, conducted 55 high explosives tests
at Site 300 during 1989. Microbarograph _...,"
measurements in the vicinity of Site 300

and the City of Tracv demonstrated that _ Noisemonitoring" locations
the noise limi_ of 400 btbar was not
exceeded. There were no complaints of Scale:Mites _
noise or overpressure from residents in the L_ = _ _ q Lvicinity of the test site. Furthermore, none _ l.. [ l..___
of the 55 tests produced sound levels, at 0 2 4 ",,
any of the 6 microbarograph Stations, >,,
above 65 iubar. FigureS-10. Noise monitoringIoc_:ions in Tracy, 1989.

Environmental Impact
Through compliance with t!te limit of

400 btbar, LLNL has prevented any signifi-
cant noise impact.

/
__..=-
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ENVIRONMENTALRADIATIONMONITORING

Introduction

Beginning July 1, 1988, tile Environmental Monitoring Group at LLNL imple-
mented an enviroml_ental radiation monitoring program at Site 300. This report

containsthe first full calendar year of data, which will be evaluated with tile 1988

data to assess the design of the dosimetry network and potential environmental

impacts. LLNL carries out environmental radiation monitoring to evaluate the

level of environmental radiation. Penetrating radiation, which cannot be measured

by collection of material on filters, is measured using dosimeters. The dosimeters

provide a measure of the total amount of radiation, both background and any radi-.

ation that has manmade origins, at a particular location.

Methods These areas are considered background
Tl_e program was designed to measure and are used for comparison with the

exten_al doses from penetrating radiation perimeter dosimeters.
(prirnmily gamrna rays) at 13 Site 300
perimeter locations and 3 offsite locations Results
(Figure S-11). These measurements are Table S-22 presents the TLD data,
made with Panasonic UD814 thermolumi- expressed as dose equivalents (mrem) for
nescent dosirneters (TLDs). This dosimeter 1989. The perimeter average measured
contains three elements of thalium-activated dose in 1989 was 77 mrern (ranging from
calcium sulfate (CaSO 4) and one element 69 to 89 mrem). The offsite measured doses
of lithium borate (Li2B407). Each dosimeter are 76 mrem just west of Site 300 and are
is heat-sealed in a 3-1/2-in. x 2-1/4-in., 68 and 56 mrem in the City of Tracy.
4.5-mm-thick foil pouch to protect agains t
light and lnoisture. The dosimeters are Environmental Impact
mounted in the field on existing structures Initial network design limited monitor-
(such as fence lines) at approximately I m ing to the site perimeter and three loca-
above ground level. The dosimeters are tions in the San Joaquin Valley near the
exchanged and analyzed quarterly. City of Tracy. The offsite locations were

The TLDs measure environmental radia- chosen to provide exposure information
tion exposure in milliroelltgens (ml;0. The about nearby population centers and
measured exposure is converted to dose by background radiation levels. The regions
calibrating the dosimeters to read out in chosen have different terrain and geologi-
absorbed dose and applying a quality fac- cal compositic, n. The region around
tor for a beta/gamma radiation field. The Site 300 has elevated levels of naturally
resulting dose equivalents (torero) are com- occurring uranium and may be different
pared to radiation protectio,_ standards, than the San Joaquin Valley region. Tlle

The TLDs measure radiation exposure differences observed ketwecn the two
from all sources of penetrating radiation, locations may account for the different
These include natural sources, fallout frc_m measured external radiation doses. We are

nuclear weapons testin:,;, and any contribu- investigating these differences and will
tion from Site 3()().Of Gite dosimeters are increase the offsite monitori_:g east of
located in areas accessible to the public. Site 300.

! I.NI_Ellvir(,_met_lalRel_orl1989 177
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Site 300
Environmental The TLDs measure radiation exposure vary from 30 to 60 mR/y, Cosmic radia-
Radiation from ali sources of penetrating radia- tion is about 35 mR/y, calculated fr(ml
Monitoring tion. Based on past calculations local elevation and geomagnetic latitude

(Lindeken et al. 1973), environmental according to the data of Lowder and
terrestrial exposure rates in this region Beck (1966).

-- -- -- _ _ _r )-- --" -- -- (_ _ -- -- --I e GammalocationsdOSimeter

• Bunkers
I

- Site 300 perimeter 'I
Scale:Feet

i i- 1Bunker 850 J I ' '

Bunker 801 I 0 1400 2800 4200

(_ Offsite locations:
Bunker 851

(_t West on Tesla Road
Tracy Airport

(_t City of Tracy

Trae,y ........=,.-
, LI'-"

1
\'
'"k .'

rrnore

FigureS-11. Location of Site 300 gamma dosimeters, 1989.
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Site 300
Environmental

Radiation
Monitoring

S-22. Environmental radiatioI!,,measurements (TLD)--Site 300, 1989.
i ii_lt:lw_t_*_lt,_]Rm'Bl_.,lt_s_ ,'_-_O_#almlMl__ .......... I IIII I I III III I IIIII I

,_ , ,/',, '

la n,,.;t,?(;;,_i' ,/ Apr.-June July-Sept. Oct.-Dec.
• ._,J ...._----l..r " A 11n U a J

/,, , ,, ,

Location a , , ' , , ,( .... (torero) Total

300 Perimeter

78 17 18 18 18 71

'79 16 17 18 18 69

80 16 18 17 18 69

81 20 23 23 21 87

82 17 20 19 19 75

83 20 22 22 21 b 85

84 17 21 18 22 78

85 17 20 19 19 75

86 17 19 19 18 73

87 19 24 24 22 89

88 17 20 18 18 73

89 17 20 19 20 76

90 18 20 20 20 78

18 20 20 20 77

(%) 8 10 11 8 9

91 16 20 20 20 76

92 15 'l 7 18 18 68

93 13 14 14 15 56

15 17 17 1.8 67

(%) 10 ' 18 18 14 15

See Fig. S-11.
data available; the dosimeter was missing at collection time. This value is the mean of the values from the other

three quarters.
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RADIOLOGICALDOSEASSESSMENT

Introduction

A general discussion of radiation is presented in the Radiological Dose

Assessment chapter for the Livermore site. The reader unfamiliar with the terms

used throughout this chapter, such as ."rad" and "rem," are referred to that chapter.
[The reader interested in more information is referred to Radiation: Doses, Effects,

Risks (U.N. Environment Programme 1985).]

Radiation Protection Standards The EPA standard specifies that the
The DOE environmental radiation pro- AIRDOS-EPA-Clean Air Act Code (CAAC)

tection standards are provided in DOE model code be used to estimate doses,
Order 5400.5, "Radiation Protection of the while LLNl_,, to fulfill the DOE require-
Public and the Environment" (U.S. ment, historically has used the
Department of Energy 1990). The order Continuous-Point-Source Code (CPS
incorporates a new ,,ystem for controlling Code). This results in somewhat different
exposures to the public from operations at calculated individual doses because of the
DOE facilities. These standards are based differences in model assumptions and cal-
on recommendations by the Interl_ational culations. The results of botll codes are
Com tnission on Radiological Protection presented ill Tables S-23-S-26.
and the National Council on Radiation

Protection and Measurements. The primary Potential Radiological Dose from
DOE radiation standards for protection of Site 300
the public are 100 mrem/y effective dose In accordance with DOE environmental
equivalent for prolonged exposure and protection orders and other Federal and
5()0 mrem/y effective dose equivalent for State requirements, EMG assessed the
occasional exposure. These limits are radiological impact from operations at
based on the dose to the maximally Site 300 during 1989. Potential radiation

= exposed individual in an uncontrolled doses to the public calculated from
area. The definition of "effective dose radionuclide concentrations in environ-

eqtuvalcnt is the sum of the effective mental media (determined by surveillance
dose equivalent from external radiation sampling) are presented with the data in
and the committed (50-y) effective dose the vari _us chapters; doses calculated
equivalent from ingestion and inhalation from emissions of radioactive materials to
during the calendar year. the atmosphere are presented here.

DOE and I_LNI_ also comply with EPA There are two major sources by which
standards ft,: radiation protection. These radioactivity can enter tile atmosphere at
EPA radiation dose standards, which Site 300: operations at the Advanced Test
apply to air emissions, are contained in Accelerator (ATA) and high explosives

Re, _40 Code _f t:ederal gldati_ i1,"Part 61, tests. Because airborne emissions from
Subpart H of the Clean Air Act and are high explosives tests cannot be monitored,
25 mrem/y dose equivalent for whole- potential impacts from these operations
body exposures from the air pathway and are assessed by a network of ambient air
75 mrem/y dose equivalent for exposure monitors.
of any organ from the air pathway. (On The total airborne discharge from ATA in
December 15, 198% the standard was 1989 was ().57 Ci of 13N and 0.57 Ci of 150.

changed to 10 mrem/y effective dose These nuclides are air-activation products
equivalent; this value will be reflected in generated during tile interaction of the
the 1990 report.) accelerator beam with air. Nitrogen-13 has
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Site300
Radiological a half-iife of about 10 minutes, and 150 ha,_ tile CPS Code (Table S-24), The maxinlunl
Dose a half-life of about 2 minutes, inhalation dose from airborne emissions at
Assessment As stated above, radiation doses based the Site 300 perimeter was 6.3 x I 0-4 mrern,

on emissions were calculated by two The maximum inhalation dose from air-
methods: the EPA Clean Air Act Code borne emissions to the nearest resident

(CAAC) (40 Code of Federal Regnlations was 1.6 x ] 0-4 torero.
Part 61, Subpart H), which contains the Table S-25 is a summary of the radiologi-
AIRDOS-EPA and RADRISK models, and cal dose to the maximally exposed individ-
the Continuous-Point-Source (CPS) Code ual in the public; this is a hypothetical
(Peterson et al. 1976). person who lives at a location and has a

The CAAC Code was used to calculate lifestyle that results in receipt of the maxi-
the estimated dose at the site dose to the mum possible calculated radiation dose
nearest resident, and dose at tile maxi- from Site 300 operations. This dose includes
mum offsite exposure location f_r each all significant exposure pathways, u_._tjust
emission sourc,._'. The CPS Code was used tile, air pathway, and is derived using the
to calculate the estimated dose at the site most conservative, but realistic, exposure
perirneter, dose to the nearest resident, data and assumptions. The inhalation sub-
and maximum offsite dose as well as col- mersion pathways are calculated using the
lective person-renl dose to the population CPS Code. The calculated committed
residing within 80 km of the l.ivermore (50-y) effective dose equivalent to the maxi-.
site. Both of these methods are based on really exposed member of the public from
conservative assumptions, and any actual ali sources and pa'hways during 1989 was
dose received by an individual'would be 6.3 x 10-4torero. The DOE radiation pr(t-
mucll less. tection limit to the public is 100 mrem/y.

These codes were used to determine the For comparison,, the average resident of tile
doses due to releases of I3N and 150. Livermore Valley received a dose of
Appendix A contains definitions of tlle approximately 318 mrem from natural
doses discussed in this chapter and the background radiation (including radon)
mathematical equations used to.perform during this same period (see Table S-26).
this assessment. Finally, tile CPS Code was used to calcu-

EPA Clean Air Act Code. The air path- late tlie c;,llective population dose. The
way doses calculated using the Clean Air collective population dose is the sum of
Act Code included exposures fr0m.inhala- tile doses to all individuals residing within
.tion, air submersion, ingestion, and an 80-km radius of I_I..N!.: The estimated
ground surface irradiation. The Clean Air cc_llective effective dose equivalent to the
Act Code was run using specific meteorol- total population within 80 km (5() miles) of
ogy for Site 300. The air pathway dose cal- LI.NL was 1.3 × 10-3 person-rem during
culated is expressed as dose equivalents. ]989. This dose is based on a population c_f

The EPA limit for airborne emissions is 6 million within 80 km ()f LI.NI.,. The col-

25 mrem/y whole body dose equivalent, lective p'.)pulati_m dose from natural
The tc_tal fence-line dose from air emis- s(}ufces of radiation, _.lsing 318 mrem/y as
sions from Site 30(! operations in ] 989 was a typical average from natural sources
1.5 x 10-4 torero; the dose to the nearest during the same period c_ftirne was esti-
resident was 3.7 x ]0 -7 mrem; and the mated to be 1.9 x 10 6 person-rem.
dose at the point of rnaximunl cfffsite Table S-26 ccmlpares the dc_se t_ the
exposure was 1.5 x 10-4 torero. These public resulting from Site 3()()operaticms
doses represent c_nly 0.006% or less of the with the d_)se t_ the public frc_m natural
EPA limit (see Table S-23). and other background sources c_fradiatkm.

Con tinuous-Po in t-Source Code. Air The d :_se resulti nA from Si tc:3(]()c_pera tion s
pathway doses are also calculated using is negligible.
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Site300

Summary above were calculated using conserva, ti,ve Radiological
Overall, the measured and calcMated assumptions; they are not the doses actu- Dose

radiation doses are well below the appli- ally received by anyone. Any dose actually Assessment
cable standards for radiation protection of received by an individual would be con-
the public. Moreover, the potential radio- siderably less. Thus, these maximum cred-
logical doses from Site 300 Operations are ible doses show that Site 300 operations

substantially less than the d_ses normally had no significant impact on public healthreceived from natural soru'ces of back- during 1989.
ground radiation. The doses presented

Table S.23. Radiation dose from the air pathway (Clean Air Act Code a calculations) for Site 300, 1989.
ilil __ -- __ iii .... ii iii _ i I _ --

Dose at site Dose to nearest Dose at nlaximtlm

Nuclide perimeter resident offsite exposure

Facility (Ct) (torero) b (torero) b (torero) b

Advanced Test Accelerator 13N, 150 0.0()015 3.7 x 10 -7 (L()(}015

(0.57,0.57)

Total 0.00015 3.7 x 10 -7 0.00015

Percent of Federal Emission Standard c 0.006 I x 19 -5 0.0(1(_

a These doses were calculated pursuant to the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (Clean Air Act), 40 Code of
Federal Regulations Part 61, Subpart H.

b These doses are effective dose equivalents calculated using the EPA required method. These calculations were performed using the
Clean Air Act Code, which contains the AIRDOS-EPA and RADRISK models for calculating atmospheric transport, exposure, and dose.

c The Federal Emission Standards for radionuclides (contained in 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 61, Subpart H) limit doses to the pub.-
lic to 25 mrem/y to the whole body and 75 mrem/y to any critical organ. On December 15, 1989, a new standard of 10 mrem/y effective
dose equivalent took effect; the percentages of this standard for dose at the site perimeter, dose to nearest resident, and dose at maximum
offsite exposure are 0.0015%, 3.7 x 10-6_;4, and 0.0015%, respectively.
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Table S-24. Estimated radiation dose to the public from Site 300 airborne effluents during 1989
(Continuous-Point-Source Code).

ii i ii iiiiii _ - ii ii i i i ii i iii -

Nuclide/ Dose at site Dose to nearest l_)ose ai maxin_unl Collective dose (80-km

emission perimeter resident offsite exposure radius of I,I,NI,)

Facility (Ct) (mren0 a (torero) a (torero) a (person-ren0 b

Advanced Test

Accelerator (ATA) J_N/0.57 0.000(_3 ().0()01t_ ().0()()_3 (L0013

Ir_C)/0.57

Total 0.00063 0,001)16 0.00063 0.0013

a This dose represents the 50-y committed effective dose equivalent, lt is calculated using the most conservative exposure assumption and
is not a dose actually received by any member of the public. The actualdose received by any member of the public would be consider-
ably less. lt is not used to calculate population dose.

b The population dose is the collective (combined) dose of ali individuals re,tiding within au 80-km radius. These calculations are based on
the same population distribution as that around the Livermore site (6 000 (")0). The population densities within 80 km ttf Site 300 are
actually less. Therefore, the collective person-rem dose is conservative_',he actual dose to the public within 80 km around Site 300 is
actually lower. The population dose is calculated directly with the Contlnuous-Point-Source Code.

Table S.25. Summary of radiological dose assessment for 1989 for Site 300.
ii ii - i .__ ii i i i ii i i iiii

Effective dose equivalent to the maximally exposed individual in the public

Pathways

Percent of DOE

Inhalation/ Ingestion- Ingestion- primary radiation

submersion a foodstuffs water Total protection standard

Nuclide (torero) (torero) (torero) (torero) (roSy) for the public b

,.

I IN, I_() (I.()()()(_2 N / A c N /A c ().()0()t_3 _ :,' I()(' ().()()()(_

Site 300 Total d 0.00063 6 ', 10-(_ 0.0006

a The inhalation/submersion dose was derived using the Contint|ot|s-Poitd-Source code, and ii represents committed effective dose equiv-
alents, lt is calculated using the most conservative exposure assumption and is not ,! dose actually received by any member of the public.
The actual dose received by any member of the public would be considerably less.

b The primary DOI:' radiation standard for protection of the public (ali sources and ali pathways) is 100 mrem/y.
c There is no ingestion dose from short half-life air activation products.
d This dose is the maximum potential dose to a member of the public from ali sources c,nd ali exposure pathways.
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TableS.26.Colnparison of radiation doses--Site 300, 1989.
iiii i -- lUl iiii iii - iii illl iiiii

Individual dose Population dose a

Location/source (mrern) (person-rem)

Site 300 Sources

Atmospheric Emissions ().(1{)0(13b 0.{)013c

Other Sources

Natural radioactivity d
Cosmic radiation ,1() 240 {)(}{)

Terrestrial radiation ._() 3(]0 (}{)0

Internal (food consumption) 28 lh8 {}()()

Radon 200 1 2()()tRI0

I

Medical radiation e,f

(I)iagnostic procedures) 55 330 OI)t}

Weapons testfallout_',r 5 3()()(){}

Nuclear power produc_:,, ""q 5.5 33{I0()

a The population dose is the coliective (combined) dose for ali individuals residing within an 80-km radius of LI,Ni.
(approximately 6 000 000).

b This dose represents tile ma×imum committed effective dose equivalent from ali Site 300 emissions, lt is calculated
using the Continuous Point Source Code and the most conservative exposure assumptions and is not a dose actually

received by any member of the public. Therefore, ii is not used to calculate Site 300 population dose.
¢" Population dose from Site 300 emissions is calculated directly with the Continuous-l_oint-Source Code.
d These values vary with location and represent approximate averages in the vicinity of Site 300,

e Tills dose is an average over the U.S. population.
f From Mettleretal.(1990).

From Glasstoneand Jordan (1980).
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SUMMARYOF ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLIANCEACTIVITIES

Introduction

This section briefly describes additional environmental activities performed by

LLNL to comply with Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. These related

environmental activities were performed by tile Regulatory Affairs Division, tile
Envirunmental Guidance Division, and the Environmental Restoration Division of

the Environmental Protection Department. Included is a description of environ-

mental perrnits issued to or lield by LLNL for Site 300 during the year. A table of

public hearings, regulatory inspections, and regulatory permits is presented in
Table S-27. For further information about these activities, the interested reader is

referred tct the docul.nents contained in tile Information Repositories located at tile

LLNL Visitor s Center and tile City of Livermore Public Library. A list of these doc-

uments is presented in Appendix B.

Resource Conservation and Recovery specifications for closure as well as a con-
Act (RCRA) ttazardous Waste struction quality assurance plan. Upon
Management Activities final review and approval of the Closure

The Resource Conservation and Plans by the regulatory agencies, the land-
Recovery Act (RCRA) provides the frame- fills will be closed. The RCRA Part A per-
work at the Federal level for regulating the mit application was revised to show the
generation and management of solid change in landfill status.
wastes including those that arc designated A RCRA Part 13permit application was
as hazardous. Similarly, the California submitted to EPA and DHS in January
Hazardous Waste Control Law sets require- 1989 for the hazardous waste container
ments fur the management of hazardous storage facility, which will be used only
wastes in California. RCRA regulates treat- for the storage of hazardous wastes identi-
ment, storage, and disposal facilities fled in the permit application. A public
through a permit program. The permit hearing was held by DHS on August 3rd
process requires regulatory agency review regarding the proposed Site 300 Building
and approval of a facility's Part A and 883 Hazardous Waste Container Storage
Part B permit application. Applications Facility permits, l'he purpose of this hear-
provide inf_}rmati_m (m the facility and ing was to receive comments from the
wastes managed at th_,:facility, public on the EPA and DHS draft permits,

Hazardous Waste Permits. Landfill ns well as the DHS Negative Declaration
Pits 1 and 7 were c_perated at Site 300 under the California Environmental
under prc_x'isi_ms c_fthe Interim Status Quality Act. The final Part I3permits were
Document CA 2890()9()002 until issued by EPA and IDHS in November
November 1988 when their use ceased. 1989. The permits allow the facility to
They had been usecl for disposal of firing store specific wastes in containers pnwided
table., gravel and debris. In May 1988, that certain, administrative and opera-
Closure and l_st-Closure Plans were pre- tional conditions arc met. The permits also
pared for the landfills and stibmitted to require development and implementation
the EI:'A, RWQCB, anct D HS for their . _f a waste minimization program. Finally,

!_ review. In June 1989, LI-NL submitted to as part of the EI:'A permit, a conditicm
the regulatc_ry agencies Volurr_e II of the was included citing the March 1989 pr(t-
Closure Plan, which contained technical posed RCRA cleal_up order issued under
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Site 300
Summaryof Table S-27, Compliance summary--Site 300.
Environmental _ ,............ _ _ _ _ ___ __ L_.,,
Compliance ,, Type of regulatory action Regulatory agency
Activities'

Public hearing (date)
RCRA Waste Disposal lh:'rmit (Aug. 3) DI-IS/F,I'A

Permits (number)
I_,CRAHazardous Waste Container

Storage Facility / Lrmlts (2) DI-IS/Et'A
Interim Status for I--lEburn pit (1) 10tIS/!!!I'A
WDR 8(71-184for Class !1-1Solid Waste RWQCB

Disposal Sites (1)
WDR 82-105 ( NPDES Permit CA0()8I3%) for RWQCI?,

C.ooling q_wer Wastewater Discharge (1)
WI)R 85-188 for Domestic and Industrial RWQCB

Wastev,,ater to Septic Systems and
Evaporation lkmds (1).

Gasoline Recovery System (2) SJCAPCI)
Paint Spray Booth (1) _,Ic.'AI'CI)
Sawdust Collector (cyclone) (1) _JCAI 1)
Boilers (5) S.ICAI'CI)

Inspections (date)
I_andfill Closure InspectiOn (Mar. 1()) t=IA/DHS/I_,WQCI
RCRA Annual Inspection (Mar. 26) til"A
Annual Inspection ttf Permitted Sources (Apr. 4) RWQCI:_
Undergrtmnd Tank Soil Sampling (June 26) SJCH I_)
Annual Inspection ot: Fmdang,ered U.5. I-:ishand Wildlife/

Wildflower (Mar. 3(1) California Fish & (;ame

Annual Inspection of Permitted Sources (N_>v.28) S.ICAI'(?I)

Section 3()08(h) (U.S. EPA Docket No. On Marcia 26, 1989, an EPA ccmtractor

RCRA-()9 8g-OQ16), which requires inves- performed the annual RCRA inspection of
tigation and remediation of other areas of hazardous waste generating operations
c{mcern located at Site 30(). and storage and treatment units. Vario_

The Part B application fola new high- potential vio!ations were noted in the
explosives burn pit at Site 300 is scheduled resulting inspection report. The potential
to be submitted in 1990. violations are generally described as fol-

Inspections. On March 10, 1989, staff lows: inspectors had been denied access t_
-) " s 'fn>m the EPA, IDHS, and kWQCB met at one buildirtg; c_mtainers u, cd to collect

Site 300 to discuss technical and regulatory waste being generated at two l_cations
issues involved in the proposed closure of were open; the waste accumulation start
Landfill Pits 1 and 7. After the meeting, dates _m labels were being inappnqgriately
the staff from EPA and DHS alst_ visited completed on drums; the waste accumula-
the landfill area._;and the container storage tkm areas were m}t clearly marked in two
facility, Building 883. This visit provided areas; two of the inspected accumuh_tion
information to the wgulatory agencies for areas were overcrcwvded and needed bet-
the ongoing review ,lhd discussi_ms ter emergency response equipment; tlae
legarding tee landfill cit;sure plan and the waste analysis plan did m}t state what
hazardous waste container storage facility inform,tion is tc_be prcwidcd by' genera-
permit applicaticm, tors wlac_send waste tc_Site 3(1(I,laov,, a
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Site300
representative sample of these wastes for LLN lr waste practices and the respec- Summary 0t
would be collected, mr how landbanned tive waste-management responsibilities for Environmental
wastes are to be analyzed; the hazardous waste generators, Environmental Analysts, Compliance '
waste storage facility operating log was or Hazardous Waste Management field Activities
not available during the inspection; and. technicians. The course als0 includes
n.o analysis was readily available for one training in the identification of the factors
unlabeled drum in the container storage used to determine if a waste is hazardous,
area. in the determination elf the need for per-

LLNL responded to EPA with the fol- rnits and controls, and in the reduction of
lowing information regarding the noted the volume of waste to be discharged.
potential violations' it was explained that Other topics include preparation of waste
certain areas require authorized access for for transport and for storage in waste
safety reasons and had the inspectors accumulations areas (WAAs_, the protocol
wished to proceed, authorization would for sampling waste, preparation of docu-
have been obtained; open drums were fit- mentation for waste disposal, and
ted with self-closing attached funnels to response to emergencies at tlle WAA or in
collect waste; proper accumulation start a laboratory or a shop. During 1989, 2(1
dates were applied to labels; waste accu- LLNL Site 300 employees received ft:i,;
rnulatiorl areas were upgraded to provide training.
proper spacing and emergency response
equipment; the waste analysis plan was
revised to address concerns about waste Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ,,

, lte and land- (RCRA) and Other Federal and Stategenerated at the Livermore s'
banned waste; operating records are now. Regulation of Storage Tanks
maintained in the onsite Hazardous Waste Federal and State laws provide compre-
Marlagernent technologist's office; and _ her_sive regulation of the design, opera-
the unidentified container of waste was tim:, monitoring, and closing of tank
properly identified and labeled. No addi- systems that contain hazardous products
tional enforcemerlt action has been taken or hazardous waste. The California

by EPA. Underground Tank Law, found in
Construction of and Improvements to 23 Cal(fonlia Code of Reglthttions Chapter 3,

Waste Accumulat',m Areas. A Waste Subchapter 16, regulates underground
Accu:nulation Area (WAA) is an officially tank systems used for containment of haz-
desig,,ated area that meets current envi- ardous products or hazardous waste.
ronmental standards and guidelines for County health departments, sucl: as the
temporary (less than 90 days) storage of San Joaquin County Health District
hazardous waste before pickup by the (SJCHD) have been delegated authority to
Hazardous Waste Marlagernent Division enforce these regulations. Federal start-
for offsite disposal, dards for hazardous products and petro-

There are 17 WAAs at Situ 300. Prior to leum products contained in undergrour_d
1989, these areas were satellite accumula- storage tanks (USTs) are found irl 40 CcJde
rien areas; they were upgraded to WAAs of FMeral Re_lllations Part 280, and start-
in 1989 to increase operational fle×ibility, dards for hazardous wastes in tanks, both

RCRA Personnel Training. Ar_nual aboveground and underground, are the
training sessionsand as-r, eecled briefings subject of RCRA regulations in 40 Code of
are conducted for generator,_ of hazardous FMeral Regttlatiolts Part 265.
waste in the area of waste handling prac- Underground tanks at Site 300 contain
tices. This training is based upon require- diesel fuel, gasoline, and potentially con-
merits set forth in 40 Code of Federal taminated wastewater; abo,,'eground
Rc[¢ltlatiolls l'art 265.16 and 22 Cal(fontia tanks contain diesel fuel, insulating oil,
Co_h'¢!1Re,_lllatiolls Section 67105. and potentially contaminated wastewater.
Employees learn to identify the basis (i.e., Some of the wastewater systems are a
legal, regulatory, policy, and DOE Orders) combirmtion of undergrotlnd and

_ • ,, r-, , , I /,, , -,,_,_, t01_1
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Summary 0I aboveground tanks. Site 300 has a 11 withdrawals from underground vehicle-
Environmental aboveground and 20 underground tanks fuel tank systems. The results of tile pro-
C0mpliance ill service, gram are reported to SJCHD quarterly.
Activities To ensure that LLN L's UST program is The underground diesel fuel tanks that

in full compliance with Federal and State serve as fuel supplies for emergency
regulations, a preliminary classification of generators are monitored according to a
USTs as hazardous or nonhazardous was program of routine tank gaging and
made in 1989 based on existing data and reconciliation.
known uses for each tank. In a second The Tank Program also completed nlOll-
phase, these classifications will be verified itoring and release response plans for new
by an extensive sampling program, double-contained tank systems and sub-
Implementation of Phase II of the classifi- mittecl the plan to SJCHD.
cation procedure is expected to be com- Underground Tank Fees. LLNL has paid
pletedby 1991. annual fees to SJCHD for 15 tanks at

Tank Integrity Testing. The tank leak- Site 300. All of these tanks are in service.
tightness testing program is in place. Inspection. On June 26, SJCHD wit-
Underground tank systems are tested to nessed soil sampling at Building 801.
determine their structural integrity in Sampling was conducted to verify that
accordance with testing requirements set there was no appreciable contamination
forth in Federal and State regulations. All from leaks that had been identified and
underground wastewater systems are subsequently repaired. However, ali
tested, including those not presently regu- appropriate sample could not be obtained.
lated. The underground portions of tank No report was required or received.
systems are tested as a whole or by com-
ponent parts, using methods that may
include precision tests, dye tests, helium- Comprehensive Environmental
injection detection, and hydrostatic tests. Response, Compensation, and
All leak-tightness test results for regulated Liability Act (CERCLA)/Superfund
systems are provided to SJCHD. Eleven Amendments and Reauthorization
underground diesel fuel and gasoline sys-. Act (SARA) _ Title I
terns were tested in 1989. Also known as the "Su f_ertund_" " Act,

Two underground wastewater retention CERCLA is a Federal statute that gives the
tanks were tested for leak tightness in 1989. Federal gover_unent the power to identify
These svstems exist to receive and retain and clean up hazardous chemicals and
oily wastewater from floor cleanup and substances released to the environment.
steam-cleaning operations. Water is At Site 300, ongoing remedial investiga-
retained by these systems until the appro- tions, feasibility studies, and remedial ,'

-) "1 ?_priate mode of disposal has k cen deter- actions are being performed. Until recently,
mined, based on the results of analyses of these investigations were being conducted
representative samples, li_sting in 1989 under tile provisions of the California
identified one leaking wastewater system. Clean Water Act as administered by the
The leak site was repaired, and the system RWQCB. In March 1989, I_LNI, received a
was retested and shown to be leak tight, proposed RCRA cleanup order from EPA,
However, when soil-boring operations were and in July the EPA proposed to include
conducted next to the tank to permit collec- Site 300 on the National Priorities List
tion of samples c_fgravel fill, the tank was (NPL) for regulation under CI_RCLA. At
accidentally punctured. The tank was taken this point, the terms of the RCRA cleanup
out of service, lt was decided to replace the order have not been finally negotiated
punctured tank with a new doubly con- with EPA, nor has EPA of{icially placed
rained tank. This will occur in 1990. Site 300 on the NPL. Until these issues are

I_LNL has established a program to rec- resolved, investigations and remedial
oncile on a daily basis the inputs into and actions continue under the joint oversight
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of EFA, RWQCB and DHS. The areas of our understanding of tile extent of TCE ill Summary of
investigation include file following: TCE those areas. Remedial Investigation Reports Environmental
in soil, rock, and/or groundwater at the were begun for these two areas also. Compliance
Building 834 complex, Building 815, the LLNL's investigation of tritium in Activities
General Services area, Pit 6, the Pit 7 com- groundwater at the Landfill Pit 7 Complex
plex, and Pit 8; high explosives (HE) com- was completed, and an RI/FS Report was
pounds in the HE Process Area; and submitted to EPA, RWQCB, and DHS
tritium in the Pit 7 complex and the (Taffet et al. 1989b). We concluded from
Building 850 area. Details of these activi- the study that groundwater is moving at a
ties and investigations during 1989 can be maximum of about 15 m/y toward the
found in the following documents: LLNL northern site boundary. Given this flow
Site 300 Ellvironmental hR,esti,%,ation rate and the radioactive decay half-life
Quarterly Reports (Taffet et al. 1989; for tritium of 12.3 y, by the time the
Lamarre et al. 1989; Lamarre 1989a-b) and groundwater reaches the site boundary
other special topic reports (Larnarre along a most-direct flow path, tritium
1989c). t4ighlights of these activities are activities will be at or below background
presented below, activities, i.e., less than 200 pCi/L.

Remedial Investigations/Feasibility Investigations of groundwater chemistry
Studies (RIIFS). Remedial investigations beneath inactive Landfill Pits 8 and 9 were
of TCE, tritium, and HE compounds in completed (Taffet and Lamarre 1989; Taffet
soil and groundwater continued during 1989), and it was determined that the
1989. At the Building 834 Complex, LLNL rnaterials in the pits do not have an impact
determined the extent of TCE in the sub- on groultdwater quali:ty.
surface and conducted pilot remediation In 1989, LLNL continued its investiga-
tests of the groundwater extraction and tion of the extent of HE compounds and
induced-venting system that LLNL TCE in groundwater beneath the HE
designed and built specifically for this Process Area. Both plumes are small, with
facility. A Remedial Investigation/ concentrations of HE compounds at
Feasibility Study Report for the Building 350 ppb or less and TCE at 280 ppb or less.
834 complex was nearly completed by the A report of the investigation of the HE
end of the year (Bryn et al. 1990). At burn pits at Building 829 and a conceptual
Building 833, LLNL conducted a soil- closure plan for that facility were submit-
vapor sampling program and outlined the ted to the regulatory agencies.
probable extent of TCE in underlying Soils adjacent to 16 inactive dry wells
groundwater. Two potential TCE release were sarnpled and analyzed for wtlatile
sites were identified. In the General organic compounds, metals, and FIE com-
Services Area (GSA), a soil-vapor survey pounds. None of the soils v'as found to
was conducted, which resulted in the contain these substances in concentrations
detection of TCE in offsite soils east of the that would render thern hazardo'ds or a

southeast corner of Site 300. Subsequent threat to groundwater quality.
installation of monitor wells allowed us to Remedial Actions. During 1989, the
identify a plume of TCE (concentrations RWQCB approved LLNL's plan to close
up to 58 ppb) in shallow groundwater the nine decornrnissioned HE rinsewater
extending about 4000 ft from the site lagoons in the HE Process Area. By
boundary beneath private and State of October 1989, LI_,NL had filled the lagoons
California property. A groundwater treat- tct grade level with native soils, placed a
rnent system has been designed to begin clay cover on each lagoon, and seeded
remedial, ion of these low concentrations of them with native grasses. The lagoons
TCE. By year end, the treatment unit was have now been formally closed in acc(tr-
being constructed and applicable permits dance with the regulatory-agency-
had been sought. LI_NL installed addition- approved closure plan.
al naonitor wells adjacent to Landfill Pit 6 As part of I_I_NL's environmental reme-
and in the lte Process Area to improve diation efforts, six inactive water-supply
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Site 300
Summary of wells at Site 300 were sealed and aban- Regional Water Quality Control Boards
Environmental cloned, These older wells posed a potential (RWQCBs) are responsible for issuance

Compliance threat of cross-contamination of water- and enforcement of beth types of permits.
Activities bearing zones because of their long well Groundwater and Surface Water

screens or sand packs. The wells were Discharge Permits. Site 300 has three
sealed and abandoned in accordance with permits issued by the Regional Water
San Joaquin County regulations. Quality Control Board. Waste Discharge

Requirement, Order 80-184, for a Class IM
Superfund Amendments and solid waste disposal site pertains to inac-
Reauthorization Act (SARA)_Title III tive landfills located at Site 300. Waste

SARA Title III is also known as the Discharge Requirement, Order 82-105, is a
Emergency Planning and Community permit that applies to the cooling tower
Right-to-Know Act. lt requires owners/ discharges at Site 300. This permit is also
operators of facilities that have certain an NPDES permit because discharges may
hazardous chemicals onsite to provide enter stormwater drainages. Finally, Waste
information on the manufacture, use, and Discharge Requirement, Order 85-188, is a
storage of those chemicals to organiza- permit for the sewer lagoons, septic tanks,
tions responsible for emergency response leachfields, and the high explosives rinse-
planning. In California this information water Class II surface in'lpoundrnent at
must be provided to the State Office of Site 300.
Emergency Services, the county, and local Inspection. On April 4, 1989, RWQCB
fire departments, performed an inspection of perrnitted dis-

A physical inventory of all chemicals charges. This included review of cooling
subject to reporting under SARA Title 1II tower discharges, landfill operations, HE
was conducted during the morlths of process water discharges to a surface
November and December 1988. The impoundment system, and septic system
inventory included the chemical name, discharges. No inspection report was
the location, the weight, the type of con- received.
tainer, and the physical state of the sub-
stance. The inventory included the
Livermore site, Site 300, and leased space Air Quality Management Activities
off site. In early 1989, the data were The Clean Air Act is the Federal law
entered into a com.puterized database sys- that authorizes the EPA to set air quality
tem, and were used to generate reports standards and to assist State and local
for local emergency planning agencies, governments to develop and execute air
The inventory continues to be updated pollution prevention and control pro-
to reflect changes in chemicals handled grams. The San Joaquin County Air
on site. Pollution Control District (SJCAPCD) is

the local agency responsible for enforcing
these standards, as well as State and local

National Pollutant Discharge standards, for air emissions from station-
Elimination System (NPDES)/Waste ary sources in San Joaquin County.
Discharge Requirements Air Permits. Site 300 holds 9 air permits

Clean water is the subject of Federal, from the SJCAPCD for the following
State, and local laws and regulations. The equipment: 2 gasoline station vapor
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination recovery systems, 1 paint spray booth,
Systern (NPDES), under the Federal Clean 1 sawdust collector, and 5 boilers.
Water Act, establishes the permit require- Inspections. On November 29, 1989,
ments for dl,;charge_" into surface water- SJCAPCD conducted an inspection of
ways. In addition, the State of California 5 boilers, 2 tanks, 2 fuel dispensers,
requires permits for any discharges that 1 cyclone, l paint shop; no discrepancies

'i have potential to adversely impact benefi- were found.
,,, cial uses of waters of the State. The
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Endangered Species Act Activities and verified by staff who keep abreast of Summary of

Staff from tile California Department of ali existing and planned activities, review Environmental

Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and construction documents, inspect facili- Compliance
Wildlife Service performed their annual ties, and audit waste management proce- Activities
inspection of the endangered wild flower, dures.
AmsiJ1ckia graJtd(flonL on March 30, 1989. Building Inspections. Formal, detailed
A newly discovered second population building inspections are conducted for
located at Site 300 was also inspected, each LLNL facility every other year. In

these inspections, environmental analysts
scrutinize proper handling and manage-

Environmental Protection ment of hazardous and radioactive wastes

Department Internal Compliance and waste streams, management and
Activities maintenance of waste accumulation areas

The Environmental Operations Group (WAA), potential release pathways to the
is responsible for working closely with environment (e.g., storm and sanitary

_ ' drains), hazardous product storageLLNL programs and departments in _cwcr
implementing environmental require- areas, wastewater retention systems, oper-
ments so planned and current operations ating equipment (e.g., vacuum pumps,
and experiments function in compliance transformers, capacitors, baghouses), and
with Federal, State, and local environmen- laboratory and machine shop areas. An
tal regulations The group consists of envi- inspection report is prepared for the
ronraental analysts who are assigned to program/department and folloxwup
specific LLNL programs and departments procedures are conducted to ensure imple-
to assist in day-to-day environmental _i mentation of recommendations and/or
activities. These activities include manage- ! corrections. Walk-through inspections are
ment of hazardous wastes and implemen- conducted on an as-needed basis. A total

tation of appropriate pollution abatement i of 40 building inspections were conducted
controls. Compliance status is maintained at Site 300 during 1989.
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QUALITYASSURANCE

Introduction

The purpose of LLNL's Quality Assurance Program is presented in the

Livermore-site Quality Assurance Chapter; that discussion is not repeated here.

Similarly, LLNUs participation in the EPA Environmental Radioactivity Laboratqry
Intercomparison Studies and tile intercomparison study conducted by the DOE

Environmental Measurements Laboratory, as well as results of the duplicate sam-

pling regime, are discussed in tile Livermore-site section. That discussion also

applies to Site 300.

t

Deviations and Changes to the aromatic compounds in the first quarter
Sampling Program (Site 300) and were not analyzed for gross alpha,

Air Sampling Program. As part of rite gross beta, and high explosives in the sec,
Site 300 routine monitoring program, 552 ond quarter. Samples from offsite wells
of 575 possible air particulate samples G4, Ml, M4, V4, V7, and W2 were not ana-
were collected, a sample recovery rate of lyzed for gross alpha, gross beta, or tri-
96%. The loss of samples in 1989 was due tium activity.
to air sampler malfunction or loss of elec- Compliance Groundwater Sampling
tric power to samplers. Program. No changes were made to the

Routine Water Sampling Program. compliance groundwater sarnpling pro-
During 1989, all water supply wells were gram. All compliance groundwater instal-
sampled quarterly, as scheduled, except lations were sampled as scheduled in
Wells 7A, 4, and 19 were not available for 1989,. except three scheduled sampling
sampling during the fourth quarter locations (Wells K7-07, NC7-22, a1_d
because they were closed. Wells 1, 3, 6, NC7-37) were dry during each quarter, so
and 8 were sampled for tritium only in the samples were unavailable for collection.
first quarter; after that time, they were The resultant missing data from these
closed and sealed. All scheduled quality sampling locations accounts for 3% of the
control samples were also collected. 13 120 analyses performed annually as part
Several sampling points were changed in of the Site 300 compliance groundwater
1989 due to closure of inactive water sup- sampling program. Ali remaining sched-
ply wells. Specifically, rnonitoring well uled samples were collected and were
NC2-11D replaced water supply Well 03, analyzed for the full suite of scheduled
Well G1 (an offsite water supply well) analyses with the following exceptions:

' replaced Well 06, Well 7A replaced water no radium data were reported for Wells
supply Well 07, and NC7-61 replaced K6-03 and K6-04; no analyses for total
water supply Well 08. Each replacement suspended solids were performed during
well was in the same general location of the fourth quarter for samples from
the well that it replaced. In addition, no Wells K1-04, K1-05, K1-08, and K1-09; no
rainfall was collected during the second field blank was prepared for the Pit 7 area
quarter, in the second quarter, and no tritium anal-

Some analyses were not completed, ysis sample was prepared for the sample
Samples from VVell18 were not analyzed from Well KI-()I C.
for aromatic compounds in the first quar- SoilMonitoring Program. No soil sample
ter and were not analyzed for gross alpha was collected from Location 1108 during
and gross beta during the second quarter. 1989. An additional soil sampling location
Samples from Well 4 were not analyzed for (1117) was established to the north of
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Quality Bunker 801, Samples fronl all locations will with tile radiological data, tile actual
Assurance be taken during future sampling periods, detection-limit values are used in tile

Vegetation Sampling Program. N o calculation of summary statistics.
changes were made to tile vegetation sam- summary Statistics. Determinations of
pling program at Site 300. All samples measures of central tendency and
were collected as specified in the environ- associated measures of dispersion are calcu-
mental monitoring plan. lated according to DOE Order 5400.xy pro-

Environmen ta I Radiation Monitoring tocols. For data sets containing few LLDs,
Program. During 1989, 1 of 64 environ- measures of central tendency are reported
mental dosimeters at the Site 300 perime- as the arithmetic mean-Z one standard devi-
ter Was missing at the time of collection ation (SDM),, with the standard deviation
(98% collection efficiency). No changes expressed as a percentage of the mean. For
were made to the environmental radiation data sets containing many (one-third or
monitoring program, more of the total)LLD wflues, measures of

central tendency are reported as the median
Statistical Methods value + the median absolute deviation

Data review and analyses are conducted (MAD; median of the differences of all data
in accordance with the EMG Quality values from the median), with the MAD

' "__ "' f crcentage of the median. ByAssurance Plan (Holland 1987) and the ex f res,,ed as a _' _' _-_
EMG Procedures Manual (Brekke et al. convention, summary statistics are not
1988). Both documents contain detailed expressed with "less than" (<) signs, lt
information regarding the acceptability of should be noted that the use of LI_Ds in

ovcrc_ hmatcs of tiledata and the procedures that are followed computations leads to , ,s ' ,"
for the identification, notification, and cor- central tendency because the actual values
rection of suspect data. of data expressed as being below the detec-

The statistical methods used in this tion limit are quite likely less than the LI_D
report have been implemented pursuant to value used in the Calculations.
DOE Order 5400.xy, Chapter VII (Data Where unusually high values were
Analysis and Statistical Treatment) (U.S. detected for areas of known contamination,
Department of Energy 1988d). The methods means and standard deviations are calculat-
employed reduce the large volumes of ed both with and without the inclusion of
monitoring data to summary concentration the high values, and the calculations without
estimates that are suitable for both temporal high values are reported in parentheses. This
and spatial comparisons. Attention is given was done so that measures of central tenden-
to estimating accuracy, bias, and precision cy are not skewed by the F re, once of the
of all data. high values. Otherwise, the common use of

Radiological Data. The precision of radi- such data could bias estimates of l l_eoverall
ological analytical results is displayed in the impact of LLNL operations.
data tables as 2-o counting errors, expressed Statistical Comparisons. Standard com-

as a percentage of the associated value, parison techniques (t-test and ANOVA) are
' The counting errors are not used in any used where appropriate for the determina-

summary statistic calculations. By conven- tion of the statistical significance of the dif-
tion, any radiological result exhibiting a 2-0 ference between means. All such tests of
counting error greater than 100% is said to significance have been performed at the
be at the lower limit of detection (LLD) and ().05level. When such a comparison is

I1| _is presented in the tables with a l_:s than" made it is explicitly stated in the text as
"S "s ' t"(<) sign to indicate its LLD status. Howevel, being .;tatL'hcally significan or "not sta-

the actual LLD values are used in the calcu- tistically significant." Other uses of the
lations of ali surnmary statistics, word :lgmhcant in the text do not imply

Nonradiological Data, Nonradiological that statistical tests have been performed.
data that are reported as being below the lhc_c uses instead relate t_ the concept of
analytical detection limit are also di:;played "practical" significance, and are based on

II I "

in the tables with a less than" (<) sign. As professional judgment,
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METHODSOFDOSECALCULATIONS

Introduction

The radiological impact to the public from operations at LLNL is assessed in
accordance with applicable DOE orders. Based on releases of radioactivity to the
environment and measurements of environmental media, four potential doses are
calculated: the dose at the site perimeter, the dose to the nearest resident, the dose
at the point of maximum exposure in an uncontrolled area, and the dose to the
population residing within an 80-km radius of the site. The doses in this report
may be compared to the radiation protection standards established by DOE and
other regulatory bodies.

For the purposes of this report, doses are reported in terms of "effective dose
equivalent," which is defined as the sum of the dose from external radiation and the
committed (50-y) effective dose equivalent from ingestion and inhalation during a
1-y period. This dose is a measure of the potential health effects from radiation
exposure. It also accounts for the radiation dose delivered to the body from intakes
of radionuclides with a long effective half-life (i.e., radionuclides with long residency
in the body). Thus, the "effective dose equivalent" includes the total dose received
over a 50-y period following a 1-y exposure. The effective dose equivalents in this
report were calculated using the dosimetric parameters recommendedby the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) in Publications 26
(1977) and 30 (1980).

Pursuant to the National En-fission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants,

40 Code of Federal Reglllatiolis Part 61, Subpart H, doses from the air pathway are
also reported in terms of "dose equivalent." These doses refer to a measure of radi-
ation dose and are calculated based on the whole body/critical organ concept of

ICRP Publication Number 2. These doses were derived using the Clean Air Act
Code, which contains models (AIRDOS-EPA and RADRISK) approved by EPA
for calculating atmospheric transport and exposure. Population exposure was
converted to radiation dose using dose conversion factors and weighting factors
specified by the EPA;

Radiological Dose Assessment (primarily gamma rays and neutrons) are
Performed for 1989 measured using environmental dosimeters

Each of the doses used to measure ttle (thermoluminescence dosimeters and neu-
radiological impact from LLNL during tron detectors). Theenvironmental
1989 are described briefly in the following dosimeters measure dose rates fr(nn all
paragraphs, external radiation sources, including cosmic

1. External "fence-line" dose. The radiations, naturally occurring radioactivi-
fence-line dose rate is a measure of the ty in the environment, fallout from nuclear
maximum external dose at locations of weapons testing, and any contribution
nearest uncontrolled public access. Dose from LLNl_,operations, fqence, these doses
rates from external penetrating radiations are not solely attributable to I_LNL, and in
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most instances they are a measure of potential release points. Tile average annual
regional background. This is determined z/Q values have been calculated using
by Comparing the perimeter measurements local meteorological data. These data were
with those made at offsite (Liverrnore obtained from sensors on the LLNL meteo-

Valley) locations. Moreover, these mea- rological tower from a height of 40 m.
surements are made at points of maximum From records of these data, wind speed,
exposure and assume an occupancy of wind direction, and atmospheric stability
24 h/d, 365 d/y. In actuality, no member estimates were tabulated at one-quarter-
of the public resides at these locations for hour intervals over the calendar year.
extended periods of time; these estimates Digitized meteorological data became
are, therefore, conservative, available at Site 300 in May of 1986, and

2. Ingestion dose. Potential doses from these were used to perform dispersion
ingestion of locally produced foodstuff calculations for the Advanced Test
and surface water are based on actual mea- Accelerator emissions.
surements of radionuclide concentrations Variance in the horizontal wind direc-

in the various media (determined by sam- tion was used to estimate Pasquill-Gifford
piing). Conservative expos_ _redata and stability categories based on the method
current ICRP dosimetric factors are used tct described by Slade (1968). LateLal and vet-
estimate doses to the individual. The fol- tical standard deviations c_yand c_zare
k)wing radionuclide exposure pathways entered in the computer code as functions
are assessed by means of field measure- of these stability categories and the respec-
ments: tritium in water, tritium in milk, tive distances. Based on the annual effluent

and tritium in vegetation (which includes data (release rate Q) and the appropriate
the forage-cow-milk pathway), z/Q values, the radionuclide concentra-

3. Inhalation/submersion dose. Air path- tions at the site perimeter and the nearest
way doses are calculated for each airborne resident are calculated. "Nearest resident"
radioactive discharge to the atmosphere, refers to the resident nearest tct the site
Inhalation/subnlersion doses are calculated perimeter.
at the site perimeter, to the nearest resi- 4. Maximally exposed individual dose.
dent, and at the point of maximum offsite This dose represents the maximum credi-
exposure. The amount of radioactivity ble dose to any "hypothetical" member of
released by LLNL is usually too low to the general public, lt includes contribu-
accurately measure radionuclide concen- tions from all potential exposure pathways
trations in ambient air and to determine and is derived using the most conservative
dose. Therefore, envirenmental transport but realistic exposure data and assump-
and exposure pathway models are used tc) tions. This hypothetical person is assumed
calculate potential doses resulting from to reside at the point of highest ground-
effluent emissions (i.e., measurements level radionuclide air concentration contin-

made at a building stack). These doses are uously for 24 h/d, 365 d/y. During this
calculated by two methods to comply with occupancy period, a portion of this per-
both the DOE standards (equivalent to cur- son's diet consists of locally produced
rent ICRP recommendations) and the foodstuffs and drinking water containing
National Emission Standards for the highest measured radionuclide concen-
Hazardous Air Pollutants, 40 Code of tration. Thus, this is not a dose actually
Federal Re_ulatiolts Part 61, Subpart H. received by any individual and should be

Dose calculations were made using the viewed as a conservative estimate (i.e.,
Continuous-Point-Source computer code over estimate) of the highest possible dose
based on the Gaussian plume model to any member of the public.
(Peterson et al. 1976). This code provides 5, Collective population dose. The
ratios of concentration to release rate (x/Q) collective population dose is the dose for
through sixteen 22.5-degree compass sec- all individuals residing within an 80-km
tor's and distances from 0.1 tct 100 km from radius of the site. lt is calculated by
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smmning for each sector the average indi- Annual Dose from Forage-Cow-Milk
vidual dose multiplied by the number of Pathway for Tritium in Vegetation
individuals residing in the sector.. The col- Based on the assumption that all feed
lective population dose is referred to eS for the cattle was pasture grass, the effec-
the "collective effective dose equivalent"; rive dose equivalent per Ci/mL of tritiated
it is expressed ill terms of person-rem, water (HTO) for the maximum exposed

The effective dose equivalents shown in individual has been calcuiated using the

this report have been calculated using following equation:
models and methods consistent with the

NRC Regulatory Grad_ 1.109, Calculatio,l Dwholebody Dveg + Dmeat + Dmilk, (F-2) .
of An_lual Doses to Man from Routilw
Releases of Reactor EfflueJlt (U.S. Nuclear where.
Regulatory (2 ._mmission 1977). The dose .

and dose-rate conversion factor used in Dveg = dose from ingestion of
these calculations were obtained from the vegetables,

committed dose equivalenttables for Dmeat = dose from ingestion of meat,
DOE dose calculations. These dose con- Dmilk = dose from ingestion of milk.
version factors are consistent with those

specified in ICRP 30, Limits qf lntakes qf Vegetation.
Radionuclides by Workers (ICRP 1980).

Examples of these calculations and Dveg(leafy ) = Uveg x Cveg x DHT O, (F-2a)
assumptions are presented below.

where
AnnualDose from Potable Water

Based on the assumption that all water Uveg = intake rate (kg/y): 64 kg/y
sampled is available as drinking water, the for maximum-exposed
annual whole-body dose for tritium in individual,

mrem/y has been calculated using the fol- Cveg = concentration: 109 PCi/kg
lowing equation: x Cveg blCi/mL _lCi/mL

(measured),

Dwholebody = CwUwD w (F-l) DHT O :- dose factor(mrem/pCi):
6.3 x 10-8 mrem/pCi for 3H

where for the adult whole-body
ingestion pa thway,

Cw = concentration of tritium in thus,
water (pCi/L),

Uw = intake rate (L/y) = 730 L/y Dveg = 0.40 x 104 Cveg _Ci/mL
for maximum exposed (measured).
individual,

Dw = dose factor (mrem/pCi) = 6.3 Meat.
× 108 mrem/pCi for the
whole-body ingestion path- Dmeat = Umeat x Cmeat x DI.tTO, (F-2b)
way for an adult,

Dwhole body = effective dose equivalent in where
mrem from' ingestion of
730 L of potable water with Umeat = 11(i)kg/y,

concentration Cw. Cmeat = (Ft) (Qf) (Cveg) e(-Kits),
DllTO 6.3 x 1078 mrem/pCi.

Ff = fraction of daily intake of
nuclicle per kg of animal/fish
(pCi/kg in meat per pCi/d
ingested by the animal), d/kg,
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Qf = amount of feed consumed Whole Body.

(kg/d),

= same as above, Dwhole body = I ()'40 X 104 Cre," MCi/mL

Cve ti:,a = radiological decay Constant, " (measured) + (_41 x 104Cveg
d "1, btCi/mL (measured) + 0.97 x

ts = time between slaughter to 104 Cveg blCi/mL (measured).
consumption (d),

Cmeat = (1.2 x 10-2 d/kg) Thus,

(,._)kg/d) (Cveg btCi/mL)

x 109 pCi/kg Dwhole body = 1.78 x 104 Cveg _tCi/mL'(measured).
pCi/mL

x Inhalation/Submersion Dose

pCi/kg The Continuous-Point-Source computer
' _LCi/mL Code was used to calculate the air path-

way dose at the Livermore-site perimeter,
el-l.5 x 10-4(20)1 to the nearest resident, and at the point of

maximum exposure.
= 0.6 x 109

Inhalation Dose OH).

x Cveg/.ICi/mL (measured),
Dmeat = 0.41 x 104 x Cveg _.tCi/mL Dwhole body = C x LIx D, (F-3)

(measured).
where

Milk.

C = radionuclide concentration

, Dmilk = L/milk x Cmilk x DHTO, (F-2c) at the receptor,
where LI = intake rate (the inhalation

rate for adult maximally
Umilk = 310 L/y, exposed individual is
DHT O 6.3 x 10-8 mrem/pCi, 8400 m3/ys, and

Cmilk Fm Qf Cveg e(-kitf), D = dose conversion factor for
Fm fraction of daily intake of 3H; 9.45 X 10-8 mrem/pCi.

nuclide per liter of milk
(pCi/L in milk per pCi/d (The tritium dose conversion factor was
ingested by the animal), d/L, obtained by multiplying the inhalation

Qf = amount of feed consumed dose factor, 6.3 x 10-8 mrem/pCi, by 1.5 to
(kg/d), include absorption through the skin.)

Cvc, = same as above,
_i = radiological decay constant, C = 3.17 x 10-4 (x/Q)(Q), (F-3a)

d-l,

tf = trans- pCi/kg where
port /.iCi/mL

time from the feed to milk z/Q = diffusion parameter (s/m3),
receptor, Q = release rate, Ci/y, and

Cmilk = (1.0x pf_!i/kg
10-2 b_Ci/mL I x l0 12 pCi/Ci .

d/L) (50 kg/d) (Cveg 3.17 x 1()4 = 3.15 x 107 s/y
iuCi /m I..)

x 109
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External Immersion 'Dose (13N and 150). Dose =

II I' _ (zIQ)iPi
Dwhole body = C x DRF, (F-4)

where DRF, the dose-rate factor, is 3.17 x 10 4

the external dose-equivalent rate mren!/y

per unit radionuclide concentration, pCi/m'_ , x

mrem/y × Q x LIx D, (F-5)

For 13N, DRF = 5.11 x 10-3 pCi/m'_
' where

mrem/y

For 150, DRF = 5.12 x 10 -3 pCi/m_' = Summation of the (x/Q) for
sector i times the population
in region i for all regions n,

Annual Population Dose person-s/m 3.
For population dose, the diffusion Q = release rate, Ci/y,

parameters and population figures for a I_I = inhalation rate, average indi-
sector (i) within 80 km of LLNL were vidual (adult),
summed over all directions (Jl). These D = dose factor, mrem/pCi,
values are determined in the units, Pi = the population of the ith
person-rem, sector.

u

,li
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DOCUMENTSCONTAINEDINTHE
INFORMATIONREPOSITORIES

Technical documents about a number of LLNL envircmmental projects are avail-

able in three information rePositories. One of tile information repositories is located
at the LLNL Visitors Center. The documents that are available include reports, data

summaries, and permit applications for the Ground Water Project, the Site 300

Environmental Restoration program, the RCRA Part B permit for hazardous mate-

rials storage and treatment, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for

the proposed Decontamination and Waste Treatment Facility and ali reference doc-

uments for that DEIS, and the Environmental Impact Report for the University of

California Contract with the Department of Energy for the Operation and

Management of LLNL. Many of these documents are also available at the

Livermore Municipal Library. Those documents that are not at the Municipal

Library pertain to Site 300 or the DEIS for the proposed Decontamination and

Waste Treatment Facility; however, the latter documents are available at the Main

Alameda County Library in Oakland. A list of the documents, compiled by appli-

cability to the Livermore site and Site 300 collectively and individually, follow:_.

Livermore Site and Site 300 3. Griggs, K. S., and R.W. Buddemeier
('i 986), Eilvinnimelttal Mollitorill g at

Environmental Annual Reports the Lawn, rice Livermore NationalI
, Laboratory 198,5 A ll_zllalReport,

1. Griggs, K. S., 12).S. Myers, and Lawrence Livermore National
R. W. Buddemeier (1984), Laboratory, Livermore, CA
EJl_,irottnlelltal MoJliloripz%at the (UCRI_-50027-85).
l,awrence Liz,er,zoreNational

l,aboratory 1983 Alllllml Report, ' 4. l-]olland, R. C., R. W. t3uddemeier,
Lawrence Livermore National and D. Ii). Brekke (1987), "
[.aboratory, Livermore, CA t:tlviroJzme_'ttal Mcutih_ri_G, at the
(UC R[,--9()027-8, ). Lawrence Livermore Natimud

Labf_ratc_ry1986 A_z_zml Repro't,
2. Griggs, K. S., D. S. Myers, and Lawrence Livermore National

' ' ' .8_)., Laboratory, Livermore, CAR. W. Buddemcier (1° -

Eiz_,im_nw_tal Mo_itori_ G, at the (UCR[_-50027-86).
[.dIWI'CtlCC Id'_Ul'lllOl'C Natimml

Laboratory i 984 A_zlml Ret,ort, 5. Holland, R. C., and D. D. Brekke
I,awrence Livern_c)re National (1988), E_virm_me_lal Mm_itm'i_g at
Laboratory, IJvermore, CA the Lawn'nc_' Livermore Nati_,ml

(UCRI_-5()i)27-84). l_,abm'atorv 1987 A ;_t _talRel_ort,
l,awrence Livermc_re Natic_nal

I,abc_ratc_ry, Livermc_re, (_'A
(UCR L-: ()()27-8/).
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Other Documents , Miscellaneous Geology Reports

i

1. University of California (1986), 1. Carpenter, D. W., K. P. I)uchlik,
Dratt Enviromnental Impact Report _ A.L. Ramirez, J. L. Wagoner and K.
tbr the University of Cal(fornia G. Knauss (1980), .Status Report on
Contract with til(' Oepartmeltt of the Geology of the Lawrence Livermore

_ tt_ and AdjacentEm, rgy for Ol,eratiolt and National l_tboratorq q" '
Mana wnwnt of Lawrence Liverntore Areas, Wol 1:Text mul At,lJendices
National Laboratory, University of A-E, Lawrence Liverrnore National
Call fornia, Berkeley, California La bora tory, Livermore, CA
(SCH-85112611 ). (UCRL-53065, Vol. I).

2. University of California (1987), 2. Carpenter, D. W., A. L. Ramirez,
,Final tinv]rounwnhfl lint,act Report and J. L. Wagoner (198()), Stattts
h,_rtilt' I_hli-,,ersittfof California Report Oil the Geuloy,y of the Lawrence
Cotttract with the Departmel2l of Livermore National Laboratorl/ Sih'
Em, tk_!for OperatioJl an_l alt,t Ad.jacetlt Areas, Vol I1:/_pt,emtix
A4alla_t'lll£1llOf/..awrrllce l_ick'rlllOl'U F, Lawrence Livermore National
Natiomfl Lal,.o_.'atortl,University of Laboratory, Livermore, CA
California, Berkeley, Calit_r:_ia (UCRL-53_)65, Vol. II).
(SCH-85112611 ).

3. Rogers, L. I,. (1982), Water Tabh'
,3. Depart, merit of Energy', U.S. Conf(_uration Below t/w I.I_N!. Site

Environmental Protection Agency, alal Its Surroututi_t,_ Sectimls,
California Department of Health Lawrence Livermore National
Services, and California Regional Laboratory, Livermore, CA
_,,_hter Qualit.v Control Board (UCI D- 19340).
(]989), "Federal Facility Agreement
under CERCLA Sectioia 120." 4. Rogers, L. L (1982), LLNl, GrottJld-

water Qualit)l: Samplin_ of Seven
4. Anderson, K. L., and R V. Post Shallow Wells oil tilt' Id,NL Silt',

(1_88), C_,nmzlnitl/Rc;ations Plait Lawrence Livermore National
fbr the l.awrence Li-,,er_'loreNatiollal Laboratory, Livermore, CA
l.ab,,ratom/ Stq,ert]lnd 5,'t:' L,Jc,ztrd i_t lUCID-19564).
Alameda County, Calihvnia,
l.awrence Livermore Natit,;tal 5. Carpenter, D. W., 1,1.J. Clark,
l.aboratorv, Livernaore, CA D.W. Peifer, B. J. Qualheirn,
(UCAR-I(J249). L. I,. Rogers, J. J. Sweenev, and

J. Wagoner (1982), Geoh)R]c Data
Livermore Site Report, l.nwrence l_iverm_,n' Natiollal

l_alToratorySilt', l_awrence Livermore
Ground Water Project Mort tit ly Reports N ational Labora tory, Livermore, CA

(UCID-19666),

1. to The monthly progress rep_}rts fi _r
47. the I_ivermore-site ground water 6. Carpenter, D. W., J.J.Sweene\;

project from ]986 to ]989 are in the 1_.W. Kasamever, N. R. Burkhard,
repositories. The:_e reports bear the K..G. Knauss, and R. J. Shelmon
title "L|.N l_Ground Water Project, (1984), (_;r(d(_,4_.l(q the la_,vrclzce
Xl|Ollthlv Prt)gress Report" fob l.i-_'ermoreNali(,nal latborahu'y Site
h)wed by the month apd year of mid Adiac_'_tt Aree:_, l_awrence

the report. They. also ha ve nu m- l.ivermore National l_algorator_,,
bers beginning v';tll UCAR-I t)160, l_ivermore, (_'A (UCR[.-533]¢_).
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Ground Water Remediation Reports 7. Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory (1984), l.,awreltce
1. Stone, R., M. R. Ruggieri, Livermore Natiolml Lal_oratory,

L. L. Rogers, D. O. Emerson, and Gr(nllut-Water htvestigation
R. W. Buddemeier (1982), Potential Workphut, Phase 11,Lawrence
h_rSaturated Groulut-Water System Livermore National Laboratary,
Coiltami1mtion at the Lawr('pzce Liverrnore, CA.

Livermore Nati(ntal l_al_oratory,
Lawrence Livermore National 8. O.H. Materials Co. (1985), Sit('

Laboratory, Liverrnore, CA htvesti,_ati(nz, Hydrocarbolt Leak Near
(UCRL-53426). Buildill R 403, Lawreltce Liverntore

Nati(,tal Laboratorv, Livermore, CA,

2. Buerer, A.L. (1983), Assessmeltt atzd prepared by O. H. Materials Co.,
Clean-up °f the Taxi Strip Waste Stor- Findlay, OH, for Lawrence
_g(' Area at the Lawn,ltce Livermore Livermore National Laboratory,
Natiomfl Lal:,oratory, Lawrence Livernlore, CA (UCRL-15857).
l_.ivermore Na tional Labora tory,
l_iverrnore, CA (UCID-20869). 9. O.H. Materials Co. (1985),

PrelimiJmry Report, Evahtati(,1 of
3. Burkland, P. W., and E. Raber Reme_h'alActi(nl Alterlmtiv('s,

(1983}, A,iethod to Avoid Grottltd.- Hydrocarb(nt l.eak Near Buihtilt 2 403,
water MixipL_ Betw('elz Two Aquih'rs Lawrence Livermon' National
Ottril G, Orilliltg aJat Well C(,ntTh'tioJt Laborat(,'y, Project Nttmb('r 1921,
Pnwedun's, Lawrence Livermore prepared bv O. H. Materials Co.,
National Laboratory, Livernlore, Findlav, OH, for Lawrence
CA (UCRL-89440). Livermore National Laboratory,

Livermore, CA (UCRI,-21124).

.1. Stone, R., and M. R. Ruggieri
(1983), Grottttd-Water Qzmlity a,,zd 10. O.H. Materials Ct}. (1985),
Movepc'.'ltt at Lm'(,n'lzce l.ivermon' Remedial Actiolt Plait for Gasolilte
National l.al_oralury. Lawrence Leak Near Bttihtilly, 403, l.awn'lzce
Livermore N a tional I.abora tory, lSvt'rmon' Nati(, tal Lab(wat(n'y,
l_i\'ermore,. CA (UCRI.-53474). Li_,ernt(m', CA, prepared by O. H.

Materials Co., Findlay, Ot_I, for
5. Hydro (;eo Chem (1984), 7i'sti_t% Lawrence IJvermore National

a_;d Saml_lh_X (# Existi_t N IM'IIs i_ the Laboratory, Livernmre, CA
Vici_itl/ o( l.awn'_we Livermon' Na- (UCRL-15856).
ti(utal Lar;oratory ,_,t Sa,dia Natiotml
Lal_(,ratories, Liv('rm(m', California, 11. Weiss Associates (1985), Grottttd

Fi_ml Rel_(,t, prepared by. Hydro Geo Water h_Pe.qi_ation at Lawre_a'e
Chem, Tucson, AZ, for Lawrence I i_'ernmn' Nati(,ml Laboratory,
IJverrnore National Laborattwv Liv('rmor(', CA, Vohtm(' O_t('--:l?xt,

l.ivermore, CA (UCRL-15854). prepared by Weiss Associates,
Berkeley, California, for Lawrence

(_. Carpenter, D. W. (1984), Assessme_tt Livermore National Laboratory,
of C,,_ta_ti_mti_ i_ Soils a_t Liverna_we, CA (UCRL-15835).
Gmt_.ut Water at l.awre_tc(:Livermore

Nati(uml l.al,(watorlh Sa_atiaNatio_ml
l.at,c,rat(,ries Livermon', a_.ulA_tjace_t
Pn}t_erties, Lawrence IJvermore
Nati(mal l.aboratorv, l..iver::a_we,
CA (UCAR-I O180).
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12. Weiss Associates (1985), Grou_ut 18. Henry, R. K., R. L. Site, and

Water Investigatioll at Lawrence M. Sledge (1986), _l_'sting
Livermore NatiomT! Laboratory, Lhuh'rgrouJtd _lh1_ksfor Leak
Livermore, CA, Volume Two_ Ti_,,htltessat LLNL, Lawrence
Appendices, prepared by Weiss Livermore National Laboratory,
Associates, Berkeley, California, for Livermore, CA (UCID-20775).
Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory, Livermore, CA 19. Dresen, M. D., and
(UCRL-15835). W.A. McConachie (1986)

Evaluation of Wells West of LLNL for
13. Dreicer, M. (1985), PrelimiluTry lnter:Aqu(fi'r Cross-ConJwction,

Report on the Past amt Presellt Uses, Lawrence Livermore National
Storage, and Disposal of Hazardolts Laboratory, Livermore, CA
Materials alut Wastes on the Lawrence (UCAR-10167).

Livermore National Laboratory Site
a_,t A_qac,,_tAreas, Lawrence 20. Lindeken, C. L., J. A. Loftis, and
Livermore National Laboratory, R.C. Ragaini (! 986), U.S. Depart
Liverm_)re, CA (UCRL-20442). merit of Eiwrgy Cc)_nprehensive

Envirtn!nw_ttal Respoltse,
14. McConachie, W. A., J. P. Como, Compep:sation atut Liability Act

D. W. Carpenter, and R. C. Ragaini Program, Phase 1:hlstallatioll
(1986), East Traffic Circle Lain!fill AssessmeJlt, Part I1: Livermore Site,
Closllre Report, Lawrence Lawrence Livermore National
Livermore National Laboratory, Laboratory, Livermore, CA
Livermore, CA (UC1D-20662). (UCID-20720, Part II).

15. McConachie, W. A., and E Hoffman 21. Dresen, M. D., and E. M. Nichols

(1986), Reco_lllaissance of GrouJut (1986), Distrilnition of VOCs iJ.¢
Water Quality in the Sc)utheast Grolind Water West of LLNL,
Corlier of Lawrence Livermore La wrence Livermore N a tional
National Laboratory, Lawrence Laboratory, Livermore, CA
Livermore National Laboratory, (UCID-20917).
Livermore, CA (UCAR-10164).

22. Lindeken, C. L. (1987), LI.S.
16. Dresen, M. D., E Hoffman, and Departme_it of Energy CompreheJtsive

S. Lovejoy, Jr. (1986), SubslllifiTce EIlvironmental Response,
Distributiolz of Hydro(arl_ons ilz the Compensatiolt a_ut Liability Act
Buildi_y, 403 Area _!fLLNL, Program, DOE Order No). 5480.14,
Lawrence l_,ivermore National Lawre_tc:eLivermore National Labor-

. l_.aboratory, Livermore, CA atory, Phase !!: Confirmation, Part 11:
(UCID-20787). Livermore Site, Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Livermore,
17. Dresen, M. D., and E Hoffman CA (UCAR-10190, Part I1).

(19861, Volatih' Organic Compounds
i_ Grou_ut Water West of LLNL, 23. Rogers, L. L. (19871, Solute
l_awrence Livermore National Tra_sport Modeling of O_;_a_ic
Laboratory, Livermore, CA Coml,Ou_uts in Gro_nd Water West of
(UCRI=537401. the Lawrence Livermore Naticnu_l

Laboratory, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, l_ivermore,
CA (UCRL-973561.
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24. Dresen, M. D., E. M. Nichols, 30. McKone, T. E. (1988), Convelltiolud

W. A. McConachie, K. S. Buchanan, Weapoils Demilitarizatiolt: A Health
and W. F. Isherwood (1987), alut Envirollmental Effects Data Bast'
Remedial AlterluTtives for FOGs ilt Assessment. Methods for EstimatiJlg
Groulut Water West of LLNL, Mlllti-Pathway Exposures to
Lawrence Livermore National Ellvironmental Colttamillallts (Final

Laboratory, Livermore, CA (Draft Report, Phase II), Lawrence
report, UCAR-10202). Livermore National Laboratory,

Livermore, CA (UCAR-21064).

25. Henry, R. K., W. W. Schwartz, and
3-D. J. Castro (1987), Testing alut _1. Qualheim, B. J. (1988), Well Log

CorrectioJl of Lhulergroltnd Tanks at Report for tlu' Livermore Site Grou_ut
LLNL, Workplall and Schedltle, Water Project, 1984-1987, Lawrence
Lawrence Livermore National Livermore National Laboratory,
Laboratory, L,.'vermore, CA Livermore, CA (UCID-21342).
(UCID-21205).

32. Nichols, E. M., M. D. Dresen, and
26. Dresen, M. D., E. M. Nichols, and J.E. Field (1988), Proposal for Pilot

W. E Isherwood (1987), P_.'oposalfor Stluty at LLNL Bllilding 403 Gasoline
Pilot Ground Water Extractiolz alut Station Area, Lawrence Livermore

Treatmellt West of LLNL, Lawrence National Laboratory, Livermore,
Livermore National Laboratory, CA (UCAR-10248).
Livermore, CA (UCAR-10213).

33. Webster-Scholten, C. P., and
27. McConachie, W. A., D. N. Homan, C.H. Hall (1988), Work Plan,

and D. W. Rice, Jr. (1988), Quality Lawrence Livermore National Labor-
Control Experiments oll Ore,anics in atory, Livermore Site: CERCLA/
Grouput Water at tln"Lawrelwe SARA Remedial lnvestigatiolls/
Livermore Natiolud Laboratory, Feasibility Studies, Lawrence
Livermore, CA, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore l_Jational Laboratory, Livermore, CA (UCAR-10225).
Livermore, CA (UCRL-97737

Preprint). 34. Rice, D. (1988), Quality Assurance
Project P/an, Lawrence Livermore

28. Lawrence Livermore National National Laboratory Ground Water
Laboratory (1988), Operational Project, Lawrence Livermore
Safety Procedure No. 0.121, National Laboratory, Livermore,
Livermore Grolllut Water CA (UCAR-10219, Rev. 1.1).

h_vesti_atioJ1, March 14, 1988 -
March 14, _.989, Lawrence 35. Layton, D. W., Ed. (1989) Baselilw
Livermore National Laboratory, Pllblic Health Assessment ft," CERCLA
Livermore, CA. lnvestiy, atiolls at the LLNL-Livermore

Site, Lawrence Livermore National

29. Rice, D. W., Jr. (1988), Quality Laboratory, Livermore, CA (Draft
Asstlralwe Project Plait, LLNL report, UCAR-10279).
Grol_nd Water Project, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, 36. Rice, D. W., Jr. (1989), Ql,_lity
Livermore, CA (UCAR-10219). Assura_we Project Pimp, LI,NI_,

Grot_ut Water Project, 1,awrence
Livermore National L._boratory,
Livermore, CA (UCAR-10219,
Rev. 1.2).
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37. Lawrence Livermore National 3. California Regional Water Quality

Laboratory (1989), Draft Site Safety Control Board (1986), Order No.
P/all for Lawrellce Livet'more Natiolml 86-95: Waste Discharge Reqttire-
Laboratory CERCLA hlvest,:gatiolts, meltts for Short-Term Well Tests for
Lawrence Liverrnore Nationa'. Lawreltce Livermore Nat iolml

Laboratory, Livermore, CA Laboratory, prepared by California
(UCRL-21174). Regional Water Quality Control

Board, San Francisco Region, for
_ 8. Bishop, D. J., J p. Knezovich, Lawrence Livermore National

D. W. Rice, Jr. (1989), SorptioJt Laboratory, Livermore, CA.
Stt,lies of VOC_ ,(elated to
Soil/Grou_ut Water Colttamilmtiolt at 4. California Regional Water Quality
LLNL, Lawrence Livermore Control Board (1987), Order No.

National Laboratory, Livermore, , 7-108: Site CleaJttq_ Order for
CA(UCID-21651). Lawrelwe ','* _*'LIz_Im¢_ Natiolzal

Laboratory aJut U.S. Departmeltt of
39. Mallon, B. J. (1989), J)'ansport mtd Energy, prepared by California

Eitvirorlmelltal Chemistry of Seh'cted Regional Water Quality Control
C 1altd C2 Chlorinated Compoltltds Board, San Francisco Region, for
attd Pc'tl_*_It'1tru 1-htdrocarl_olts,ilt Soils Lawrence Livermore National
amt Grolttut Water, Lawrence Laboratory, Livermore, CA.
L,ivermore National l_,aboratory,
Livermore, CA (UCRL-53952). 5. California Regional Water Quality

Control Board (1988), Order No. 88-

40. Thorpe, R. K., W. F. Isherwood, 065: Waste Discharge Reqtliremellts.fi_r
M. D. Dresen, and C. P. Webster- U.S. Departnteltt of E11ergymuf LLNL,
Scholten (1989), Draft CERCLA Livermore, prepared by California
Remedial lm,esti,_ations /@port fin"the Regional Water Quality Control
LLNL-Liver,tore Site, Lawrence Board, San Francisco Region, for
Livermore Na tiona I Labora tory, Lawrence Livernaore National
Livermore, CA (Draft report, Laboratory, Livermore, CA.
UCAR-10299 Rev. 1).

6. California Regional Water Quality
Regulatory Agency Orders Control Board (1988), Order No.

88-075: Waste Discharge Reqtdremel#s
1. California Department of Health fi_r U.S. Departnteltt of Elu'rgy tuut

Services (1984), Order for Com- LLNL, Livermore, prepared by
plimtce, prepared by the California California Regional Water Quality
Department of Health Services Control Board, San Francisco
Heal th and Wel fa re A gency, for Region, for Lawrence Livermore
Lawrence Livermore National National Laboratory, Livermore, CA.
Laboratory, Livermore, CA.

7. California RegiCmal Water Quality
2. California Regional Water Quality Control Board (1988), (td_t No.

Control Board (1985), Order No. 85- 88-103: Site Ch'atttq_ C)rder for LI_NI_
.,) •134: Waste Dischat_e Reqt_iremettts a_ul I_l.S. Dcparlntettt of Ettergy, F rc-

for Lawre_we Liver,tore National pared by California Regional Water
Laboratory, prepared by California Quality Control Board, San
Regional Water Quality Control Francisco Region, for l_awrence
Board, San Francisco Region, for l_ivermore National Laboratory,
La wrence Livermore Nationa 1 l_ivermore, CA.
l,aboratory, Livermore, CA.
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Permit Application SITE 300

Environmen ta 1 Inves tiga tion Qua rterly
1. Lawrence Livermore National Reports

Laboratory (1987), NPDES Permit
Applicatiol"t to Discharge Waste for 1. Buddemeier, R. W., D. W. Carpentez,
Lawrclzce Livermore NatiopuTl and M. R. Ruggieri (1987), LI_NL
Laboratory aJut LI.S. Departmeltt of Site 300 EiTviroltmeJztall,vest_wtio,s _.
Epiergy, Livermore, Alameda, Coulzty, Quarterly, March 31, 1987, Lawrence
La wrence Livermore N ational Livermore Na tional Labora tory,
Laboratory, Livermore, CA. Mvermore, CA (UCAR-10194-87q ).

Ground Water Project Data Submissions 2. Buddemeier, R. W., D. W. Carpenter,
(Quarterhy) and M R. Ruggieri (1987), LLNL

Site 30(I Ellvirollmental hlvestigs,atiolls
The Quarterly Data Submissions Ql_arterly, ]upu"30, 1987, Lawrence

to regulatory agencies contain the Livermore National Laboratory,
complete analytical results of the Livermore, CA (UCAR-10194,87-2).
ground water sampling project.
Upon request, these data can be 3. Ruggieri, M. R., D. W. Carpenter,
made available to interested par- N.B. Crow, M. J. Taffet,
ties (see list of report dates below). J.A. Oberdorfer, and A. L. Lamarre
The large number of wells sampled (1987), LLNL Site 3(10 Eltviro,-
to date, however, has resulted in meJltal htvestigatiolls Qtlarterly,
approximately 600(} pages of September 30, 1987, CA, Lawrence
chemical data (currently a stack Livermore National Laboratory,
approximately 4 feet high). To Livermore, CA (UCAR-1()194-84-3).
minimize the bulk of these lengthy
analyses, we report only the ana- 4. Ruggieri, M. R., D. W. Carpenter,
lytical results of VOCs of concern A.L. Lamarre, M. J. Taffet,
(as suggested by the regulatory N.B. Crow, and J. A. Oberdorfer
agencies) in Appendices t3and E of (1987), LLNL Site 300 EJzvir()tz-
our monthly progress reports, nlelltal 111vestigatiollS Quarterly,

Submissions of chemical analy- December 31, 1987, I_awrence
ses are currently available for Livermore National Laboratory,

Livermore, CA (UCAR-10194-87-4).
Apr. Ic,)85 Feb. 198(3
May 1985 Ma}, 1986 5. Ruggieri, M. R., D. W. Carpenter,
Aug. 1985 Aug, 198('J and N. B. Crow (1988), LLNL
N()v. 1_85 N()v. 1c_86 Site 300 Ellz,iro_tmepztalhzvesti-

,gatiolls Quarterly, March 31, 1988,
Aug. 1987 Aug. 1988 Lawrence Livermore National
Feb. 1987 Feb. 1988 Laboratory, I_,ivermore, CA (UCAR-
May 1987 May 1t_88 1()194-88-1).

,.))'=7Nov. 1 Hz Nov. 1988

6. Mcllvride, W. A., M. J. 'Ihffet,
Feb. 1989. N.B. Crow, J. A. Oberdorfer, and

A. I_.Lamarre (1988), IZNL Site 300
Please contact Pat Post, Com- E;)vir();lme;ztal hlvesti,gatioJls Qt,Tr-

munitv Relations Coordinator, at terly, Al,'il-llllle 1988, l_awrence
_,'.-,)_._ D to .c(,s,,, these data. l,iverm_)re National l_ab_)rat_)rv,

I.ivermore, CA (UCA R-.10194-88-2).
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7. Lamarre, A. L., W. A. Mcllvride, Ground Water Monitoring Quarterly

M. J. Taffet, N, B. Crow, and Reports
J. A. Oberdorfer (1988), LLNL
Site 300 Environmental 1. Armstrong, D. H., and
Investigations Quarterly, M.G. Brown (1987), LLNL Site 300
Jtl/y-September 1988, Lawrence Grou nd Water Molzitoring Pro,_ram,
Livermore National Laboratory, Quarterly Report, ]all l,Try-March
Livermore, CA (UCAR-10194'88-3). 198 7, Lawrence Livermore

N a tional Labora tory, Livermore,
8. Lamarre, A. L., W. A. McIlvride, CA (UCAR-1()191-87-1).

M. J. Taffet, J. M. Beiriger,
S. E. Booth, S. M. Bryn, 2. Buddemeier, R. W., D.H. Armstrong,
P. L. Cederwall, N. B. Crow, and M. C, Brown (1987), LLNL
R. O. Devany, R. A. Ferry, Site 300 Ground Water Mollitoring
R. K. Landgraf, R. L. Nati_,ns, Program, Quarterly Report,
J. A. Oberdorfer, J. P. Pavletich, April-]une 1987, Lawrence
B. J. Qualheim, and S. P. Vonder Livermore National Laboratory,
Haar (1988), LLNL Site 300 Livermore, CA (UCAR-10191-87-2).
Environmental Investigations
Quarterly, October-December 1988, 3. Brown, M. G., T. M. Carlsen, and
Lawrence Livermore National D.H. Armstrong (1987), LLNL
Laboratory, Livermore, CA Site 300 Ground Water Monitoring

. (UCAR- 10194-88-4). Progra m, Qua rterly Repot t,
July-September 1987, Lawrence

9. Taffet, M. J., A. L. Lamarre, and Livermore National Laboratory,
W. A. McIlvride (1989), LLNL Livermore, CA (UCAR-10191-87-3).
Site 300 Environmental Investi-

gations Quarterly, January-March, 4. Carlsen, T. M., M. G. Brown, and
1989, Lawrence Livermore D.H. Armstrong (1987), LLNL
Na tional Labora tory, Livermore, Site 300 Groundwater Monitoring
CA (UCAR-10194-89-1). Program, Quarterly Report,

October-December 1987, Lawrence

10. Lamarre, A. L., W. A. Mcllvride, Livermore National Laboratory,
M. J. Taffet, and N. B. Crow (1989), Livermore, CA (UCAR-10191-87-4).
LLNL Site 300 Environmental

Investigations Quarterly, April-June Landfill Studies
1989, Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Livermore, 1. Raber, E., and D. W. Carpenter
CA (UCAR-10194-89-2). (1983), An Evaluatioli of the

Hyd rogeoiogy and Grom tdzoater
11. Lamarre, A. L. (Ed.) (1989), LLNL Chemistry Associated With Landfills

Site 300 Environmental Investigations at LLNL's Site 300, Lawrence
Quarterly, ]uly-Septe,Iber 1989, Livermore National Laboratory,
Lawrence Livermore National Livermore, CA (UCRL-53416).

Laboratory, Livermore, CA
(UCAR-10194-89-3). 2. Carpenter, D. W. (1983),

Supplemental Geohydrolo;_ic Data:
Solid Waste Lalutfill Pit 1, LLNL
Site 300, Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Live1 ,nore,
CA (UCID-20009).
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3. CH2M Hill California, Inc. (1985), 2. Raber, E. (1983), Chemical and

Hazardous Waste Site Assessmellt: Hydrogeological Evaluation of High-
huwtive Landfill, Site 300, Lawrence Explosive Process Wastewater
Livermore NatioluTI Laboratory, pre- Discharges at Site 300, Lawrence
pared by CH2M Hill California, Livermore National Laboratory,
Inc., Emeryville, CA, for Lawrence Livermore, CA (UC1D-19753).
Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, CA (UCRL-15850). 3. Carpenter, D. W., and D. W. Peifer

(1983), Supph,melltary Data Report:
4. Taffet, M. J., and A. L. Lamarre Site 300 Chemical a_ldHydro- .

(1988), Solid Waste AssessmeTlt Test geological AssessmeJlt, Lawrence
(SWAT), h,wtive Lalutfill pit 6, Livermore National Laboratory,
Lawrellce Livermore NatioluTl Livermore, CA (UCID-19801).
Laboratory Site 300, San ]oaqllill
County, Cal!l:orJlia,Lawrence 4. Crow, N, B., R. Elwood, and
Livermor,_ National Laboratory, P. Webster-Scholten (1986),
Livermore, CA (UCAR-10242). Distribution of High Explosives

CompouJuls ilt Soil aJzd Water at the
5. Taffet, M. J., J. A. Oberdorfer, and 806/807 Lagoolts, fie Process Area,

W. A. Mcllvride (1989), Remedial LLNL Site 300, Lawrence

lnvestigatioll and Feasibility Sh,ly Livermore National Laboratory,
for the l,awrelzce Livermore Natiollal L,ivermore, CA (UCAR-10169).
Laboratory Site 300 Pit 7 Complex,
Lawrence Livermore National 5. University of California (1988),
Labora tory, Livermore, CA Well Developmellt and Hydraulic
(UCID-21685 Text and Appendices). _li'stillg at LLNL Site 300, BuildiJrg

830, 834, 840 and GSA Areas, pre-
6. Taffet, M. J., and AI L. Lamarre (1989), pared by University of California,

Remedial hl_,estigatioll OfLiuuffill Pit 9, Berkeley, CA, for Lawrence
Lawrellce Livermore National l_abor- Livermore National Laboratory,
atory Site 300, La wrence Livermore Livermore, CA (U CRL-21010).
National Laboratory, Livermore,
CA (UCID-21688). 6. Lamarre, A. L. (1988), Site 300

Ellvirollmental Restoratioll Work

7. Taffet, M. J. (1989), Remedial Plall, Lawrence Livermore
hlvestiRatioll of Landfill Pit 8, National Laboratory, Livermore,
Lawrelzce Livermore Natiollal CA (UCAR-10247, Re,,,. 1).
Laboratory Site 300, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, 7. Webster-Scholten, P., and N. B.
Livermore, CA (UCID-21764). Crow (1989), Remedial lnvestigatioll

of the High Explosives Bl_rll Pit
Miscellaneous Geologic Reports Facility, Bl_ildin,g 829 Complex,

Lawre_we Livermore Natio_u_l

1. Raber, E., D. Helm, D.W. Laboratory Site 300, Lawrence
Carpenter, and D. Peifer (1982), Livermore National Laboratory,
Site 300 ttazardol_s Waste Liverm_re, CA (UCID-21692).

Assess_,e_t Project--I_terim Rep_,'t:
November1981, Prelimi_uTr_,lSite 8. Lamarre, A. L. (1989), Site 300
Reco_,_issa_ce a_ut Prq/ect W_n'k E_viro_me,lal Restoratic,_ W_,'k
Pla_, Lawrence Livermore Pla_, I_awrence l_ivermore

Na tk_nal Laboratory, Livermore, National Laboratory, Livermore,
CA (UCID-19315). CA (UCAR-10247, Rev. 2).
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9. Lamarre, A. L., and M. J. Taffet 2. Carpenter, D. W., R. Elwood, and

(1989), Firi_zgrlhbh' Gravel Cleallup L. Gross (1986), Assessmeltt of the
at Lawrence Livermore Natioltal _xteptt of Trichloroet/lyh, ue ill Soil
Laboratory Site 300, Lawrence aJId Water at LacL,n,lsceLivei*na_rc
Livermore National Laboratory, Natiolufl Laboratory Site 300: Report
Livermore, CA (UCAR-10282). of Progress ill lllvestigatioJls,

Lawrence Livermore National

10. Lamarre, A. L., T. L. Phillips, and Laboratory, Livermore, CA
N. B. Crow (1989), Remedial (UCID-20774).

htvestigation of Dry Wells, LawreJtce
Livermore NatioJu_: Laboratory Tritium Reports
Site 300, Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory, Livermore, 1. Buddemeier, R. W., M. R. Ruggieri,
CA (UCID-21774). D.W. Carpenter, and D. T. Young

(1985), l!lvestigatiopt of _l)'ititlm ill
11. Vondel" Haar, S., J. Pavletich, and Grolltutwater at Sit:' 300, Lawrence

W. Mcllvride (1989), Soil Vapor Livermore National Laboratory,
Sllrvey at the LLNL Site 300 GeJleral Livermore, CA (UCID-2()6()0).
Services Area, Adjaceltt Portiolss o1
the Coullolly alld Gallo Ranches, aput 2. Buddemeier, R. W., M. R. Ruggieri,
the Site 300 Lalu:!fill Pit 6 Area, pre- and J. A. Oberdorfer (1987), _l)'itillm
pared by Weiss Associates, ii1Grolllalwater at Site 300,
Oakland, CA, for Lawrence Lawrence Livermore National
Livermore N a tional Labora tory, Labora tory, Livermore, C A
Livermore, CA (UCRL-21183). (UCID-21031).

TCE Reports Waste Discharge Requirements

1. Carpenter, D. W., R. Stone, 1. California Regional Water Quality
R. C. Ragaini, W. A. McConachie, Control Board (1985), Order/_'0.
N. !_ Crow, and R. Elwood (1983), 85-188: Waste Discharge
Assessmelit of the Extelit of 'l)'ichloro- Reqlliremelzt_.;for Lhliversity of
ethylene Co_tami_u_tio_ of Soil a_uJ Cal!for_ia, Lawre_ce Livermore
Water at Lawre_ce Livi'rmo_v Natio_al Natio_ufl Laboratory Site 300 and
Laboratory Site 300, Lawrence LI.S. Departn_e_t of E_ergy, Sa_
l.,ivermore National Laboratory, ]oaq_in a_ut Alameda Color,ties, pre-
Livermore, CA (UCID-19945). pared by California Regional Water

Quality Control Boar,.'., Central
Valley Region, for Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory,
Livermore, CA.
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OVERVIEWOFDOCUME ITPRESENTED
IN,DOESUGGESTEDFORMAT

Introduction

This synopsis presents an overview of tile 1989 monitoring information orga-

nized in the format suggested by DOE Order 5400.1. It is presented to facilitate
compilation of tile information about LLNL with information about other DOE

facilities. Each year, the Environmental Protection Department nlakes significant
effort toward monitoring the environment near tlle Livermore site and Site 300. In

1989, over 30 000 analyses of elwironrnental samples were performed. This effort,
which is conducted in accordance with DOE Orders 5400.1 and 5484.1 has three

purposes: (1) to assess the effectiveness of effluent control programs, (2) to assess

compliance with applicable environrnental laws and regulatic qs, and (3) to esti-

mate tile impact of operations on the environment. Data are produce d from sam-

_ pling of air, sewage effluent, groundwater and surface water, soil, vegetation and

foodstuff, and environmentalradiation; the type of samples taken at a specific loca-

tion depend,c, on the site and tile potential pollutants to be monitored. Both moni-

toring and compliance activities are summarized in this document.

LLNL--LIVERMORESITE the second liquid waste trial burn. In
September, tile EPA proposed to deny the

Compliance Self-Assessment F'art B permit for the Livermore site. In
The activities undertaken at tile response to this notice, I__LNI_announced

Livermore site in response to legal i that the permit application would be with-
requirements are described in the drawn. In addition, LLNL completed
Lz\ ell .orc-s]t_. section of the niain text of physical upgrades to several hazardous
this report in the chapter entitled and mixed waste managernent units, and
"Summary of Environmental Compliance completed the incinerator risk assessment.

Activities." These environmental activities _ The Part A and Part B permit applica-
were perf(_rrned by the Regulatory Affairs tions were tllen significantly revised to
Division, the Environmental Restoration describe more specifically the individual
Division, the Environmental Guidance waste management units, to reflect physi.-
Division, and the Hazardous Waste , cal or operational changes, to add mixed-
Management Division of the waste management units, and to address
En vi ronmen ta I Pro tection Depa rtmen t. d ocu men ta ti on issu es. The rex,ised permi t

Table L-44 provides, for 11989,a list of _ application was submitted to the regulatory
permits issued tc) LI.NI, for the Livermore agencies in l)ecernl:cr 1989.
.lte by various regulatory a • ,l c",' nd a_,e1 lOSa i Resource Conservation and Recovery
list of inspections conducted by such agen- Act (RCRA) and Other Federal and State
cies. (The table numbers reflect the number- Regulation of Storage TaHks. Personnel in
ing in the body of the text and are n(_t the Tallk Integrity Testing Program con-

' "l_ '_consecutive.) ducted tests of 3() underground dlc, el fuel
Resource Conservation and Recovery and gasoline systems in 1989; all but one

Act (RCRA)_Hazardous Waste. In was leak tigtlt. In addition, 33 under-
February 1989, LI_N L submitted a refor- ground wastewater retention systems
matted RCI,_A Part B permit application were tested; 1 ()systems were identified
f(_r the storage, treatment, and incinera- that could not meet the nlinimum leak-
ticm of hazardous waste and performed rate criteriol-i. Leak sites for two of there's'
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Synopsis
TableL-44.Compliance summary--Livermore site.

] ii ii

Type of regulatory action Regulatory agency

Public hearing (date)

RCRA Treatment and Storage of Hazardous EPA
Waste (Nov. 16)

Permits (number)

Underground Hazardous Waste ACFID
Retention Tanks (22)

Underground Hazardous Product ACHD
Retention Tanks (43)

GaSoline Recovery System (1) BAAQMD

PaintSpray Booth (3) BAAQMD

Particulate Capture Devices BAAQMD

(cyclones/baghouses) (12)

Solvent Cleaners (51) BAAQMD

Boilers (192) BAAQMD

Cleaning/Refurbishment Devices (6) BAAQMD

Printing Presses (4) BAAQMD

Paint Spray Booths (3) BAAQM D

Vapor Recovery Systems (2) BAAQMD
I

Groundwater Stripping Systems (2) BAAQMD

Ovens (2) BAAQMD

Fire Test Cell (1) BAAQMD

Wet Scrubber (1) BAAQMD

Miscellaneous sources (7) BAAQMD

Interim Status Document Di--IS/EPA
No. CA 2890012584 for Hazardous

Waste Storage and Treatment (1)

Discharge Permit to Sanitary Sewer I_WRP
Permit No. 1250

NPDES Permit CA 0029829 Monitoring Well RWQCB
Discharges (1)

WDR 88-075 Groundwater Remediation RWQCB
Activities (1)

...(continued).
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Synopsis
Table L-44. Compliance summary--Livermore site (concluded).

i '1

Type of regulatory action Regulatory agency

Inspections (date)

Building 611 Waste Accumulation Area (Jan. 10) ACI tD

Building 391 vapor recovery system, BAAQM D
Building 403 groundwater treatment
facility and system (Feb. 8)

Annual Inspection of Permitted Sources BAAQMD
(Febl 28, Mar. 2, Apr. 11,

May 2, July 11, July 14) .,,

Source test of air pollution control ,, BAAQMD
device at Building 403 (June 13)

(

Inspected asbestos removal in BA.AQMD
Building 115 (Oct. 6)

Inspected 26 boilers, Facility A (Oct. 17) BAAQMD

Follow-up visit for 1988 Visual EI'A (contractor)

Site Inspection (Jan. 27)

RCRA Compliance Evaluation Inspection EPA (contractor)
of WAAs, plus Area 612, Area 514 and
Building 419 Hazardous Waste
Management Facilities (Mar. 30-31)

' Observed second liquid waste EPA/DHS
trial burn (Feb. 9-17)

Review of Hazardous Waste DHS

Management facilitie,; and units (May 22)

Review areas being considered for DHS
hazardous waste storage and treatment (July 5)

Hazardous Waste Management DHS
Inspection (Sept. 29)

Sampling of Building 196 and I_WRP
Building 322 effluent (May 16, 19, 23, 25)

Inspection of Building 196(July 6) LWRP

Inspection of 2020 Research Drive (Nov. 17) I,WI_,P

,r
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=

were identified and repaired. A program 1989. No deficiencies were noted in the
for necessary ,repairs or closure of the report of the annual inspection of permit-
remaining eight systems is under way. ted sources.

Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Nonradiological Monitoring
Act (CERCLA)/Superfund Amendments Information
and Reau thoriza tion Act (SAIG4)-7-Ti tie I. Na tion aI Po flu tan t Disch ar_e
The efforts of the Envir_almental Elimination System. The NPDES permit
Restoration Prog.'am are directed mainly CA 0029289 applies to discharges to the
toward the Ground Water Project, which ground from monitoring wells used in the
addresses contamination at arm near the groundwater investigation. LLNL also
Livermore site resulting from past releases complies with NPDES regulations through
of hazardous substances. Curirently, efforts its sewer discharge permit. The Biological
are ongoing to monitor the extent of VOCs Oxygen LOemand (BOD) and pH limits
and gasoline in soil and groundwater, were the only parameters exceeded in the
Pilot remediation has been inltiated in LLNL sanitary sewer effluent in 1989. The
two areas, pH excursions were identified by the con-

In November 1989, a draft of the tinuous on-line monitoring system, and
Remedial Investigation Report for the the BOD value over the li,nit was noted
Livermore site was prepared l!or agency during a routine 24-h_ ur monitoring
review. The objectives of the report were sample collected during the first quarter
to characterize the site and lay a founda- of the year. None of these releases resulted
tion for the development of remediation in any adverse impact on the operation of
strategies. Screening of groundwater, sur- the LWRP.
face water, soil, sediments, and air for Exceedances of permit limits by sewer
toxic materials has led to the conclusion effluent are minimal; nonetheless, im'

that the primary medium of concern is proved monitoring and retention systems
groundwater and that the principal com- are being added to the sanitary sewer sys-
pounds found to be of potential concern tem. A detailed discussion of sewer efflu-
are volatile organic compounds (VOCs) ents is presented in the Sewer Monitoring
and fuel hydrocarbons. Chapter in the body of the report.

Toxic Substances Control Act. In 1989, Groundwater Monitoring Information.
LLNL removed and disposed of a large The Environmental Restoration Program
number of capacitors containing PCBs. (ERP) is a DOE program aimed at the
These capacitors were associated with the cleanup of environmental contamination
Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX). Until caused by past waste practices at DOE
1989, DOE had required LLNL to keep facilities. A general budget category was
TMX in a mothballed state so that it could created for this program at he request of
be used again, if necessary. In 1989, DOE the House Armed Services Committee.
relaxed this requirement. Funding began in 1988; however, LLNL's

National Environmental Policy Act environmental investigations have been
(NEPA). In 1989, over forty projects were ongoing since 1979. ERP efforts at the
evaluated under the applicable policies Livermore site are directed mainlv toward
and procedures for DOE compliance with the Ground Water.Project.
NEPA. Two of these were determined by The Ground Water Project addresses
DOE to require an Er_vironmental contamination resulting from past releases
Assessment; four were the subjects of of hazardous substances at and near the
Action Description Memoranda. Table L-46 Livermore site. In 1979, an inventory dis-
provides a list of major NEPA documents crepancy led to the discovery that approx-
filed in 1989. imately 17 0()0 gallons of gasoline had

Air Quality Management Activities. been lost from an 'underground fuel tank
The Bay Area Air Quality Management in the former-Building 403 area. In
District issued 192 permits to LLNL in December 1983, additional investigations
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Table,L-46.NEPA-related documents submitted to DOE during 1989.
iii ii ii i i i iii

Document

Type Subject

EA ltigh Explosives Applications Facility (l-lEAF)
Nu(:lear Directed Energy Research Facility (NI)ERF)

ADM Sewer Diversion Facility
'BER Laboratory Modular Complex (Building 361 Addition)
I_roposed Building 153
Build ing I66 Laboratory Addition

Memorandum Build ing 153
Advanced Implementation Technology Trailer Compl_:x

,, Builtling 332 SAS Office Expansion (SSEll)
Westside Drainage l'roject ,'
Building 185 IAght l_ab Project ',
NTTC Tenaporary Parking l.,ot l'roject
l'arking Lots A-8 and D-1 Project
Disaster Planning q¥iage Complex

Building 16,5 Advanced Optical l_aboratory
High Explosive Rinse-Water Lagoons Closure
Building 281 Cl)emistry and Materials
Trailer 2632 IAght l_abt_ratory
Tritium Evaporator at Well 8 Spring, Site 300
Waste Accumulation Area, Building 495

,'

Categorical I2kV Replacement Project
Exclusion "lYailer 4675 Central Cafeteria Expansion

15kV Sectional Switch

Modifications to Building 197
LI_NL Polymer Group Relocation, 13t;ilding 227
South Cafeteria Ventilati_m flood Installation

Technical Information Facility (TI F)

IAquid Nitrogen Storage "lhnk Replacc:ment
Modifications to Building 323, a fire station at IA_NL
Exhaust Manifold in Building 131
Earth Science Division, qYailer 1409
Tta ilers 5927 / 5¢)()6

Building 490 Standby Power

were initiated after volatile organic com- part ¢_f the EPA Remedial lnvestigati¢_n/
pounds (VOCs) were detected in offsite ' Feasibility Study prc_cess.
and onsite monitoring wells. C'urrently, i In November 1989, a draft ¢_f the
efforts are ongoing tc_monit¢_r the extent l_,emedial Investigation Repc_rt f_r the
of VOCs and gasoline in soil and gr(_unct- l.,ivermore site was prepared fc_r agency
water. In s_ dcfing, pilc_t remediation has review. The objectives c_f the report were
been initiated at the west -), ' , ,"ferlmetel of the t_ characterize the site and lay a fl_unda-
l.Averm_re site and in the gasoline leak tion for the develt_pment of remediati_n
area. In additi_nl, various grc}undwater _ strategies. Screening c_fgroundwater, sur-
computc, r models are being worked _m as fact: water, soil, sediments, anct air for
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toxic materials has led to the conclusion conducted in 1988. Ill early 1989, the data
that the primary nledium of concern is were entered into a computerized
groundwater. The principal compounds database system, and were used to gener-
found to be of potential concern are volatile ate reports for local emergency planning
organic compounds (VOCs) and lklel agencies. The inventory continues to be
hydrocarbons. Eight chlorinated solvents, updated to reflect changes in chemicals
trichloroethylene (TCE), tetrachloroethv- handled on site. The inventory itself is
lene (also termed perchloroethylene, PCE), three volumes long.
1,1-dichloroeH_z,lene (1,1-DCE), 1,2- Other Emissions Monitoring Data.
dichloroethymne (1,2-DCE), 1,2- LLNL does not have major air or water
dichloro-ethane (1,2-DCA), 1,1- nonradioactive point-source emissions
dichloroethane (1,1-DCA), carbon tetra- (other than emissions to the sewer dis-
chloride (CC14), and chloroform have been cussed above). Ernissions to the air from
detected in groundwater in the study area small point sources such as boilers and
in concentrations exceeding Federal or paint spray booths are calculated and are
State maximum contaminant levels presented in Table L-2.
(MCLs) or State Recommended Drinking Other _onitoring Data. Other lnonitor-
Water Action Levels. TCE and PCE are the ing data that are collected include air
predominant VOCs and are locally present beryllium content and EPA-priority-poilu-
in concentrations up to about 5.1 and tant content in surface water and arroyo
1.6 pprn, respectively. Maximum concen- sediments. The highest monthly average
trations of other VOCs are typically below concentration of beryllium measured was
several tens to several hundred ppb. Total ! <26 x 1()-5 Mg/m 3. This is the level of
VOC concentrations exceed 1 pprn in only detection of the analysis method and rep-
8 of 270 sampled wells. The fuel hydrocar- resents <2.6% of the regulatory limit estab-
bons occur almost exclusivel,_ in the area lished by the Bay Area Air Quality
of the leaking underground fuel tank. Management District. These concentra-
These hydrocarbons are currently being tions can be attributed to suspension of
extracted in a pilot study using vacuum- surface soil containing naturally occurring
induced venting. Due to the very low beryllium. Most potential pollutants in the
groundwater velocity in th,' _rea, the fuel storm runoff were not present at
hydrocarbons have not mi bated more detectable levels. For the first time, ace-
than about 500 ft from the leak point. No tone was detected in one sample at the
groundwater in the study area has gross northwest corner of the Livermore site at
alpha or gross beta activities above MCLs. 140 _g/L. No other organic compounds
Tritium occurs in a concentration slightly were detected. Metals were not detected
above the MCL in one onsite weil. Natural above normal background levels expected
decay will reduce the concentration to for water that has been in contact with soil.
below the MCL in a few years, long before During 1989, sediment samples from
the affected waters could migrate off site. the arroyos near the Livermore site were

Details of these activities and investiga- also collected. This was the second year
: tions during 1989 can be found in the fol- that samples of this type were collected.
' lowing documents: the LLNL Ground The level of lead (Pb) in one sample

Water Project Monthly Pro,_ress Reports and (79 rag/L) was above STLC linfits (5 rag/L).
Annual Rept;rt (Dresen et al. 1990; Dresen Two samples showed detectable levels of
et al. 1989a-f; Devany et al. 1989; Iovenitti the PCB Aroclor 1260 (0.07 mg/kg and
et al. 1989; Lavcson et al. 1989 a-d) and 0.05 mg/kg). However, the levels detected
other special topical reports (Layton 1989; _ ,.',,ere close to detection limits (0.03 mg/kg)
Thorpe et al. 1990). i and ',,,,ere below regulatory guidelines

Superfund Amendments Reauthor- (50 ppm; 40 Code of Federal Regulations
) •ization Act (SARAI_Title 111. A physical 761). None of the levels detected fln'c ther

inventory of ali chemicals subject to organic compounds were above regulatory
-" reporting under SARA Title III ,_vas ,;tandards. Many of these compounds are
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Table L-2. Nonradioactive airborne emissions, Livermore site.

II I

Estimated release Percent of total

Pollutant (tons/day) Bay Area emissions a

Particulates 0.0014 0.0002
Organic compounds 0,0852 0.0070
Oxides of sulfur 0.00033 0.0003
Oxides of nitrogen 0.0549 0.0118
Carbon monoxide 0.0110 0.0005
Chlorofluorocarbons 0.0705 0.0136

a See BAAQMD 1989.

typical of fuel constituents and are AIRDOS-EPA Clean Air Act Code (CAAC)
expected in locations that concentrate model code, while t,LNL historically has
stormwater runoff. Others are typical lab- used the Continuous-Point.Source Code
oratory solvents that may indicate con- (CF'S Code) to determine compliance with
tamination of samples. Investigations have DOE standards; this results in somewhat
been initiated to determine the origin of different calculated individual doses
these contaminants, because of the differences in model

These data are not "emission" data as assumptions and calculations.
described in the suggested DOE format, Small amounts of radioactive material,_
and are presented in detail in the body of from operations at the Liverrnore site were
the report in chapters on Air Monitorh_g, discharged to the environment in air and
Routine Water Monitoring, and Soil sewer effluents. The total amount of tri-
Monitoring. tium released to the atmosphere by LLNL

in 1989 was 2951.8 Ci, approxirnately
Radiological Monitoring Information 1554.4 Ci in the form of tritiated water. An

Potential Radiological Dose from the additional 834 Ci of tritiurn was released
Livermore Site. The primary DOE radia- by Sandia National Laboratories,
tion standards for protection of the public Livermore (SNLL), with approxirnately
are 100 mrem/v effective dose equivalent 656 Ci in the forrn of tritiated water. The
for prolonged exposure and 500 mrem/v total quantity of 13N (half-life of 10 rain-
effective dose equivalent for occasional " utes) and 150 (half-life of 2 minutes)
exposure. These limits are based on the released in 1989 was 42 Ci at the Liverrnore
dose to the maximally exposed individual site. The amount of radioactivity released
in an uncontrolled area. The definition of from I_I_NLduring 1989 was lower than
"effective dose equivalent" is the sum of 1988 and well within the range of
the effective dose equivalent from external previous years.
radiation and the com.nitted,, (50-v) effec- The CAAC was used to calculate the

tire dose equivalent from ingestion and estimated dose at the site perimeter, dose
inhalation during the calendar },ear. to the nearest resident, and dose at the

DOI- and I,I,NL also comply with EPA maximum offsite exposure location for
standards for radiation protection. These each ' "s"trois, ion source. The CPS Code was
EPA radiati_,n dose stall:dards are used to calculate the estimated dose at the

25 mrem/v dose equivalent for whole- site perimeter, dose to the nearest resident,
body exposures from the air pathway and nlaximum (_ffsite dose, and also the c(._11ec-
75 rnrem/v dose equivalent for exposure tire person-rem dose to the population
of any organ from the air pathway, residing within 80 km (_f the l_ivermore

Th_, EPA standard is based on the site. Both of these * _m_th_)L..: arc based _m
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conservative assumptions, and any actual exposure was 0.53 torero. Tliese doses
dose received by an individual would be represent only 2% or less of the EPA limit.
much less. Doses for emissions from specific facilities

The air pathway doses calculated using were also calculated. (See Table L-37.)
the Clean Air Act Code included expo- Air pathway doses were also calculated
sures from inhalation, air submersion, for each facility considered to have a mea-
ingestion, and ground surface irradiation surable airborne discharge to the atmo-
The Clean Air Act Code was _un using sphere using CPS Code. The maximum
specific meteorology for the Livermore combined inhalation dose (i.e., the total
site. The EPA limit for airborne emissions from ali facility discharges) from airborne
is 25 mrem/y whole body dose equiva- emissions at the Livermore-site perirneter
lent. The total fence-line dose from air was (}.31 torero. The maximum combined

emissions from Livermore-site operations inhalation dose from airborne emissions to
in 1989 was0.53 torero; the dose to the the nearest resident was 0.21 torero. The
nearest resident was 0.33 mrem; and the dose from tritium was entirely due to triti-
dose at the point of maximum offsite ated water (HTO). Elemental tritittm (HT)

Table L.37. Radiation dose from the air pathway, ali Livermore facilities, during 1989
(Clean Air Act Code). a

Nuclide/ Dose at site Dose to nearest Dose at maximum

emission perimeter resident off site exposure
Facility (Ct) (mrem) b (torero) b (torero) b

Tritium facility 3H/2949.4c 0.52 0.32 0.52

Insulating
core accelerator 0 0 0 0

Rotating target
neutron source 3H/2.18 d 0.0019 0.0007 0,0019

Incinerator 0 0 0 0

Laser complex 3H/0.25e 0.0002 0.00008 0.0002

Linear accelerator 13N/21 0.00_4 0.0044 0.0094
150/21

Total 2993.8 0.53 0.33 0.53

Percent of Federal
Emission Standard f 2_;_ 1 ';1, 2'?,

a These doses were calculated pursuant to the National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air l'ollutants (Clean
Air Act), 40 Co,h' o]"F,.,h'ral Regulations Part 61, Subpart tt.

b These doses are effective dose equivalents calculated using the F.PA required method. These calculations were per-
formed using the Clean Air Act Code, which contains the AIRI)OS-EPA and RADRISK models for calculating
atmospheric transport, exposure, and dose. The doses are calculated using the most conservative exposure assump-
tion and are not a dose actually received by any member of the public. The actual dose received by any member of
the public would be considerably less.

c Doses are based on 1554.4 Ci of HTO and 1395.0 HT released by lA,NI..
d Doses are based on 2.18 Ci of HTO.
e Doses are based on 0.25 Ci of HTO.

f The Federal Emission Standards for radionuclides (contained in 40 C,,d,. o.l:l'ed,'ral R,'gulalions 61, Subpart H) limit
doses to the public to 25 mrem/y to the whole body and 75 mrem/y lo any critical organ. On l)ece|nber15, 1989, a
new standard of 10 mrem/y effective dose equivalent took effect; the percentage of this standard for dose at site
perimeter, dose to nearest resident, and dose at maximum off site exposure are 5.3';,;, 3.8';;, and 5.3';_, respectively.
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did not present a measurable contributien collective effective dose equivalent to the
tothe dose. total population within 80 kin (50 miles)

The current DOE radiation protection of I_IJNL was 0.64 person-rem during
limit for the public is 100 mrem during a 1989. This dose is based on a population
one-year perio_J. Prior to 1986, this limit of 6 million within 80 km of LI__NL.The
was 5()()mrem per year. The total offsite collective population dose from natural
dose has decreased significantly over past sources of radiation, using 318 mrem/y
years. Fluctuation in dose frorn year to as a typical average from natural sources,
year is due to changes in operations, oper- during the same period of time was esti-
ating schedules, and site meteorology, mated to be 1.9 x 1()_ perscm-rem.
Since 1984, the offsite doses have Overall, ali measured and calculated
remained very low, all less than 0.4'Y,.of radiation doses were negligible: the doses
the DOE limii, were well below the applicable standards

The CPS Code was also used to calcu- for radiation protection of the public and
late the dose to the maximally exposed substantially less than the dose normally
individual, a hypothetical person who received from natural sources of back-
lives at a location and has a lifestyle that ground radiation. (See Tables L-39
results in receiving the maximum possible and L-40.)
calcula ted radiation dose from I_ivermore- Radiological Monitoring Program.
site operations. The calculated committed I_LNI_,conducts a substantial environmen-
(5()-y) effective dose equivalent to the tal radiation monitoring program. Data
maximally exposed member of the public are collected for radioactivity in air,
from all sources and pathways during sewage, surface water and groundwater,
198q was ().43 torero. (See Table L-38.) For sc)ils and sediments, and vegetation and
comparistm, the average resident of the foodstuff In acldition, penetrating radia-
IJvurmore Valley received a d_se _f tion is measured. The sample data and the
approximately 318 mrern from natural methc_ds used to analyze the samples arc
backgrc_und radiaticm (including radon) presented in detail in the Air Monitoring,
during this same period. Sewage Monitc_ring, R,_utine Water

Finally, the CPS Code was used to cal- Monitc)ring, Soil M(mitoring, Vegetation
culate the collective population d_se. The and Foodstuff Monitoring, and
collective populaticm dose is the sunl of Environmental Radiation Monit(}ring
the doses to ali individuals residing within chapters in the bc)dy of the rep¢}rt.
an 8t)-km radius of I_LN L. The estimated
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TableL'38. Estimated radiation dose to the public from Livermore-site airborne

effluents during 1989 (Continuous-Point-Source Code).
,d.. Illlll II I

Nuclide/ Dose at site Dose to nearest Dose at maximum Collective dose (80-km
emission perimeter resident offsite exposure radius of LLN L)

Facility (Ct) (torero) a (torero) a (mrenO a (person-rem) b

Tritium facility 3H/2949.4b 0.26 0.18 0.26 0.64

Insulating
core accelerator 0 0 0 0 0

Rotating target
neutron source 3H/2.18c 0.0006 0.0004 0.0006 0.001

Incinerator 0 0 0 0 0

Laser complex 3H/0.25d 0.00007 0.00004 0.00007 0.00012

Linear accelerator 13N/21 0.05 e 0,03 e 0.05 e 0.00001e
150/21

Total 2993.8 0.31 , 0.21 0.31 0.64
(Livermore site)

a This dose represents the 50-y committed effective dose equivalent, lt is calculated using the most conservative expo-
sure assumption and is not a dose actually received by any member of the public, The acutal dose received by any
member of the public would be considerably less.

b Doses are based on 1554.4 Ci of HTO and 1395.0 HT released by LLNL.
c Doses are based on 2.18 Ci of HTO.
d Doses are based on 0.25 Ci of HTO.

e Submersion dose. The short half-life of 13N and 150 preclude calculation of air inhalation dose,

TableL-39.Summary of radiological dose assessment for 1989 for the Livermore site.
ii i i

Effective dose equivalent to the maximally exposed individual in the public

Pathways
Percent of DOE

Inhalation/ Ingestion- Ingestion- primary radiation
submersion a foodstuffs water Total protectim_ standard

Nuclide (mrem) (mrem) (torero) (torero) (roSy) for the public b

3H 0.25 0.07 0.06 0.38 0.0038 0.38

13N, I50 0.05 N/A c N/A c 0.05 0.0005 0.05

l,ivermore-site Total d 0.43 0.0043 0.43

a The inhalation/submersion dose was derived using the Continuous-I'oint-Source code, and it represents commit-
ted effective dose equivalents, lt is calculated using the mos! conservative exposure assumption and is not a dose
actually received by any member of the public. The actual dose received by any member of the public would be
considerably less.

b The primary DOE radiation standard for protection of lhe public (ali sources and ali pathways) is 100 mrem/y.
c There is no ingestion dose from short half-life air activation products.

d This dose is the maximum potential dose to a member of the public from ali ,_ources and ali exposure pathways.
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Table L-40. Comparison of radiation doses--Livermore site, 1989.

ii , III hill

Individual dose Population dose a
Location/source (mrem) (person-rem)

LLNl. Sources

Atmospheric emissions 0.43 b 0.64
Liquid emissions Ob 0 c

Other Sources

Natural i'adioactivity d
Co,_mic radiation 40 240 000
Terrestrial radiation 50 300 000
Internal (food consumption) 28 168 000
Radon 200 1 200 000

Medical radiation e,f

(Diagnostic procedures) 55 330 000

Weapons test falloute,g 5 550 000

Nuclear power productione,g 5.5 33 000

a The population dose is the collective (combined) dose for ali individuals residing within an 80-km radius of the
Livermore site (approximately 6 000 000).

b These doses represent the maximum committed effective dose equivalent from ali LLNL emissions, lt is calculated
using the most conservative exposure assumptions and is not a dose actually received by any member of the public.
Therefore, it is not used to calculate LLNL population dose.

c Populations dose from Livermore-site emissions.
d These values vary with location and representapproximate averages in the vicinity of LLNL.
e This dose is an average over the U.S. population.
f From Mettler et al. (1990).
g From Glasstone and Jordan (1980).

LLNLISITE300 Order 80-184 until November 1988 when
their use ceased. They had been used for

Compliance Self-Assessment disposal of firing table gravel and debris.
The activities undertaken at the Site 300 Plans for final closure of Pits 1 and 7 were

in response to legal requirements are submitted to DHS, EPA, and the Regional
described in the Site,300 section of the Water Quality Control Board. The RCRA

I ' , 'b

body of this report in the chapter entitled Part A permit application was revlst.d to
"Summary of Environmental Compliance show the change in landfill status. A
Activities." These environmental activities RCRA Part B permit application was sub-
were performed by the Regulatory mitted to EPA and DHS in January 1989
Affairs Division, the Environmental for the hazardous waste container storage
Restoration Division, the Environmental facility. The final Part B permits were
Guidance Division, and the Hazardous issued by FPA and DI-tS in November 1989.
Waste Management Division of the Resource Conservation and Recover},/
Environmental Protection Department. Act (RCRA) aria Other Federul, State, and
Table S-27 provides, for 1989, a list of Local Regulation of Storage Tanks.
permits issued to LLNL for Site 3()0 by Personnel in the Tank Integrity Testing
various regulatory agencies and a list of Program conducted tests of two under-
inspections conducted by such agencies, ground hazardous product retention sys-

Resource Conservation and Recovery terns; one system was identified that could
Act (RCRA)_Hazardous Waste. Landfill tl()t meet the minimum leak-rate criterion.

F'its I and 7 were operated at Site 300 The leak sites were identified and repaired.
under provisions of the Interim Status Air Quality Management Activities.
Document CA 289()()90002 and WDR The San Joaquin Air l_olluti()n Control
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Table S-27. Compliance summarymSite 300.

I IIII IIIII III I Ilrtdll I II I IIIIIII I

Type of regulatory action Regulatory agency

Public hearing (date)
RCRA Waste Disposal Permit (Aug. 3) I)t--IS/EPA

Permits (number)
RCRA Hazardous Waste Container

Storage Facility Permits (2) DHS/EPA
Interim Status for FIE b'urn pit ('1) [)HS/EPA

" WDR 80-184 for Class lid Solid Waste RWQCB

Disposal Sites (1)
" WDR 82-105 ( N PDES Permit CA0081396) for RWQCB

Cooling Tower Wastewater Discharge (1)
WDR 85-188 for Domestic and Industrial RWQCB

Wastewater to Septic Systems and
Evaporation Ponds (1)

Gasoline Recovery System (2) SJCAPCI)
Paint Spray Booth (1) SJCA PCD
Sawdust Collector (cyclone) (1) SJCAf'CI.9
Boilers (5) S.JCAI_CD

Inspections (date)
Land fill Closure Inspection (Ma r. 10) EPA /DHS/RWQCB

RCRA Annual Inspection (Mar. 26) EPA
Annual tnspection of Permitted Sources (Apr. 4) RWQCB
Underground Tank Soil Sampling (June 26) SJCHD
Annual Inspection of Endangered U.S. Fish and Wildlife/

Wildflower (Mar. 30) California Fish & Game

Annual Inspection of Permitted Sources (Nov. 28) SJCAPCD

District issued nine permits to LLNL for under the Federal Clean Water Act, estab-
Site 300 operations in 1989. No deficien- lishes the permit requirernents for dis-
cies were noted in the report of the annual charges into surface waterways. In
inspection of permitted sources, addition, the. State of California requires

Endangered Species Act Activities. Staff permits for any discharges that have
from the California Departrnent of Fish potential to adversely impact beneficial
and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife uses of waters of the State. The Regional
Service performed their annual inspection WaterQuality Control Boards (RWQCBs)
of the endangered wild flower, Amsi_lckia are responsible for issuance and enforce-
gralut!flora, on March 30, 1989. A newly ment of both types of permits.
discovered second population located on Site 300 has three permits issued by the

- Site 300 was also inspected. Regional Water Quality Control Board.
Waste l)ischarge Requirenlent, Order

Nonradiological Monitoring 8(/-184, for a Class 11-1 solid waste disposal
Information site pertains to inactive landfills located at

N_tional Poll'ltant Dischmxe Site 300. Waste Discharge Requirement,

Elimination System (NPDES)/Waste .Order 82-105, is a permit that applies to
Dischalxe Requirements. Clean water is the cooling tower discharges at Site 3()().
the subject of Federal, State, and local laws This permit is also an NI_DES permit

: and ":gulations. The National l'_llutant because discharges may enter stormwater
Discl:argc Eliminaticm System (NI_DES), drainages. Finally, Waste l)ischarge
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Requirement, Order 85-188, is a permit for nlaximunl of about 15 m/y toward tlle
tile sewer lagoons, septic tanks, leach- northern site boundary. Given this flow
fields, and the high-explosives rinsewater rate and the radioactive decay half-life for
Class 11surface impoundment at Site 3(10. tritium of 12.3 years, by the time the

On April 4, 1989, RWQCB performed an groundwater reaches the site boundary, its
inspection of permitted discharges. This tritium concentration will be only slightly
included review of cooling tower dis- , above background levels.
charges, land fill operations, HE process In 1989, LLN L continued its investiga-
water discharges to a surface impound- tion of the extent of HE compounds and
ment systenl, and septic system discharges. TCE in groundwater beneath the HE
No inspection report was received. Process Area. Both plunles are small, with

Groundwater Monitoring Information. concentrations of HE compounds at 350
Groundwater monitoring is conducted ppb or less and TCE at 280 ppb or less.
under two programs at LLNL, Onepro- As part of LLN1./s environnlental rerne-
gram is designed to meet regulatory com- diation efforts, six inactive water-supply
mitments established for specific site wells at Site 300 were sealed and aban-
investigations; the other program consists doned. These older wells posed a potential
of routine compliance monitoring around threat of cross-contamination of water-
landfill and wastewater surface irnpound- bearing zones because of their long well
ment units, screens or sand packs. The wells were

Until recently, investigations under tile . sealed and abandoned.
first program were being conducted under In addition during 1989, the RWQCB
the California Clean Water Act, using approved LLNL's plan to close the nine
CERCLA guidelines and procedures. In decommissioned HE rinsewater lagoons
March 1989, LLNL received a proposed in the HE Process Area. By October 1989,
RCRA cleanup order from EPA. The terms LI ,NL llad filled tile lagoons to grade level
of the cleanup order have not yet been with native soils, placed a clay cover on
negotiated with EPA. each lagoon, and seeded them with native

Accordingly, Remedial Investigations/ . grasses. The lagoons have now been for-
7easibility Studies of TCE, tritium, and I-lE really closed.
compounds in soil and groundwater con- Details of this program are described in
tinued during 1989. TCE contamination tile LLNL Site 300 E;iviro;lme;ttal lnves-
was investigated at the Building 834 com- ti_atioJls Ql,Trterh/Reports (Lamarre et al.
plex, at Building 833, the General Services 1989a-c; Taffet et al. 1989a); they are not
area, Landfill Pit 6, and the HE Process discussed in this report.
Area. A soil-vapor survev in the General lhe other ground wal:er program con-
Services area resulted in ihe detection of sists of routine cornpliance monitoring
TCE in offsite soils east of the southeast around landfill and wastewater surface

corner of Site 30(). Subsequent installation impoundment units, as required by the
of monitoring wells allowed identification RWQCB, California Department of Health
of a plume of TCE (concentrations up to Services (DIqS), and tile EPA. In 1989, very
58 ppb) in shallow groundwater extending low concentrations of Freon-ll 3
about 4()00 ft from the site boundary (l,l,2.-trichloro-l,2,2-trifluoroethane) con-
beneath private and State of California tinued to be observed in two wells at a
property. A groundwater treatment sys- maximum concentration of 5.8 _.tg/L and
tern has been designed to begin renledia- 9.7 _.lg/L, respectively. Freon-ll 3 was also
tion of these low concentrations of TCE. detected in another well during the second
By year end, the treatment unit was being quarter at a concentration of 0.9 _tg/l_.
c_mstructed and applicable permits had These levels are far bellow the State acticul
been sought, level of 120() _g/l_,.

The investigati(m of tritium in ground- Some groundwater monitoring wells
water at l_andfill l_it 7 showed that near landfills at Site 3()0 c()ntinued to

_n_undwater in that area is mc_ving at a show sharply elevated c_ncentrati_ms c_f
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tritiated water, These elevated levels have Other Emissions Monitoring Data.
been observed in this area since 1984. The LLNL does not have major air or water
highest value measured was 4.0 x 10-4 nonradioactive point-source emissions
laCi/mL. This valu.e exceeds the MCL; (other than emissions to the sewer dis-
however, it was found in an aquifer that is Cussed above). Emissions to tl_e air from
not used for onsite water supplies. Water small point sources such as boilers and
movement analysis has shown that the tri- paint spray booths are calculated and are
tium will decay to levels below drinking presented in Table S-2.
water limits before it reaches the site Other Monitoring Data. Other nonradi-
boundary. Traces of halogenated hydro- ological monitoring data that is collected
carbons were detected in wells downgra- includes air beryllium content and noise
dient of this area and in groundwater monitoring. The highest monthly average
downgradient from another landfill at concentration of beryllium detected was a
Site 300. As in 1988, the highest detection-limit value of <26 x 10-5 _g/m 3,
trichloroethylene Value observed during This value is less than 3% of the regulatory
routine monitoring in 1989 from a well in limit established by the San Joaquin
the Building 817 area; this year the value County Air Pollution Control District.
was 81 lag/mL, in 1988 itwas 98 lag/mL. These concentrations can be attributed to
This contamination is most likely due to suspension of surface soil containing natu-
past operations at Building 815. Nitrate rally occurring berylliurn.
levels in a number of monitoring wells LLNL conducted 55 high explosives
were above the MCL. These levels are con- tests at Site 300 during 1989. Micro-
sidered to be naturally occurring, barograph measurements in the vicinity of

Super_md Amendments Reauthor- Site 300 and the City of Tracy demonstrated
ization Act (SARA)_Title IlL A physical that the noise limit of 400 labar was not
inventory of all chemicals, subject to exceeded, nor were there any complaints
reporting under SARA Title III was con- of noise or overpressure from residents in
ducted in 1988. In early 1989 the data were the vicinity of the test site. Furthermore,
entered into a cornputerized database sys- none of the 55 tests produced sound lev-
tem, and were used to generate reports for els, at any of the six microbarograph sta-
local emergency planning agencies. The tions, above 65 labar.
inventory continues to be updated to These data are not "emission" data as
reflect changes in chemicals handled on described in the suggested DOE format,
site. The inventory itself is three and are presented in detail in the body of
volumes long. the report in chapters on Air Monitoring

and Noise Monitoring.

Radiological Monitoring Information
Table S-2. Nonradioactive airborne emis- Potential Radiological Dose from

sions, Site 300,1989. Site 300. The primary DOE radiation stan-
........... dards for protection of the public are

Estimated release 100 mrern/y effective dose equivalent for
Pollutant (tons/day) prolonged exposure and 500 mrem/y

effective dose equivalent for occasionalParticulates 0.0003
exposure. These limits are based on the

Organic compounds 0.0062 dose to the hypothetical maximally
Oxides of sulfur 0.0001 exposed individual in an uncontrolled
Oxides of nitrogen 0'0()23a area. The definition of "effective dose

Carbon monoxide 0'0006a equivalent" is the sum of the effective
Chlorofluorocarbons 0.0045 dose equivalent frorn external radiation

a These values are estimates based on the com- and the committed (50-y) effective dose
bustion products from diesel-fuel-fired boilers, equivalent from ingestion and inhalation

during the calendar year.
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DOE and LLNL also comply with and nlaximurn offsite dose as well as col-

EPA standards for radiation protection, lective person-rem dose to the population
These EPA radiation dose standards are residing within 80 km of the Livermore
25 mrem/y dose equivalent for whole- site, Both of these methods are based on
body exposures from the air pathway and conservative assumptions, and any actual
75 mrem/y dose equivalent for exposure dose received by an individual would be
of any organ from the air pathway, much less,

The EPA standard is based on the The air pathway doses calculated using
AIRDOS-EPA Clean Air Act Code the CAAC included exposures from
(CAAC) model code, while LLNL histori- inhalation, air submersion, ingestion, and
cally has used the Continuous-Point- ground surface irradiation,The CAAC
Source Code (CPS Code) to determine was run using specific rneteor01ogy for
con-_pliance with the DOE standard; this Site 300, The EPA limit for airborne emis-
results in somewhat different calculated sions is 25 mrem/y whole body dose
individual doses because of the differences equivalent, The total fence-line dose from
in model assumptions and calculations, ,. air emissions from Site 300 operations in

The total airborne discharge from the 1989 was 1,5 x 10-4 mrem; the dose to the
Advanced Test Accelerator in 1989 was nearest resident was 3,7 x 10-7 mrem;

0.57 Ci of 13N and 0.57 Ci of 150. These and the dose at the point of maxirnum off-
nuclides are air activation products gener- site exposure was 1,5 x 10-4 torero, These
ated during the interaction of the accelera- doses represent only 0,006% or less of the
tor beam with air. Nitrogen-13 has a EPA limit. (See Table S-23,)
half-life of about 10 minutes, and 150 has Air pathway doses were also calculated
a half-life of about 2 minutes, using CPS Code. The maximum inhalation

The CAAC was used to calculate the dose from airborne emissions at the

estimated dose at the site perirneter, dose Site 300 perimeter was 6,3 x 1()-4 mrern,
:o the nearest resident, and dose at the The maximum inhalation dose from air-

maximum offsite exposure location for borne emissions to the nearest resident
each emission source. The CPS Code was was 1.6 x 10-4 1T_rem,(See Table S-24,)
u.s'_..dto calculate the estimated dose at the The CPS Code was also used to calcu-

site perimeter, dose to the nearest resident, late the dose to tile maximally exposed

Table S-23. Radiation dose from the air pathway (Clean Air Act Code a calculations) for
Site 300, 1989.

l)ose at site Dose to nearest Dose at maximum

Nuclide perimeter resident off site exposure
Facility (Ct) (torero) b (torero) b (torero) b

Advanced Test Accelerator I'_N, I_() ().(1()()15 3.7 x I()--7 ().()()()1

(0.57,0.57)

Total 0.00015 3.7 ,,:10-7 0.000i 5

Percent of Federal iimission Standard c (1.()()6 I / 1() _ (}.()()6

a These doses were calculated pursuant to the National iimissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (Clean Air
Act), 40 Code ,,f l'eder, II lh,gulations Part 61, Subpart H.

b These doses are effective dose equivalents calculated using the EPA required method. These calculations were per-
formed using the Clean Air Act Code, which contains the AIRI)OS-EI_A and RAI)RISK models for calculating
atmospheric transport, exposure, and dose.

c The Federal limission Standards for radionuclides (contained in 4(1 Code ,q' l,'deral R,'guhtlions Part 61, Subpart I-I)
limit doses to the public to 25 mrem/y to the whole body and 75 mrem/y to any critical organ. On l)ecember 15, lq89,
a new standard of10 mrem/y effective dose equivalent took effect; the percentages of this standard for dose at the
site perimeter, dose to nearest resident, and dose at maximum offsite exposure are 0.0015%, 3.7 ," 1()-_'7,., and

0.001.5",,, respectively.
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Synopsis TableS-24, Estimated radiation dose to the public from Site 300 airborne effluents dur-
ing 1989 (Continuous-Point-Source Code).

i i i i iii ii

Nuclide/ Dose at site ll)ose to nearest i)ose at nlaximum Collective dose (8()-km

enflssion perhneter resident offsite exposure radius of I.,LNL)
Facility (Ct) (torero) a (torero) a (torero) a (person-rem) b

Advanced Test

Accelerator (ATA) t3N/0.57 (l,()0063 ().()0()16 ().()(i()63 ().()013

150/(l.57

Total 0.00063 0,000l 6 0.00063 0,0013

a This dose represents the 50-y committed effective dose equivalent, lt is cMculate_ r using the most conservative expo-
sure assumption and is not a dose actually received by any member of the public, lhc actual dose received by any
member of the public would be considerably less, lt is not used to calculate population dose.

b The popullation dose is the collective (combined) dose of ali individuals residing within an 80-km radius. These cal-
culations are based on the same population distribution asthat around the Livermore Mte (6 000 000). The popula-
tion densities within 80 km of Site 300 are actually less. Therefore, the collective person-rem dose is
conservative_the actual dose to tile public within 80 km around Site 3{10 is actually lower. The population dose ix
calculated directly with the Continuous-i'oint-Source Code.

individual, a hypothetical person who Overall, ali rneasured and calculatecl
lives at a location and has a lifestyle that radiation doses were negligible. The doses
results in receiving the rnaximum possible were well below the applicable standards
calculated radiation dose from Site 300 for radiation protectkm of the public and
Operations. The calculated committed substantially less than the dose normally
(50-y) effective dose equivalent to the received from natural sources of back-
maximally exposed member of the public ground radiation.
frol-n all sources and pathways during Radiological Monitoring Program.
1989 was 6.3 'x 10-4 torero. For compari- LI_,NL conducts a substantial environ-
son, the average resident of the l.Avermore mental radiati_n monit(_ring program.
Valley received a dose of approximately Data are collected fl_r radioactivity ill air,
318 mrem from natural background radia- sewage, surface water and gr_!undwater,
ticm (including radon) during this same s¢_ils and sediments, and vegetation and
period. (See Table S-25 and S-26.) foc_dstuff. In addition, penetrating radia-

Finally, the CPS Code was used to cal- tion is measured. The sample data and
culate the collective population dose. The the methods used to analyze the samples
collective population dose is the sum of are presented in the Air Monitoring,
the doses to ali individtJals residing.within Routine Water Monitoring, Compliance
an 8()-km radius of LI_NL. The estimated Water Monitoring, Soil Monit(_ring,
collective effective dose equivalent to the Vegetation M_mitcwing, and Environmental
total population within 80 km (50 miles) of Radiati(m Monitoring chapters in the body
I_I_NL was 1.3 x ]0 -3 person-rem during of the rep_rt.
1989. This dose is based on a p(_pulaticm of
6 milli(m within 80 km of I_LNL. The ct)l- Conclusiop

lective populati(m dose from natural In stim, the results c_fthe Environmental
s_n._rces (_f radiation, using 318 mrem/y as M(mitoring l:'r(_gram fc_r1989 demonstrate
a typical average frc_m l_atural sc_urces, that the envir(mmental impacts of I.I.NI_
during the same peri(_d of time was esti- are minimal and pc_se no threat tc}the
mated to be 1.9 x 1()6 pers(m-rem, public (_r the environment.
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TableS-25. Summary of radiological dose assessment for 1989 for Site 300.

mill I I

Effective dose equivalent to the maximally exposed Individual ill the public

Pathways
Percentof DOl".

Inhalation/ Ingestion- Ingestion- primary radiation

submersion a foodstuffs water Ibtal protection standard
Nuclide tmrem) (torero) (torero) (torero) .... (mSv) for the public b

13N, 150 0,1){)063 N / Ac N / Ac {},{)0,{}63 _ x 10.6 0,l)00l_

Site 300 Total d ' 0.00063 6 x 10-6 {).0006
,

a The inhalation/submersion dose was derived using the Continuous-Point-Source code, and lt represents committed
effective dose equivalents, lt is calculated using the most conservative exposure assumption and is not a dose actu-
ally received by any member of the public. The actual dose received by any member of the public would be
considerably less,

b The prhnary DOE radiation standard for protection of the public (ali sources and ali pathways) is 100 torero/y.
c There is no ingestion dose from short half-life air activation products.
d This dose is the maximum potential dose to a member of the public from ali sources and ali exposure pathways.

TableS-26. Comparison of radiation dosesISite 300, 1989.
i i

lndividual dose Popu latlon dose a

I,ocation/source (torero) (person-rem)

Site 300 Sources

Atmospheric Emissions {}.1}{){)(_3b {),0013c

Other Sources

Natural radioactivity d
Cosmic radiation 40 240 {}0()
Terrestrial radiation 50 300 {}l}{)

Internal (food consumption) 28 1{_8{}{}0
Radon 2{}{} 200 {}{}{}

Medical radiation e,f

(Diagnostic procedures) _ 33{}{}{1{}

Weapons tesi falloutV4_ _ 30 {}(}{}

Nuclear power productiont',g 5.5 33 (}0(}

a The population dose is the collective (combined) dose for ali individuals residing within an 80-kni radius of IJ_NI,
(approximately 6 000 000).

b This dose represents the maxinlum committed effective dose equivalent from ali Site 300 emissions, lt is calculated
using the Continuous Point Source Code and the most conservative exposure assumptions and is not a dose actually
received by any member of the public. Therefore, it is not used to calculate Site 300 population dose,

c l'opulation dose from Site 300 emissions is calculated directly with the Continuou,M'oint-Source Code.
d These values vary with location and represent approximate averages in the vicinity of Site 300.
e This dose is an average over the U.S. population.
f I:ronl Mettler et al. (1990).
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A Absorbed dose Tile amount of energy deposited by radiation in a given
amount of material. The unit of absorbed dose is tile rad.

Absorption The process by which the number and energy of particles or
photons entering a body of matter is reduced by interaction
with the matter.

Accuracy Tlie closeness of the result of a measurement to the true
value of the quantity rneasured.

ALARA As Low As Reasonably Achievable. A U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and Nuclear Regulatory
Commission policy for radiation exposures. It is an
approach to radiation exposure control or management
where the exposures and resulting doses are maintained as

far below the limit specified for the appropriate circum-
stances as social, economic, technical, and practical consider-
a tions permit.

Alluviunl Sediment deposited by flowing water.

Alpha particle A positively charged particle emitted from the nucleus of an
atom. It has a mass and charge equal to those of a heliurn
nucleus (2 protons and 2 neutrons).

Ambient air The surrounding atmosphere, usually the outside a_r, as it
exists around people, plants, and structures. It is not consid-
ered to include the air immediately adjacent to emission
sources.

Analyte A constituent or parameter that is being analyzed.

Anion A negatively charged ion.

ANOVA Analysis of variance. A test of whether two or more sample
means could have been obtained from the same statistical

population.

Aquifer A saturated layer of rock or soil below the ground surface
that can supply usable quantities of ground water to wells
and springs. Aquifers can be a source of water for domestic,
agricultural, and industrial uses.

,,

Aquitard A geologic unit that functions as an upper c_rlower bound-
ary of an aquifer.

ARB California Air Resources Board. The State agency responsible
for developing contr(_l strategies to protect ambient air quality,
This agency alsc_ regulates mobile sources.
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Atom Tile smallest particle of all element capable of entering into a
chemical reaction.

Atomic Chemical analysis performed by vaporizing a sample and

absorption measuring the absorbance of light by the vapor.
spectrometry Abbreviated AA.

B BAAQMD Bay Area Air Quality Management District. The local agency
responsible for regulating stationary air emission sources
(including the Livermore site) in the San Francisco Bay Area.

BAT Best available technology (economically achievable).

Beta particle A negatively charged particle emitted from the nucleus of an
atom. It has a mass and charge equal to those of an electron.

Blank sample A control sample that i,_,identical, in principle, to the sample
of interest, except that the substance being analyzed is
absent. The measured value or signals in blanks for the sub-
stance being analyzed is believed to be due to artifacts and
should be subtracted from the measured value to give a net
result reflecting the amount of substance in tlle sample Of
interest.

Blind sample A control sample of known concentration in which the
expected values of the constituent are unknown to the analyst.

Biota The animal and plant life of a particular region considered as
a total ecological entity.

BOD Biochemical (biological) oxygen demand. A measure of the
amount of oxygen in biological processes that break down
organic matter in water; a measure of the organic pollutant
load. lt is used as an indicator of water quality.

C CAA Clean Air Act. The Federal law that authorizes the EPA to set

air quality standards and to assist State and local govern-
ments to develop and execute air pollution prevention and
control programs.

CAM WET California Assessment Manual, Waste Extraction %'.st. A

DHS procedure for evaluating the leachability of certain
metals, pesticides, and other organic compounds from a
semi-solid or solid waste, lt is used to determine the toxicity
of a waste.

CAAC Clean Air Act Code (EI_A). Computer code required by the
EPA for modeling air emissions.
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Cation ' A positively charged ion.

CEQA California Environmental Quality Act of 1970. This legisla-
tion regulates the issuance of permits for the construction
and operation ttf any facility in California that has potential
to cause harm to the environment. Federal facilities are

exempt from CEQA. However, the University ttf California,,
has voluntarily chosen to con:ply with this legislation.

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act of 1980. Also known as Superfund, this law
authorizes the Federal government to respond directly to
releases of hazardous substances that may endanger health
or the environment. The EPA is responsible for managing
Superfund. The major step m the Superftmd process is the
Remedial Investigation / Feasibility Study (RI/FS).

i

In 1986, the President signed into law the Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), which
amended and reauthorized CERCLA for five years at a total
funding level of $8.5 billion. SARA also strengthened State
involvement in the cleanup process, and encouraged the use
of treatment technologies and permanent solutions.

i However, the Superfund cleanup of groundwater at LLNl_, is
funded by DOE.

Code o( Federal A codification of ali regulations developed and finalized by
Regltlatiolls Federal gow.'rnment agencies in the Federal Register. RCRA

regulations are contained in Title 40 of th_2Codt! of F'ederal
RegulatioJts.

Chain-of-custody A method for documenting the history and possession of a
sample from the time of its collection, through its analysis
and data reporting, to its final disposition.

Clakwocarbon A compound of carbon and chlorine, or carbon, hydrogen,
and chlorine, such as carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, and

tetrachloroethylene.

COD Chemical oxygen demand. A gross anaiytical res: for the
presence of organic compounds in water.

Collective dose The sums of the dose equivalents of ali individuals in an

equivalent exposed population within a certain radius, and
expressed in units of person-rem (or person-sievert).

Collective The sums of the effective dose equivalents of all individuals

effective dose in an exposed population within a certain radius, and
equivalent expressed in units of pets(m-rem (or person-sievert).

c) c/l.ld'ql. l.i'ltvir(,i,!clzlal Ret_,'t 1.8. 241
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Committed dose The predicted total dose equivalent to a tissue or organ
equivalent over a 50-year period after known intake of a radionuclide

into the body. lt does not include contributions from external
dose. Committed dose equivalent is expressed in units of
rem (or sievert).

i

Committed The sum of the committed dose equivalents to various
effective dose tissues, each multiplied by the appropriate weightilag
equivalent factor. Committed effective dose equivalent is expressed in

units of rem (or sievert).

Cosmic radiation Radiation with very high energies, originating outside the
earth's atmosphere. Cosmic radiation is one source con-
tributing to natural background radiation.

CPS Code Continuous-Point-Source computer code for plume disper-
sion and deposition calculations.

Curie (Ci) A unit of measurement of radioactivity, defined as the
anaount of radionuclide in which the decay rate is 2.22 x 1012
disintegrations per minute (3.7 x 1010 disintegrations per
second), which is approximately equal to the decay rate of
one gram of pure radium.

D Daughter A nuclide formed by the radioactive decay of another
nuclide, which is called the parent.

DcG Derived Concentration Guide. Concentrations of radionu-

clides in water and air that could be continuously consumed
or inhaled (365 days/y) and not exceed the DOE primary
radiation protection standard to the public (100 mrem/y
effective dose equivalent).

DEIS Draft Environmental Impact Statement. (See EJS.)

DHS Department of Health Services (California). The State agency
, that regulates hazardous waste management and remedial

actions.

Disintegration A spontaneous nuclear transformation (radioactivity)
(nuclear) characterized by the emission of energy and/or mass from

the nucleus of an atom.

DOE U.S. Department of Energy. The Federal agency that spon-
sors energy research and regulates nuclear materials used for
weapons production.

Dose The energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation. Tile
unit of absorbed dose is the rad, equal to 0.01 joules per kilo-

. gram for irradiated material in any medium.
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Dose c(mlmitment Tile dose which an organ or tissue would receive during a

specified period of time (e.g., 50 or 100 years) as a result of
intake of one or more radionuclides from one year's release.

Dose equivalent The product of the absorbed dose (rad) in tissue and a quality
factor. Dose equivalent is expressed in units of rem (or
sievert). The dose equivalent to an organ, tissue, or whole
body in a year will be that received from the direct exposure
plus the c,:_mrnitted dose equivalent received from radiontl-
clides taken into the body during the yea r.

Dosimeter A portable detection device for measuring the total accumu-
lated exposure to ionizing radiation.

Dosimetry The theory and application of the principles and techniques
inw_lved in the measurementand recording of radiation
doses. Its practical aspect is concerned with the use of vari-
ous types of radiationmeasurement instruments.

DWS Drinking water standard. A standard established by the state
of California in Tit!e 22 of the Cal!fi_rnia Code of Regttlatiolts.

E EA Environmental Assessment. A report that identifies potentially
significant environmental impacts from any Federally
approved or funded project that may change the physical envi-
rormlent. If an EA shows significant impact, an EIS ix required.

Effective dose An estimate of the totalrisk of potential effects from
equivalent radiation exposure, lt is the sum of the comrnitted effective

dose equivalent from internal deposition and the effective
dose equivalent from external penetrating radiation received
during a calendar year. The committed effective dose equiva-
lent is the sum of the individual organ committed dose
equivalents multiplied by weighting factors that represent
the proportion of the total random risk that each organ
would receive from uniform irradiation of the whole body.

Effluent A liquid or gaseous waste discharged to the environment.

EIR Environmental Impact Report. A detailed report, required by
California law, on the significant environmental impacts
from any project that is carried out, approved, or funded by
a local or State (California) public agency the may change the
physical environment.

E1S Environnlental Impact Statement. A detailed report, required
by Federal law, on the significant environmental impacts that
a pending structure or development will have on the envi-
ronment. An EIS must be prepared by a government agency
when a "major, Federal action that will haw_ "significant"
environmental impacts is planned.
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EPA Environmental Protectior_ Agency, Tile Federal agency

responsible for en forcing en vinmmental laws. Although
some of this responsibility may be delegated to State and
local regulatory agencies, EPA retains oversight authority to
ensure protection of humall health and the environment.
EPA adrninisters the Superfund legislation and works with
State and local agencies to provide technical oversight for
cleanup activities at Federal facilities regulated by the
Superfund program.

EPD Environmental Protection Department (LLNL),

EMG . Environmental Monitoring Group in the Regulatory Affairs
Division of the Environmental Protection Department (LLNL).

F Federal Facility A facility that is owned or operated by the Federal govern,
merit. With the passage of SARA, Federal facilities became
subject to the same requirements that other responsible par-
ties must adhere to once they are placed on the Superfurld
National Priorities List.

Federal Register A document published daily by the Federal government con-
taining notification of government agency actions. The
Federal Register contains notification of EPA and DOE actions,
including notification of EPA and DOE decisions concerning
permit applications and rule making.

FEllS Final Environmental Impact Statement. (See EIS.)

FFA Federal Facilities Agreement. A document that specifies
required actions at a Federal facility as agreed upon by vari-
ous agencies (e.g., EPA, DHS, RWQCB, and DOE).

Fissile Any material fissionable by neutrons of all energies
(e.g., 235U and 239pu).

Fluvial Produced by the action of a stream or river.

FS Feasibility Study. A study based on a Remedial Investigation
to evaluate and develo F remedial action alternatives to pre-
vent, or mitigate, the migration or tl_e release of hazardous
substances or contaminants.

G g Gram, the standard metric measure of weight approximaMy
equal to 0.035 ounce.

Gamma ray High-energy, short-wavelength electromagnetic radiation
emitted from the nucleus of an atom. Gamma radiation fre-

quently accompanies the emission of alpha or beta particles.
Gamma rays are identical to x rays except fc_rthe source of
the emission.
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Gray The SI unit of measure for absorbed dose, lt is the quantity

of energy imparted by ionizing radiation tc) a unit mass of
matter such as tissue. One gray corresponds to one joule per
kilogram.

Greek prefixes
Scientific Decimal

Symbol Name notation notation

m milli 10-3 0.001

l-t rnicro 10 -6 0.000001
n nano 10-9 0,000000001
p pico 10-12 0.000000000001

H Half-life The time required for one-half the radioactive atorns in a
(radiological) given amount of material to decay. After one half-life, 50 out

of 100 atoms will have changed; during the next half-life, 25
more will deca}; and so on, exponentially.

Hazardous waste Wastes exhibiting any of the following characteristics:
ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or EP-toxicity (yielding
toxic constituents in a leacl ing test). Ii: addition, EPA has
listed as hazardous other wastes that do not necessarily
exhibit these characteristics. Although the legal definition of
hazardous waste is complex, the term more generally refers
to any waste that EPA believes could pose a threat to hun:an
health and the environment if managed in:properly. RCRA
regulations set strict controls on the management of haz-
ardous wastes.

HE High explosives. Materials that release large amounts of
energy when detonated.

HSWA Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of 1984 to RCRA.

These amendrnents to RCRA greatly expanded the scope of
hazardous waste regulation. In HSWA, Congress directed
EPA to take measures to further reduce the risks to hun:an

health and the environment caused by hazardous wastes.

FIT Tritiated hydrogen gas. Tritium is the hydrogen isotope with
one proton and two neutrons in t.he nucleus, lt en:its a low-
energy beta particle and has a half-life of 12.3 years.

HTO Tritiated water (and water vapor). (See H'F.)

Hydraulic In an aquifer, the rate of change of total head (water-level
gradient elevation) per unit distance of flow at a given point and in a

given direction.

Hydrology The science dealing with the properties, distribution, and
circulation of natural water systems.
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I ICRP International Commission on Radiological Protection. An

international organization that studies radiation, including
its measurement and effects.

Inorganic Compounds that either do not contain carbon or do not
compounds contain hydrogen along with carbon. Inorganic compounds

include metals, salts, and various carbon oxides (carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide).

IiI situ A term that Can be used to refer to the treatment of contami-
nated areas without excavation or other removal, as in the in

sitll treatment of soils through biodegradation of contami-
nants on site.

Interim status A legal classification that applies to hazardous waste inciner-
ators or other hazardous waste management facilities that
were under construction or in operation by November 19,
1980, and can meet other interim status requirements.
Interim status facilities may operate while EPA considers
their permit application.

Ion An atom or compound that carries an electrical charge.

Isopleth A line on a map connecting points at which a given variable
has a specified constant value, such as topographic contour
lines.

Isotopes Forms of an element having the same number of protons in
their nuclei but differing numbers of neutrons.

J Joule The SI unit of work or energy equal to 107 ergs or approxi-
mately 0.7375 footpound. (A fo¢_t-pound is the amount of
energy to move one pound the distance of one foot.)

L L Liter, the SI measure of capacity approximately equal to
1.057 quart.

Land Ban A regulatory program that identifies hazardou:, wastes that
are restricted from land disposal. The regulations incorporate
a phasing-in of restrictions in three stages.

LBL Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

Less than A phrase indicating that a chemical constituent was either
detection limits not identified or not quantified at the lowest level of sensitivi-

ty of the analytical method being employed by the laboratory.
Therefore, the chemical constituent either is not present in
the sample, or it is present in such a small concentration that
it cannot be measured by the analytical procedure.
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LLN L La wrence Livermore N a tional Labora tor,_:

Lower limit of The smallest concentration or amount of analyte that can
detection be detected in a sample at a 95% confidence level.

LWRI _ Livermore Water Reclamation Plant. The City of Livermore':,

rnunicipal wastewater treatment plant, whicia accepts dis-
charges frona the LLNL Livermore site.

M MATHEW/ Transl.x'wt and diffusion cornputer codes used to deternaine
ADPIC ct×tes the concentration of pollutants at a distance from the source.

MCL Maximum co ntanmaant levels in drinking water established
by EPA or DHS.

N NAA_S National Ambient Air Quality Standards. Air standards estab-
lish,xi by EPA to prot_x't human health and the environment.

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act. This Federal legislation,
pass_:_,tin 1%9, regulates the issuance of per'nits for the con-
struction and operation of facilities that have the potential to
imp,_ct the environment or public health. One provision of
N EPA requires the preparation of ata EIS bv Federal agencies
when "major" actions are taken. The agency responsible for
assuring NEPA compliance at LLNL is DOE, with EPA
oversight.

N ESHAP National Ernission Standards for Hazardous Air F'ollutants.

, These standards are found in the Clean Air Act; they set lim-
its for such pollutants as beryllium and radicmuclid_:s.

NISq National Institute for Standards and Technology. The Federal
agency responsible for referer_ce materials against which
laboratory materials are calibrated, forrnerlv known as the
National Bureau of Standards.

Nt_nl._int source Any nonconfined area from which pollutants are discharged
int(_ a body of water {e.g., agric_fltural rtmoff, construction

J rtlnoft', an_t parking-lot drainage).

N I'DES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System. This
Federal regulation, under the Clean Water ._,ct, retluires per-
mits for discharges into surface waterways.. LLNL holds
N PDES permits at the Livermore site for groundwater dis-
charges to the arroyos and for cooling-tower discharges at

° Site 300.

N Pl_ National l"riorities last. EPA's list of the top-priority haz-
ardous waste sites in the country that are subject to the
Superfund program.

:s
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NRC Nuclear l_egulatory Commission. Tile Federal agency

charged with oversiglat of nuclear power and nuclear
machinery and applications not regulated bv DOE or the
Department of Defense.

NTS Nevada Test Site (DOE). The facility in the United States
where nuclear weapons are tested.

Nuclide A species of atom characterized by the constitution of its
nucleus. The nuclear constitution is specified by the number
of protons, nurnber of neutrons, and energy contertt; or,
alternatively, bv the atomic numbel, mass number, and
atomic mass. Tr}be regarded "asa distinct nuclide, the atom
nmst be capable of existing for a measurable length of time.

0 Off site Outside the boundaries of the LI.NI_ Livernmre site and

Site 300 properties.

On site Within the boundaries of the LI_NL livermore site or

Site 300 properties.

P Part B permit The second, narrative section subrnitted by generators in the
RCRA permitting process, lt covers in detail the procedures
followed at a facility to protect human health and the
cia viron 111en t.

PCE l>trachloroethvlene, also known as perchloroethylene. A
volatile organic contaminant found in groundwater.

Performance Specific regulatory requirements established by EPA lilniting
standards the concentrations of designated organic compounds, partic-

ulate matter, and hvdrogen chloride in emissions from incin-
erators. Permit apl:_licants n-mst show that the incinerator
can meet the perfornlance standards under the operating
conditions specified in the RCRA permit. EPA also estab-
lished performance standards fl;r concentrations of metals
and organic conapounds in wastewater.

l_iezometer Generally, a snaall-diameter, ntmpumpilag well tised to mea-
sure the elevation of the water table or potentionaetric surface.

plt A measure of hvdrogen-iola cotacentratitm in an aqueous
solution. Acidic solutions have a pH from {1to 6, basic solu-
tions have a pt-I greater than 7, and neutral solutitms have a
pH of 7.

l'oint source Any confined and discrete conveyance _e.g., pipe, ditch,
weil, or stack).
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Porter-Coh)gne Act The California law that established a two-tier administratiw_,
organization to elaforce its water-quality legislation: Regional
Water Quality Control Boards and the State Water Resources
Control Board.

POTW Publicly Owned 'lYeatment Works. A general term used for
sevcage treatment plants. The Livermore Water Reclamation
Plant is the POTW that accepts sewage from the Livermore
site.

ppb Parts per billion. A unit tfr measure for the concentration of a
substance in its surrounding medium. For example, one bil-
lion grams of water containing one gram of salt has a salt
concentration of one part per billionl

ppm Parts pet" million. A unit of measure for the concentration of
a substance in its surrounding medium. For example, one
million grams of water containing one gram of salt has a salt
concentration of ()he part per million.

Precision The closene:_s of approach of a value of similar or replicate
results to a comnaon value in a series of measurements.

Pretreatment Any process used to l educe a pollutant load before it enters
the sewer system.

l'retreatment National wastewater pretreatment regulations adopted by
regulations I::_PAin compliance with the 1977 amendments to the Clean

Water Act, which required that EPA establish pretreatment
standards for existing and new industrial sources.

Priority pollutants A set of organic and inorganic chemicals identified by EPA
as indicators of environmental contamination.

l'ublic comnaent A specified anaount of time alh)wed for members of the
period public to express their views and concerns regarding an

action bv a public agency.

Public hearing A formal gathering of officials and the public where the
views al_d concerns of members of the public art, verbally
expressed regarding a public agency's action; public
conanaents may be written or oral. Thf agency is required to
consider the comments in its evaluation of the action being
ta ken.

l'ublic laoti,'e NtHification by an agency informing the public of agency
actit,as (e.g., the issuance c)f a draft permit).

0 Quality assurance A system of activities whose purpose is to pnwidt, the producer
or user of a procluct or service the assurance that it meets
defined standards of quality with a stated level of confidence.
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Quality factor The factor by which tile absorbed dose (rad) is multiplied to

obtain a quantity that expresses, on a common scale for all
ionizing radiation, the biological damage to exposed per-
soils, lt is used because some types of radiation, such as
alpha particles, are more biologically damaging than others.

R rad Tile unit of absorbed dose. It is the quantity of energy
imparted by ionizing radiation to a unit mass of matter such
as tissue. One rad equals 0.01 joule per kilogram.

Radioactive decay The spontaneous transformation of one radionuclide into a
different radioactive or nonradioactive nuclide, or into a dif-
ferent energy state of the sarne radionuclide.

Radioactivity The spontaneous emission of radiation, generally alpha or
beta particles, or gamma rays, from the nucleus of an unsta-
ble isotope.

Radionuclide An unstable nuclide. See nuclide and radioactivity.

RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976. RCRA is
an amendment to the first Federal solid waste legislation, tile
Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965. In RCRA, Congress estab-
lished initial directives and guidelines for EPA to regulate
hazardous wastes.

RI Remedial Investigation. An investigation conducted to fully
assess the nature and extent of the rolease, or threat of
release, of hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants
and to gather necessary data to support the corresponding
feasibility study.

Reagent Any substance used in a chemical reaction to detect or mea-
sure another substance, or to convert one substance into

another by irleans of the reaction which it causes.

rem Radiological unit of dose equivalent. Ttlis is the product of
tile absorbed dose (rad), quality factor (Q), distribution fac-
tor, and other necessary modifying factors. The unit reln
describes the effectiveness of various radiations to produce
biological effects (1 rem = 0.01 sievert).

Response to A d(_cument that addresses ali significant public
comn_ents comments received by EPA during the public comment period

on a proposed permit or action. Tile doctlment includes a
summary of each cornment., as well as EPA's response to each
comment.

Riparian |nhabiting the bank area along _r about a body of water.
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Risk assessment The use of established rnethods to measure the risks posed

by an activity such as hazardous waste treatment. Risk
assessments evaluate (1) the relationship between exposure
to toxic substances and the subsequent occurrence of health
effects, and (2) the potential for that exposure.

Roentgen A unit of exposure dose of x- or gal_ma-radiation such that
the electrons and positrons liberated by this radiation pro-
duce, in air, when stopped completely, ions carrying positive
and negative charges of 2.58 x 10-4 coulomb per kilogram of
air. Abbreviated R.

RWQCB Regional Water Quality Control Board. The regional agency
responsible for water quality standards and the enforcement
of State water quality laws within its jurisdiction. California
is divided into a number of RWQCBs; the l_ivermore site is
regulated by the San Francisco Bay Region, and Site 300 is
regulated by the Central Valley Region.

S SAL State Action Level, the level of a contaminant in drinking
water recomrnended by I)HS for remediation.

Sarnpling and A detailed document describing the procedures used to
Analysis Plan collect, handle, and analyze groundwater samples for detec-

tion or assessment-monitoring parameters. The plan details
quality control measures that will be implemented to ensure
that sample-collection, analysis, and data-presentation activi-
ties meet the prescribed requirements.

Saturated zone A subsurface zone below which all re,ck pc_re-space is filled
with water; also called the phreatic zone.

SARA Superfund Amendments and l_Ieauthorization Act of 1986.
This act modifies and reauthorizes CERCI,A. Title ill of this

act is als(_ known as the Emergency l_lanning and
Community l,_ight-to-Know Act c_f1986.

Screen zone In well c(mstructicm, the section of a formation that ccmtains
the screen, or perforated pipe that allows water to enter the
weil.

Sensitivity The capability c_fmethodology or instrumentati(m t(_dis-
crirninate between samples having differing ccmcentraticms
c_rccmtaining varying amounts (7t:analyte.

Sewerage The system of sewers.

SI Systeme Internatl(real d'UnitOs. An international system c_f
physical units. Units (}f measure in this systern include
meters (length), kil(_gram (mass), kelvin (temperature), bec-
querel (radi()activity), gray (radi(_active dose), and seivert
(dose equivalent).
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Sievert The SI unit of dose equivalent. This is the product of the

absorbed dose (gray), quality factor (Q), distribution factor,
and other necessary modifying factors. The Unit Sv describes
tile effectiveness of various radiations to produce biological
effects ; 1 Sv = Gy x Q x N = 100 rem.

Site 300 LLNI.'s high-explosives test facility, located approxirnately
15 miles east of the Livermore site.

SDM Standard Deviation of the Mean. (See Standard deviation.)

SJCAPCD San Joaquin County Air Pollution Control District. The local
agency responsible for regulating stationary air ernission
sources (including Site 300) in the San Joaquin County.

SJCHD San Joaquin County Health District. The local agency that
enforces underground-tank regulations in San Joaquin
County, including Site 3001

SN LL Sandia National Laboratories, Livermc_re. SN L,L discharges
its sanitary sewage from a common n _onitored outfall with
the Livermore site.

Standard deviation An indication of the dispersion of a set of results around
their average (mean).

STLC Soluble Threshold Limit Concentration. A value that can be
used to determine if a waste is hazardous.

Superfund The common name used for the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCI,A).
CERCLA is a Federal statute that gives the Federal governnlent
the ability to respond to hazardous waste releases that pose a
potential threat to human health and the environment.
California has also established a "State Superfund" under
provisions of the California Hazardous Waste Control Act.

Surface A facility or partof a facility that is a natural topographic
impoundment depression, man-made excavation, or diked area formed pri-

marily of earthen materials, although it may be lined with
man-rnade materials. The impoundment is designed to hold
an accumulation of liquid wastes, or wastes containing free
liquids, and is not an injection weil. Examples of surface
impoundrnents are holding, storage, settling, and aeration
pits, ponds, and lagoons.

SWRCB State Water Resources Control Board. The State agency that
develops and adopts Statewide water quality plans and poli-
cies, issues permits pertaining to property rights to use
water, and acts as an appellate agency for actions (ff the
Regional Water Quality Control Boards.

I
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T TCA Trichloroethane. A volatile organic contaminant found in

groundwater.

TCE lYichloroethylene. A volatile organic contaminant found ill
groundwater.

TCLP Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure. An analytical
method designed tct determine the mobility of both organic
and inorganic compounds present in liquid, solid, and multi-
phase wastes. It is used tct determine applicability of Land
Ban to a waste.

TDS _Ii_tal Dissolved Solids. The portion of solid material in a
waste stream that is dissolved and passed through a filter.

TLD Thermolun_inescent dosimeter. A device used tomeasure

external gamma radiation levels.

TTO _Ii)tal toxic organic compounds. A list of organic compounds
for which EPA has established discharge limits for specific
processes or industries.

Tritium _lkitium is the hydrogen isotope with one proton and two
neutrons ixl the nucleus, lt emits a low-energy beta particle
and has a half-life of 12.3 years.

T-test A type of ANOVA that determines the significance of the dif-
ference between two sample rneans.

_l\lrbidity A measure of the concentration of sediment or suspended
particles in solution.

U 238U Uranium-238, also known as D-38 or DU (depleted urani-
um), a radionuclide.

Unsaturated zone That portion of the subsurface in which the pores are only
partially filled with water, The direction of water flow is ver-
tical in this zone; it is also referred to as the vadose zone.

USGS U.S. Geological Survey. The Eederal agency responsible for
maintaining maps of the United States.

UST UndergroundStorage lhnk. A stationary device designe d to
contain an accurnulation of hazardous materials or waste. A

tank is constructed primarily of non-earthen material, but
the entire surface area of the tank is totally bellow the surface
of, and covered by, the ground.

V Vad(tse z()ne Tl_e partially saturated or unsaturated region above the
water table that does not yield water to wells.
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VHS Volatile Halogenated Solvent. A term used by LLNL for
analysis of the solvents detectable by EPA Method 601.

VOC Volatile Organic Compound. Liquid or solid organic com-
pounds that have a tendency to spontaneously pass into the
vapor state.

VSI Visual Site Inspection. An inspection required by EPA as part
of the RCRA permit process to identify solid waste manage-
ment units that could have had, or continue to have, releases
of hazardous constituents to the environment.

Vi Wastewater A collection of treatment processes and facilities designed
treatment system and built to reduce the amount (ff suspended solids, bacteria,

oxygen-demand ing materials, and chemical constituents in
wastewater.

Water table The water level surface below the ground at which the
unsaturated zone ends and the saturated zone begins, lt is
the level to which a well that is screened in the unconfined

aquifer would fill with water.

Weighting factor A value used to calculate dose equivalents. It is tissue-specific
and represents the fraction of the total health risk resulting
from uniform, whole-body irradiation that could be con-
tributed to that particular tissue. The weighting factors used
in this report are recommended by the ICRP (Publication 26).

Wind rose A diagra m that shows the frequency and intensity of wind
from different directions at a particular place.

X XRFA X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis. The identification of elements
through characteristic x rays generated by excitation. The
sewer-monitoring system uses this technology for metal
detection.

Y y The Sl abbreviation for year.

Z Zone 7 The common name for the Alameda County l;lood Control
and Water Conservation District. Zone 7 is the water man-

agement agency for the Livermore-Amador Valley with
responsibility for water treatment and distribution. Zone 7 is
also responsible for management of agricultural and surface
water and the groundwater basin.
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